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INTRODUCTION 

This report has been prepared in response to the petition received by the 
Assistant Secl~etary Indian Affairs from the Miami Nation of Indians of 
the State of ::ndiana, Inc., hereafter MNISI seeking Federal acknowledgment 
as a Indian tribe under Part 83 of Title 25 of the Code of Federa~ 
Regulations (25 eFR 83). 

Part 83 estal,lishes procedures by which unrecognized Indian groups may 
seek Federal clcknowledgment of an existing government-to-government 
relationship lrith the United States. To be entitled to such a political 
relationship with the United States, the petitioner must submit 
documentary e~'idEmce that the group meets the seven criteria set forth in 
Section 83.7 of 25 CFR. Failure to meet anyone of the seven criteria 
will result in a determination that the group does not exist as an Indian 
tribe within the meaning of Federal law. 

Publication of the Assistant Secretary's proposed finding in the Federal 
Register initiates a 120-day response period during which factual and/or 
legal arguments and evidence to rebut the evidence relied upon are 
received from the petitioner and any other interested party. Such 
evidence should be submitted in writing to the Office of the Assistant 
Secretary Indian Affairs, 1849 C Streets, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20240, 
Attention: Branch of Acknowledgment and Research, Kail Stop 4627-KIB. 

After consideration of all written arguments and evidence received during 
the 120-day response period, the Assistant Secretary will make a final 
determination regarding the petitioner's status, a summary of which will 
be published in the Federal Register within 60 days of the expiration of 
the 120-day r2sponse period. This determination will become effective 60 
days from its date of publication unless the Secretary of the Interior 
reques ts the As,;istant Secretary to reconsider. 

If at the expiration of the 120-day response period this proposed finding 
is confirmed, tht~ Assistant Secretary will analyze and forward to the 
petitioner otht~r options, if any, under which the petitioner might make 
application for services or other benefits. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND/OR ACRONYMS USED IN REPORT 

BAR = Branch of Acknowledgment and Research, Bureau of Indian Affairs 
Uvaluator of the Petition). 

BIA = Blre.au of Indian Affairs 

GBMI = G,)dfroy Band of Miami Indians. 

ICC = Ildi,an Claims Commission 

MAR = Miami Annual Reunion 

MIl = Miami Indians of Indiana. 

MI/MNI = Miami Indians/Miami Nation of Indians. 

MNISI = Miami Nation of Indians of the State of Indiana, Inc. (The 
PI~titioner) 

MTI = Miami Tribe of Indiana. 

PD = PI~tition Document submitted by the Petitioner (MNISI) . 

R.G. 48 = ~itional Archives Record Group 48. Records of the Office of the 
SI~cn~tary of Interior. 

R.G. 75 = ~itional Archives Record Group 75. Records of the Bureau of 
I:ldbn Affairs. 

R.G. 123 = N,ltional Archives Record Group 123. Records of the United States 
CI)urt of Claims. 

VNRC = Vilshington National Records Center, Suitland, MD. 
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SUKKARY UNDER THE CRITERIA 83.7(a-g) 

Evidence subRitted by the Miami Nation of Indians of the state of Indiana 
(hereinafter, the petitioner) and obtained through independent research by 
the Acknowledgment staff and by researchers with First Computer Concepts, 
Inc., demonstrates that the petitioner does not meet all seven criteria 
required for Federal acknowledgment. Specifically, the petitioner does not 
meet criteria 25 eFR 83.7(b) and (c). In accordance with the regulations set 
forth in 25 CFR 83, failure to meet anyone of the seven criteria requires a 
determination that the group does not exist as an Indian tribe within the 
meaning of Federal law. 

This is a proposed finding based on available evidence and, as such, does not 
preclude the submission of other evidence to the contrary during the 120-day 
comment period which follows publication of this finding. Such new evidence 
may result in a change in the conclusions reached in the proposed finding. 
The final determination, which will be published separately after the receipt 
of comments, will be based on both the new evidence submitted in response to 
the proposed finding and the original evidence used in formulating the 
proposed finding. 

In the summary of evidence which follows, each criterion has been reproduced. 
in boldface type as it appears in the regulations. Summary statements of the 
evidence relied upon follow the respective criteria. 

83.7(a) A :stateaent of facts establishing that the petitioner 
hal!l been identified from historical tiaes until the 
pr~esent on a substantially continuous basis, as 
"~Ierican Indian," or "aboriginal." A petitioner 
shall not fail to satisfy any criteria herein aerely 
bec::ause of fluctuations of tribal acti vi ty during 
val~ious years. 

Documentary sc)urces have identified a body of Indians called the Miami from 
their first stlstained contact with French fur traders and missionaries in the 
1650's to the prE~sent. Records of New York and Pennsylvania indicate English 
colonial intel'est in the tribe as early as 1705, before the main body of the 
tribe moved from Michigan, where it was first noted by the French, to its 
"historic" hOllehnd in northern Indiana. Documents relating to the Iroquois 
Wars, thefuJ' t!~ade, and the imperial rivalry of France and England in the 
17th and 1&*h cellturies track the movement of the tribe to northern Indiana 
by the 1720's. 1~he documentation also discusses the role of the tribe and 
its leaders iIi those major events. English colonial documents and early 
documents of the United States Government also delineate the Miami tribe's 
role in the ADlerl.can Revolution and the struggles of the fledgling United 
States GovernDlent: to maintain its control over the Old Northwest. Records 
detail the Unltedi States Government's dealings with the Miami tribe during 
the period frc1m 1.795 to 1846, during which the tribe signed 12 treaties 
ceding its laDds until part of the tribe was forced to remove west to Kansas 
and Indian Telritory. 
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At the time-cf removal, some 148 Miami were allowed to remain in Indiana by 
treaty stipulation or act of Congress. Others, who returned to Indiana 
shortly after the J:.emoval, raised the total to approximately 300. Subsequent 
to the remova.l, the Miami wbo emigrated became known as the "Western" Miami 
and were continually referred to as such in correspondence with the Office of 
Indian Affairs a.nd in congressional documents. The Miami who remained in or 
returned to Indiana were referred to in similar documents as the "Eastern" 
Miami, or Eastern "branch" or "band" of the tribe or the "Miami of Indiana." 
Indiana Miami delegates attended negotiations and signed a treaty in 
Washington D.C. in 1854, as well as an unratified treaty in 1869. 

In 1897, at the height of their successes on the Federal and State levels to 
have their lands declared tax exempt because of past treaty stipulations, 
Interior Department Assistant Attorney General Willis Van Devanter issued an 
op1n1on declaring that the Federal Government no longer recognized the 
"tribal capacity" of the Indiana Miami. 

The Miami were identified as a tribe in numerous memorials and resolutions of 
the Indiana legislature to the Federal Government between the 1820's and 
1840's to accomplish their removal. After 1846, the Indiana legislature 
showed concern for the continued payment of annuities to those Miami allowed 
to remain in the state, and identified them as part of the Miami tribe. 
After State and Federal court cases in the 1870's and 1880's determined that 
Indiana Miami lands were tax exempt because of the continued tribal status of 
the Miami who remained after removal, the State passed legislation preventin~ 
such taxation by state, county and municipal governments. As a result of Van
Devanter's 1897 opinion, the State began to take action again to tax Miami 
land holdings, as well as to enforce game laws in the 1930's which had 
previously been considered not to apply to the Miami because of treaty 
stipulations protecting their hunting and fishing rights. Federal and State 
court decisio~s in tax and game cases involving consideration of the status 
of the Indiana Miami wavered between acknowledging that they were a band or 
tribe and statin,; that they were merely individuals of Indian descent. 
Decisions priJr to 1897 primarily took the former stance, while later 
decisions hel,i that the Indiana Miami did not constitute a tribe, again using 
Van Devanter's decision as a basis for their argument. Kore recent 
decisions, ho'(evler, such as that made by the Indian Claims Commission in 
1964, identified the Indiana Miami as an Indian entity. 

Since the early 1980's, various departments of the State government have 
worked closelJ with the Indiana Miami, such as the Department of Natural 
Resources' ef:~orts to protect Miami cemeteries and the assistance of state 
officials in :~e.t)ving an offensive Indian stereotype from a State Fair logo. 
In 1980 the Illdi.m8 legislature passed a joint resolution in support of the 
Miami petiti~l for Federal acknowledgment. 

A Miami Indian elltity in Indiana has also been identified from before the 
removal period ttJ the present in travelers accounts, regional histories, and 
popular biographies -- particularly those relating to Frances Slocum. 

2 
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Despite the factionalism within the group, numerous articles in Indiana 
newspapers dating from the 1880's to the present also note the existence of 
an identifiable, overall Miami Indian entity a well as the subgroups in the 
state and chronicl~ the group's participation in local parades and pageants, 
the activities and deaths of its leaders, its meetings and reunions, and its 
efforts to preserve its rights and protect its lands. 

Finally, the Miami have had dealings with other Indian tribes and Indian 
organizations. The Indiana Miami maintained close ties with the Miami who 
emigrated west in 1846. Delegations from both the Indiana and western Miami 
worked together during treaty negotiations in Washington in 1854 and 1869. 
In the 1950's the Indiana and Oklahoma Miami worked together again, this time 
on Miami claims c.ases before the Indian Claims Commission. contact and 
visits between thle councils and leaders, as well as members, of both Miami 
organizations~ave continued to the present. 

From the early 19,~0' s to at least -the 1960' s various Indiana Miami worked 
with an organi~ation called the "League of North American Indians" (later the 
"Long House Le:igul~ of North American Indians"). This organization assisted 
the various su:,grl'ups of Indiana Miami in organizing and in pressing the 
group's claims. Since the early 1980's, the group and its leaders have 
become active :in :statewide Indian organizations, such as the Intertribal 
Council of Ind:lanli of Indiana, and have been proponents of a State Indian 
Affairs Commis:;iol~ to meet the needs of the state's Native American 
population. The lfiami have included with their petition letters from the 
Saginaw Chippe1fa Indian Tribe of Michigan, the Miami Tribe of Oklahoma and 
the Oneida Tril)e of Indians of Wisconsin supporting the group's petition for-
Federal acknowled!lment. 

The petitioner hal; been identified as being an American Indian entity from 
historical timl!S until the present on a substantially continuous basis and, 
therefore, meets (:riterion 25 CrR 83.7 (a) • 

83.7(b) Uvidence that a substantial portion of the 
]Ietitioning group inhabits a specific area or lives 
in ell co_unity viewed as Aaerican Indian and distinct 
frOl1 other populations in the area and that its 
Ilellllers are descendants of an Indian tribe which 
lList:orically inhabited a specific area. 

In the early cc~tact period, i.e., the 1600's, the Miamis consisted of a 
series of i~.Jlenclent tribes of related peoples. The largest of these, the 
Crane tribe~ wtlicb numbered several thousand people, evolved into the 
historic Miaai tribe during the early 1700's. Bands within the tribe were 
more or less c(lmpclsed of families related to the village chief, plus 
additional attcLchE!d followers. Villages of from 50 to 200 people were the 
primary settleD~nts. 

In 1825, the iDLIIledliate pre-removal period, there were about 10 Miami 
villages, incll;,diDlg the large settlement around the trading house of the 
chief, J.B. Ric~har:'dville. The Miami population had declined to about 850 
people. There was: considerable reshuffling of Miami bands in the immediate 
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pre-removal period, as many village leaders died and the Miami population 
declined. 

The present Indiana Miami membership is derived from those families that were 
allowed to remain after removal westward in 1846 or were allowed to return in 
the succeeding 10 years. Approximately 300 individuals remained in Indiana 
or returned and were allowed to remain. The group also includes some 
families which initially remained but which migrated west voluntarily over 
the succeeding 80 years. They have remained distinct, for the most part, 
from the Western Miamis, i.e., those who had been removed in 1846 (presently 
recognized as the Miami Nation of Oklahoma). 

Four groups of kinsmen had land after removal, and formed the nuclei for 
subgroups which had the character initially of land-based bands similar in 
character to the pre-removal bands. One was the band under Meshingomesia, 
which had a communally-held reserve along the Mississinewa River. The second 
major group centered on the massive Godfroy family (descendants of Chief 
Francis Godfroy). It initially had major land-holdings, originally granted 
to Francis Godfroy, along the Wabash and Mississinewa Rivers just east of 
present-day Peru and west of the Meshingomesia reserve. A third subgroup, 
commonly known as the Bundy group, was centered on the descendants of Frances 
Slocum, with land immediately east of the Godfroys. The fourth subgroup with 
land was the Richardville and LaFontaine families (which were largely 
intermarried), with scattered lands well east of the others, near Huntington 
and Fort Wayne. A large portion of this latter subgroup migrated west after 
removal and form the bulk of the western Indiana Miami. In addition, the 
Indiana Miami population included the smaller group of followers of 
Pimyotomah, a portion of the Eel River Miamis, a band originally separate 
from the Miami tribe and some miscellaneous families affiliated with the 
Godfroys. The Eel River and some of the miscellaneous families were allowed 
by the Godfroys to settle on their lands and eventually intermarried with the 
Indiana Miami. Some families outside the four main subgroups settled among 
the Meshingomesia. 

These subgroups, with the possible exception of the Richardville/LaFontaine, 
formed small, land-based social and economic communities. In several 
instances, there was a church and a school that solely or largely was based 
among the sub;ro'up population. About two-thirds of the Indiana Miami 
population was resident on the lands in the 1880's, with the balance largely 
resident nearby. The Miami language was widely spoken and cultural 
differences f~om the non-Indian population remained even though the Miamis 
had early adopte,~ much of European material culture. 

A combination of factors forced the Miamis off their lands beginning in the 
1880' s. The :!lesbingollesia had agreed to have their lands, which were held 
communally, i~dividually allotted in 1873, based on the treaty provision 
establishing the reserve. The land became taxable in 1881 and the 
Meshingomesia became citizens at the same time. The lands of the other 
subgroups were i:n individual grants under the treaties and, while initially 
considered no~ta:ltable, were subjected to taxation or attempted taxation by 
the State of [ndiana from the 1870's on. The combination of taxation and the 
difficulties Jf :DOSt Kiamis in commercial farming, as well as possibly other 
economic probLem:s, led to the erosion of the land base through mortgage 
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foreclosure, forced sale for taxes or sale to pay expenses. This process 
occurred rapidly among the more conservative Meshingomesia after their lands 
became taxable, ir.L 1881, with most of their land being lost by 1900. The 
Godfroy and Bllnd~' lands were lost more gradually, with the Godfroys providing 
refuge for SOD~ families that had lost their lands. They still had 
substantial lc.nd in 1900, but this was lost for the most part by the end of 
the 1920's. 

Most of the Mjami.s initially moved to the nearby towns of Peru, Marion and 
Wabash after leav'ing their lands. The breakup of the land-based communities 
and the migratiorlL to the nearby towns disrupted the social relationships of 
the communities. Although most of the Miamis remained within a IS-mile 
radius, there was: a substantial reduction in social interaction within the 
tribe after 1910. There was little evidence of continued economic 
cooperation au.ongr Miamis outside of extended families. There were no longer 
schools and churches with a substantial Miami population after about 1910. 
An annual reullioni was instituted about 1903 which partially compensated for 
the decreased interaction. Subgroup differences continued to be important, 
based on kinship, even though their territorial basis was lost. 
Subgroup-family cemeteries continued to be maintained. In this era, there 
was still subs tan.tial social discrimination by non-Indians. The Miami 
language was evidently still widely spoken, but the older generation refused 
to teach it tc their children. 

Initially after removal, Indiana Miami marriages were predominantly within 
the local Miami population. Historically, there had been some marriages with· 
non-Indians since the late 1700's, but the descendants of the families -
originating with the non-Indian traders primarily married within the tribe. 
Most marriages after removal were between rather than within the subgroups, 
presumably because of the closeness of kinship relationships within the 
subgroups. The extensive intermarriage in this small population led to an 
intense set of kinship links between the subgroups and their leaders. 
Subgroup distinctions remained sharp. Beginning with the generation born 
after 1864, however, most marriages were with local non-Indians. There were 
few (about 10 percent of the total) marriages within the Miami for the 
generation born between 1881 and 1907 (i.e., marrying after 1900). 

Significant outmigration from remaining Miami lands, and the nearby towns 
where the ~iamis had settled began between 1910 and 1920. Hore substantial 
outmigration occurred in the 1920's and 1930's. These individuals and their 
descendants form much of the basis for the approximately two-thirds of the 
present meab,ership which is resident outside of the core geographic area. In 
this same era, the 1920's and 1930's, most of the last of the Miami land 
holdings was lost. Subgroup distinctions continued, however, based on 
ancestry and tbe history of common residence. The annual reunion continued 
to be held. Tbe available data indicates that discrimination against Miamis 
had largely ceased by the 1930's. Between the 1930's and the present, 
outmigration continued and there were essentially no additional 
intermarriages within the Miami population. 

The present-day membership of the Indiana Miami comprises approximately 4400 
individuals, descendants of 177 of the 440 individuals on the rolls made in 
1895 and 1889 to pay funds awarded to the Miamis and the Eel River Miami 
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descendants, respectively. Approximately 36 percent of the membership is 
resident witnin the four-county area which is more or less the historic 
(early 19th century) territory of the Miami tribe. Sixty-four percent is 
resident in Jther parts of Indiana or elsewhere in the country. There are no 
distinct territ'orial areas which are largely or exclusively Miami, although 
there are a few neighborhoods in Peru which have a number of Miami families 
living withil them. 

The availabl~ data on Miami social interaction within the core geographic 
area, betwee:l the core area and Miamis outside it, and with local non-Indians 
is limited ald not systematic and hence does not provide an adequate basis to 
conclusively determine the character of these social patterns. Thus, it 
could not be delDonstrated that the core geographic area was also a core 
social area. The available data indicates that the membership within the 
geographic a:~ea comprised by the four counties maintains some, but not 
substantial, sOI:ial interaction or social ties with those Miamis in the area 
with whom th;~y cio not have a close kinship relationship. Most Miami social 
interaction I~CCllrs within the family group or with immediate kinsmen. 
Because of tlle absence of significant intermarriage in the past several 
generations, thl~re are presently few close kinship ties between, as opposed 
to within, filmily lines. Interaction between individuals from different 
family lines is limited, accounted for largely by the annual reunion, and, in 
the past fivl! years, the newly established tribal office. There are no clubs 
or churches ()r similar institutions which are exclusively or largely Miami, 
al though thel:e <ire some with a number of Miamis as members. The Miamis 
within these in~ltitutions do interact with each other. There was limited 
evidence that Miamis, except those with a common church, attended weddinqs 
and funerals of Miamis outside of their immediate kinsmen. 

The Miami meE~ership, at least those active in the Miami Tribal organization, 
does retain ~l significant degree of orientation to and identification with 
the subgroup di1:ferences which have characterized Miami history since 
removal. ThE! annual reunion continues to be held. Attendance at reunions in 
the past two dec:ades has been between 5 and 10 percent of the membership. 
Overall, a l~lrger, but undetermined, percentage have attended at least one 
reunion in ttlat time period. The best evidence is that attendees have been 
almost exclu!:ively from within the core geographic area. Although it does 
not replace freq[uent social contact, it is a social institution common to the 
membership ar,d aln important context of social contact for the Miamis. 

There was no inf'ormation concerning social relationships among the 248 
western India,na Miami who live within the historic settlement area in the 
west or the a,ddi,tional 260 of their relatives resident elsewhere in the 
Oklahoma-Kansas-'Missouri area. Social interaction between the western 
Indiana Miami (a~out 11 percent of the membership) and those in the core 
geographic alea are and have been limited in the past 50 years. 

The balance cf the membership resident outside the core geographic area did 
not form distinct population clusters, with the exception of a group of 
related families at South Bend (about 8 percent of the membership). Almost 
all of the pcpulation resident outside the core geoqraphic area had a 
substantial numll,er of relatives living within the 'core geographic area, i.e., 
shared at least one common ancestor on the 1889 or 1895 payrolls. The 
generational depth to this common ancestor is, on the average, two to three 
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generations. This geographic distribution of kinsmen within the Indiana 
Miami membership indicates that a systematic communication pattern between 
the core geographic area kinsmen and those outside was feasihle. However, 
the reports of such communication were anecdotal and the effectiveness of 
this in practice could not be determined with the available data. Individual 
informants reported that "tribal news" was passed to relatives living outside 
the area, although the extent and frequency of this was not indicated. The 
petitioner indicated that as it presently operates, it is the responsibility 
of council me~bers to contact local families "in their area" and have them in 
turn pass information along family lines. The effectiveness of this could 
not be determined and there was no evidence that this bad operated in the 
past, before the present form of council was organized. 

There are no cultural differences between the Miamis and the surrounding 
population. Kiamis and non-Miamis in the core geographic area interact with 
each other extensively and in all kinds of social contexts, although the data 
are insufficient to precisely determine the extent and quality of that 
interaction. Thle limited available evidence indicates that Miamis and 
non-Miamis do not make significant distinctions in interacting with each 
other. The Lim:ited data support a conclusion that most Miamis have at least 
some identity as Miami. The non-Indian population in the core geographic 
area distinguish Miamis from non-Miamis in the sense that they are aware of 
the historic :iiami tribe and its activities in the area throughout this 
century as well as earlier. The social discrimination experienced in the 
first decades of this century is not practiced today. 

We conclude that the available evidence does not demonstrate that the Indiana 
Miami presently constitute a distinct community within which significant 
social interac:tion is maintained and that therefore they do not meet the 
requirements 1)£ c:ri terion 25 erR 83.7 (b) . 

83.7(c) 1 Iltateaent of facts which establishes that the 
petitioner has aaintained tribal political influence 
or other authority over its aeabers as aD autonoaous 
entity throughout history until the present. 

In the early c~ont:act period, Le., the 1600's, the Miamis consisted of a 
series of indE:pendent tribes of related peoples. The largest of these, the 
Crane tribe e'fohed into the historic Miami tribe during early 1700' s. 

The tribe conll~isted of a series of village-based bands led by distinct 
village chief •• The tribe was not politically unified under a single chief 
until the latter part of the 18th century. Traditional Miami leadership was 
provided by a dua.l structure of village chiefs and war chiefs. Both offices 
were inherite~. and approved by a tribal council, although a person could 
hecome a war chie,f through proven ability in warfare. Both types of chiefs 
were assisted by a "speaker," who could be chosen as successor, to a chief. 

There are scattered references to specific Miami leaders in French and 
English documents prior to the late 1740's. There are more frequent 
references to specific village, band and tribal leaders after that period as 
a result of the intense factionalism within the tribe created by the rivalry 
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between the t~) European colonial powers. By the 1760's, Pacanne, l~ader of 
the Miami villige at Kekionga (present-day Fort Wayne, Indiana) was 
recognized as:he principal chief of the entire Miami tribe. He retained 
that position 'lntil his death in 1816, although while he lived in Spanish 
Louisiana betwl!en 1788 and 1803 his nephew, Jean Baptiste Richardville, 
assumed leader:;hi]p of the Miami in his place. During this period, Little 
Turtle was con!iidered the tribe's principal war chief until his death in 
1812, although he had lost a great deal of his influence among the Miami by 
1809, influencl! which was asserted by the Miami council of village and war 
chiefs (Pacan~!, Richardville, Hibou and Metocina) living along the 
Mississinewa R:l vel:". 

Between 1818 and 1840, the period in which the Miami ceded most of their land 
in Indiana, J. B. Richardville was the most prominent of the Miami chiefs. 
Al though he ma;{ hiiVe been distrusted by the more traditional leaders such as 
Le Gros, Metoc:lna and Meshingomesia, Richardville represented a mixed-blood 
(Miami/French) faction within the tribe that was comfortable dealing with 
both white and Indian worlds. Richardville's success in postponing the 
negotiation of a l~iami removal treaty seems to have justified the esteem in 
which he was h~!ld by most of the Indiana Miami. Other leaders representing 
this segment 0:: the tribe were Francis Godfroy, war chief of the Miami from 
1833 to 1840, and Francis LaFontaine, who succeeded Richardville as principal 
chief of the tdbt! in 1841. 

In 1825, the ill.meciiate pre-removal period, there were about 10 Miami 
villages, inclt~ing the large settlement around the trading house of the 
chief, J.B. Ric:hardville. The Miami population had declined to about 850 
people. Many ,rillage leaders died in this period and the mixed-blood 
traders, Richudville, Lafontaine and Godfroy rose in prominence because of 
their wealth aI~ ability to control relations with the whites. As treaties 
whittled away the Miami land base during the 30 years before removal, there 
was considerabl.e reshuffling of the remaining populations. The land that was 
left to the val:ious bands in the form of reserves or individual allotments 
caused the fOrElation of clusters of Miami population, with a concomitant 
division of leCldership. 

The removal of thE~ 1840's effectively divided the Miami Tribe politically and 
socially into <In E!astern (Indiana) and western Miami tribe. The last overall 
chief, LaFontal~e, died in 1847, while the process of removal was still being 
completed. He Wal51 not replaced. The Indiana Miami, about 300 people, 
settled out into cl collection of kinship-based communities on separate 
lands. After J'elle,val, the leaders of the particular segments of the Miami 
population diu"ect to remain in Indiana -- the Godfroy, Slocum (Bundy) and 
RichardvillelLcLFotltaine families and the Meshingomesia band -- formed groups 
which had the c:haracter of bands and are still seen today as the major Miami 
subgroups. 

The Miami had l.oner-lived leaders from the mid to late 19th century. 
Meshingomesia lraS dealt with as principal chie( of the Indiana Miami after 
the death of Fnnds LaFontaine in 1847. Beginning also in the 1840's, 
Gabriel Godfroy, Peter Bundy, and Pimyotomah led their subgroups to the end 
of the 19th ceI~ury and, in the case 6f Godfroy, into the 20th century. 
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Meshingomesia, the oldest son of Metocina, became leader of that band after 
Metocina died in 1839 and was leader until he died in 1879, two years before 
the Meshingomesia Reserve became taxable. His grandson William Peconga 
replaced him, although he was a much less influential leader. Francis 
Godfroy died in 1841 and was succeeded by his son-in-law. Black Loon. By 
1860 he was succeeded by Gabriel Godfroy, one of Francis' sons. The latter 
was more aggressive and apparently better able to deal with the increasing 
problems of land pressure, taxation and the need to adapt economically to 
commercial, non-Indian-style farming. Godfroy led a number of legal battles 
to preserve the tax-free status of the land, consolidated land-holdings, 
provided refuge for landless families and attempted to educate the Miami men 
to modern farming methods. The close intermarriage between subgroups which 
had begun before removal and continued in the first generation after removal 
led to many kinship links between the families of this as well as the 
succeeding generation of leaders. 

There is sufficient evidence to indicate that in the mid-19th to the early 
20th centuries Miami leaders often acted in concert with a "council" to exert 
political influence over the group's members and interact with outsiders. 
Actions for the overall tribe, such as a treaty negotiation in 1854, were 
generally decided in council of the several subgroup leaders. Indiana Miami 
delegations were sent to Washington in 1854, 1869, and during the 1880's. 
These delegations were authorized to conduct business relating to the entire 
Indiana Miami 1roup, and there is correspondence into the early 20th centUry 
indicating a council's involvement. 

From the 1840's tlO the 1890's, the leaders of both the Meshingomesia band and 
the bands basei on individual reservees dealt with same major issues -- who 
was entitled t) be on the Miami roll, the 1881 payment of the principal sum 
due under the L85.' treaty and the taxation of Hiami land. The Miami were 
successful in somle of these issues, such as in having additions to the 1854 
Hiami roll reml)veci and in recovering through an 1895 suit in the U. s. Court 
of Claims annuities wrongfully paid to individuals not entitled to be on the 
Hiami roll. 

By the late 18'~O's and early 1900's, the land base of the Heshingomesia was 
almost entirel~r l()st as a result of taxation and economic pressures, while 
that of the other Hiami subgroups was sharply reduced and declining rapidly. 
In the midst OJ: a court victory supporting the tax-free status of Hiami 
lands, the Intc~ri()r Department in 1897, in response to a Miami request for 
support, issued an opinion that the tribe was not entitled to a Federal 
relationship. This led to a renewal of taxation and the ultimate loss of 
most of the renaining Hiami lands in the next 30 years. 

This era was a tr<lnsition period, with some of the older leaders still active 
and younger lenders and new forms of organization emerging. The older 
leaders had l~l the successful effort to win a claims settlement in 1895 and 
signed the resulting payroll. Among the older leaders, Gabriel Godfroy and 
William Peconga rE~mained active until after the turn of the century. In the 
1890's Godfroy wa!~ the most important of the older generation of leaders and 
remained activ4! a!~ a leader until at least 1905. 
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Sometime in ttle years immediately around 1900, the Miamis created a formal 
organization directed at the critical issue of protecting the land and 
regaining recJgnized tribal status as well as the pursuit of additional 
claims. This organization drew from all of the subgroups, i.e., apparently 
was a unified effor~. It was made up of the new generation of leaders which 
first had becJme active on the issue of tribal status in the 1890's. The 
older leader, William Peconga, was also involved with this organization, 
although Gabriel Godfroy was not. 

The annual remil:ln, which evidently began in 1903, served at times up to 
around 1930 as a forum for discussing issues such as tribal status, hunting 
and fishing rights and claims. According to some accounts, "business" or 
"council" meetinlgs were held. The reunion involved influential individuals 
from different Miami subgroups, but was not a function of one of the 
organization created shortly before the turn of the century. It provided a 
common instit'lti':ln among the subgroups, even after 1930, when conflict 
between the s~bg:roups led to separate organizations representing Miami 
interests. Apparently because of the factionalism, however, the business 
council function did not continue into the 1930's at the reunions. 

The organization created shortly before the turn of the century continued to 
function as lite as the late 1920's. However, beginning about 1917 and 
increasingly in the 1920's, the relationships between the subgroups developed, 
into sharp fa<:tit:lnalism, dividing over the issue of the best approach to 
seeking resto:~ation of tribal status. Based in part on preexisted subgroup 
distinctions, with the added differences in the historic legal status of 
their lands, ':he Godfroys on the one hand and the Meshingomesias on the othel"
formed competing organizations around 1930 which pressed their cases 
separately wi':h the Federal government. 

Feelings ran 'Ter:,{ high, as each group evidently felt that their interests 
were threateru!d by the legal strategies of the other. The issue concerned 
the fact that tht! Meshingomesia had been made citizens by law while the 
Godfroys and oth4!rs who had been given individual treaty grants had not and 
asserted that thi!y still remained non-citizens. The conflict to some degree 
echoed the 1S'10' l! when Gabriel Godfroy had objected to Meshingomesia' s 
agreement to 'lllc)t the reserve, because Godfroy felt it would endanger the 
status of the entire tribe. The smaller subgroups to some degree were 
involved with ea4:h side at different times in the 1920's and 1930's, the 
Bundys eventuall~, siding with the Meshingomesias while the 
Richardville/l:'aFc:mtaines were to some degree involved with the Godfroy 
organization. 

The MeshinOqll4!sicl formed a separate organization around 1930, led by Elijah 
Marks, grand.nn ()f one of Meshingomesia I s brothers. Information on the 
activities of th4! organization before 1937 was limited but indicated that 
pursuing resturation of tribal status as well as claims was the primary 
purpose. In 193'7, it was incorporated as the "Miami Nation of Indians of 
Indiana." MinutE!s and other documentat,ion after 1937 show that in addition 
to pursuing rt!stc)ration and claims, the Miami Nation was involved in Indian 
school and cenetE!ry land issues and hunting and fishing rights. The extent 
of its member:;hip before 1937 is also unknown, but' included a portion of the 
Bundy subgro~) as well as Meshingomesias. After 1939, its membership was 
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limited to a portion of the Meshingomesias, but it claimed an enrollment of 
375 in 1942. The organization became inactive after about 1944. Its 
secretary David Bundy had died in 1943 and its chief Elijah Marks died in 
1948. There is some_limited information that in the 1950's the Meshingomesia 
became active on claims work, although little is known about this. 

The organization of the Godfroy descendants, variously called the "Francis 
Godfroy Band of Miami Indians," and the "Individual Miami," is less well 
known than the ~i~mi Nation between its formation around 1930 and 1943, when 
it organized formally. Its leaders wrote to the Federal Government, 
asserting "wardship" status and protesting that the efforts of the Miami 
Nation to be restored, did not represent them. 

Both organizati~ns were to varying degrees involved with supporting protests 
against State attempts to regulate and limit Miami hunting and fishing 
throughout the 1930's. The Miamis had traditionally hunted and fished 
without, in pra=tice, being required to follow state laws. This was an issue 
of widespread inportance among the membership, in part because many members 
continued to utilize hunting and fishing resources in the local area for 
subsistence thr~ug:nout the 1930's, even after the last of the land-based 
settlements had ended. 

Although the objectives of the leaders and organizations which functioned 
between 1900 a~i tbe early 1940's were somewhat limited, i.e., focused on 
specific issues, tbe issue of tribal status was of major importance to the 
Miami community bel=ause with the taxability of the land and its consequent 
loss, the Miami:s had been forced to make a radical change in their community 
structure and el:onc~my. The fishing and hunting rights issue of the 1930' s 
also appears to ha'~e been a significant issue for a major portion of the 
population. Th,! lc~aders appear to have had a significant following, at least 
with regard to the:se issues. There were still close kinship ties within the 
population, thOllgh these were diminishing because of the almost complete lack 
of intermarriag.! after 1880. In particular, kinship links between the 
leaders of this generation of leaders were still quite close. For the first 
part of the era. s()me land-based settlements continued to function, with 
continued use o:~ local lands. There is indirect evidence of considerable 
effort expended in developing support for leaders and against the other 
faction. 

On the other hand, there is little evidence of leaders carrying out political 
roles in other nay!;, such as directly alleviating the economic problems 
caused by the claan~Jes (e.g., assisting with finding jobs), dealing with local 
authorities or :In l;uch functions as dispute resolution. There was some 
information iJid:lcating a limited degree of mobilization of community 
resources in support of organizational efforts. The Miamis were nominally 
unified between th4! 1890's and the 1920's, with the political system shifting 
in the late 1920's to a non-unified system of factional conflict. There was 
cooperation on 1:he hunting and fishing rights issue, but conflict on the 
other issues. 

Overall, there llppears to be sufficient evidence of leaders with a 
significant fol:.owing, although a limited political role, issues of 
significance to a broad spectrum of the tribal membership, and significant 
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underlying sodal connections to conclude that the Miamis continued to have 
tribal politi(:al process between the 1890's and the early 1940's. 

Between the eclrly 1940' sand 1979, the available evidence indicates there 
were only limJ.ted political processes and a narrow range of activities. 
Although therE! is some continuity of organization with earlier periods, the 
level and SC01~ of activity was much reduced. For all of the period, what 
activities wel'e evident were almost entirely limited to pursuit of claims and 
enrollment of meDlbers in connection with those claims. The Godfroy 
organization j,nquired concerning Federal recognition in 1944. There were 
limited instaIlces of attention to the defense of the status of various Miami 
cemeteries an~, hunting and fishing rights. The character and action are 
unknown, but clppE!ar to have been limited. Most of the action concerning 
cemeteries apJ1ea:rs to have been family-based, rather than involving the 
group's leadel'ship. There was no strong evidence that the organizations, or 
those claimin~' tI'ibal leadership in this period, had broad support among a 
tribal member~:hip which was by now much more widely dispersed geographically 
than in previc,us decades and whose kinship ties with each other were now more 
diffuse. Thele is also no good evidence that those designated as leaders in 
this era infl~enc~ed the Miami membership beyond these immediate issues or 
conducted othEr activities as leaders. 

Between 1944 and 1961, only the Godfroys maintained an organization (which 
included some Ric'hardville/LaFontaine representatives), although there was 
some limited evidence that the Meshingomesias conducted some claims . 
activities in the 1950's. There was evidence of continued subgroup conflict r -

consistent in character with that of earlier periods, in relation to 
representation in the claims process and over the issue of eligibility to 
receive claims payments. The death of the Godfroy leader in 1961 
precipitated an attempt by a Meshingomesia to form an organization to take 
over the claims effort and unify subgroup efforts on them. This resulted in 
bitter conflict between the subgroups as well as within the Meshingomesias, 
and the formation by other Meshingomesias in 1964 of a revival of the Miami 
Nation organization. 

Subsequently, throughout the latter 1960's and during the 1970's, both 
organizations continued a low level of activity concerning the claims 
process. This included conducting separate enrollments and trying to 
influence the leans and criteria by which the Federal Government created the 
payment rolls. The annual reunion continued during this period to include 
members of all of the factions, and there is some evidence that factional 
leaders specifically avoided making the reunion a point of contention. The 
reunion is Dot kn,own to have served any direct political functions in terms 
of decision-a.king or resolving subgroup conflicts. 

The most recent e.ra of Miami organization began in approximately 1979, with 
the beginning of Miami efforts to petition for Federal acknowledgment. A 
unified organi~ational structure based on the Kiami Nation but involving all 
of the subqroups was created within two years. The organization has 
developed rapiily since 1979, taking on a variety of functions in addition to 
pursuit of Federal acknowledgment. These functions. include economic 
development, seeking educational opportunities for members, protecting Miami 
cemeteries, promoting knowledge about Kiami history and culture, and working 
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with various s!:ate, local and Indian organizations. Factional differences 
continue to be sillnificant within the council, but the extent of their 
present signif:lcance throughout the membership as a whole is unknown. 

The council is self-perpetuating, i.e., it chooses its own members. It was 
not possible tC) determine the breadth of interest, support and involvement in 
council action:; b~{ the Miami membership as a whole. That membership is now 
widely dispersc!d, no longer shares close kinship ties between family lines 
and it was not delDonstrated that significant social contact is maintained 
within it. Thus, there has not been demonstrated significant social ties and 
contact from ~licb to infer the existence of tribal political processes which 
more broadly ellcompass the membership than can be established based on the 
direct evidencl~ presently available. 

We conclude th,lt tribal political processes involving leaders with a broad 
following on i,;sues of significance to the overall Miami membership have not 
existed within thc~ Indiana Miami since the early 1940's and that therefore 
the Indiana Milmi:s do not meet the requirements of criterion 25 eFR 83.7(c). 

83.7(d) ,\ C1)PY of the group' s present governing docuaen t, or 
in 'the absence of a written docuaent, a statement 
liesc::ribing in full the aeabership cri teria and the 
:~roc::edures through which the group currently governs 
its affairs and its meabers. 

Existing gover:linll documents encompass three separate organizations: (1) the-
1937 Articles)f Incorporation and bylaws of an organization which in 1937 
represented only the Meshingomesia subgroup of the Indiana Miamis; (2) bylaws 
adopted by the GOldfroy subgroup in 1963; and, (3) constitutions and bylaws 
for the petiti,)nilllg group, dated 1983, 1986, with amendments adopted in 
1989. The petitioning group, as presently constituted, encompasses all 
subgroups. 

The petitioner is currently governed by the 1986 constitution and bylaws, as 
amended in 198~. The governing body is defined as a tribal council which 
includes a chief, vice-chief, tribal chairperson, tribal spokesperson (new in 
1986), secreta:ry, treasurer, and one council member from "each clan." The 
number of coun::il members and/or the number of clans are not specified. 
Council member~ slerving in 1986, when these documents were adopted, serve 
until disablement or death. 

Amendments to the governing documents are to be made at November council 
meetings so 10:llg .as a quorum of eight council members is present. 

The current melbership criteria state that an individual must prove their 
lineage to any of several specified Federal lists and payrolls prepared 
between 1846 and 1895 of Indiana Miamis. The specified lists and payrolls 
are th'e 1846 and 1854 lists of Miamis permitted to remain in Indiana; the 
1855-56 and 1868-80 lists of Indiana Miamis who were paid annuities granted 
by treaty; the 1881 and 1889 payrolls to make a final distribution of 
annuities; and, the 1895 payroll to distribute a judgment awarded to Indiana 
Miamis for monies which bad been wrongfully paid from their annuities. All 
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of these list:; and payrolls are determined to be valid listings of members of 
the Indiana p,)rtion of the historical Miami Tribe. Federal population census 
records froml840-1910 were also specified in the current criteria; however, 
they are dete:~mined- not to have the same validity as evidence of "Indiana" 
Miami heritagt! a:; the Federal lists and payrolls. 

Earlier crite:~ia limited eligibility to descendants of a Miami on the 1895 
judgment roll or be able to prove their lineage before council (1983). 
Evidence of sl1ch actions being brought before council is very limited and 
action taken llY the council is not always clear. In 1986, the basis for 
eligibility was revised to include an 1889 final annuity roll. This revision 
appears to halTe occurred as a result of questions posed by the BAR's obvious 
deficiency re'7iew. Available evidence strongly suggests that the petitioner, 
at least sincl! 1983, has been relying on both rolls (1895/1889) to determine 
eligibili ty. 

Amendments to thl~ 1986 constitution and bylaws, adopted by the council in 
1989, expandec! the eligibility basis to its present state_and removed the 
language which provided that an individual who did not have an ancestor on 
the 1895/89 rCllls could prove their lineage before council. Available 
evidence showu that all changes to the governing documents, except for the 
addition of tlle 3.889 roll in 1986, have been made without input from the 
tribe's membership as a whole. Although the addition of the 1889 rol1 was 
adopted by trj,bal vote of members in attendance at an October 1985 general 
meeting, formcll adoption of the 1889 roll does not appear to have been 
official until adlopted by the council in February of 1986. 

In November of 1986 (8 months later), the council adopted guidelines for 
proof which el:paIllded the eligibility basis to "any Federal Kiami Payroll" 
without consultiIlg tribal members. This change had the effect of adding 
several annuity payrolls which included individuals whom the tribe had 
specifically l'ejE!cted as not eligible. Amendments adopted by the council in 
1989 have eliu,ina:ted these payrolls. 

Changes in thE gC1verning documents, at least since 1983, suggest that the 
council has added as well as deleted items affecting eligibility for 
membership without consulting the membership. Similarly there is little 
evidence of ccncern or involvement with membership issues on the part of 
tribal members. 

The petitionel ha,s provided a copy of its current governing documents and the 
criteria it uses for determining eligibility for membership. We conclude 
that the petitioner meets criterion 25 eFR 83.7(d). 

83.7(e) A list of all known current aeabers of the group and 
a copy of each available foraer list of aeabers based 
on the tribe's own defined criteria. The aeabership 
must consist of individuals who have established. 
using evidence acceptable to the Secretary, 
descendancy fro. a tribe which existed historically 
or froa historical tribes which coabined and 
functioned as a single autonoaous entity. 
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The petitionE!r bas provided a current list of its 4,381 members, certified as 
the official meD~bership roll for acknowledgment purposes. Former lists of 
members of tILe petitioning group, as now constituted (i.e., encompassing all 
subgroups), "ere submitied with the petition in four different formats. All 
four appear t:o have been prepared in the 1980's for submission with the 
group's ackn(~ledgment petition. 

The group's current membership criteria require proof of descent from any of 
numerous lists (1846, 1854, 1881, 1889, 1895) and annuity rolls (1855-56, 
1868-80), prepared by the Federal Government, of Indiana Miamis who were 
recognized a~, members by the headmen of the Indiana portion of the historical 
Miami Tribe. The petitioner's current membership criteria also include 
"Federal cenfUS records of Miami Indians of Indiana (1840-1910)" as adequate 
proof of eli~libility; however, these records do not specifically designate 
indi viduals a,s '''Indiana" Miami Indians and, therefore, do not provide 
reliable evic.enc:e of "Indiana" Miami heritage. 

Even though the petitioner's current criteria specify numerous lists and 
annuity rolb wbich are unique to Indiana Miamis, available evidence strongly 
suggests that the group has been relying primarily on the 1895 and 1889 lists 
as the basis for' determining eligibility. All reviewed governing documents, 
which had defined membership requirements, specified descent from Miamis on 
the 1895 list as the basis for membership. 

Ninety-eight percent (97.7\, 4,281) of the petitioner's total membership 
claim descent from at least one ancestor on the 1895 or 1889 Federal lists 
mentioned above; more than 75 percent claim descent from two or more such 
ancestors. 1he remaining two percent (2.3\, 100 members) have not 
demonstrated a connection to an Indiana Miami. 

Eighty-six percent of the petitioner's members have shared in one or more of 
three judgment distributions awarded to Indiana Miamis by the Indian Claims 
Commission and the U.S. Court of Claims. In order to share in these 
distributions, these members had to document their ancestry back to the 1895 
or 1889 lists to the satisfaction of the Secretary. 

We conclude t~at the petitioner's membership consists of individuals who meet 
the tribe's own defined criteria and, that they have established, using 
evidence acceptable to the Secretary, that they descend from the historical 
Indiana portion of the Miami Tribe; therefore, the petitioner meets criterion 
25 eFR 83.7(e). 

83.7{f) The .e~rship of the petitioning group is co.posed 
principally of persons who are not .eabers of any 
other Horth laerican Indian tribe. 

Less than 1 percent (34) of the Indiana Miami membership of 4,381 could be 
identified as me:lDbers of recognized tribes in Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri, 
according to the records of the BIA's Muskogee Area Office. 
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The petitioner's governing documents do not address whether dual enrollment 
is permitted. Available evidence is limited to one newsletter (July 1988) 
which suggests a prohibition on dual enrollment. The petitioner does not 
appear to be enrolling persons who are already members of other North 
American tribes. 

We conclude that the petitioner's members are not principally members of 
other North American Indian tribes; therefore, the petitioner meets criterion 
25 CFR 83.7(f). 

83.7(g) Tbe petitioner is not, nor are its members, the 
subject of congressional legislation which has 
elpressly terminated or forbidden the Federal 
relationship. 

In the late 1880's and early 1890's, the Indiana Miami were successful on the 
State and Federal levels in fighting state taxation of their lands. State 
and Federal court decisions and reports prepared by Commissioners of Indian 
Affairs and Spe:ial Indian agents based their opinions on the group's status 
as Indians who ~ad never severed their tribal relations. In 1897, the Miami 
requested that the Federal Government intervene in their attempts to gain a 
refund of back taxes paid to the State. In March 1897, as a result of these 
requests, the C':)mmissioner of Indian Affairs referred the matter to the 
Department of t:le Interior's newly-appointed attorney general for an opinion 
as to whether litil;Jation to reimburse the Miami should be pursued by the 
Indiana Miami t:lem:selves or by the Federal Government under the Act of March 
3, 1893, which dll:)wed reservation Indians or allotted Indians to be 
represented by ;l United States District Attorney in litigation. 

On November 23, 1897, in response to this request, Assistant Attorney General 
Willis Van Dev~lter issued an opinion that the Miami did not come under the 
purview of the ilCt of March 3, 1893. Contrary to Federal and State court 
decisions and the lengthy analyses of the Miami situation prepared by 
Commissioners 0:: Illdian Affairs in 1880 and 1897, Van Devanter justified his 
opinion by rely:lng on language in the 1881 legislation providing for the 
payment of the prillcipal sum due to the Indiana Miami under the treaty of 
1854, as well a:1 the legislation which partitioned the Meshingomesia Reserve 
in 1873. He cOllsiciered the the 1881 legislation providing for the payment of 
funds due the Illdiana Miami under the treaty of 1854 as the last 
congressional ruco<Jni tion of the Indiana Miami as a tribe. He considered the 
members of the lIeshingomesia band no longer Indians as a result of the 1873 
legislation authorizing the partition of the Meshingomesia Reservation and 
granting thea" c:~ti~~enship in 1881. The descendants of those Miami who had 
received individual grants under various treaties prior to the tribe's 
removal in 1846, s;Lid Van Devanter, became citizens under the General 
Allotment Act oj~ 1887 because they had had their lands patented to them and 
because they had tclken up a "civilized" lifestyle. Because the Indiana Miami 
held patents to their land, and because they had no tribal organization that 
was recognized :.n <:ongressional legislation, Van Devanter concluded that they 
were neither re:;ervation Indians nor allotted Indians eligible to be 
represented by CL United States District Attorney. 
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Van Devanter':; opinion went beyond the rather narrow question posed by the 
Commissioner ()f Indian Affairs and effectively resulted in a loss of 
administrativtl rt~cognition. The Miami continued to barrage the Bureau of 
Indian Affair:; with correspondence questioning the determination of their 
tribal status under Van Devanter's opinion. All replies sent by the Bureau 
to the group "- as well as internal Bureau memorandums -- relied on Van 
Devanter's opj.nion in denying that the Federal Government had any 
responsibilitj.es toward the Indiana Miami because their tribal relationship 
had been disscllve~d. Examples of such correspondence abound in the 1930' s t 

and there are some examples from as late as the 1960's and 1970's. 

Willis Van De~anter was later, in 1910, appointed an Associate Justice of the 
United States Supreme Court, wbere he wrote the Court's opinions in a number 
of significant Indian cases. In U.S. v. Nice, in 1915, he wrote that 
citizenship wa.s not incompatible with tribal existence or Federal 
guardianship. He reiterated this position in 1930 in Halbert v. United 
States (283 U. s. 763). The arguments made in these Supreme Court decisions 
were to be used later, in the 1970's, by the United States District Court in 
Indiana, to determine that the land held by descendants of individual Miami 
reservees were exempt from State taxation. 

The 1872 and 1881 acts cited by Van Devanter do not explicitly sever the 
tribal relations of the Indiana Miami. The former (17 Stat. 213) states 
simply that after the partition of the Meshingomesia Reserve the land was to 
be patented to the members of the band who received a share of the land and 
that members of the band were to become citizens of the United States on 
January 1, 1881. The Act of March 3, 1881 (21 Stat. 433), merely stated tha~
the receipt of the principal sum due under the treaty of 1854 would be 
considered the Federal Government's final discharge of obligations it 
incurred under that treaty. Neither act explicitly severed Miami tribal 
relations, . or eve.n hinted that the Government was attempting to sever those 
relations. In regard to the General Allotment Act of 1887. the Supreme Court 
has rejected t~e ,doctrine that allotment and citizenship under that act imply 
the terminatioG of tribal existence. 

Neither the petitioning group, nor its members, are subject to congressional 
legislation termilGating or forbidding the Federal relationship. Therefore, 
we conclude th.lt the petitioner meets criterion 25 eFR 83.7 (g) • 
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HISTORICAL RBPORT ON THB MIAMI NATION OF INDIANS 
OF THB STATB OF INDIANA 

European Contact, the Fur Trade, and War, 1654-1795 

On the aftern<:)on of October 6, 1846, just over 320 members of the Miami tribe 
of Indians bOird,ed canal boats at Peru, Indiana, for their emigration west in 
accordance with the removal provisions of the treaty signed at the Forks of 
the Wabash Ql November 28, 1840. The rest of the tribe, some 148, remained 
in their historic homeland on the Wabash and Mississinewa rivers in northern 
Indiana. 

They had not always lived there. As was true of many other eastern and 
midwestern tribes, the Iroquois Wars, intensifying fur trade rivalries of 
European Colo:lial powers, and shifting alliances during the French and Indian 
War and runerican Revolution caused frequent Miami tribal movements, 
splintering, ~ld regrouping from the mid-17th to late-18th centuries. 

"Miami" shoulli be, technically, a linguistic, not a political appellation. 
It was used by the French in the 17th century to refer originally to six 
groups (of tell called "bands" or "tribes" in the historical and 
anthropologic~l literature) which "spoke mutually intelligible dialects of an 
Algonquian lallguclge, and were therefore often referred to collectively or. 
singly by eady writers as 'the Miamis "' (Wheeler-Voegelin, et al. 1974, 55; 
Berthrong 197,1, 18-19). These six groups were the AtchatchakangoueD4~ 
Kilatika, Me~rakonkia, Pepicokeas, Piankashaw, and Wea. Three of these 
groups disappHart!d from the historical record by the early 18th century, 
while two gruup:;, the Wea and Piankashaw, became distinct tribal entities at 
.about the sane time. (KNISI 1984b, 10). The Atchatchakangouen ("Crane") 
group "becamH specifically known after ca. 1700 as the Miamis" 
(Wheeler-Voege:.in,. et al. 1974, 39). Sometime after the middle of the 18th 
century, a sHveuth group appeared which became known as the Eel River Miami 
(Wheeler-Voege:.in,. et al. 1974,39,190). 

Al though theil: clboriginal range may have extended from the St. Joseph River 
in Michigan l~stward across northern Indiana and Illinois to the Mississippi 
River (Callender 1978, 686), at the time of first sustained contact with the 
French in 16!i8 the "Oumamik" were living in the vicinity of Green Bay, 
Wisconsin, and E~arly movements of the Miami around the southern portion of 
Lake Michigan frc)m the late 1650's to about 1701 seem to have resulted from a 
desire to 1I0'lU alfay from Iroquois raids or find better access to French trade 
goods (Dunn 19H, 56). Later movements to Indiana and Ohio were influenced 
by the more attractive trade offered by the English. By the early 18th 
century most of the groups identified as Miami had moved to the Wabash River 
in Indiana (Callender 1978, 686) 

The French tried to convince the Miami to return to the St. Joseph River but 
were unsucce!:sful and eventually changed their policy and constructed 
garrisoned tr~~ing posts on the Wabash in order to consolidate control of the 
lower Ohio River fur trade (MNISI 1984b, 11, 14) •. In 1721, the French built 
fort St. PhilippE! (later renamed fort Miamis) at the headwaters of the Maumee 
River on the present site of Fort Wayne (De Bourbon 1721, 399). The Miami 
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had established. their primary settlement of Kekionga here some years before 
(Anonymous 1718, 375; Berthrong 1974, 130-34). It was at Kekionga that the 
"grand council of the village, band and clan chiefs" of the Miami was held, 
perhaps as early as 1712 (Anson 1970, 15). Other Miami settlements were noted 
on the Tippecanoe ind Eel rivers (Berthrong 1974, 147). 

One anthropologist has recently written that, in terms of their culture, "on 
the whole, the Miami cannot be described as w.ell known" (Callender 1978, 
689). Still, a few broad generalities can be described. The Miami 
maintained a mixed hunting-farming economy similar to other tribes of the 
region (Callender 1978, 682). The Indian agent at Fort Wayne noted in 1817 
that the Miami hunted from the fall to the early spring, when they returned 
to their villages to plant corn (Berthrong 1974, 211; Callender 1978, 682). 

Data on the political organization of the Miami at the time of initial 
contact with Europeans are among the kinds of information on Miami culture 
that are "distressingly vague" (Kinietz 1940:179). In the historical period 
the Miami, like many other tribes in the area, had a dual structure of 
village chiefs and war chiefs. Both offices were inherited patrilineally and 
"validated by the tribal council," although a person could become a war chief 
through proven ability in warfare (Callender 1978, 685). Both types of 
chiefs were assisted by a "speaker," or, as they were called in the early 
English records, "Crier of the Town" (Darlington 1893, 53)., who also 
inherited their offices (Callender 1978, 685). Sometimes these individuals 
could be chosen as successors to a chief (Kinietz 1940, 182). 

The six Miami groups spoke dialects of a similar language and sometimes li~ 
close enough tl~ one another to cooperate against common enemies, or even 
lived together in some mixed-band villages. Yet historically, each of the 
six groups 'fas an autonomous political unit, and at times they even fought 
each other (Wh,eeler-Voegelin, et al. 1974, 55-56) . This is certainly 
accurate for tbe 18th century, when each group had its own chief. Earlier, 
however, when the French contacted the Miami groups in the 17th century, they 
seem to havl~ been led by a "principal chief" (Vaudreuil 1718. 377; Berthrong 
1974, 19), ,lDd French sources indicate that Miami chiefs had more authority 
over their 'Tillages than chiefs of other tribes (Kinietz 1940, 181). An 
early English ()bserver noted, after visiting one Miami village in 1751, that 
each of the Miami bands "has a particular Chief or King, one of which is 
chosen indif::erlmtly out of any Tribe to rule the whole Nation, and is vested 
with greater Authorities than any of the others" (Darlington 1893, 48). 
While this uenl!ralization from one village to the whole Miami nation might 
have indi~,.,tl!d that the Miami bands had retained some aspects of their 
earlier po1i1:icCll structure, it is more likely that by the mid 18th century 
villages w~rt! composed of several different clans or bands, "the members of 
each would haVI! a chief, one of whom would be considered the principal chief 
of that villa~,e" (Kinietz 1940, 180). 

Firmly estab:.isbed in their homeland on the upper Wabash and Maumee rivers, 
by the 1750's the Miami maintained their position by playing off British and 
French traders against each other to the tribe's best advantage. European 
material cull:ure was quickly adopted. The French had relied on Miami 
military aSSJ.stance against other tribes hostile to French interests, and the 
French alli~~ce had been "advantageous to the Miami in achieving an 
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economic/political edge in the region" (Glenn 1987, 4), particularly in 
ending the lroq[uois threat at the start of the 18th century (Callender 1978, 
686). Intermarriage with French traders had created a population which 
"could interact wJth some ease in both the Miami and White worlds" and would 
become more and. more important in Indian-white relations from the late 18th 
through the 19th centuries (Glenn 1987, 5, 11). Finally, as the Miami moved 
south and east into Indiana, the tribe's "political structure became more 
diffuse in order to establish direct contact with traders over a larger base" 
(Glenn 1987, 4). Contact with English traders, and the increasing hunger for 
land as British. and American settlers poured into the area, would only 
intensify the changes already taking place in Miami society (Anson 1970, 
56-57) • 

English fur tra.ders had penetrated the Ohio valley by 1725, at the same time 
that the ~iami presence seems to have been consolidated in Indiana 
(Blasingham 1955>, 2). Torn between commitment to their old French allies and 
the cheaper and. more abundant trade goods offered by British traders, some 
Miami had been induced to trade with the English colonies as early as 1703 
(Hyde 1708, 65; Lords of Trade 1721, 622). By the late 1740's, distinct 
pro-British and ~'ro-French factions developed among the Miami at Kekionga. 

In 1747, the pro-British Miami at Kekionga, led by their chief called La 
Demoiselle b~ the French (called Old Britain by the English), seized and 
burned some of the buildings at Fort Miamis and made away with a large 
quantity of trade goods. The chief of the pro-French Miami, Le Pied Froid 
(Coldfeet), intervened, and most of the goods were recovered and Fort Miami 
was re-established (Blasingham 1955, 2; Tanner 1987, 44). 

Anti-French feeling continued to run high among La Demoiselle's faction, and 
in 1748, on invitation from British traders and their Shawnee allies, he led 
his followers eastward away from Kekionga and established a village named 
Pickawillany on the Great Miami River near present Piqua, Ohio. On July 23 
of that year, three Miami chiefs, Assepausa (the son or nephew of La 
Demoiselle), Ciquenackqua (father of Little Turtle, future war chief of the 
Miami), and Natoecqueha, signed a treaty of friendship with the English at 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania (Colonial Records of Pennsylvania 1851-52, 5:316-19; 
Anson 1970, 44-45; Carter 1987, 32). French agents, sent to "whip home" to 
Kekionga the recalcitrant Miami in 1749 (Celeron 1749, 533), were unable to 
lure La Demoiselle's faction to return to French influence in 1749 (Tanner 
and Vheeler-Voegelin 1974, 1:154-56). Instead, La Demoiselle was able to 
convince more and more Miami to trade with the English at Pickawillany. 
Between 174,~ and 1752 "this advance post for English trade was maintained at 
the threshOld of the French presence," and by 1750 the village had grown in 
size to aqccamodate 1,600 Indians, as well as 50 or more British traders and 
their servants (Kellogg 1968, 413). 

A French expedition failed in its attempt to destroy Pickawillany in 1751, 
but the following year a force of French soldiers and Ottawas from Detroit 
under Charles Leglade attacked Pickawillany, captured the English traders and 
their goods and killed three Miami, including La Demoiselle. With British 
influence broken, the remaining Miami returned to Kekionga on the Maumee 
River and remained under French influence until near the end of the French 
and Indian War. Whether all the Miami returned to Kekionga is uncertain, for 
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it was noted that "about the close of the French war" a village of Miami was 
located at Pi:kawillany; they eventually returned to Indiana, settling on the 
Mississinewa ~iv,er, under the chief Metocina before the War of 1812 (Butler 
1901, 220; MNISI 1984b, 71). 

The factionalism within the tribe demonstrated by La Demoiselle's 
disaffection 'fith the French is important for two reasons. First, political 
juggling of :~iami leaders and Miami factions between French and British 
imperial inte:~ests and later British and American interests after the 
French and Inliian War became a major factor in tribal politics during the 
late 18th anli early 19th centuries; factionalism in tribal politics was to 
emerge again in the 20th century. Second, because of this political 
juggling, fr~n this period we begin to see more distinct references to 
specific Mialni leaders and the villages they controlled than in the 
literature of the earlier contact period. In 1749, for example, the French 
commander of ?ort Mia!lli near Kekionga noted that the Miami were "divided into 
several bands" occupying four villages one at Kekionga under Le Pied 
Froid, one wIder La Demoiselle at Pickawillany, one on the Tippecanoe River 
under Le GriH, and a small band on the St. Joseph River consisting of Miami 
who had sepal~atl~d from Le Gris' village (MNISI 1984b, 18-19). From this 
point on, tht! ciesignation of Miami chiefs and their villages in the 
historical d~:umentation becomes significant in discerning Miami tribal 
movements, po:.itical alliances with outsiders and factionalism within the' 
tribe. 

At the beginllin~J of the French and Indian War the Miami were solid allies ot 
the French (Kellogg 1968, 425; Tanner 1987, 46; French Abstracts 1756, 486)~
Still, the Miami must have retained favorable memories of the trade relations 
they had had with the English at Pickawillany, because as soon as British 
mili tary suprt!ma(:y was established in the Northwest in the late 1750' s the 
Miami initiatt!d contact with English traders in Pennsylvania, and Miami were 
trading with thE~ English at Fort Pitt almost a year before the British 
occupied Fort Miami on the Maumee in December 1760 (MNISI 1984b, 22; Tanner 
1987, 47). 

Profitable trclde did not, however, prevent the Miami from sharing the Ottawa 
chief, Pontia(~'s, objective of driving the British from the Great Lakes in 
1763. Fort Mia~i fell in May of that year, and the Mi~i remained overtly 
hostile to ttle English until the summer of 1765, when chiefs of the tribe 
"renewed theh ~~ntient Friendship with His Majesty & all his Subj ects in 
America" (Cro~'halll 1750-65, 147). After Pontiac's Rebellion· the Miami seem to 
have adjust..,4 tel British control of the Great Lakes region, although "they 
never complehly acceded to British dominion" (stevens 1987, 152), and some 
joined ShawbeE' alnd Delaware warriors in attacking settlers encroaching on 
Indian lands in the Ohio Valley during Lord Dunmore's War in 1774 (Anson 
1970, 77-81). 

By 1777, the Mia,mi primarily occupied two villages near Fort Miami where the 
St. Joseph aDd St. Marys rivers join to form the Maumee (Tanner 1987, 87). 
The larger vjlla,ge, Kekionga, on the west bank of the St. Joseph, was under 
the leadershi~ of Pacanne, who had been noted in 1764 as "king of the Miamis 
nation, and j~st out of his minority" (Morris 1764, 316). A smaller village, 
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on the east ],ank of the St. Joseph River, was led by Le Petit Gris. Both men 
were often re::erred to as the tribe's principal chief (Anson 1970, 104). 

In the fall oj: 1778, when Henry Hamilton, Lieutenant Governor of Canada at 
Detroit, led an expedition to the Upper Maumee and Wabash to dislodge 
American rebE!ls from the region, he stopped at the Miami villages to attempt 
to gather In<lian warriors for support. In his journals he noted other chiefs 
associated w:.th the Miami villages: Le Gros Loup was a chief from the same 
village that WclS led by Le Petit Gris; Hibon or Hibou (Owl) may have been 
from the satle village or the village led by Pacanne; Old Wolf was appointed 
chief of a war party from the Eel River Miami village which had first been 
observed by Ge()rge Croghan during his expedition up the Wabash to make peace 
with the welltern tribes in 1765 (Berthrong 1974, 152; Barnhart 1951, 113, 
115, 123; CroHhan 1750-65, 149). 

As control of the Wabash valley shifted from American to British to American 
hands in the fall and winter of 1778-79, Miami loyalties vacillated too, some 
professing f:.delity to the American cause and others, such as Pacanne, 
maintaining thE!ir pro-British stance (Berthrong 1974, 152-54; Hamilton 
1778,9:475). 

The Miami bE~caDle involved in the R.evolution in earnest in 1780, when 
Augustine Mottin de La Balme, playing on continued French sympathies in the 
area round '~ncennes, collected a force of 80 men and marched up the Wabash 
to conquer lietroit (Alvord 1907, lxxxix-xcv; Alvord 1909, 169, 199). On the 
way he at ta(~keCl and destroyed Kekionga. When the Miami warriors returned: 
however, led b~' the Eel River war chief Little Turtle, they fell on La 
Salme's encaDlpmE!nt and killed half of his small force. Little Turtle was to 
be a major figrure in both internal and external Miami politics, as well as 
warfare, untH his death in 1812 (Berthrong 1974, 153-54; Anson 1970, 91). 
The Revoluticln E~nded on the upper Wabash with the Miami firmly on the British 
side, both I'acaLnne and Le Gris (earlier called Le Petit Gris) meeting with 
the British cODlJl:lander at Detroit and actively sending out war parties against 
the American! (Elerthrong 1974, 154-55; Dey Peyster 1782a, 10:588; Dey Peyster 
1782b, 600). 

British militar~' commanders at Detroit were certain that the Miami and other 
Wabash tribes ~rould have difficulty in laying down their arms at the end of 
the war. 1'hes:e concerns were to prove true. Dissatisfaction with American 
trade practi(es, aggressive American demands for all lands west of the Ohio, 
and encouragE'lDeDlt by British agents brought continued Indian attacks on the 
frontier. TIle !Uami, who refused to meet with American commissioners sent to 
negotiate ~th the tribes in 1784 and 1785, became leaders of a confederacy 
of tribes op,pe;sed. to American expansion (Anson 1970, 98-101). 

In 1784 or 1785, Pacanne, who seems to have been opposed to the more 
belligerent anti-American faction among the Miami at Kekionga led by Le Gris 
(Montgomery 1785, 268; Anson 1970, 104; Tanner 1987, 87), moved a portion of 
his band frcm Kekionga toa settlement on the lower Wabash River. In 
mid-July 1786, Pacanne's father-in-law was among a number of Miami and 
Piankeshaw killed by a group of Americans near Vincennes. Such actions 
brought quic~ Miami retaliation (Cruzat 1786, 174). Vincennes was under 
continual threat of attack by Miami and other angered tribes (Le Gras 1786, 
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175-81; Ansoll 1970, 103). American forces under Colonel Josiah Harmer, who 
garrisoned ~j.ncennes in 1787, attempted to negotiate an end to the frontier 
skirmishing, and even Pacanne served as a guide to Harmer's troops. A 
surprise attc,ck hy Kentucky settlers on Pacanne' 5 village in the summer of 
1788, howevez, brought' a resumption of Indian attacks on Americans and 
further Ameri.can retaliations. In the winter of 1789, perhaps because he did 
not wish to t'e involved in the intensified trouble on the Wabash, Pacanne led 
a small grot;,p consisting of his family and nine men to Spanish-held 
Louisiana, rEque,sting permission to settle west of the Mississippi (Valliere 
1790, 292; I'e Blanc 1790, 335). Pacanne's small band eventually settled in 
the Ouachita District, where another Miami chief, Hibou, seems to have 
settled earlier (Valliere 1790, 292; Delino 1790,368-69). Pacanne stayed 
away from the Miami homeland until after 1800, but in his place his nephew, 
Jean BaptistE Richardville, son of a French trader and Pacanne's sister, led 
the Miami at Kekionga (Wheeler-Voegelin, et ale 1974, 96-97; Anson 1970, 
103-4) . 

As the American g'overnment became more insistent that the Indians give up 
their lands northwest of the Ohio, Indian resistance stiffened, and 
disaffected tela.ware and Shawnee joined the Miami on the upper Maumee, 
establishing their own villages near Kekionga. When these three tribes 
refused to attend treaty negotiations in 1788-89, General Josiah Harmer 
marched from Cincinnati in 1790 to end the problem militarily. Harmer 
managed to destroy abandoned Miami, Delaware, and Shawnee villages around 
Kekionga. The Indians had fled temporarily, however, and returned under 
Little Turtle, now considered to be war chief of the entire Miami tribe, t~ 
badly maul Harmer's forces and force them to return to Cincinnati (Downes 
1968, 314-16; Anson 1970, 104-5, 114-16). 

In a concerted effort against all the Wabash tribes in 1791, an army of over 
2,000 men under General Arthur St. Clair, governor of the Northwest 
Territory, moved against Kekionga. St. Clair's army reached the upper Wabash 
where it was attacked by Little Turtle's warriors on the morning of 
November 4. Nearly half of St. Clair's troops were killed or wounded in what 
has been described as "the worst defeat ever suffered by the American army in 
proportion to the numbers engaged" (Downes 1968, 318). 

Flushed with victory, the Miami and other confederated tribes rebuffed 
American atteDpts at negotiations between 1792 and 1794 (Berthrong 1974, 
175-77). In 1794, General Anthony Wayne, who had spent the intervening years 
training his ar:~y and building a string of forts northwest from Cincinnati, 
decisively defeated the northwestern Indian confederacy at Fallen Timbers on 
the lower HalllBe'e River. Following this victory, Wayne marched up the Maumee 
and built Fort Wayne at the former site of the Kekionga villages (Downes 
1968, 323, 334-35; Anson 1970, 130-31). The Miami had practically abandoned 
the area. 

As early as 1790, some Miami had moved north to the lakes region at the 
headwaters of the Elkhart and Tippecanoe rivers to avoid contact with 
Harmer's troops. By 1792 Le Gris and Little Turtle had moved their village 
temporarily t) southern Michigan and then, by 1795, to the headwaters of the 
Eel River, a~d Richardville may have moved Pacanne's Miami followers to a 
site at the mouth of the Mississinewa River near present Peru as early as 
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1790; he h~1 certainly settled there permanently by 1795 (Wheeler-Voegelin, 
et al. 1974. 68-69, 78; Tanner 1987, 89; Anson 1970, 131; Glenn, Swartz and 
Lewis 1977, 2:n. 

On August 3. 1795 hostilities between the United States and the northwestern 
confederacy HerE! officially ended by the Treaty of Greenville. Among the six 
Miami who s:.gned the treaty were Le Gris, Little Turtle, and Richardville. 
Le Gris, whc) had "stood out for a long time, but .... has surrendered, and 

fully convE!rted" from British to American interests (Hamtramck 1795b, 
34:736), parl:icipated in the Greenville conference as the principal chief of 
the Miami, l,itUe Turtle as the "speaker" for the tribe at the treaty 
negotiations. Richardville does not seem to have taken a vocal part in these 
negotiations (Anson 1970, lOS, 136-37), although he was also described as "a 
village chief of the nation" (Hamtramck 1795a, 34:735). 

EARLY LAND CESSIONS AND THE WAR OF 1812, 1795-1815 

Although the Treaty of Greenville was supposed to bring peace by recogn~z~ng 
Indian claimH to ownership of lands north and west of the Ohio River, it was 
certain that thE! United States' promise to protect the Miami and other tribes 
in their "hlrnting, planting, and dwelling thereon so long as they please" 
(Kappler 1904, 2::42) was going to endure only as long as it was expedient. 

Americans rallidly settled on Ohio land ceded by the Indians at Greenville." 
Miami lands were not threatened until 1800, when Indiana Territory was 
organized. ThE! Louisiana Purchase in 1803 accelerated the government '"5-
determination to negotiate for further land cessions from the Miami and other 
northwestern tribes in order to gain control of the lands between the Ohio 
and Mississil1pi (MNISI 1984b, 40-41). Between 1803 and 1840, the Miami were 
signatories to 12 treaties which whittled away millions of acres of tribal 
land. 

William Henry Hurison, Governor of Indiana Territory, began to negotiate for 
Miami land in earnest in 1802. Over the next seven years, often using 
divisive tactics such as putting pressure on influential chiefs like Little 
Turtle or thz'eatening to withhold annuities (Abel 1908, 1:267), he negotiated 
three treatiE!S with the Miami that ultimately pushed the tribe to attempt 
mili tant resi~,taIlLce once again during the War of 1812. 

Harrison's ti:ctics put the Miami tribe under considerable political stress, 
resulting in dE!ep factional divisions between the followers of those chiefs 
who wanted to accommodate American demands and those who opposed giving up 
more land. In 1802, Little Turtle and Richardville, along with two 
Potawatomi ciliefs, signed a preliminary agreement for a land cession, but a 
Miami and DE!lurare delegation visited Washington the following year and 
complained "loudlly of the unfair means used for obtaining the assent of some 
Chiefs to thE! proposed boundaries" (Dearborn 1803, 86). At a conference held 
at Fort WaYfle ~~ 1803 to formalize the preliminary agreement, "three-fourths 
of the Miamj tribe deserted Little Turtle and Richardville because they 
favored the treaty"; Harrison was only able to force Indian attendance by 
threatening to provide annuities promised in the Greenville treaty only to 
those tribes attending at Fort Wayne (MNISI 1984b, 41). Although Pac anne and 
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Hibou (Owl) had returned from west of the Mississippi River, Little Turtle 
and Richardville, "the Sachem of the Nation" (Harrison 180Sa, 1:82), were the 
only Miami to sign the treaty concluded at Fort Wayne (Kappler 1904, 2:66). 
But Little 1urtla's influence had waned considerably, and Richardville seems 
to have deserted the accommodating position that he and Little Turtle had 
assumed after the Treaty of Greenville, as Harrison informed Secretary of Var 
Henry Dearborn: "Nine-tenths of that Tribe who acknowledge Richardville and 
Pecann for their chiefs ..• utterly abhor .•. the Turtle" (Harrison 180Sa, 
1:76-77) . 

By the time Harrison negotiated another treaty with the Miami, in 1805, 
factions were apparent within the tribe, but they were still somewhat fluid. 
Before the treaty was signed on August 21, 1805, even Little Turtle was 
"doing us all the mischief he can," although he was only able to influence a 
few Potawatomi chiefs since "he has little or no influence with his own 
Tribe" (Harrison 180Sb, 294). By the conclusion of the treaty conference, 
however, Little Turtle was again indicating "his entire devotion to the 
Interests of the United States," because Harrison had taken President 
Jefferson's and Secretary of Var Dearborn's advice "to distribute two or 
three hundred dollars among the Miamis, Puttawattamies, & others, by way of 
quieting their minds in relation to the sale of the lands" (Harrison 180Sd, 
302; Dearborn 1805, 288); for his services at the Grouseland conference 
Little Turtle was given a $50.00 annuity (Harrison 180Sc, 2:164). Whether 
bribes were also extended to the Miami chiefs who initially opposed such land 
cessions is unclear, but Owl, Richardville, and Little Turtle were among the 
eight Miami and Eel River leaders who signed the treaty (Kappler 1904, 2:81) •• 

Harrison did not negotiate a new treaty with the Miami for four years. On 
September 30, 1809, Miami, Eel River Miami, Delaware and Potawatomi delegates 
signed a treaty at Fort Wayne ceding almost three million acres to the United 
States. All the most influential Miami leaders -- Pacanne, Owl, Little 
Turtle, ihite L,oon, Silver Heels -- as well as three Eel River Miami chiefs 
eventually si1ned the treaty (Kappler 1904, 102), although the "Miamies from 
Mississinway," Pacanne and Owl, were at first opposed to a further land 
cession (Jane,; 1809, 1:369-70, 373). Richardville, who was not at the treaty 
negotiations~ecause of illness, also "expressed his entire satisfaction at 
the conclusioll of the Treaty" when he met with Harrison a few days later 
(Jones 1809, 1:376). 

Pressure from within the Indian ranks had caused a realignment of Miami 
leadership. In the four years between the Treaty of Grouseland and the 
Treaty of Fo:~t Wayne, many factions wi thin the tribes of the Old Northwest 
had come Ulldl!r the anti-American influence of the Shawnee Prophet and his 
brother, tbe walr chief Tecumseh. Although some young Miami warriors joined 
the growing cOllfederacy organized by the Shawnee, most of the Miami 
leadership wa:i c)pposed to the Prophet's and Tecumseh's arguments. The Miami 
chiefs, there:~ore, seemed to be more concerned with maintaining the status 
quo under thl! treaties which had been negotiated between 1803 and 1809, 
rather than enlrag:i.ng in a war against the Americans. 

The more con:;ervative chiefs, primarily from villages along the Mississinewa 
River, gained another advantage at the Fort Wayne Conference in 1809. 
Although they eventually supported the wishes of the government for a land 
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cession, whicll placed them in step with chiefs like Little Turtle who had 
almost always accommodated the American position, the Mississinewa chiefs at 
Fort Wayne mani:Eested "a very strong antipathy" toward Little Turtle, and 
forced Harrison "to assure them that he perfectly understood and admitted 
that they th~! (Mississinway Chiefs) were the real Representatives of the 
Miami Nation and that he should always consider them as such" (Jones 1809, 
1:375). Harl~ison continued to try to use the war chief in attempts to 
manipulate th~! Miami, but Little Turtle never regained the prestige within 
the tribe that he had once had, and he did not sign another treaty. 

Although the Miami were eventually to become uneasy and divided over the 
terms of the ]rort Wayne treaty, Pacanne, Owl, Metocina, and other chiefs were 
able to keep mo:st of the tribe from joining the Shawnee Prophet's village on 
the Tippecano~!, and when Harrison successfully attacked Prophetstown in 1811 
the position they had taken against the Prophet and Tecumseh seemed 
vindicated (rulson 1970, 155, 158). Despite their professions of neutrality, 
however, Harr:ison distrusted the older Miami chiefs and the younger warriors 
who seemed to be more influenced by British agents from Canada. His concerns 
increased Wh~l Little Turtle died soon after the outbreak of the War of 
1812. To p:~otect the strategically important Wabash-Maumee route between 
Vincennes and Detroit, and because some Miami warriors took part in an attack 
on Fort Harr:isoll, near present-day Terre Haute, American military personnel 
determined t~lt the Miami should be considered a hostile tribe. In' 
retaliation fc)r the attack on Fort Harrison, troops were sent to destroy. 
Little Turtle's ',illage on Eel River and three Miami villages at the Forks of 
the Wabash, neilr present-day Huntington, Indiana, in September 1812. 

Harrison sent allother military expedition, under Lieutenant Colonel John B. 
Campbell, aga:inst the Wabash and Mississinewa villages in December 1812. 
Campbell was ordc!red to destroy the villages and their provisions but, as far 
as was possihle 0' to protect the persons of the Miami leaders Pac anne , "the 
Principal Chi~!f of the Miamies," Richardville, "the 2nd Chief of the 
Miamis," Wh:ite Loon, "Old Godfroy" (the father of Francis Godfroy) and the 
Eel River Miilmi chief, Charley; these were "some of the chiefs who have 
undeviatingly exc~rted themselves to keep their warriors quiet, to preserve 
their friendl:, relations with us." Campbell was also to protect "the sons 
and brothers 0:: the Little Turtle" (Harrison 1812, 1:229). 

Rather than ~lrching directly on the major Miami villages at the mouth of the 
Mississinewa, on December 17 Campbell's troops attacked a Delaware village 
upriver, near pl~esent-day Marion, Indiana, killing 8 Indians and taking 42 
prisoners. l~rOIIl this base, Campbell led a detachment of dragoons which 
burned thr~e :Jlaall, deserted Miami villages a few miles down the Mississinewa 

probably ~:he villages of the Miami chiefs Silver Heels, Metocina, White 
Loon and, perhap:~, Little Eyes (Glenn, Swartz and Lewis 1977, 26-28). On the 
morning of D~~ceillber 18, Campbell's troops were attacked by a combined Miami 
and Delaware fOlrce under the Miami war chiefs Joseph Richardville, son of 
chief J . B. R:ichardville, and Francis Godfroy. With 9 of his men dead and 
almost 50 wounded, Campbell retreated to Greenville, Ohio. Indian casualties 
were higher (G:Lenll, Swartz and Lewis 1977, 14-18). 

Following 
Thames in 

his victory over Tecumseh's Indian torces at the Battle of the 
On':ario, Canada, Harrison gathered delegations from the tribes at 
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Greenville ir: J'uly 1814. Pacanne, "the principal chief of the Miami tribe, It 
and Charley, "a principal war chief amongst the Miamies," spoke for the tribe 
(Dill 1814, 830-33). In the treaty the tribes agreed to assist the United 
States in tl:e Welr against Great Britain and any tribes continuing to be 
hostile. Ir: return, 'the tribes were assured that the United States would 
confirm the boundaries of their various territories as established by 
treaties befcre the war. The day after the treaty was signed, Harrison wrote 
Secretary of Var John Armstrong that "two or three Miami chiefs only, refuse 
to sign, of all that were present. One is a half Frenchman [Richardville], 
whom we kno~' to have been in British pay, with the rank of Captain in the 
Indian Department. His objection was, that he wished to remain neutral" 
(Harrison 1814 1:836; Anson 1970, 166). 

In 1815, aftEr the Treaty of Ghent ended the war with Great Britain, Harrison 
again met wlth the northwestern tribes, this time at Spring VeIls near 
Detroit. Altic~le 3 of the Treaty of Spring VeIls specifically stated that 
because of the Miami tribe's "repentance" as indicated by their signing the 
1814 treaty at Greenville, the United States government agreed to pardon 
those Miami whcl had joined the war on the side of Great Britain (Kappler 
1904, 2:118-1S). 

CHANGING CONDI~~IONS IN INDIANA, 1816-1828 

It would be ar:lother three years before the Miami signed another treaty with 
the United ~tates, but events occurring in those years proved significant to 
the relationf:hip between the tribe and the United States government. Tti~ 
years betweeI: 1.815 and the removal of part of the tribe in 1846 have been 
called by onE! historian "the most complex, crucial, and interesting period in 
the tribe's lClng history" (Anson 1970, 177). 

Pacanne, who had led a significant portion of 
in 1816 and ~'as succeeded as principal chief of 
8. Richardvi],le (Carter 1987, 241-42). Over 
other traditjonal chiefs who had so adamantly 
their tribal territory as it shifted from 
possession wOl::ld also die. 

his people for 52 years, died 
the Miami by his nephew, Jean 
the next 20 years most of the 
held on to what they could of 
French to British to American 

Also in 1SH, l:ndiana achieved statehood. Settlers from Ohio had hoped that 
Harrison wOl:ild be able to negotiate another land cession from the 
northwestern tribes when he met with them to gain their assistance of the war 
at GreenvillE! illl 1814; wisely, government officials realized that this was an 
inappropri~, tj.me to force more land from the disaffected tribes (Armstrong 
1814, 1:82') Be!rthrong 1974, 204). After the war was over, however, there 
were no BUell (!oncerns, and settlers were poised to flood into central 
Indiana. It was up to the new Miami leadership, primarily J. B. 
Richardville, Francis Godfroy, Francis LaFontaine and, to some extent, 
Metocina and his son Meshingomesia, to find a way to adapt the tribe to its 
new circumstarlce!l. 

On October f;, 1818, the Miami signed a treaty with American Commissioners at 
St. Mary's, Ohio, by which the tribe ceded over seven million acres of land 
in Indiana .. - the central third of the state -- to the United States, ending 
their posses!:ion of most of their former "territory south of the Wabash 
River. In ]·eturn the tribe was to receive a perpetual annuity of $15,000.00 
in silver ar~ an annual delivery of 160 bushels of salt; the government also 
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promised to erE!ct a grist mill and a saw mill and provide a blacksmith, 
gunsmith, and agricultural implements for the tribe (Kappler 1904, 2:173). 

From this CE!SSl.On,- six reservations were made for the use of the Miami. In 
addition, thE! United States granted to individuals or families 20 tracts of 
land (totalling 31,460 acres) varying from one to six sections in size; these 
land grants (~ould not be transferred by the individuals who received them, or 
their heirs, e~:cept with the approval of the President of the United States. 
Principal chj,ef J. B. Richardville received nine sections of land near Fort 
Wayne and or. the Wabash by fee simple patent (Kappler 1904, 2:172-73; Anson 
1970, 180-81). 

The next ei~:ht years began a period of economic and cultural decline for the 
Miami. Eco[~ml.cally the tribe was primarily dependent on the fur trade and 
on annuities promised by treaties. There was some agricultural activity 
also, evidenc~ed by requests from some Miami chiefs for assistance in plowing 
and erecting rail fences; contracts for such work were often let to the major 
trading comp~nies at Fort Wayne (Hays 1823, 1:296; Charley's Son 1824, 1:347; 
Miami Chiefs 1824, 1:350-51; Richardville 1824, 1:357; Tipton 1824, 1:358; 
Tipton 1825a, 1.:434). Conscious and unconscious erosion of Miami culture 
added to thE' stress on the tribe during this period. Annuities given out to 
the tribe, if any were left after traders deducted past debts, "rarely got 
beyond the t em~ltations at Fort Wayne," and in this period "the easy and' 
uncontrollablE a,ccess the Miami had to whisky and the disruptive effect this
had on all aspects of their culture, began to undermine whatever cultura~ 
stability, econolmic advantage, or political stratagem they might have ha~· 
(Glenn, Swart2 and Lewis 1977, 65, 67). 

Population decline emphasized the instability arlslng within the tribe. The 
Indian agent at Fort Wayne in 1817 noted that there were 1,400 Miami under 
the charge cf his agency (Berthrong 1974, 211). Only eight years later the 
new Indian agent enumerated 1,073 Miami (Tipton 1825b, 1:475). 

Two different types of leadership seem to have emerged, pushing the tribe in 
two different directions. Most of the new tribal leadership were part white, 
primarily of French background. Many, like Richardville, Godfroy and 
LaFontaine were traders in their own right. As early as 1790 Richardville 
was trading with the tribe at Fort Wayne (Hay 1789-90, 314), and in 1805 
Harrison noted that "Richardville the Sachem or Principal Chief of the Miamis 
whose father was a Frenchman carries on a small trade with that Tribe" 
(Harrison 1805a, 1:84). Richardville may have given up wearing 
European-style clothing and gone back to speaking the Miami language 
exclusively sometime after the War of 1812 in order to maintain broad tribal 
support; his influence with his people was "so great as to control, 
generally, the affairs of the tribe" (Porter and Marshall 1833, 7). One 
reason for Richardville's influence over the Miami was his attempt to 
monopolize the tribe's trade; another was the fact that he controlled much of 
the distribution of the tribe's annuities. This was resented by some of the 
other chiefs (Le Gros 1826a, 1:517; Berthrong 1974, 214-15). His shrewdness 
in business and in dealings with government agents, however, gained him the 
respect of whites who believed that the tribe had, in him, "one of the most 
shrewd men in America at their head" (Tipton 1831, 2:400). In managing to 
maintain the Miami presence in Indiana until 1846, well after most other 
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tribes had teen. removed west of the Mississippi, Richardville and the chiefs 
associated wlth him proved how well they maneuvered in both cultures (Anson 
1970, 189-90). 

There was also a strong conservative element in the tribe, living primarily 
in villages along the Mississinewa River, rather than along the Wabash. 
Represented ty Metocina and his son, Meshingomesia, these Miami had fewer 
ties to the tra.ders and avoided involvement with the white population in the 
area (Anson 1970, 180). These burgeoning differences between portions of the 
Miami population. were given expression in the 1818 Treaty of St. Mary's, at 
which time ~Qst of the individual grants went to Miami who had mixed 
ancestry, while the six communcal tracts were reserved for the more 
traditional Mlami villages (Anson 1970, 180-81). 

This trend continued in the next treaty signed by the Miami, at the mouth of 
the MississiDewa. on October 23, 1826. In consideration for giving up any 
claim the tribe might have to land in Indiana north and west of the Wabash 
and Miami rlvers, the United States promised the Miami a "permanent annuity" 
of S25,OOO.OC "as long as they exist together as a tribe" (Kappler 1904, 
2:279). The Government also reserved four individual and six village 
reservations (81,880 acres) within the ceded tract for the Miami's use (Royce 
1899, 716-17; G:ates 1942, 1:12). Twenty individual grants, totalling 13~920 
acres, were made in a manner similar to the grants in the 1818 Treaty of St.· 
Mary's; 9 of the 20 recipients of grants under the 1826 treaty had received. 
grants under the treaty of 1818 (Kappler 1904, 2:172-73, 280-81: Gates 1942, 
1:16). This treaty, for the first time, stipulated that the United StateS 
government was to pay traders' claims against the tribe (Kappler 1904,-
2:279). 

The treaty cO~lissioners recognized the importance of the treaty's provision 
which made the duration of annuities dependent on tribal existence. The 
Miami were considered to be rapidly declining. A perpetual annuity would be 
payable as long as an individual of the tribe might remain: but, by the 
present arrangem,ent, this heavy debt will cease when they become incorporated 
with some more powerful and kindred tribe, and this event cannot be very 
remote" (Cass, Ray and Tipton 1826, 2:684). The commissioners felt forced to 
agree to the provisions relating to the reservations and individual grants 
made under the treaty; they noted that "without consenting to this 
arrangement, all our efforts would have been useless" (Cass, Ray and Tipton 
1826, 2:684). The individual grants were encouraged by the traders, who had 
become so important to the Miami: "These reservees conveyed their rights to 
traders in payment of real or imaginary debts before the treaty" (Gates 1942, 
1:17-18). 

Individual grants made under the 1826 treaty were quickly sold off, often to 
pay debts or prevent the total impoverishment of the families receiving the 
grants; some of this land eventually ended up in the hands of Indian agent 
John Tipton or in the hands of traders (McKenney 1828, 2:24: Tipton 1829a, 
2:125-i6; Ti~ton 1830a, 2:251-54: Tipton 1832c, 2:655: Tipton 1832d, 2:656: 
Hamilton 1836a, 3:215; Tipton, Taber and Hamilton 1837, 3:462-64; Taber 1838, 
3:575; Gates 1942, 32-33). 
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The treaty cc,mmi,ssioners realized they could not convince the Miami on one 
point of the l,oped for negotiations -- their removal west. "They are not yet 
prepared for this: important change in their situation. Time, the destruction 
of the game, and the approximation of our settlements, are necessary before 
this measure can be successfully proposed to them" (Cass, Ray and Tipton 
1826, 684). It was hoped that the scattered, smaller reservations and 
individual gr~,nts provided for in the treaty would separate the tribe "into 
bands, by thE~ intervention of our settlements," and thereby help induce the 
tribe to event\lally agree to move west (Cass, Ray and Tipton 1826, 684). 

Two years la1:er, on February 11, 1828, John Tipton concluded a separate 
treaty with the Eel River, or Thorntown, band of Miamis, purchasing the 
ten-square-milE! tract which had been reserved to them in the Treaty of St. 
Mary's in 18:.8. The purchase of this tract, surrounded by white settlers, 
had been con1;emplated for some time by the Federal Government at the request 
of the Indianil congressional delegation (Kercheval 1827, 1:637; Barbour 1828, 
1:6; Wheeler-VC)egE~lin, et al. 1974, 166). 

THE PUSH FOR REiMOVAL, 1828-1840 

Increased whi':e settlement in Indiana in the late 1820's and early 1830's, 
the Removal ;Lct passed by Congress in 1830, and the construction of the 
Wabash and Ede Canal beginning in 1832 all provided pressure on the 
Government to cc)mplete the process of acquiring Miami lands and moving the 
tribe west of thE:! Mississippi. There were internal problems as well. Chiefs' 
Richardville ;md Godfroy were attempting to monopolize the Indian trade.-
This not onl:{ .lngered the white traders, who profited from the sale of 
individual re:,enes and the flow of money along the Wabash each year at the 
annuity payments, but also aroused jealousy and frustration between tribal 
families and the chiefs, and between the chiefs and government 
representative" (Grover 1829, 2:185; Miami and Eel River Indians 1829, 2:189; 
Tipton 1829b, 2:190; Tipton 1829d, 2:193; Tipton 182ge, 2:209; Ewing 1829, 
2:231; Tipton 1830b, 2:251). Removal, said Indian agent John Tipton, would 
lessen Richariville's influence over the tribe and set the Miami on the road 
to civilizati~n (Tipton 1829c, 2:193). Other Indiana politicians believed 
that while mJst of the tribe might want to sell their land and remove west, 
they were "itlstruments in the hands of their half breed chiefs," whose only 
purpose in h~lding on to the land was for "extorting a high price from the 
Gov'mt" (Canby 1830). 

The tribe's removal, "a matter of such deep interest, to all," (Milroy 1831, 
2:468) was slow in coming to fruition, even with the support of Tipton, who 
had become a United States Senator in 1831. At first, Congress refused to 
appropriate funds for another treaty (Tipton 1832a, 2:522; Colerick 1832 
2:623-24). Finally, in July 1832, Congress authorized $20,000 to be used for 
"holding Indian treaties, and of finally extinguishing Indian title, within 
the state of Indiana" (4 Stat. 564 Tipton 1832b, 653-54). 

But 
angry 
Miami 
have 

the Miami were determined to remain where they were. Senator Tipton was 
at the delaying tactics of the tribe. Duri~g negotiations in 1833 the 
were similarly unmoved, and Tipton fumed that "Jealousy and ambition 

twice defeated this Treaty" (Tipton 1833b, 2:853). One of Tipton's 
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Indiana associates was more specific as to the problems in obtaining further 
land cessions from the Miami: "The great mistake is in relying on the Old 
Chief two [~ic] much. It is my oplnlon that the same money, offered 
Richardville if distributed among the village Chiefs, would have done the 
business" (Hanna 1833, 2:869). 

The treaty ct)mm:i.ssioners realized that the only way to obtain further Miami 
cessions woult! be to encourage the members of the tribe to go into debt, 
forcing them to sell off their lands one parcel at a time {Porter and 
Marshall 18331. A step in this direction was made in October 1834, when the 
Miami finally signed a treaty which ceded more than 200,000 acres to the 
government, p:~imarily five small tracts northwest of the Wabash River which 
had been resl~rved for individuals or families in the 1818 and 1826 treaties, 
and an eight-mile-wide strip of the "big reserve" created by the 1818 Treaty 
of St. Mary's. For this cession, the Miami were paid one dollar an acre, of 
which $50,000 '"as to be applied to paying the tribe's debts. 

Rather than provide for the tribe's removal, further individual grants were 
made: Richa:rdville received patent in fee simple for the 10-section tract 
reserved for hilD at the Forks of the Wabash by the 1826 treaty, as well as 
grants totalling an additional 2,080 acres. Patents in fee simple for lands 
granted by t:le treaties of 1818 and 1826 were also issued to four other 
Miamis, incl~iinq Francis LaFontaine and Francis Godfroy (both of whom also' 
received other grants). Seventeen other individual grants totalling 10,000. 
acres were mad,~ ('7 stat. 458). 

The treaty's supporters lauded the prOV1Slons that brought "an additional 
quantity of Eirst rate land" onto the market (Tipton 1834a, 3:79), and tried 
to mlnlmlze tho:se that continued to create "some small reserves" (Tipton 
1834b, 3:78) for individual Miamis. President Andrew Jackson, however, was 
furious that thte treaty contained no provision for Miami emigration to the 
West, and he r~fu:sed to send it to the Senate for ratification. 

The treaty lmglllished, unratified, for three years. Attempts were made in 
1835 and 1835 to convince the Miami to reconsider the treaty and sell the 
individual reser'ves granted by the treaty (Tipton 1835, 3: 137; Hamilton 
1835b, 3:178; Hiilmilton 1836b, 3:222-23; Tipton 1836a, 3:256; Hamilton 1836c, 
3:275; Tipton 1836b, 3:297-98). President Jackson, more in touch with the 
desires of t:le people of Indiana, who wanted the Federal Government to 
"provide the mo:st efficient means to cause the peaceable, prompt and 
effectual Ql,t1ration" of the Miami (Indiana 1835), told Senator Tipton "that 
he would 6 nnction an Indian treaty •.• in which a portion of the best 
lands are':-Ve:ser'ved" (Tipton 1836b, 3:299). Richardville and the other Miami 
leaders wei.. as adamant as Jackson, proclaiming that "should this treaty not 
be ratified, no other will Ever be made during their life time" (Boure 1835, 
3:109; Hamilt,n 1835a, 3:106). Government agents sent to negotiate with the 
old chief do~btled whether "the Miamies will consent to sell lands without 
making some re;servations" (Hamilton 1836c, 3:275), and it was widely 
recognized thit white traders "stimulate as many of the Indians as possible 
to insist up,n individual reservations, which they [the traders] hope, 
ultimately, to possess" (Kinnard 1835). 
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Almost immed:.atE~ly after the succession of Martin Van Buren to the presidency 
in 1837, the 1834 treaty was resubmitted to the Senate and a commissioner was 
appointed to nE~gotiate for the relinquishment of additional Miami lands 
(Hamilton 18J7, 3~367; Harris 1837, 3:386). The new commissioner, however, 
secured only a Dlodification of the 1834 treaty: The same lands were ceded to 
the Government, but the tribe would receive its entire compensation in money, 
not partiall~' in goods as originally intended. The same individual grants 
were reserved as in the 1834 treaty (7 Stat. 462). 

Only John B. Richardville, Francis Godfroy, and Majenica signed the 
modification agreement. This caused some concern for Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs Care~' A. Harris, as 73 "chiefs warriors and headmen of the Miami 
tribe" had l;igned the 1834 Treaty (7 Stat. 458). Harris asked Indiana's 
Senator Tipton and Representative James Rariden whether the three who signed 
the modifica1;ion agreement were "principle [sic) Chiefs, whose authority are 
recognized ~, the Tribe & whether the miamies would conform to an adjustment 
of the busilless of said Tribe entered into and sanctioned by the above named 
chiefs"; Tipton and Rariden answered that Richardville and Godfroy were 
"legitimate Chiefs whose authority is universally acknowledged by tie 
miamies," that Majenica was "a man of much influance" and that any agreement 
the three made would "be implicitly conformed to by all the miamies" (Tipton 
and Rariden 18:17 3:446). The Senate consented to the ratification of the 
treaty in Oc:tober, but only if "the Chiefs and Warriors of the said tribe, 
shall in Gelleral Council, as on the occasion of concluding the aforesaid 
treaty, agrel! to and sign the same" (7 Stat. 463). Such a "general council« 
of 31 Miami "chiefs and warriors" met on November 10, 1837, and signed a 
statement agrl!eing to the amended treaty (7 Stat. 466). ~-

A new treaty, ~;igned at the Forks of the Wabash on November 6, 1838, was not 
exactly what eVE~ryone had hoped for either. The Miami ceded that part of the 
Big Miami Re:;erve that abutted the Wabash River and four smaller tracts which 
had been rel;erved for the tribe under the 1818 and 1826 treaties. From this 
cession, a 1;en-square-mile tract was reserved for Metocina's band; although 
Metocina had died in 1832, the reserve was held in trust for the band by his 
son, Meshingomesia. As compensation for the cession, the Miami were to 
receive $335,68().00. Negotiators of the 1838 treaty had to agree to 
individual ~:ants 50 sections (32,000 acres) were granted by patent to 
individuals, including 11.5 sections to Richardville and 7 sections to 
Francis Godfruy (Kappler 1904, 2:519-24). 

The 1838 trHat~, added another significant prOV1Slon: none of the tribe's 
annuities or lands could be used as a lien for debts, nor could "any person 
or persons C)thE~r than the members of said Miami tribe, who may by sufferance 
11 ve on the :~an(l of, or intermarry in, said tribe, have any right to the land 
or any intel:est in the annuities of said tribe, until such person or persons 
shall have he en by general council adopted into their tribe" (Kappler 1904, 
2: 521) • Th:ls portion of Article 6 of the treaty has been interpreted as an 
indication 0" the Miamis' "increased sensitivity to changing cultural values 
and vanishin'J tribal identity" (Anson 1970, 201). It may actually have a 
simpler mean:lng, especially as it was part of the section in the treaty 
dealing with the amount set aside ($150,000.00) to pay the tribe's debts. 
While the Fedt~ral and State governments and' local settlers had been 
encouraging ':he Miami to move west for twenty years, the traders had profited 
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from the tribe remaining in Indiana, particularly "viewing the annuities and 
the lands _ultimately as the ample source from which he [the trader] is to 
derive his fortune" (Kinnard 1835). As early as 1830, an Indiana politician 
had noted that the tribe's land had become "so valuable that it has become an 
object for white -men to marry their Squaws with the hope that they may 
thereby obtain valuable reservations in the name of their wives" (Canby 
1830). By prohibiting liens against land and annuities for payment of debts, 
and not allowing anyone living among or marrying into the tribe who was not a 
member of, or adopted by the Miami from having any interest in the tribe's 
land or annuities, the Federal Government had removed one of the traders' 
motives for wanting the Miami to remain in Indiana. And by handsomely 
increasing the amount allocated for payment of debts, the government may have 
hoped to gain the support of the traders for the eventual removal of the 
tribe west of the Mississippi. 

The sections of the 1838 treaty relating to the tribe's eventual removal were 
certainly disappointing. The Government promised to pay the expenses of a 
delegation of Miami chiefs to visit the western country proposed as their new 
home, but the tribe only vaguely agreed to accept "a country west of the 
Mississippi river, to remove to and settle on, when the said tribe may be 
disposed to emigrate from their present country" (Kappler 1904, 2:521). 
Despite his being "now very old and infirm" (Hamilton 1838b, 3:770), 
Richardville was able to get what he wanted out of the treaty -- "absolute" 
patent to the individual reserves granted by the treaty, but no firm 
commitment 011 removal (Pepper 1838, 3:761). He was certainly not yet 
"disposed to emigrate." 

The Senate a,ppr-oved the 1838 treaty within three months, probably because of 
the realization that it was "as good a one as any we can get" (Hamilton 
18J8b, 3:770) in that "it further extinguishes all their good lands[,] 
congregates them together [and] surrounds them with a white population -
which they D~St retreat from" (Hamilton 1838a, 3:760). Removal was now just 
a matter of time. 

Reports of Natbaniel West, the commissioner appointed to approve payments of 
Miami debts under the treaties of 1834 and 1838, indicate what the tribe was 
facing durin~' its last years as a unified entity in Indiana. West reported 
to the SecrE,tary of War early in 1839 that "In a few short years their whole 
remaining patrimony will be gone; then necessity would compel an emigration, 
and they woule. gel empty handed" (West 1839a, 7). 

Reports prep~Lrecl by the Indian agents for the Miami in these years before the 
tribe's rellclval were equally disturbing. The tribe's population was 
declining drnsticallYi from a total of 1,073 in 1825, the number of Miami had 
dropped to al~ut 700 only 14 years later (Milroy 1839, 187). There were only 
661 remainiI~ in 1842 (Hamilton 1842, 97). Only the band led by 
Meshingomesia, "an intelligent and prudent chief," were prospering on the 
small reserva1:ion allowed to them by the treaty of 1838 (West 1839b, 5). 
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SPLITTING THE TRIBE, 1840-1846 

Even Richard"ille could not hold out forever, although some whites in the 
area still thought that "he may stand it as long as any of us" (Hamilton 
1838b, 3:770J. Other chiefs who had tenaciously held on to their land were 
dying off Le Gros in 1826, Seek in 1827, Osage and Metocina in 1832, Deaf 
Man in 1833, cLnd Majenica, Little Duck, Black Loon and Francis Godfroy in 
1839 or 1840 (MNISI 1984b, 67-68, 71, 73-74, 79). With a fragmented land 
base and increasing individual and tribal debts, a new treaty and final 
cession were recognized as inevitable. 

On November 28, 1840, the Miami ceded to the United States "all of their 
remalnl.ng lands in Indiana" (Kappler 1904, 2: 531). Eight sections of land 
were reservecl from this cession, seven to be patented to John B. Richardville 
and one to Francis LaFontaine. The 10-square-mile reservation reserved for 
Metocina's bcLnd by the 1838 treaty was now conveyed and patented to 
Meshingomesia, uho was to hold the land in trust for the band and distribute 
the proceeds 1:0 the band whenever the land should be alienated. 

In return fur the cession, the Miami were to receive $550,000.00. The tribe 
would receivE! $350,000.00 to pay its debts; the remainder of the purchase 
price would bE! paid in 20 annual installments of $12,500.00. 

By Article i: of the treaty the Miami agreed to "remove to the country 
assigned the~l uest of the Mississippi, within five years" (Kappler 1904, 
2:532). ThE! treaty also stipulated that the families of Francis Godfroy aIl~ 
Meshingomesia WE~re to continue to receive their portion of the tribe's 
annuities at Fc)rt Wayne after the rest of the tribe emigrated, which meant, 
in effect, tllat these families were exempt from removal. A similar provision 
covering the fc~ily of John B. Richardville had been a part of the 1838 
treaty (KappIE!r 1904, 2:521, 532). 

The treaty clf 1840 was forwarded to the Senate, which consented to its 
ratification with six amendments in February 1841. The Miami chiefs agreed 
to the amendments on May 15. John B. Richardville, who had so long resisted 
the final rE!moval of his people from their homeland in Indiana, died three 
months later I.Kappler 1904, 2:534; Anson 1970, 208). 

There was sCime fear on the part of the traders that on Richardville's death 
the various village chiefs would "split up and divide off into different 
Bands or paJ'tiE!s" (Ewing 1841). The traders hoped that a "good successor" 
could be fo\~d, as the tribe "should be kept together and their national 
character sU2ltained, and should be made to do all their business as 
heretofore, ~~ one Nation" (Ewing 1841). A tribal council meeting elected 
Francis LaFontaj.ne (Topeah), also descended from a French trader and Miami 
woman, princj.pal chief to succeed Richardville. LaFontaine was considered a 
"safe" choiCE! cc)mpared to Miami subchiefs such as Meshingomesia, who disliked 
the traders and lrere opposed to removal (Anson 1970, 213-14). 

LaFontaine Has Richardville's son-in-law, a trader who realized the 
importance oj~ paying debts and a recipient of individual treaty grants 
himself. Sl:il1, LaFontaine, like his father-in-law. was clearly reticent 
about adhering strictly to the tribe's promise to emigrate west, and he was 
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able to posl:pone Miami removal for another six years. The desire of the 
traders to continue to profit from annuity payments made in Indiana, as well 
as problems with the location, survey, transfer, and sale of individual land 
grants held by tnose .Miami who were not exempt from removal also delayed 
emigration (J~san 1970, 217-18; Dowling 1845; LaFontaine 1845; Ewing 184Ga; 
Sinclair 184~;b).. Another reason for the delay was the Indians I "great 
reluctance tel leave that country to which they were so strongly attached, 
whilst a pOl"tian of their Tribe were permitted to remain behind" (Ewing 
1846b). 

Despite the delays, preparations for Miami emigration began in earnest when 
pressure was exerted by the Indiana congressional delegation to expedite the 
removal (iiHins 1844). In 1844, the Government let a contract for the 
expenses of the removal and, in 1845, authorized a new commission to finalize 
Miami debt llaYD~ents to their traders in Indiana (Anson 1970, 217-18, 
219-20) . In August 1845, "an authorized delegation from the [Miami] Nation" 
was sent weHt pursuant to the treaty of 1838 to examine the land set aside 
for the trihe. This delegation, consisting of J.B. Brouillette, Pimyotomah, 
Shapendociah, GHorge Hunt and Louis LaFontaine, reported back to the tribe 
that "it wal: a miserable despicable country" that had been chosen for them 
(Ewing 1846b;. Attempts to exchange the land the delegation had seen for 
other land '~st of the Mississippi were unsuccessful (Sinclair 1846f), and 
preparations for the removal continued. Finally, to end further Miami 
procrastination and trader interference -- Commissioner of Indian Affairs 
William Medi:~l ordered that annuities due both portions of the tribe and debt 
payments for 181&6 be withheld until after the removal was completed. Federai 
troops were ordered to Peru to forcefully, if necessary, escort the Miami 
west (Anson 1964 " 260; Benoit and Hamilton 1846; Sinclair 184Gb; 1846g). 

Preparations inc:luded determining which members of the tribe were exempted 
from removal and would remain in Indiana. The treaty of 1838 had exempted 
Richardville' :1 hmily from removal, a group totalling 43 people in 1846. The 
treaty of 11140 had exempted the 28 individuals who comprised Francis 
Godfroy's tanil), in 1846 and the 55 members of Meshingomesia' s band (Sinclair 
1846a). LaFontaine's family was included in the exemption for Richardville's 
family, as he had married one of Richardville's daughters (Sinclair 1845). 
LaFontaine a:lso tried to obtain exemptions for other Miami subchiefs, perhaps 
in order to mclintain his position as principal chief (Anson 1964, 259), but 
despite his ])romises to "effect wonders" he was unsuccessful in this maneuver 
other than :In c:ausing a further delay in the emigration while he traveled to 
Washington tl) plead his case before the Indian Office and Congress (Sinclair 
1846c; Sinqlilir 1846d; Sinclair 1846e) Commissioner Medill told the chief 
that "it wiu:ld be much better if every member of the tribe would remove, than 
it would be to authorize an increase of those stipulated to remain" (Medill 
1846,5). 

On March 3, 18 1a5, a joint resolution of Congress granted a similar exemption 
to Frances :ilocum and 21 members of her family (6 Stat. 942). Slocum, a 
white woman, h.id been captured by a Delaware war party in Pennsylvania's 
Wyoming Valll~y in 1778, when she was five or six years old. Eventually, she 
left her De:laware captors and married Shapoconah, or Deaf Man, a Miami 
warrior who became the tribe's war chief after the death of Little Turtle. 
After Deaf Mm':s death in 1833, Slocum lived w~ th her daughters. Word of her 
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survival did riot reach her family in Pennsylvania until 1837, after which she 
became a romc.nticized figure, "the Lost Sister of Wyoming" (Anson 1970, 
211-12). As thE! tribe's removal neared in 1845, Slocum was in her 70's, and 
she requested pE!rmission to remain in Indiana, basing her petition to 
Congress on the fact that she was too old to emigrate, that her newly-found 
white family could not visit her and assist her if she were removed west of 
the Mississipi,i and that she and her children wished to continu~ to live on 
the section (If land granted them by the 1838 treaty (Slocum 1845, 2-3). 
Although the Mialmi's Indian agent thought that granting Slocum's request 
"might disinc].ine other Miamies to remove to their new homes" (U.S. Congress 
1845, 1), Cor:grE!SS agreed with Indiana Representative Samuel Sample that 
allowing Sloctlm' s: family to remain on the land granted them by treaty was 
"nothing more than other Miamies enjoy by the treaty" (Sample 1845, 3). 
Slocum and hE:r family remained on their land on the Mississinewa River, and 
their descendants became prominent in the later history of the Indiana Miami. 

Francis LaFont.aine, some of his family and a number of Miami "warriors and 
headmen" who constituted the Miami council, accompanied the portion of the 
tribe that le1t Peru for Indian Territory in October 1846, planning to return 
to Indiana lc.ter (Anson 1964, 260; LaFontaine et ale 1846). It was hoped 
that by allo'~ng LaFontaine and the other tribal leaders to observe for 
themselves thc.t the land in the West was "as good as it has been represented 
to them it bE: •.• it will not be long before most of those who are permitted. 
to remain heI'e [in Indiana] will emigrate of their own free will" (Sinclair 
1846h). At times on the month-long trip west, LaFontaine exerted his' 
influence as pri.ncipal chief of the entire Miami tribe, although the removal
agents tried to ml.nl.mlZe his role in the affairs of the emigrating Indians
(Harvey 1846). The Superintendent of Indian Affairs at St. Louis was forced 
to admit that the chief's influence over his people "is unlimited" and would 
probably continUE: to influence the Miami who moved west even after he 
returned to Indi.ana (Harvey 1847; Anson 1964, 262). But LaFontaine's death 
on April 13, lS:47 , during his return trip to Indiana, broke the political 
link between thE! eastern and western portions of the tribe (KNISI 1984b, 84; 
Anson 1970, 23]). 

Wi th the remclval of half of the tribe to the West, two different types of 
Miami remainE,d in Indiana Meshingomesia' s band, which lived on a 
6,400-acre tra.ct on the Mississinewa River held in trust by the chief for his 
band, and thc1se Miamis, such as the descendants of Godfroy, Richardville and 
Slocum, who t,ad received individual grants through various treaties. These 
different and di.spersed patterns of land ownership would create "a separate 
legal identit]'" (MNISI 1984b, 72) for each group, a sense of separateness 
which would le.d to deep factionalism within the Indiana Miami tribe over the 
next century. The history of the Miami from the mid 19th to the late 20th 
centuries can bE: seen, therefore, as an attempt to maintain tribal unity 
while sti1l allowi.ng each band or subgroup to pursue its own interests. 
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THE FIRST YEARS AFTER REMOVAL, 1847-1854 

The Miami who emigrated in 1846 were not content in the West. The western 
Miami's new Indian agent, Alfred J. Vaughan, called their condition 
"deplorable,~ despite good land, large annuities and considerable other 
government benefits (Vaughan 1847b, 147). Only seven months after their 
emigration, the number of western Miami had dropped from 323 to 234 (Vaughan 
1846; Vaughan 1847al. Violent deatQs attributed to the uncontrolled flow of 
whiskey to th,e tribe account for some of the population loss (Handy 1849, 
157; Ewing 1846a), but the return of some Miami to Indiana also played a 
role. Vau;han had thought that ~those (Miami] who remained back in Indiana, 
are now on their way hither and may shortly be expected" (Vaughan 1847b, 
147); actually, the reverse was true -- some Miami who had gone west returned 
to Indiana within four or five months of their removal. Although the first 
unauthorized group that returned east was "collected" and sent west again 
(MNISI 19840, 85; Anson 1970, 228-29; Coquillard 1847b; Coquillard and Edsall 
1848), the problem continued. 

Some Miami lever left with the emigrating party. Flat Belly and Wauwasee led 
their bands Ol~ the upper Eel River to live among the Potawatomi in southern 
Michigan (Alson 1970, 228). These two bands had long had extensive 
connections by marriage to the Potawatomi, and it had been feared at the time 
of the Mi~ni removal that they would refuse to go west (Sinclair 1846i; 
Coquillard .l84'7a; Ewing 1847); the Miami agent thought that if the Potawatomi 
accepted thl~m, "it would be much better to let them remain there than to 
throw them aqaill with the Miamies" (Sinclair 1846i). 

In 1847, the Miami County Circuit Court allowed a group of 12 Eel River or 
Thorntown M:Lami to remain in Indiana (MNISI 1984b, 86; Coquillard and Edsall 
1848). And, in addition to the Miami who unofficially returned to Indiana, 
four Miami chiefs (Meaquah, Rivarre, Coesse, and White Loon) returned to the 
state with Lal:ontaine's party. These four chiefs and their families had not 
been exempt,~d from removal in any of the earlier treaties, although they 
owned indiv:Ldual land grants under the treaties (Hamilton 1844; Ewing 1847). 
LaFontaine's tl~ip to Washington, D.C., just prior to the tribe's removal had 
been on behaH of these tribal leaders, but he was unsuccessful in gaining 
permission J:or them to remain in Indiana. As they had procrastinated so long 
in preparinH J:or the emigration, they made a unique agreement with the 
removal agent: In retrun for their assistance in removing the rest of the 
tribe, the j:amHies of these chiefs could remain on their lands in Indiana to 
watch after their crops. After the removal was completed, the chiefs would 
return to, ::ndiana, dispose of their lands and go back to Kansas at their own 
expense <Ilulilton and Benoit 1847; Sinclair 1847b; Medill 1847a). They 
attempted to obtain a complete exemption from removal, however, almost as 
soon as th.~ returned to Indiana in 1847. They had the support of the State 
government :Indiana 1847), and Congress, by joint resolution in 1850, 
extended to these chiefs, eight other adults and their descendants (a total 
of 101 MiaIli) the prOV1Slons of the resolution allowing Frances Slocum's 
family to reuaill in Indiana (9 Stat. 806). 

It had been eXl)ected that the death of LaFontaine would encourage more of the 
Indiana MiaEli to go west (Sinclair 1847a), and the Office of Indian Affairs 
was not plE!asE!d that so many Miami had been able to avoid removal. For 
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example, al':hough the Miami County Circuit Court in 1847 had allowed the Eel 
River band to remain in Indiana, they could not receive their annuities, as 
only those stipu}ated in the treaties of 1838 and 1840 and the joint 
resolution elf 1845 relating to the Slocum family had any right to receive 
annuities ill Indiana. When the Indiana legislature sent a resolution to 
Congress recluel;ting that Congress authorize the payment of their annuities in 
Indiana (Indiana 1847) , Commissioner Medill warned that Government 
complyiance with such requests would prove detrimental to the Miami who had 
emigrated weHt: 

To enlarge the number [of exempted Miami] will increase 
the:lr discontent, and lead to expectations, that, by 
con~:inlling to manifest dissatisfaction, still others will 
be permitted to return and remain, which will tend to 
keel) them unsettled, and thus to defeat the beneficial 
poLley adopted by the government for their improvement 
and welfare. (Medill 1848, 3) 

Medill thouHht that a wiser policy would be to convince the Miami still in 
Indiana to mO'7e west as well. He doubted that Congress had the power to 
exempt the l~amily of Frances Slocum, as the joint resolution of 1845 had been 
"a material modification" of the treaty of 1840, a modification made "without 
the consent of all the parties thereto" (Medill 1848, 3). Four years later, 
the agent fc)r the Miami reported that there was still "constant complaint and 
jealousy" bHtwt~en the Miami who emigrated and those who remained in Indiana 
(Coffey 1852, 98). 

Commissioner Mt~dill had voiced his major concern about those Miami who 
remained in ::nd:Lana in 1847, a year after the emigration: 

doubtfull whether they can prosper and be happy 
they are.... It is hoped that, even before they 
in any material degree from the disadvantages 

which they must necessarily labor where they are, 
1fill become convinced that it would be far better 

It is 
whel:e 
suf:~er 

undHr 
they 
for 
wes1:. 

them to emigrate and be with their brethren in the 
(Medill 1847b, 3-4) 

The Indiana M:Lami had no intention, or inducement, to move west. While over 
the next fe!w years the western Miami population was described as "fast 
passing off their stage of being" (Handy 1849, 157; Coffey 1852,97), the 
eastern lli.ni population was "increasing a little" (Nelson 1848). When 
LaFontaine :lef1: his western tribesmen to return to Indiana, Ozandiah was 
elected chic!f of the western Miami. After LaFontaine's death, Meshingomesia 
was considel:ed principal chief of the eastern Miami. Both Ozandiah and 
Meshingomesia had been considered possible successors to Richardville in 1841 
(Ewing 1841>. In terms of economic enterprise, those Indiana Miami who had 
individual land grants and had "direct exposure to white farming methods 
through whi':e relatives or advisors," such as the Godfroy and Slocum 
families, tc)ok up agriculture like their non-Indian neighbors along the 
Wabash. The Miami who lived on the communally-held Meshingomesia reserve 
practiced a melre traditional hunting/horticultural lifestyle (Rafert 1982, 
27-28; Megillni:; 1891, 149; Rose 1979, 26). The Meshingomesia Reserve was not 
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only "a place to live and retain some ties to a traditional way of life"; it 
was also "a place of refuge to avoid removal" for many Miami who were not 
originally mE~bers of Meshingomesia's family (Glenn, Swartz and Lewis 1977, 
72-73). Extensive intermarriage between the Meshingomesia, Godfroy, and 
Richardville families also tied the Indiana Miami to each other, and to their 
homeland (Rafert 1982, 98, 181-83; Glenn, Swartz and Lewis 1977, 73). 

THE TREATY OF 1854 AND DETERMINING INDIANA MIAMI MEMBERSHIP 

As early as 1851, the Indian agent for the Osage River Agency advised his 
superiors thc.t the only way for the tribes under his charge, including the 
western Miamj, to improve their condition was to relocate them away from the 
temptations of the whiskey sellers on the Missouri border and allot 
individual tlacts in fee simple to each head of family (Coffey 1851, 91-92). 
Another conce·rn of the Western Miami was the enrollment of a number of "half 
breeds" on the Western Miami annuity roll. Big Legs, who had taken over as 
chief of the Western Miami from Ozandiah (Anson 1970, 231), told Commissioner 
of Indian Affairs George Manypenny when the latter visited the tribe in 
Kansas, that the Indians thought "we should determine in open council who are 
Miamis and not attempt to have them selves enrolled contrary to our decision" 
(Anonymous 1853). 

Negotiations for a treaty with the Miami took place in Washington, D.C. in 
May 1854, when western and eastern Miami delegations with Commissioner 
Manypenny. The five-member western delegation was led by Big Legs, who had 
taken over as chief from Ozandiah (Anson 1970, 231). The five-member 
delegation from Indiana was led by Meshingomesia and included members of his 
own family and members of the Slocum and Godfroy families. Like the Western 
Miami, one of the primary reasons given by Meshingomesia for the presence of 
the Indiana Miami delegation was to discuss the "part breeds" and 
Potawatomies who were drawing annuities in Indiana against the wishes of the 
Indiana Miami (Anonymous 1854a). 

By this treaty, signed on June 5, 1854, the Miami gave up all the western 
country given t,o them under the 1840 treaty, except for 640 acres to be used 
for school p~rposes and 70,000 acres to be allotted in 200-acre tracts to 
each of the west·ern Miami. In consideration for this cession of over 254,000 
acres, the west·ern Miami were to receive $200,000.00. The Indiana Miami who 
had been exe;llpt,ed from removal were not to receive any portion of this 
payment. 

To end jealo'ilsi,es between the eastern and western Miami over which group was 
recei ving t~e p:roper proportion of the tribe' s annui ties (Nelson 1848; 
Mitchell 1852; I:offey 1852, 98), the two delegations agreed to a division of 
the limited .lnnuity of $12,500.00 per year still due to the tribe as a whole 
under the 18.l0 treaty; the Indiana Miami would receive $6,863.64 and the 
western Miami $5,636.36, although a portion of each of these payments would 
be withheld :Eor six years to reimburse the Federal Government for payments 
that were due th.a Eel River Miami but had been inadvertently been paid to the 
"Miami Nation" (10 Stat. 1096). The tribe relinquished its remaining 
permanent annllit~r due under the 1826 treaty and sundry other benefits under 
various treat:Les., in return for which the Government would pay the tribe six 
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installments 1:otalling $421,438.68 $194,346.68 to the western Miami and 
$231,004.00 t() the Indiana Miami. In the treaty as originally written, the 
Indiana Miami were given the option, if its delegation agreed "to take the 
opinion of tlleir -people on their return home, and advise the department 
without delay," of having the Secretary of the Interior invest the entire sum 
due them and receiving the interest from that investment annually (10 Stat. 
1096) . 

As for the "part breeds" who had been drawing annuities contrary to the 
wishes of bo':h the western and eastern Miami chiefs, Manypenny decided on 
June 7, two da~{s after the treaty was signed, that he would "sustain the 
decision of :he chiefs of the tribe" that these individuals were not Miami 
and had not "been regularly adopted into the tribe according to the usages 
and customs I)f the same" (Manypenny 1854b) and, therefore, "that they should 
not be enrolled and regarded as Miamis without the consent of the chiefs" 
(Anonymous 1854a) This statement seems to be the basis for the "corrected 
list" of 302 rndiana Miami which appeared prominently in the treaty as it was 
approved by the Senate later in the summer. On January 13, 1854, James 
Lindsey, a cl~rk in the Office of Indian Affairs, had been instructed to take 
a census of tho:se Indiana Miami families which had been allowed by treaty or 
Congressional re:solutions to remain in Indiana after removal. ~indsey's 
instructions Eor taking the census were detailed, and he was to include "any 
others who may claim to be" of the Richardville family (Manypenny 1854a). Be 
included on 'lis census, therefore, 42 individuals of the Minnie, LaCroix and 
DeRome famili~s who claimed a relationship with J.B. Richardville and had 
been added t) the Miami annuity roll in 1853 despite "the most earnest 
protest of all th'e Miamis" (Loveland 1853; Mix 1858). 

When the Miani met with Commissioner Manypenny in June for the treaty 
negotiations, they "corrected" Lindsey's census by removing the names of the 
disputed part breeds (Mix 1858). The commissioner, however, added a caveat 
to his agreenent that the Indiana Miami chiefs' consent would have to be 
obtained before anyone could be added to the new list: "if it should be 
proven to him that some are excluded who are entitled to draw annuities, the 
chiefs' decision will not be binding" (Anonymous 1854), and he would "direct 
that they be placed in a position to regain their rights" (Manypenny 1854b). 

When Meshingomesia's delegation returned to Indiana after signing the treaty 
on June 5, "a full council of the Miamies of that State was held, and another 
deputation was despatched to Washington" in August (Manypenny 1854e, 2). 
This new delegation was composed primarily of the same Indiana Miami who had 
signed the, treaty in June, although Meshingomesia and Keahcotwoh (Buffalo) 
remained in Indiana and Gabriel Godfroy, Peter Langlois, and Little Charley 
joined the delegation, now led by Pimyotamah, for the trip back to the 
capital for tbe treaty's ratification (U.S. Congress 1855, 2-3). 

The Indiana Miami who met "in general council" to consider the treaty 
"solemnly and earnestly" protested the provision that would have ended the 
permanent annuity. The Miami chiefs who had signed the treaties establishing 
that annuity had been "the wisest chiefs the tribe ever had, ••• men who 
could look into the future, and see the sad.destiny" of the tribe; the 
annuity was Deant "to follow said tribe to its extinction, and to protect its 
children until their tribe was no more." The attempt to end the annuity was 
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a "crusade for the extinction of the tribe," and the 45 Miami who 
the council's petition to the Government urged that the annuity -

monument of wisdom of our fathers" -- be preserved (J. Godfroy et ale 

seen as 
signed 
"that 
1854) . 

In Washington, the Indiana Miami delegation agreed to an amendment allowing 
the President of the United States to invest the group's money and pay its 
members the interest for 25 years, after which they would receive the 
principal sun. They also agreed that only the 302 persons on "the corrected 
list agreed up,on by the Miamies of Indiana" when they met with Commissioner 
Manypenny in June would be considered "Miami Indians of Indiana." Only these 
persons "and the increase of the families of the persons embraced in said 
corrected list" could receive the payments stipulated in the treaty. 
Additions to the list could only be made "by the consent of the said Miami 
Indians of Indiana, obtained in council, according to the custom of Miami 
tribe of Indians" (10 Stat. 1099). 

During the neg,otiations in Washington, Commissioner Manypenny insisted that 
"they have n~ power in Indiana, the power is in the tribe west, whatever that 
tribe does Ilere will be binding upon the Indiana Miamies" (Anonymous 1854a), 
a position similar to that taken six years earlier by the House Committee on 
Indian Affairs, which stated that the Miami "'tribe' ..• is understood only 
to embrace tbose who have removed" (U.S. Congress 1848b, 1). The 
introduction to the treaty seems to indicate that Meshingomesia's delegation 
were merely "r,esidents of the State of Indiana," whose only role was ill 
"assenting, ipproving, agreeing to, and confirming" the treaty made between 
the United States Government and "the Miami tribe of Indians" (10 Sta.L 
1093). Still, Manypenny described the treaty as an agreement "between the 
two branches o.f the nation" (Manypenny 1854c), and the text of various 
articles of th,e treaty differentiates between the Western Miamis and the 
Indiana Miamis. Senate acceptance of the amendment to the treaty also 
indicates cQlgressional recognition that the Indiana Miami were "represented 
in WashingtDl by a fully authorized deputation" during the ratification 
process (10 Stat. 1093). The treaty also directs payment to families "of the 
Miami tribe of Indians residing in Indiana" and stipulates that additions to 
the roll of Ilndiana Miami were to be dealt with through a political process 
"according to th,e custom of Miami tribe of Indians" (10 Stat. 1093). 

Such a political process seems to have still been in place five years later 
and was active in opposing Federal actions to unilaterally add names to the 
"corrected list'" of 302 members which was "prepared ••• by the council of the 
Indians" (U.,i. Congress 1856, 1). These additions seem to have been made in 
accordance,:'\w:~th Commissioner Manypenny's caveat of June 7, 1854. In October 
1858, the"J.::retary of the Interior added 68 names to the Indiana Miami list, 
basing hi •. , .action on a section of a supplemental Indian Appropriation Act of 
June 12, f85,~, that authorized the Secretary to pay annuities to any "persons 
of Miami bl,)od'" who had been excluded from such payments since the tribe's 
removal and "to enroll such persons upon the pay list of said tribe" (11 
Stat. 329). 1lhat little discussion there was in the Senate regarding this 
section of the act indicated that it was seen as "a mere inter-tribal 
regulation bl!twieen the Miamies of Indiana, and a few families who have been 
improperly dl!prived of their annuities" (Congressional Globe 1858, 2822). 
The Senate :~el:ied on a report, prepared by Acting Commissioner of Indian 
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Affairs Charles E. Mix, stating that these families were simply requesting 
"restoration to their tribal rights by enabling them to obtain their proper 
shares of annuities of that tribe" (Mix 1858, 6). Congress seems to have 
given little attention at this time to the fact that when the Indiana Miami 
delegation had come to Washington to negotiate the treaty of 1854, they had 
been specifically consulted as to what persons were to be considered of Miami 
descent (Anonymous 1854b). Meshingomesia had expressed so much concern over 
the "part breeds," Potawatomies and "persons coming into their tribe in 
Indiana not of Indian blood" (Anonymous 1854a), that Commissioner Manypenny 
arranged to have testimony taken from the "part breeds" in the matter so that 
"the Indian Office will have something intelligible -- something produced 
where the parties confronted each other face to face -- and will therefore be 
able to co~e to such a conclusion as will mete out justice" (Manypenny 
1854d) . 

The Senate also seems to have been unaware that in 1856, when the Indiana 
Miami council was given the opportunity to decide whether to allow these 
claimants te, s:hare in the Indiana Miami annuities, the Miami were so 
"exorably oJ:posed to the opening or consideration of the question" that the 
special ager..t appointed to propose the question during their annuity payment 
dropped the ma,tter after talking with Miami leaders such as Meshingomesia, 
J.B. Brouillette, Pimyotomah, and Gabriel Godfroy, all of whom were opposed 
to adding any names to the annuity list (Dowling 1856). IndianaMiam~ 
dissatisfaction over how the tribal membership provisions of the treaty of 
1854 were l:eing interpreted in Washington was a major cause of what oIte 
historian ha.s e:alled "the beginning of a Miami preoccupation with legal cases 
which continll.es today" Anson 1970, 239). 

At a meetix:g on January 6, 1859, the "council of the Miami Tribe of Indians 
of Indiana" appointed a committee to inform the agent who distributed the 
Miami annuity that the council members "protest, consent not, and allow not" 
any persons tel receive the annuity who had been added to the payroll list 
"without thE' consent of the Miami Tribe of Indians of Indiana" (Brouilette et 
ale 1859a). All of the major Indiana Miami groups were represented on the 
committee, ~rhich sent a letter to Special Agent John Graham on January 10, 
protesting that: the additions to the Miami roll had only been "admitted 
through the influence of the Indian agents." Three of the eight members of 
the committE,e -- Meshingomesia, Wappoppetah (Peter Bondy) and Pimyotemah -
had signed thE~ treaty of 1854. Other members were Thomas Richardville, 
grandson of thE~ former principal chief, James Godfroy, son of the last tribal 
war chief, ancl J. B. Brouilette, a son-in-law of Frances Slocum (Brouilette 
et ale 1&55Ia). On January 13, Graham was invited to attend "a council held 
at Gabriel Goclfroy' s," at which time the Miami informed Graham that they 
refused to accept their annuity "in consequence, they said of persons having 
been placed uJlon the Pay Roll, by the Government, who were not entitled to 
participate in their annuities" (Graham 1859). On February 1, 1859, the five 
Miami who f:igIled the January 6 protest met with twenty others "in council," 
again at tl~ home of Gabriel Godfroy. Stating "that they and their families 
and the pel"SOIlS whom they represent" were the 302 Miami Indians and their 
descendants who were to receive the benefits of the 1854 treaty, a letter was 
drafted to both houses of Congress protesting the addition of the 68 names 
"without OUl" c:onsent and against our wishes" and requesting that the .Act of 
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June 12, 1858, be repealed because it violated the treaty (Brouilette, et ale 
1859b). 

Nothing was done - about the Indiana Miami protest at that time. Three years 
later, in fact, the· Commissioner of Indian affairs added five more 
individuals to the Indiana Miami list, bringing the number of persons added 
to the 1854 list under the authority of the 1858 act to 73. An attorney 
general's oplnlon in 1865 supported the Secretary's actions; although 
recognlzlng that the Indiana Miami "tribe in council never did, according to 
their custom, consent to the addition of those names or to their being paid," 
as was stipulated in the 1854 treaty, still, said the attorney general, since 
treaties "that require legislation to execute them, are .•. brought under the 
consideration and are subject to construction by Congress," the 1858 act did 
not violate the 1854 treaty (Speed 1865, 1-2). The House Committee on Indian 
Affairs concurred, and determined that "no further legislation is necessary 
on the subject" (U.S. Congress 1866, 1). 

Continued protest by the Indiana Miami, however, resurrected the issue. Just 
before their annuity payment in 1865 most of the same Miami representing the 
different subgroups who signed the 1859 protest, "in our individual and 
tribal capaci ty, respectfully but e.arnestly remonstrate against such payment 
to all such persons as have been aded [sic] to our payroll ~nd to our 
tribe" (G. Godfroy, et ale 1865). Meshingomesia, who was in Washington early 
in 1866, also pleaded with the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to "ask their 
grate father as they call the President to protect them" because "thare Monei 
is Rongfully Paid" to those added to the "list (Meshingomesia 1866b), a 
remonstrance he repeated in the following year (Meshingomesia 1867). In an 
Indian appropriation act of March 1867, Congress attached an amendment 
stipulating that future appropriations for the Indiana Miami would be paid 
"to such persons as may be, upon the opinion of the Attorney-General, legally 
entitled to the same" as stipulated in the 1854 treaty, "regardless of any 
subsequent legislation" (14 Stat. 492). In addition, the amendme~t repealed 
the part of the Act of 1858 that had started all the trouble (Congressional 
Globe 1867, 1647). 

There was some discussion in the House concerning the tribal status of the 
Indiana Miami. Those who supported the amendment, such as Representative 
Kasson of Iowa, based that support on the fact that the "legislative outrage" 
of 1858 had violated the portion of the 1854 treaty necessitating the 
"consent of that tribe in council" before any additions could be made to the 
original list of 302 Indiana Miami; Kasson insisted that by this clause, "the 
treaty itself declared who constituted the tribe of Kiamis" (Congressional 
Globe 18&1:. 1649). Opposing the amendment, Representative William Niblack of 
Indiana h" the same conception of the status of the Indiana Miami. He 
called the Indiana Kiami "this Indiana branch of the Miamis" and "the portion 
of the tribe residing in Indiana"; he referred to the 1854 list as "the 
regular list of the tribe"; and he called the 1858 legislation "the action of 
Congress which recognizes that portion of the tribe living in Indiana as a 
part of the Miami tribe of Indians notwithstanding treaty stipulations or 
objections from any other source under any pretense whatsoever" 
(Congressional Globe 1867, 1648, 1649). 
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Representative William Windom of Minnesota, on the other hand, although he 
supported the amE!ndment because the treaty of 1854 did not give the Secretary 
of the Inten.or the authority to decide who should receive payments, said 
that he thouHht fhere was "a distinction between the tribe of Miamis of 
Indiana and the Miamis themselves. The Miamis emigrated west .... The three 
hundred and two who remained are not a tribe, but are dealt with as 
individuals":Congressional Globe 1867, 1650). Indiana Representative Joseph 
Defrees oppos.~ the amendment, saying that he did "not think that certain 
individuals have any right to get together and claim to be the tribe because 
the principle [~;ic] tribe is west of the Mississippi" (Congressional Globe 
1867, 1650). 

This discussion does not seem to have had an effect on House concurrance to 
the amendment. 1fhich became part of the Indian appropriations bill. The 73 
individuals who had been added to the 1854 list and their families (a total 
of 119 by 11!67), who had been been receiving a portion of the Indiana Miami 
annuity for 1.1 yl~ars, were removed from the Indiana Miami roll (U.S. Congress 
1892, 2-3). 

Before making payments to the Indiana Miami, however, the Secretary of the 
Interior requt!stl!d an op'inion from the U. S. Attorney General's Office as to 
whom the pro)er beneficiaries of such payments would be. The Attorney 
General deterlninl!d that only the Indiana Miami on the "corrected list" of' 
1854, their ,iest::endants, and additions approved by the Indiana Miami in· 
council "and no others, are legally entitled to the ••• appropriation unde~ 
the said treaty" (Stanbery 1867, 243-44). 

In his writte~l opinion, the Attorney General discussed the relative status of 
the Miami wh<:) ,emigrated west in 1846 and those who remained in Indiana. In 
earlier trea tie:s, the Miami had been considered one tribe, and no 
stipulations~ad been made concerning separate groups of Miami. In the 
treaty of 1854, however, there was "a distinct recognition of, and separate 
provision made f,or, two independent bodies of Indians of Miami blood, namely, 
the emigrated Miamies living in the west, and the Miamies living in Indiana" 
(Stanbery 1867, 242). The western Miami, although the smaller of the two 
groups, constituted "the political body called the tribe" and was represented 
at the negotiations for the 1854 treaty by five delegates. However, there 
were five In:iia:na Miami at the treaty negotiations, and in consenting to the 
ratification of the treaty the Senate "recognized them as 'a fully authorized 
deputation' of the Miami Indians of Indiana" (Stanbery 1867,244-45). 

With this opinion as support, the Secretary of the Interior had a new Indiana 
Miami roll' prepared, to include only those who were on the 1854 list and 
their descehdants. These were the only individuals who were to receive 
annuity payments after 1868, including the 1882 payment of the principal sum 
which had been invested in accordance with the 1854 treaty (Atkins 1887, 3). 

Rectifying the Indiana Miami roll had become so complicated that the Miami 
had not received an annuity payment for 1867, a matter of great concern to 
the tribe's leaders. Gabriel Godfroy, Peter Bondy and Pimyotomah wrote that 
their perople were "suffering for necessary clothing and food." They had 
bought supplies on credit, relying on the good faith of the Government to pay 
their annuities on time; now their creditors would allow them no more credit 
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and, in addition, "taxes on the little farms" were due and if not paid the 
farms would be sold. The Miami had heard that the attorney for those who had 
been remove.! from the Miami roll by the 1867 act of Congress had arranged 
wi th the O.Efi.::e - of Indian Affairs "that no more payments will be made until 
they shall be reinstated." Godfroy did not believe that the Indian Office 
could be "chis partizan," as to "disregard the law of Congress." He 
suggested tilat the Commissioner of Indian Affairs authorize the annuity 
payments fo:~ 1867 and 1868 and leave it to Congress to determine the status 
of those s:i11 claiming to belong on the Miami roll (Godfroy 1868a; Godfroy 
1868b; Godf:~oy, Pimyotomah and Bondy 1868). Meshingomesia was also writing 
to the Indian Office regarding the lateness of annuity payments to his band 
(Meshingomesia 1868; Meshinogmesia 1869). 

THE LAST TREA~rY AND INITIAL CLAIMS, 1869-1895 

The "bogus Miami" who were removed from the Indiana Miami roll continued to 
try to rev.~rse the decision. Delegates representing the 92 members of the 
Western Mialni and the over 400 Indiana Miami met at Washington early in 1869 
to negotiat.~ a new treaty "to settle and adjust all claims against the United 
States and <ill controversies amongst themselves." Among these 
"controversi.~s" was the "contention and difficulty [which] has existed among 
those who llav~! always claimed to be Miamies who did not remove" (Murphy and 
Denman 1869, :a) • The treaty granted land held by the Western Miami ~o 
descendants of those persons added to the Miami roll in 1858. It also 
entitled thl)se stricken from the roll to receive various funds due to the 
Western Mialni and allowed the Indiana Miami who had settled in Kansas to 
receive a ~~o rata share of the principal fund invested for the Indiana Miami 
under the 18!)4 treaty (U.S. Congress 1869). 

Correspondenl:e relating to the treaty of 1869 indicates that one of the 
primary pur])oses for its negotiation was to rectify the "great injustice ..• 
done to thl! eastern Miamis particularly that portion of them provided for by 
the act 0': Congress of June 12th 1858" (Brackenridge 1868a). U.S. 
Commissioner:; lfho negotiated the 1869 treaty noted that "four of the five 
Miamis of Indiana" who had signed the 1854 treaty had been consulted and 
"admit that many persons were improperly excluded from the list" of 302 
Indiana Mi~d compiled in 1854. This is unlikely. At the time the 1869 
treaty was being negotiated in Washington, Gabriel Godfroy Pimyotomah, Peter 
Bondy and Uesbingomesia were writing to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs 
about their c()ncern that the persons excluded from Miami membership were 
delaying thl! lhami annuity payments with their tactics to get back on the 
roll. " 

It had been intended that Meshingomesia participate in the negotiations in 
1869, but he was unable to travel to Washington because of illness and 
poverty (Mallypl!nny 1869~ Wines 1869; Colerick 1869). Instead, Thomas F. 
Richardville, ,James R. Godfroy, Joseph Meshewas and Augustine Toposh signed 
the 1869 tl:eaty as Miami Indians of Indiana. James Godfroy was a brother of 
Gabriel God::ro~,. James's signature had headed the list of those who signed 
the Miami cC)undl's memorial in response to the treaty of 1854 (J. Godfroy et 
al. 1854). Ri(:hardville was residing in Kansas at this time and representing 
the interes1:s of the Western Miami -- and those of his own family in trying 
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to obtain thl~ir share of the Indiana Miami principal sum -- but he signed the 
treaty as a :~epresentative of the Indiana Miami, as well as interpreter (U.S. 
Congress 18159, 16) . Meshewas, who lived near South Bend, Indiana 
(Brackenridge 186&c), was one of the Indiana "Miami" who had been added to 
the roll in 1858 and stricken from the roll in 1867 (Brackenridge 1868b). 
Augustine To',os1:1 is more difficult to identify, but may have been the same 
individual a:) ,Joetah Toposh, who attested to the claims of James Godfroy and 
Meshewas fo~ reimbursement of expenses incurred during their stay in 
Washington (~)dfroy and Meshewas 1869). 

The names oE l~eshewas and Toposh also appear in lists appended to the 1869 
treaty which cl:lntained the names of Western Miami and the names of those 
excluded frOD the Miami roll in 1867. Richardville and Toposh were also 
among the six signers of the 1869 treaty who would have received grants of 
land had the treaty been ratified (U.S. Congress 1869, 6, 10, 11, 16). 
Although the treaty was transmitted to the Senate by President Grant, it 
remained unratified, partly due to initial opposition to the treaty by a 
faction within the Western Miami tribe (Hoag 1870). It was not until 1873 
that the Secretary of the Interior decided that the 73 added to the Indiana 
Miami roll in 1858 and 1862 could not be placed on the Western Miami roll 
either (Western Miami Indians 1887, 4). 

The payment:lf the principal sum due to the Indiana Miami under the treaty of 
1854 took place in 1882. Legislation authorizing the payment was passed in 
March 1881, although Congress had attempted to pass such legsislation a year 
earlier. Most of the Indiana Miami bands and those Indiana Miami livingjr~ 
Kansas, had actively lobbied for its passage (T. Richardville 1879; Peconga 
1879; Peconga et ale 1880; Mowbray 1880; C. Godfroy et ale 1880). Some Miami 
leaders, however, representing the Godfroy and Slocum descendants, urged that 
the Government keep the principal sum invested, and continue to provide the 
Miami with the annual interest, which "has enabled them to keep their 
families together, and with their scanty earnings, has prevented suffering, 
and charitable support": payment of the principal sum, however, which was 
"being urged by the most improvident, and by pretended friends, who hope to 
be benefitted by such distribution," would be disastrous, as it would be 
quickly squandered (Godfroy, Pemyotomah and Bondy 1880). 

In preparation for the payment, the Secretary of the Interior appointed Thad 
Butler, a Huntington, Indiana, newspaperman, special agent to compile a 
census of the Indiana Miami who were to share in the distribution of the 
fund. Butler's census enumerated 321 Indiana Miami: 60 lived on lands which 
were formerly the Meshingomesia reservation, 80 lived on land reserved for 
the Godfroy family, 15 lived at Lafayette, 20 in Huntington County, 30 near 
Fort Wayne, 40 in Kansas and Indian Territory, 6 in Ohio, "and the residue in 
the states of Michigan, Illinois, Iowa and Minnesota" (Butler 1881: Butler 
1901, 237). Butler indicated that representatives of all the Miami subgroups 
met to approve his census: 

What W'aS probably the last official gathering of the 
trite was held in Wabash in September, 1881, to examine 
and a~lprove the census roll. Twenty beads of families 
were present, among them Wah-pop-pe-tah ... and Peem-y-. 
o-ta,h-lI:Lah, both of whom signed the last treaty made with 
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the government; the two nephews of Chief Me-shin-go-me
sia, iah-pe-mun-wah, the ihite Loon, and Chin-quah-sah, 
the Thunderer, and Co-pe-wah, the Overseer, a newphew of 
the last- war chief, Pol-oz-wah [Francis Godfroy]. 
(BuLer 1901, 238) 

The 1882 recE!ipt of $695.78 by each adult (and by the guardians of each minor 
under the a~re of 21) was considered "a final discharge by each party so 
receiving of all claims whatsoever under said treaty [of 1854] against the 
United State~t Government" (21 Stat. 433). This payment ended the annuities 
due under val'ious treaties to most of the Indiana Miami. The small Eel River 
or Thorntown group of Miamis who had settled near Peru after 1847 and 
intermarried into the other Indiana Miami subgroups continued to receive 
annuities until Congress, in a section of an Indian appropriations act of 
July 4, 1888, sE!parately ended their annuity payments. Congress appropriated 
$22,000.00 te, be divided among the Eel River group, which numbered 26 on a 
roll preparecl in 1889 by Thad Butler (25 Stat. 217; MNISI 1984b, 98-99; 
Butler 1889). 

Between 1867 and 1895, the Indiana Miami attempted to gain compensation from 
the Government for the money paid to the additions to the roll between 1858 
and 1867. In these 'attempts, the status of the Indiana Miami as a tribal 
entity was 1requently discussed. In preparing to carry out the stipulation~ 
of an 1873 act abolishing the tribal relations of the western Miami, the 
Secretary of the Interior noted that "in various parts of the treaty [of 
1854] the Miami Indians in what is now Kansas are recognized as the Miam--i 
tribe, and it: is clearly inferable, from certain sections of the treaty, that 
the Indians reDla~n~ng in Indiana were not regarded as members of the tribe 
proper" (Del~~o 1873, 2). This was not the general trend of the discussion, 
however. III 1871, Enoch Boag, Superintendent of Indian Affairs at Lawrence, 
Kansas, notec. that in amending the treaty of 1854, the Senate had recognized 
"a delegatioII e,f Indiana Miamies as fully competent to negotiate with the 
Government, c.nd with the iestern Miamies in all matters involving a common 
tribal intere,st, and by that treaty the common funds of the tribe were 
di vided, in a. ma:nner satisfactory to both Eastern and iestern Miamies." Hoag 
also stated thalt those on the list of 302 Indiana Miami certified in 1854 
were "all tt.at were left east of the Mississippi entitled to receive any of 
the annuities or claim any of the benefits of tribal relationship with the 
Miami tribe of Indians," and he characterized the 73 added in 1858 and 1862 
as "bogus Mia.mie:s" urged on in their claims by land speculators who hoped "to 
obtain a f~%the,r shar~ in the distribution of the remaining assets of the 
tribe" (Boa~ 3872, 4, 6, 7). 

In 1885, as pairt of a report prepared by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs 
for Congress regarding moneys which had been improperly taken from both the 
western and Ind.iana Miamis to pay those who had been added to the Indiana 
Miami list, the, Commissioner noted that the additional 68 persons had not 
originally been "enrolled with either branch of the Miami tribe, but were 
looked upon as being members of the Miami tribe of Indians at large," and 
that until they were "placed on the roll of the Miamis East" in 1858, "funds 
belonging to th.e whole Miami tribe, East and iest, were used to pay their 
back annuities up to and including the year 1857, and they were then placed 
on the roll of the Miamis East." The Commissioner also called the Indiana 
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Miami "that )art of the tribe rema~n~ng in Indiana" and "the Indiana branch 
of the tribe' (Price 1885, 4, 5). Two years later, in a House Committee on 
Indian Affair:; report which recommended passage of a bill to reimburse the 
Indiana Miami, Commissioner of Indian Affairs J. D. C. Atkins noted that the 
individuals who were eventually added to the Indiana roll in 1858 and 1862 
"had been objected to by the delegations of the tribes from the Indian 
Country and :croln Indiana who appeared before the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs during thl~ summer of 1854" (Atkins 1887, 2). 

In the follo'finl; year, the House committee reported adversely on a similar 
bill because it believed that the 1858 and 1862 additions to the Indiana roll 
had probably been valid because the "whole tenor" of the 1854 treaty "seems 
to contemplat'~ that all Indians who could be ascertained to be of the Miami 
tribe, reside!lt in Indiana" should share in its benefits (U.S. Congress 
1888a,l). 

In 1890 the House Committee on Indian Affairs again reported favorably on a 
bill to reim:)ur:;e the Indiana Miami, on the grounds that the payments to 
individuals added to the Indiana Miami roll "clearly, not to say ruthlessly, 
violated the treaty of 1854." That treaty had been made "with certain 
Indians known a:; the Miamis of Indiana, whereby it was agreed that certain 
persons belon'7inq to said tribe, then residing in Indiana, should receive. 
certain annuities and lands." Further, the treaty stipulated that only the 
302 embraced in the list of Indiana Miami, "together with the increase of' 
their familie:s ud such other persons as should be received into triba} 
relation with them should be entitled to any portion of said annuities
and lands." 'rhis House report also referred to those Miami who had emigrated 
west in 1846 a:; "the remainder of the tribe" (U.S. Congress 1890, 1, 3). 

In December L89!) the Court of Claims heard a case, brought by the Western 
Miami, relatiag to whether the 73 who had been added to the Indiana Miami 
roll had bee:l lentitled to receive land a110tments along with the western 
Miami under be treaty of 1854. In its defense, the United States Government 
argued that the 73 had not been added to the "ro11s of Indiana Indians," but 
to "the roll:;; I)f the [Miami] tribe." The land in Kansas set aside for the 
Miami to settle on after their removal had been assigned to the "whole 
tribe," just as the moneys stipulated by treaties as payment for Miami land 
in Indiana "'iferle for the benefit of the whole tribe" and not just for those 
who had actu-llly emigrated in 1846. While "most of the Miami tribe of 
Indians moved wiest" in that year, "the individual members in Indiana were 
recognized, t:lrough their delegates, as part of the tribe" (Dewees 1890, 2-3, 
5, 12). As put of its finding of facts, issued in 1891, the court (U.S. 
Congress 1891, ]) determined that in 1854 "the annuities due the tribe were 
di vided. On,! :part was distributed among the Western Miamis, or those who 
resided on be ceded lands in Kansas, and the other part was distributed 
among the th~ Miamis of Indiana." The court also found that the list of 302 
Indiana Miami referred to the in treaty of 1854 had been prepared by "the 
Commissioner )f Indian Affairs, in consulation with the head men of the 
Indiana portiol of the tribe." 

Early in 
case of 
The case 

1895, the Court of Claims issued a similar finding of facts in the 
The Indiana Miami Indians v. the United States (U.S. Congress 1895). 
had been initiated when, in 1893, a "special Council of the Indiana 
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Miami Indians" was held to authorize Gabriel Godfroy, Peter Bundy, Judson 
Bundy (Peter's son), Peter Godfroy (Gabriel's son), and Anthony Walker 
(Pimyotomah's grandson) to hire an attorney to recover annuity funds paid to 
the 73 persens pl~ced on the Indiana Miami roll in 1858 and 1862 (Godfroy and 
Bundy 1893). 

The Indiana Miami attorney argued before the Court of Claims that the treaty 
of 1854 had been "made with the Miami tribe of Indians, which included both 
the western Miamies in Kansas, and the Indiana branch of the tribe, both 
sections being represented by delegates"; Congress had also recognized that 
there were Mtwo distinct portions of the tribe" by appropriating funds to pay 
annuities stipulated in that treaty to both the Indiana and Western Miami 
(Embry 1894, 3-4). Among the findings in this case, the court determined 
that "a large number of the tribe had special permission .•. to remain in 
Indiana" at the time of removal, and that afterwards "the annuities due the 
tribe were div'ided, one part being distributed among the Western Miamis, or 
those who Iesided in Kansas, and the other part distributed among the Miamis 
of Indiana.' The court agreed with the Indiana Miamis' attorney that the 
treaty of ]854 had been made by delegates from "both branches of the Miami 
tribe of II.dians" and reiterated its earlier finding that the 1854 list of 
Indiana MiaDli had been prepared by "the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in 
consultation with the headmen of the Indiana portion of the tribe" (U.S. 
Congress 189~" 1.-2). 

A month after these court findings were issued, Congress passed an Indi~n 
Appropriatior,s bill which included a provision to pay $48,528.38 "to the 
Indiana MiaDli Indians residing in the State of Indiana or elsewhere, :-:. 
which said SUDI of money was by the United States taken from their tribal 
funds again!:t their protest, and in violation of the treaty ... and paid to 
other perSOliS not entitled to it" (28 Stat. 903). A new Miami roll, 
completed ill ~Ireparation for this payment, listed 440 Indiana Miami, 67 of 
whom reside,: in Kansas, Oklahoma and Indian Terri tory (MNISI 1984a, 128-42). 
These 67 rE!pre!sented a migration of Indiana Miami to Kansas and Indian 
Territory wbicb began in the 1850's and continued into the early 20th 
century, alt.hough there seems to have been another slight reverse migration 

from Kallsas: back to Indiana -- in the early 1860' 5 to avoid "the troubles 
on the bor~~r of Missouri" during the Civil War (Colton 1863; Pettit 1863). 
Some Indianc. ~[iami may have moved west because of marriages wi th western 
Miami, othel'S in order to obtain land as the Miami land base in Indiana 
shrank (MNISI 1984b, 115-16). 

Many of )JlE! ~[iami who moved west in this migration maintained their 
separaten". alS Indiana Miami, while others seem to have shifted 
allegianceJ. Thomas F. Richardville, for example, who was a member of the 
Indiana Kiuli council in the mid to late 1850's (J. Godfroy et al., 1854; 
Brouilette ut a1., 1859), moved west in 1860. In 1866 and 1867 he was part 
of a delegCLticln of Kansas Miami in Washington and was considered one of the 
"members of scdd tribe" (Wright 1866; Big Leg et al. 1867; Kappler 1902, 
2:967). L~Lter in 1867, the principal chief and council of the Western Miami 
complained that Richardville, "a member of the Indiana Miamies, was actively 
engaged in (:reating disturbances among their people" (Colton 1867). In 1868, 
however, he agclin represented the Western Miami duri~; treaty negotiations in 
Washington :Ric:hardville 1868). In 1869 he signed a treaty at Washington as 
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a representative of the Miami living in Indiana (U.S. Congress 1869). At 
other times he represented the interests of the Indiana Miami living in the 
West particularly in regard to annuity payments (Richardville 1867a; 
Richardville l867b}. In 1880 he wrote to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs 
describing himself as one of the 40 "of us living now in Kansas and Indian 
Territory, who are members of Miami Indians of Indiana" (Richardville 1880). 
In 1881 he represented the interests not only of the Indiana Miami living in 
the West, but also the Eel River Miami in relation to the payment of the 
principal su~ due under the 1854 treaty (Richardville 188la; Richardville 
l881b). In 1890 he described himself as an adopted member and "chief" of the 
Western Miami (Richardville 1890). And he continued to advocate for Indiana 
Miami interests in the 1890's and into the early 20th century (Richardville 
1895a; RichaIdville 1895b; Bundy 1905), although in 1890 he described himself 
as an adopted member and "chief" of the Western Miami" (Richardville 1890). 
Long after t,is death, Richardville was described as "having been chosen by 
tribal custoDI" to serve "as the Chief of this Tribe [the Western Miami] from 
approximately 1880 to 1910" (Daiker [1939]). 

The Meshingomeflia Band, 1846-1895 

Meshingomesia, who held his 10-sqaure-mile reservation in trust for his band 
under the tz'eaty of 1840, lived until 1879. The period between the removal 
of part of the tribe to Kansas in 1846 until his death 33 years later was ~ 
significant one to his portion of the Indiana Miami. 

Meshingomesia's communally-held tract was chosen for this more traditional 
band because of its "compatibility with Indian agriculture, hunting, fishing 
and folkways" (Ftaf ert 1982, 27). Meshingomesia himself, however, was praised 
by his whitE! neighbors for encouraging acculturation, and to that end, he 
tried to fo(:us the use of his reservation for commercial agriculture (Ray et 
a1. 1867; Meshin~romesia 1867c; Indiana 1871, 310). 

Pressures from white lessees, trespassers, and timber interests increased in 
the late 18!iO' ~l and early 1860s. Twice in 1859, Keshingomesia offered to 
sell a port:.on of the reserve (McClure 1859; Mix 1859), but the Commissioner 
of Indian Al:faJLrs refused at that time, saying that "the Government has no 
need for an~r portion of the said reserve" (Greenwood 1859). Besides, such 
action would rE!quire treaty negotiations or Congressional action, neither of 
which the Ol:fic:e of Indian Affairs was willing to recommend (Mix 1859). In 
the mid 1861)'s, Keshingomesia's attorneys contemplated court action against 
timber spee,;latc)rs who had come onto the reserve through a contract with one 
of the balit ml!mbers and destroyed some of the timber stands (Whiteside 
1863) . ROw4tVel~, because Meshingomesia had not received an actual patent to 
the reservat:Lon as promised by the treaty of 1840, and, therefore, had no 
clear title ':0 the land, the band faced endless court complications over such 
"flagrant ou':ral1es" (Meshingomesia, et al. 1867, 4). Another attempt on the 
part of Keshin~10mesia to sell his reserve to the Federal Government in 1864 
met with the ::iam4:! rebuff he had received five years earlier (Dole 1864). 

Keshingomesia led a delegation to Washington in l866 "to get his lands in a 
shape that :li5 people may not have any further trouble" (Meshingomesia 
1866a). Jot receiving any satisfaction, Keshingomesia sent another 
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delegation to the capital in 1867 which requested in the name of the 
80-year-old chief and other "heads of families and adults" of his 40-member 
band, "that the patent be issued jointly to all of the members of the band" 
(Meshingomesl.a, et ale 1867, 5; Mix 1867, 2). Acting Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs Charles Mix refused to consider the band's request, because the 
treaty of 1.840 specified that Meshingomesia was to receive the patent in 
trust for the band, and although this provision had never been carried out, 
any other prc~osition would be unauthorized by the treaty (Mix 1867, 2). 

MeshingomesiCL's delegation then requested that the reservation be divided 
equally among the band and that each member receive a patent in fee simple 
for his or her share. Although this was also unauthorized by the treaty, Mix 
thought that this would "be the most equitable method of disposing of the 
subject." Because the treaty had only provided for the distribution of the 
proceeds frc)m the sale of the reservation to members of Meshingomesia's band, 
and not the division of the land itself, the fact that "the Indians desire to 
retain the :.and" required new authorization, either through legislation or by 
negotiating a new treaty (Mix 1867, 2). Congress finally acceded to the 
request in 1872, authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to partition the 
reservation am()ng the descendants of the band and those who had intermarried 
into the bi~d. Each person would receive patent in fee simple to his or her 
share of the land. The partitioned land would not be subject to debts 
contracted l~f()re the date of the partition. Finally, although the land 
would be s,~ject to the descent laws of Indiana, it would not be subject to 
levy, forfe:.ture, mortgage or taxation, nor could the Indians dispose of it, 
before January 1, 1881. On that date, too, "the members of said band, and 
their descelldants, shall become citizens of the United States" (17 Stai. 
133) . 

In the ~ean1:ime, the Indiana Supreme Court rendered a significant decision in 
terms of the' ~;tatus of Meshingomesia' s band. The State had attempted to tax 
the land alld personal property of the band members, and the court determined 
that such 1:axCltion was contrary to language in the Northwest Ordinance of 
1787 which protected Indian property, language which the State had pledged to 
honor when it became a state in 1816 (Indiana 1871, 317-18). Attorneys for 
the state llad argued "that these Indians have lost their tribal relations by 
the removar oj: a portion of their number to Kansas, and that those who 
remain [in Indiana] must be regarded as having become so far intermixed with 
the whites as to be subject to the same laws" (Indiana 1871, 316). The court 
disagreed: 

'l'hil! jLs a question, for a solution of which we must look 
~ the action of the government of the United States, and 
i~ is primarily a question for the political departments 
of'· tht! government.. . • We think it does not follow, 
becilust! a part of the tribe have emigrated to Kansas, and 
the other part remained here, that they are, therefore, 
no longer a tribe. It does not seem necessary that 
Ind:Lanl5 shall reside upon a common terri tory, or that 
the:Lr lands shall be conterminous, in order-to give them 
the character of a tribe, or entitle them to the rights 
and illlllluni ties thereof. These Indians remained on their 
anc:Lent possessions, by and with the consent of the 
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authorities of the United States, while those who 
emigl:a tE~d were provided wi th new homes in another part of 
the country. No change in the relations of those who 
rema:~n is in any way indicated. They, or some of them, 
rece:.ve their share of the annuities, at or near their 
old home, as the others do at their new homes •..• If 
they have lost their tribal organization, rights, and 
immuni t:Les, when and how did they lose them? 

But suppose these Indians have ceased to be part of 
theil: original tribe, does it follow that they have no 
organiZCltion which entitles them to be regarded as a 
sepal:att:! people? Does not the treaty of 1838 expressly 
rec~1nize them as having such organized existence? If 
not, wby is this land reserved to them as "the band of 
Ma-t4)-s:in-ia"? Receiving these treaties as paramount to 
any la1it' which the State can enact, we must accord to 
thesl~ Indians an organized and separate existence, and 
must hold that they have not become incorporated into, 
and do not form a part of the body politic of the State. 
(Indian;:l 1871, 316-17) 

Although in 18157 many of the white neighbors of Meshingomesia's band had 
supported thl~ c:hief' s attempt to have the reservation land partitione.d 
because "a l,lrgca majority of the band have abandoned altogether the habits of 
their ancestc)rs, and are disposed to adopt themselves to our civilizatiod" 
(Ray et al., 18157, 6), the court decided differently four years later, basing 
its conclusil)n on the facts agreed to by both parties in the case. Although 
it might be true that "their ancient customs are considerably broken in upon 
by the mannl~rs and customs of the whites," such customs were not entirely 
lost: 

They slattle their troubles among themselves, without 
resortiltlg to our courts. In their intercourse with each 
othe.C" they speak their own language. ••• Their tribal 
orga:liz;ation still remains. They still hold their 
coun::il;5 for the same purposes as in former times, and 
are governed by their ancient customs. (Indiana 1871, 
313-14) 

As proof that the band exercised authority over its members, the court noted 
that "about th,e year 1867, their band having had some trouble about 
indi vidual a!lRb,ers selling timber growing on said reservation to the whites, 
it was determi:lled in general council of the band that no more timber should 
be sold by ani' Indian on lands not by him fenced" (Indiana 1871, 312-13). 

Between May 14 and June 17, 1873, a three-member commission appointed by the 
Secretary of tbe Interior met at the schoolhouse near the Miami Union 
Missionary Baptist Church on the reservation to take testimony from those who 
claimed a snare in the land. After collecting testimony and other evidence, 
the commission determined that 63 persons were entitled to share in the 
partition: 14 who were members of Meshingomesia's band at the signing of the 
treaty in 1840 and were still living, 43 living descendants of members of the 
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band, and 6 )er~;ons "of Miami blood" who had intermarried into the band. The 
commission -disallowed the claims of 55 individuals, most of whom were 
Richardville, Slocum, or Godfroy descendants (Votaw, Irwin and Keith, 1873). 

The commissil)n distributed the land to the Meshingomesia band in tracts 
ranging from 77 to 125 acres, but Meshingomesia's hope that division of the 
land among:he band would lead to "permanent improvements upon the land for 
themselves and their children to enjoy" (Meshingomesia l867c, 7) was not to 
be fulfilled. During a period of high mortality among the Indiana Miami in 
the late 18'70s and early 1880's, almost half of the male members of the band 
died, including Meshingomesia, who was described then as "the Last Chief of 
the Miamis" (Anonymous 1880b), his sons Pecongeoh and Tawataw, and his 
grandson Nel.son Tawataw. Thus, "most of the leaders for a transition to 
white style agriculture were lost" (Rafert 1982, 40, 41, 46). In addition, 
the band me~~ers received citizenship and complete property rights (i.e., the 
responsibilit:{ to pay taxes, the threat of loss of land for debt and the 
ability to iispose of their land) in January 1881. The following year the 
band members received, along with the other Indiana Miami, a per capita 
payment of $695.78, their part of the payment of the S221,257.86 set aside 
and invested lnder the treaty of 1854. 

Facing a ne~ way of life without strong leadership, and seemingly unable to 
compete with surrounding white farmers who were modernizing their commercial 
farming meth:>ds, the Meshingomesia band began a period of decline and land 
loss. By the beginning of the 20th century, only 58 acres of the 
Meshingomesia reservation remained in Miami hands (Rafert 1982, 46-47)". 
Meshingomesia's grandson, William Wilson Peconga, became the band's new chief 
(Rafert 1982, 41). Even before Meshingomesia's death, William Peconga had 
assisted his grandfather in corresponding with the Office of Indian Affairs, 
particularly in regard to annuity payments and the "french and Potowatomies" 
who were stricken from the Indiana Miami roll in 1867 (Meshingomesia 1867b; 
1868). After 1879, Peconga's family attempted to soften the deteriorating 
situation face,d by the band. His concerted "strategy of personally 
consolidating and retaining large acrages of the former Meshingomesia 
reservation" in order "to keep tribal land in Indian hands" resulted only in 
overextension and eventual loss of his personal finances as well as the 
property by 1&98 in tax litigation (Rafert 1982, 45; Peconga 1898). 

The ""Individual" Miamis, 1846-1895 

The descenta~ts of J.B. Richardville, Francis Godfroy, and Frances Slocum who 
were alldwit: to remain in Indiana after 1846 initially fared better than the 
Miamis wbb- began the post-removal period living on the Meshingomesia 
Reservation. Most of these families had white friends or families to assist 
them in farming their individual reserves. For instance, George Slocum, a 
nephew of Frances Slocum, moved from Ohio to Indiana in 1846 and assisted the 
Slocum descendants in managing their farms until his death in 1860 (Rafert 
1982, 22-24). Similarly, Francis Godfroy's son, Gabriel, owned what was 
considered "the leading Indian farm in the state of Indiana," primarily 
because he encouraged assistance from white advisors (Rafert 1982, 50, 51, 
24) . 
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Although mucll of the land that had been given by treaties to the original 
heads of tht! Richardville, Godfroy and Slocum families had been sold by 1846 
to pay debts dUE! ~o traders, the families still held about 9,000 acres (MNISI 
1984b, 97). As most of this land was scattered, it was "less of a lure to 
opportunistic whites than the unbroken island of the Meshingomesia reserve," 
and the GodJ:roy, Richardville and Slocum descendants were able to compete 
more successJ:ully as commercial agriculturalists and even increased their 
landholdings in the 1880s while the Meshingomesia Miami lost more than 30 per 
cent of the:.r land base (Rafert 1982, 53). The depression of the 1890' s, 
however, cauHed many of the Godfroy and Slocum descendants to sell their 

. heavily-mortgaged farms (Rafert 1982, 54). 

Gabriel Godfl:Oy assumed the primary leadership role wi thin his own family 
which, becauHe of extensive intermarriage with descendants of Frances Slocum 
and because th.~ Eel River Miami eventually moved onto the Godfroy reserve, 
included a :.ar~1e number of Indiana Miami. He also "served as advisor, 
guardian and g.~neral intermediary, accommodating differences between native 
and white ways and easing acculturation until his death in 1910" (Rafert 
1982, 56). He often wrote to the Federal Government to assist other members 
of the tribe (Dresser 1867; Waters 1869). The Special Indian Agent appointed 
to pay the Indiana Miami their annuity in 1865 noted Godfroy's "influence 
with the Indians, their confidence in him, and the estimation in which he is 
beld by the whites" (Wbiting 1866). The agent who paid tbe 1880 annuity 
noted that altbough after the death of Meshingomesia the year before "the 
tribe has no chief," Godfroy and William Peconga were "really the head men of. 
the two Band:;" {Butler 1880). Like the Meshingomesia reserve, Godfroy's land 
became a reJ:ug.~ for landless Miami (Anonymous 1914); in fact, when William 
Peconga, Mesllingomesia's successor, lost his land holdings in the late 
1890' s, he alHo ~~oved on to Godfroy lands. 

Godfroy also, clt times, took on a leadership roll for all the Indiana Miami. 
He signed the July 20, 1854, petition requesting the Government to preserve 
the tribe's perpetual annuity (J. Godfroy et ale 1854) and was one of the 
"fully authodzE~d delegation" of Indiana Miami who returned to Washington in 
the late SUI~er of 1854 with the council-approved amendment to the treaty of 
that year (U .. S. Congress 1855, 3, 4). Although in 1856 he seems to have been 
spokesman for the "young men of the tribe," who "would be governed in the 
matter [additions to the 1854 list of 302 Indiana Miami] by the opinions of 
the old men" (Dowling 1856), it was at his home on the Mississinewa River in 
Miami County that the "council" of Miami met in January and February 1859 to 
protest against those additions (Brouilette, et al. 1859; Graham 1859). He 
signed and l're~sented a similar protest to the Miami' s payroll agent in 1865 
for forwardl,Jlg to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs (G. Godfroy et ale 
1865). In 1867, Meshingomesia authorized Godfroy to remonstrate with the 
Office of Indian Affairs over "the persons that we tbink have no right to our 
annui ty, by th.~ treaty made with G. W. Kanypenny" in 1854, although the old 
chief pointed out that Godfroy was not authorized to concern himself with the 
affairs of "my reservation," another issue that Meshingomesia was pursuing 
with the G01,ernment in 1867 (Meshingomesia 1867a). Godfroy continued to 
write the Ol:fice of Indian Affairs regarding matters affecting the Indiana 
Miami in the :.87() , s (Godfroy 1870a; Godfroy 1870b; -Godfroy 1870c). 
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Other leaders Qf the individual reservee families included Peter Bondy, who 
had married a daughter of Frances Slocum, and Pimyotomah, whose sister had 
married Fran:is Godfroy. In 1845, Pimyotomah had been a member of the Miami 
delegation w~ich -inves~igated the land in Kansas assigned to the tribe. He 
was also ~ member of the Miami council that petitioned President 
James K. Pol~ r1egarding the payment of the tribe's creditors prior to removal 
(LaFontaine et al. 1846a; 1846b; 1846c). Pimyotomah and Bondy had 
accompanied ~aFQntaine to Kansas as part of the Miami tribal council during 
the removal (LaFontaine et al. 1846d), and both were signers of the 1854 
treaty as well as the two 1859 protests against additions to the Miami list. 

Bondy, Pimyotom,ah, and Godfroy were also among the signers of an 1867 
memorial praising the work of payroll agent Charles A. Dresser (G. Godfroy et 
al. 1867) a~d an 1868 request for a double payment of the Indiana Miami 
annuity to enable the members of the tribe to pay for food and clothing they 
had purchasei an credit and to pay taxes on their farms (G. Godfroy et al. 
1868; Godfrov, Pimyotomah and Bondy 1868; Godfroy 1868a; Godfroy 1868b; 
Pimyotomah, Bondy and Godfroy 1868). The same problem of late annuity 
payments was noted in letters to Commissioner of Indian Affairs Ely S. Parker 
in 1869 and 1870. These letters were written by Pimyotomah's son, John B. 
Walker, but were signed as "approved" by Pimyotomah, Peter Bondy, and Gabriel 
Godfroy (Wal~er 1869; Walker et al. 1870; Pimyotomah, Bondy and Godfroy 
1870). Special agents appointed to pay the Miami annuities relied upon 
Godfroy, Boniy and Pimyotomah to inform them as to who was entitled to draw 
the annuities (Crowell 1870b; 1871), and the three were still noted as 
"principal men belonging to the Miami Tribe of Indians, in Indiana" in lasP 
when they wrote to Secretary of the Interior Carl Schurz reqeusting him not 
to make the pa:yment of the prinicpal sum under the treaty of 1854 (Anonymous 
1880a); Thad Butler, who enumerated the Indiana Miami during the annuity 
payment of 1880 noted that Godfroy and William Peconga were "the head men of 
the two Bands" of the tribe (Butler 1880). Pimyotomah died in 1889, but 
Gabriel Godfroy and Peter Bondy were the first two signers of an 1895 
petition fron the "head of families of the remnant of the Miami Tribe of 
Indians remUnl:ng in Indiana" protesting the manner of payment of the funds 
appropriated pursuant to the Miami's successful Court of Claims litigation 
(G. Godfroy et al. 1895). Peter Bondy died in 1897 and Gabriel Godfroy in 
1910 (MNISI 1984b, 110-12). Thus, it seems that the leadership of the 
individual reservees proved more continuous through most of the latter half 
of the 19th century than the leadership of the Meshingomesia band, which was 
dying off in the late 1870's and early 1880's. 

In an att~mpt to secure for those Miami who held individual grants the same 
relief frda State taxes enjoyed by Meshingomesia's band ever since the 
latter's lua~essful appeal in the Indiana Supreme Court in 1871, Godfroy sued 
the Miami Count:y Commissioners for taxing land held by his family. The lower 
court ruled against him, and Godfroy appealed to the State Supreme Court in 
1878. The t~rust of Godfroy's complaint was that he and the other members of 
his family were "of the Miami tribe and nation of Indians" who had "never 
been citizens of the State of Indiana," and that as "part of a dependent 
tribe residing in the State of Indiana •• are not governed by, nor subject 
to, the laws of the State" and, therefore, the lands granted by treaties to 
his ancestors were not subject to taxation (Indiana 1878,499). 
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Justice William Niblack, who, as a member of Congress in 1867 had agreed that 
the Indiana Miami were a distinct portion of the Miami tribe, wrote the State 
Supreme Court's ruling. The court determined that Godfroy's complaint did 
not indicate that-the lands granted his ancestors "were reserved to, or held 
by, the Miami Indians as a tribe, or by any subdivision of such Indians as a 
band"; indeed, "the inference from what is alleged is rather that the ... 
lands were reserved to him and his ancestors individually, and not 
collectively with others." Therefore, Godfroy's case was unlike 
Meshingomesia's case in 1871, and his lands fell under State legislation 
which provided that "all lands reserved to or for any individual, by any 
treaty between the United States and any Indian tribe or nation, shall be 
liable to taxation from the time such treaty shall have been confirmed" 
(Indiana 1878, 500-501). 

During the decade of the 1880's, it seemed that Godfroy and the other 
individual Indiana Miami reservees would finally be successful. In May 1880, 
J. Brownlee, attorney for the Godfroy Miamis, wrote the Secretary of the 
Interior complaining that his clients, who still "retained their tribal 
relations, and were still recognized by the Government of the United States 
as the Miamis of Indiana," could get no relief from the Indiana courts in 
their attempt to end the unjust taxation of their land by the State (Brooks 
1880, 47). Ten years earlier, Brownlee had been the attorney for the State 
who had tried to tax the Meshingomesia Reserve (Brownlee 1870). The 
Secretary requested a report on the matter from Acting Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs Edwin J. Brooks, who responded on July 12 with a 25-page report 
detailing the treaties made with the Miami between 1795 and 1854, as well qj_ 
laws and court decisions -- both State and Federal -- which had anything to 
do with the issue of "the relations of these Indians to the United States, 
and to the State of Indiana" (Brooks 1880, 48). 

Brooks's conclusion was that the Miami living in Indiana should not have had 
their lands or other property taxed by the State. The Miami in Indiana, said 
Brooks, "are as fully and unqualifiedly recognized by the government of the 
United States, as are those of the tribe who moved to Kansas, ... and have 
their Chief or Headman, and they preserve their character of Indians." As 
regards the removal of part of the tribe to Kansas, "the mere fact that these 
Indians did not accompany their tribe to the west, but remained to live upon 
the lands granted them by the United States, from the lands of their 
ancestors, cannot be regarded as severing their tribal relations." The 
treaty of 1854 recognized this fact, as it "recognizes two distinct and 
separate organizations, or bands of said tribe or nation, to wit, the Miamis 
of Indiana and Miamies of the West, or Kansas Miamis, and they are so 
denominated in the said treaty, and Miami Indians, residents of the State of 
Indiana, are pa,rties to it. " As the Miami had never severed their tribal 
relations and received citizenship by treaty or legislation, "those Indians 
still retain tbe character which the treaties of 1838, 1840 & 1854 gave 
them." Breoks: found the reasoning of the Indiana Supreme Court in 
Meshingomesia v. The State compelling: because of "the relations of the 
Indians to tll.e g'eneral and state government," the Northwest Ordinance of 1787 
prevented thE' State from taxing the Meshingomesia band as well as those Miami 
whose lands were individually reserved. The St~te had no right to tax the 
Miami lands "se, long as they are recognized as 'Miamis of Indiana'" (Brooks 
1880, 51, 55, 57, 59-60, 65). 
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Brooks recommended "that the proper legal steps should be taken to obtain the 
refunding of the taxes heretofore paid" by the Godfroy Miamis and that the 
Department of Ju~tice "take the necessary legal steps to bring the case 
properly befcre the Courts, to the end that the question of the power of the 
State to ta~ these lands may be determined" (Brooks 1880, 70-71). It does 
not seem, hcwever that quick action was taken. The Department of the 
Interior submitted the matter to the Attorney General two weeks after Brooks 
submitted his report, and the Attorney General instructed the U.s. Attorney 
for the District of Indiana to puruse proceedings in the U.S. Circuit Court. 
C.L. Holstein, the U.S. Attorney in Indiana, succeeded in a delaying tactic. 
He stated that "before he could act intelligently under his instructions, it 
would be absolutely necessary that he be furnished with certain facts," and 
suggested that the Department of the Interior appoint a special agent to 
investigate the situation in Indiana. 

In April 1884, perhaps in response to inquiries from attorneys representing 
Richardville heirs (Drummer and Bradford 1884), Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs Hirun. Price noted that since August 1880, "no action appears to have 
be taken" o~ this "matter of much importance to these Indians, as well as to 
the State of Indiana," either by the Department of the Interior or the 
Department of Justice (Price 1884). Two months later, Districi Attorney 
Holstein agajn informed the Justice Department that he needed the "detailed 
facts" ttey could only be gathered by a special, as he did not have the 
time -- befole h.e could bring a single test case, or a series of class action 
suits, into court (Holstein 1884). In September 1884, the Commissioner Pric'e 
accomodated the district attorney by sending Special Indian Agent Charles fi: 
Dickson to g'atber information regarding taxation of LaFontaine, Godfroy and 
Richardville land.s in Huntington, Peru and Fort Wayne. 

At first, be·cause a number of court cases regarding taxation of Richardville 
land were alrea~dy pending (Drummond and Bradford 1884), Dickson looked into 
utilizing one of those cases as test case. He was in favor the Federal 
government irterfering in the Richardville suits, primarily because the 
Richardville hei.rs were in "danger of their rights being entirely lost, for 
lack of pOWEr to give the heavy appeal bondy necessary" if they lost their 
current case ~Dickson 1884a; Dickson 1884b). 

Dickson was ins:tructed to take no action in the Richardville cases, and he 
looked furthe·r for anther taxation case to use as a test. Near Peru, "(where 
the great boc.y clf the Indians live) ,tt he had talked with Gabriel Godfroy, "an 
intelligent Indhn who has been one of the principal chiefs of the Miami 
Indians," ~. Itickson reported back to Commissioner Price that the tax cases 
of Gabriel G~df:roy, his brother, William, would be appropriate cases to test 
the taxation q~lestion (Dickson 1884c). A further report by Special Indian 
agent Cyrus Bee~de, who visited Huntington, Peru, Wabash, Marion, Logansport 
and LafayettE~ a month after Dickson's investigation, concluded that the case 
of the Langlolf; reserve near Lafayette might prove a good case. But, Beede 
cautioned, allY Miami test case might be "a little prejudiced" by the fact 
that these J:ndians "have been allowed to exercise, and have to some extent, 
at least, e'~rcised the privileges of citizenship" such as voting, bolding 
minor office~;, and serving as jurors, even though the Miami "themselves, may 
not be responf~ibl.e for exercising these privileges" (Beede 1884). 
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District Attorney Holstein finally took a case to the U.S. Circuit Court for 
the District of Indiana in 1886. The case, Wau-pe-man-qua, alias Mary 
Strack, v. Al,irich, related to Mary Strack, a Richardville descendant who had 
lost her lanl fo~ delinquent taxes. Aldrich had bought the land at a tax 
sale. The court made a sweeping decision: 

The right of exemption from taxation rests on the fact of 
a cOltinued tribal organization in the state, which the 
Unitei States has recognized by treating with the persons 
concerneld as distinct political communities; and, this 
being so, it is ,established that the individual 
members of a tribe may enjoy the same immunity, in 
respe=t to lands held in severalty, as the tribe, in 
respe=t to those held in common, though the individual 
holdi~gs be not contiguous to the tribal lands or 
residence, and though the owners dwell among the whites, 
conforming largely to their customs and laws, to the 
corresponding neglect of the habits and usages of their 
own people. (U.S. Circuit Court 1886) 

The Indiana Miami fit this description, because in the treaty of 1854 a clear 
distinction was made between the Western Miami and the 'Indiana Miami, "and 
the tribal relations of both are recognized as still existing, and as' 
expected to =ontinue for at least a quarter of a century longer." If the 
treaty negotiators had intended for the Indiana Miami to become citizens 
subject to state jurisdiction, "that intention would have been expressed in
some of the treaties, as in similar cases it was done in treaties with other
tribes" (U.S. Circuit Court 1886) 

United States Supreme Court Justice John M. Harlan, after reviewing the 
Circuit Court's decision, concurred: 

While these Indians ••• have exercised some rights that 
belon~ to State citizenship, the papers sent to me do not 
show that the United States had, prior to the tax sales 
in question, surrendered control over them as Indians, 
and is, in fact, a part of the tribe to which they 
originally belonged. It does not seem to have been the 
object of any of the treaties to separate them, for every 
purpose, from their tribe, and abandon them to the 
absolute control of the state in which they were 
pe~tted to remain. On the contrary, the relations 
bet~~en them and the United States ••• seem to have been 
such that the government could have compelled them to 
join their tribe wherever it then was. It was competent 
for the United States to retain control equally over 
those who went to the west, and those who, for special 
reasons, were permitted to remain in Indiana. (Harlan 
1886) 

In March 1891, the Indiana legislature passed an act changing its tax laws to 
conform to these decisions, making it unlawful for any State, county or 
municipal official to assess for delinquent taxes "any land in Indiana 
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included within a grant to any member of the Miami tribe of Indians made by 
the United Sta:es under a treaty with such tribe from lands in such treaty 
ceded by said tribe.". This legislation also encouraged landowners whose 
title was cloutied because of such assessments to clear title in the county 
circuit courts Undiana 1891a). 

The Indiana Supl~eme Court followed later in September of the same year with a 
reaffirmation o:~ the nontaxability of Miami land in a case involving 
James M. Godfr~r, a descendant of both the Richardville and Godfroy families, 
regarding land held through the Richardville line. The court affirmed that 
"the government of the United States has never consented that they [the 
descendants of Principal Chief Richardville) should be put off their tribal 
relations." Incleed, not only had these descendants "been treated with by the 
United States and known as the Miamis of Indiana, and have been so 
enumerated," bu l : "the chiefs and head men of the nation in the West, from 
time to time, called upon them and consulted with the descendants of 
Richardville whc!never any question between them and the United States arose 
requiring the prE~sence at Washington of representatives of the Miami 
nation." The cluestion of whether their lands were subject to taxation, said 
the court, depc!nded on the "tribal relations." The court thought that the 
answer was clear: 

That the owners of this land constitute a part of the 
Miami nahon, and have kept up their tribal relations, is 
abundantly shown •••• They are not citizens of the United 
States, and, indeed, could not rid themselves of their 
allegi~lce to their nation and become citizens without 
the conHent of the United States. (Indiana 1891b) 

Also in 1891, Gabriel Godfroy sued in county court to overturn the decision 
that had gone agclinst him in 1878. In 1893 the county court ordered that 
Godfroy's land not be sold for taxes (MNISI 1984b, 104). 

Denial of Tribul Status 1896-97 

While it seemed that the Individual Miami had been as successful in fighting 
the taxation 01' their lands as the Meshingomesia Miami had been 20 years 
earlier, the victClry did not prove long lasting for either of the Indiana 
Miami subgroups. 

In May 1896, CULillus Bundy, a Slocum descendant and "a chief and attorney in 
fact of the*.ami Indians of Indiana," wrote to the Secretary of the 
Interior, isjt.illtiILg "that all Indiana Miami Indians, except those of 
Me-shing-go-lIe':"sia, are wards of the Government, and as such their lands, 
held by grants froDl the United States, are and were not liable to taxation by 
the State" (C. Bundy 1896a) The following October, Bundy, "the present 
Chief" of the "Tribe of Indiana Miami Indians," was appointed by a committee 
authorized "at Co special council meeting of said tribe" to bring suit against 
the Government ancl collect any money due the tribe (P. Bundy et ale 1897). 
Bundy had been attempting to clarify the status of the Miami in regard to 
taxation since at least 1892 (Anonymous 1892). The committee that appointed 
him as the Mie.mi attorney in 1896 seems to have been composed primarily of 
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members from the Godfroy/Richardville/Slocum subgroups but included members 
of the Meshitgomesia group as well (P. Bundy et al. 1897). Bundy's letter to 
the Interior De'partment in 1897 requested that the secretary follow the 
advice that Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs Brooks had given 15 years 
earlier to force the State of Indiana to refund to the Miami the "thousands 
of dollars cf taxation forcibly and unjustly wrung from them" (C. Bundy 
1896b) . 

As in 1880, the Secretary of the Interior referred the matter to the 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, who, on March 27, 1897, prepared another 
lengthy repolt which reached the same conclusions as had Brooks's report of 
1880. Descenda.nts of the Meshingomesia band were made citizens in 1881 and, 
therefore, their land was taxable; lands of Indiana Miami who were 
descendants elf individual treaty grantees, however, were exempt from taxes. 
The Commissiclner' requested the Department of the Interior's newly-appointed 
assistant attorDLey general for an oplnlon as to whether litigation to 
reimburse thE' Miami should be pursued by the Federal Government under the Act 
of March 3, 1E93, or the Indiana Miami themselves (MNISI 1984b, 105). 

On November 231, 1897, Assistant Attorney General Willis Van Devanter 
replied. Technically, he declined to decide whether the Miami's land was 
taxable by tt.e State, or, if it were, when it became taxable, or whether they 
had a right to be reimbursed for past taxes paid to the State. His decision 
only related tel the rather narrow question of whether the Miami of Indiana 
came under tt,e ~Iurview of the Act of March 3, 1893, which stated that "in all 
States and Territories where there are reservations or allotted Indians tne 
United States District Attorney shall represent them in all suits at law and 
in equity" ~27 Stat. 631). Still, Van Devanter's opinion had wide-reaching 
effect, overturnling everything the Miami had won in their arguments with the 
BIA and in cClurt: since 1880. Van Devanter determined that the treaty of 1854 
had denominated the Miami who did not remove west "as the Miamis of Indiana, 
and they cOI,titlued to be so recognized as an organization or body in the 
various acts appropriating money to meet the obligations arising under 
treaties until 1881." The Act of March 3, 1881, however, which 
appropriated fur.lds to pay the Indiana Miami the principal sum due them under 
the 1854 trE~at3i', "provided that the receipt of the sum ... should be a final 
discharge by ealch party so receiving of all claims whatsoever under said 
treaty again!:t the government." Van Devanter took this to mean that this was 
"to be the last legislative recognition of these people as an organization, 
and sinc~e the payment of this money the executive departments have not 
known or reccignized the Miamis of Indiana in a tribal or other capaci ty" (Van 
Devanter 18t7, 4211, 432). 

The act audLodzing the partition of the Meshingomesia reservation had made 
the members of that band citizens who "are no longer Indians." Like other 
citizens, "tbey hold their lands entirely free from all conditions and from 
the control (If the United States." As for the descendants of those Miami who 
had been gr~~ted land under various treaties with the United States, Van 
Devanter declarE!d that they had become citizens under provisions of the Dawes 
Allotment Act e)f 1887. "The facts ••• are that these people have used their 
lands free (If control by the United States for seventy years or over; that 
they have hnd no executive recognition in a tribal capacity since 1881, and 
that if they "rere ever alloted Indians, they became citizens of the United 
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States in 1887." Thus, none of the Indiana Miami could be considered 
allotted Indians who still maintained tribal relations and who had the right 
of the Government's assistance in court suits under the 1893 act (Van 
Devanter 1897, 431): 

Given his background and future decisions, Willis Van Devanter's oplnlon in 
1897 is difficult to explain. His father, Isaac Van Devanter, also an 
attorney, had been extensively involved for many years in litigation on 
behalf of the Indiana Miami, particularly the Meshingomesia band. The elder 
Van Devanter had successfully presented the Miami's case in the Indiana 
Supreme Court in Meshingomesia v. The State, in which the court established 
that members of the Meshingomesia band had indeed maintained tribal 
relations; in 1873 he had represented the band's interests during the 
Government's inv'estigation into who was entitled to share in the partition of 
the band's rese'rvation (MNISI 1985f, passim); as attorney for Meshingomesia, 
"chief of tl1,e Band of Miami Indians bearing his name," he sent a petition 
signed by tte chief "and other head men of said Band" to the Commissioner of 
Indian AffaiIs in 1879 requesting the appointment of a Special Agent to make 
the annuity ~'ayments of that year (Van Devanter and Lacy 1879; Meshingomesia, 
Peconga and Ta~rataw 1879); and in 1880 he had accompanied a delegation sent 
by "head mer, clf the 'Me-shin-go-me-sia Band" to Washington to lobby for 
legislation c.utborizing payment of the principal sum due the Indiana Miami 
under the trec.ty of 1854 (Peconga et al. 1880). 

Willis Van DE~vaILter was later, in 1910, appointed an Associate Justice of the 
Uni ted State~: Supreme Court, where he wrote the Court's opinions in a numbei:' 
of significallt Indian cases. In U.S. v. Nice, in 1915, he wrote that 
"Citizenship is not incompatible with tribal existence or continued 
guardianship, and so may be conferred without completely emancipating the 
Indians or p:.acing them bey6nd the reach of congressional regulations adopted 
for their protec:tion" (241 U. S. 598). Van Devanter reiterated this position 
in 1930 in Halbert v. United States (283 U. S. 763). The arguments made in 
these Supreml~ Court decisions were to be used later, in the 1970's, to 
determine that land held by descendants of individual Miami reservees were 
indeed exempt from state taxation. 

DEVELOPING FAC~rIONALISM, 1897-1930 

Van Devanter's decision "had the effect of ending Federal recognition" of the 
Indiana Miaa:L (MNISI 1984b, 106). This, in turn, hastened the loss of their 
land base~als the 19th century gave way to the 20th. An increase in the 
Indiana ~l lPopulation, primarily due to marriages outside the group, also 
put press~e Ol~ the remaining land base and encouraged migration away from 
traditional lre,ClS. Some went west to join the western Miami or Indiana Miami 
in Indian T'!rri tory and Kansas. Many Godfroy descendants moved into Peru, 
while Meshin10m,esia descendants moved to Marion and Wabash and Richardville 
and Lafontain! d'escendants concentrated at Huntington (MNISI 1984b, 122-23). 

Intermarriage 
culture, and 
Miami people. 
"the pathetic 

with whites also helped to erode what was left of Miami 
outside observers had little faith in the continuance of the 

An article appearing in the Indianapolis Journal in 1900 noted 
spectacle of these one-time lords of the soil" whom "sharks 
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operating from the shady side of the law have left ... all but penniless," 
and it told of how Gabriel Godfroy "has left of his father's ample reserves 
but forty-eight acres" and how Meshingomesia's grandson, William Peconga, 
"recently left his- last strip of land, and is living with a friend" (G.S.C. 
1900, 36, 37). 

There were, tnen, two major concerns of the Indiana Miami between 1897 and 
the late 1930's: how to deal with what they perceived as the the loss of 
their treaty rights in the face of Federal denial that the Government had any 
jurisdiction over the Indiana portion of the Miami tribe, and how to maintain 
their own identity as Miami. 

The primary political concern of the Indiana Miami during this period was to 
recoup anything possible from the opinion delivered by Assistant Attorney 
General Van Devanter. To that end, the Godfroy and Bundy (Slocum 
descendants) subgroups continued to request relief from taxation and press 
for the restitution of taxes already paid. In May 1901, following a "meeting 
of counsil [sic] as Miami Indians of Indiana," Gabriel Godfroy, his brother, 
William, and William Peconga of the Meshingomesia subgroup wrote the 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs for a further opinion as to whether the Miami 
"are in trib~l [sic] relation, or citizen" (Godfroy, Godfroy and Peconga 
1901). The Commissioner referred the matter·to the Secretary of the Interior 
who requested a clarification of Van Devanter's 1897 opinion. Van Devanter, . 
still the assistant attorney general for the Department of the Interior, 
reiterated his opinion that the act of 1872 which partitioned the 
Meshingomesia band's reservation made its members citizens in 1881 and thai~ 
the "Indians of this tribe who received parcels of land in their individual 
right and ca~acity" became citizens under the Allotment Act of 1887 (Van 
Devanter 1901; Hitchcock 1901). In November of that year the Appellate Court 
of Indiana, f01llowing Van Devanter's reasoning, ruled in Board' ·.of 
Commissioners of Miami County et ale V. Godfroy that Gabriel Godfroy had 
voluntarily "adopted the habits of civilized life"; as "he can not be both an 
Indian properly so-called and a citizen," he must be considered a citizen 
according the tbe Allotment Act of 1887, and, therefore, his lands were 
taxable (IndiaI.a 1.901,617). 

Correspondence tel the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in this period indicates 
that some sort of formal tribal organization existed which continued to press 
the taxation issiue. The petitioner claims that this organization was known 
as the "Head~~arters of the Miami Indians of Indiana," and that it emerged 
from the COUIlCil that had appointed Camillus Bundy its attorney in 1896 
(MNISI 19841t, U5-35). No papers of a "Headquarters" organization are known 
to exist (~::I 1984b, 135), and, more significantly, no documentation exists 
indicating thllt anyone involved with the organization called it by that 
name. The lletition bases its discussion of the "Headquarters" organization 
on the lettel'hecLd of various pieces of correspondence between the group and 
officials in Wafihington between 1902 and 1905 (MNISI 1984b, 135; 1984a, 
38-39) • 

There may be a simpler explanation for the "Headquarters" designation. In 
March 1902, two attorneys from Chicago wrote to the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs requeliting another attorney general's opinion on whether the Miami 
were United !ltates citizens or not (Stark and Denison 1902). The letterhead 
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stationery. upon which this letter was written was that of the "Legal 
Department" of the "Tribe of Miami Indians," and the attorneys wrote that 
they had been "retained by the Tribe of Miami Indians of Indiana" (Stark and 
Denison 1902). -On the letterhead, George Godfroy is designated chief and 
Ross Bundy secretary of the tribe, and the letterhead also states that 
"Tribal Headquarters" were at Marion and Peru (Stark and Denison 1902). 

The letterhead stationery of the "Headquarters of the Miami Indians" from the 
same year also lists George Godfroy as chief and Ross Bundy as secretary, and 
it adds William H. Bundy as treasurer (We Bundy 1902). It is more likely 
that this letterhead reflects correspondence written from Marion or Peru, the 
location of the headquarters of whatever organization existed, rather than 
refecting the name of the organization. 

There is no direct documentary link between the organization that existed in 
1902 and the council that had appointed Camillus Bundy its attorney six years 
earlier which would indicate that the organization's formal existence had 
begun in 1896. In addition to the three officers, the Headquarters 
letterhead lists Camillus Bundy, John Bundy, Robert Winters, George Bundy, 
William Pecenga, and Peter Godfroy as "Councilmen," indicating that the 
organization included the major leaders of all the Indiana Miami subgroups. 
Most of the people named on the letterhead had also been involved in 
appointing Camillus Bundy the attorney and spokesman for the Miami-in 
litigation in 1896. George W. Bundy, listed as "Guard" on the Headquarters 
letterhead, had, identified himself as "chief of the Miami Indians of Indiana" 
in 1898 in ce,rrespondence relating to Indiana Miami claims to western Mi~ 
lands (G. fund.y 1898). In a letter written to the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs on this letterhead in June 1902, William Bundy requested a 
compilation of Indian treaties. In an accompanying letter of April 1902 (not 
on the same letterhead), William Bundy indicated that this legal material was 
needed for "tbe Miami Indian defence" in order "to get my people on their 
feet again." He stated that the Miami "have organization Miami Indians Band 
of tribe aI,d we have been for som [sic] time ago" and that he was "man look 
after all my own people affairs's and business matter" (We Bundy 1902). 

Despite his de!feat in the Indiana Appellate Court in 1901, Gabriel Godfroy 
continued tel tight for tax exemption. He brought suit in circuit court in 
1905. Thi! time, court ruled that the land was to be exempt from taxes for 
ten years, or until January 1, 1915, after which it was subject to taxation 
(MNISI 1984b, UO) 

Relief fro. State taxation was not the only concern of the Indiana Miami in 
the years: ~~ftE!r Van Devanter' s oplnlon. Many Miami children, including some 
who later heeaLme leaders of the group, had attended Carlisle and Haskell 
Indian schoclls. In 1898 it was rumored that the Miami children who were 
attending Bi~kell Institute in Lawrence, Kansas, might be forced to leave 
school. Although at that time the Commissioner of Indian Affairs granted the 
Miami youth the right to attend Baskell, in 1901 a new Commissioner 
determined that: as "the government has severed its conn,ections with the Miami 
Indians in Indiana" it would be disadvantageous to them "to take a backward 
step" and kE!ep their children in Indian schools. Instead, the Miami children 
were to use the Indiana public schools (Jones 1901). 
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Another concern the Miami were dealing with on a tribal basis during this 
period was their attempt to recover interest on the more than $48,000.00 that 
had been paid to recompense the Indiana Miami for annuities wrongfully paid 
to the persons added to the Miami payroll in 1858 and 1862. Legislation was 
introduced in Congress several times between 1902 and 1921, but without 
success. Attempts in 1910 and 1921 to give the Court of Claims jurisdiction 
over the issue failed (MNISI 1984b, 143-45; u.s. Congress 1902; u.s. Congress 
1910; Hauke 1911). In 1911, the Secretary of the Interior prepared a lengthy 
report on the matter for the House Committee on Indian Affairs, indicating it 
was up to Congress to decide the merits of the Indians' case. In this 
report, the Secretary characterized the treaty of 1854 as having been signed 
by "the Mia~i tribe of Indians (including those who emigrated west and those 
who remained in the State of Indiana)," and referred to the western and 
Indiana Miami as continuing to constitute "both branches of the Miami 
Indians" (Ballinger 1911a). A similar report was prepared for the Senate 
(Ballinger 1911b). 

The Indiana Miami were undergoing another shift in leadership at this time. 
Gabriel Godfroy died in 1910, at the age of 76. One local newspaper 
characterized him as "the last chief" of the Miami Indians (Anonymous 1910a); 
another noted that Godfroy "was the most conspicuous Miami Indian since the 
death of the last chief Meshingomesia," and that "we call him chief because 
he was so acknowledged by common consent among both whites and the remnant of 
the tribe" (Anonymous 1910b). William Peconga, grandson of Meshingomesia,_ 
died in 1916, also in his 70's (MNISI 1984b, 135). 

In November 1916, 24 Indiana Miami signed an agreement authorizing 
Charles Z. Bondy to act as their "agent and attorney-in-fact" in an attempt 
to recover money or land that had been wrongfully taken from the tribe (Mayer 
et ale 1916). It was similar to the 1897 agreement and authorization that 
had appointed his father, Camillus Bundy, the Miami's attorney. There was a 
difference, however. The 1897 agreement and power of attorney had been 
authorized by "a special council meeting of said tribe," and it was signed by 
the committee appointed by the council to appoint Bundy (P. Bundy et al. 
1897). The 1916 agreement was made and signed by "Indians of the whole or 
part blood belonging to or formerly members of the Miami Tribe of Indians" 
(Mayer et ale 1916). Only two of the Miami who signed the 1916 document had 
signed the 1897 agreement, although the signers in 1916 were descendants of 
all the major Indiana Miami subgroups Slocum (Bundy), Meshingomesia 
(Peconga), Godfroy and Richardville/LaFontaine. 

Not all the ID.diana Miami were happy with this effort. George Godfroy and 
Ross Bundy, who had been respectively chief and secretary of the Miami 
organization at the beginning of the century, were still in office and were 
opposed to tbe contract made with Charles Z. Bondy. Ross Bundy, as spokesman 
for the chief, wrote to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs that Bondy had 
"secured this contract illeagle [sic]. The chief who is Geo. Godfrey or the 
business commi tte'e never saw the contract" (R. Bundy 1917). 

Three years later, Ross Bundy (R. Bundy 1920) informed the Commissioner that 
the tribe's geD,eral council had appointed a "business committee of the Miami 
Tribe of Indian.s of Indiana" which was the only body authorized to deal with 
the Government in relation to the tribe's affairs (Bundy 1920). This was 
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being brought to the Commissioner's attention because "we have members in our 
tribe, that are not competent people to deal with, furthermore no doubt, your 
office will be flooded with letters from some of these people" (Bundy 1920). 
The business committee, consisting of Chief George Godfroy, John Bundy, Joe 
Mongosa, Peter Bruell, and Willis Peconga, represented the Godfroy, Slocum. 
and Meshingomesia subgroups of the tribe. Two members of the committee -
Mongosa and Bruell had signed the 1916 agreement with C.Z. Bondy, and 
their presence on the new business committee may have been a sign of their 
dissatisfaction with Bondy's activities. 

There was indeed, as Ross Bundy had warned, a flood of letters from the 
Indiana Miami to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in the 1920's and 
1930's. This correspondence complicates the issue of Miami leadership in 
this period. Some of the letters were from individuals complaining about 
various issues, others from family leaders, and others from individuals 
representing a broader constituency. (see MNISI, 1984a, 41-47). This seeming 
fragmentation into pockets of activity may have partly been a function of the 
dispersal of many Indiana Miami families to the towns of northern Indiana or 
to the Vest as their land base continued to erode. It was also a function of 
split into factions along band/family lines as the various subgroups 
emphasized the the historical roots of their different legal statuses as they 
perceived thelli. 

As examples of this diversification, Clarence Godfroy, a grandson of Gabriel
Godfroy, began writing to the Bureau of Indian Affairs requesting tax 
exemptions fer the treaty grant land still held by his family (MNISI 1984~,-
148-49; 1984a, 41-42). During this period Clarence and his brother, 
Lawrence, wrete primarily on behalf of their uncle, Francis Godfroy, who was 
then chief ef the "Francis Godfroy Band of Miami Indians" after the death of 
George Godfrey in 1929 (C. Godfroy 1932l.Francis himself also wrote to the 
President, members of Congress, and the Bureau of Indian affairs trying to 
explain the difference between the Meshingomesia Miami, who had been granted 
citizenship in 1881, and the "individual" Miami like the Godfroys, who had 
not been made citizens and were, therefore, wards of the Government entitled 
to tax relief and their other treaty rights (F. Godfroy 1929; F. Godfroy 
1933; L. God frely 1935; C. Godfroy 1936). In a letter to the Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs in 1935, Lawrence Godfroy enclosed an article from a local 
newspaper which described. the individual Miamis as continuing to maintain 
"tribal relatioD.s with the Miami nation," and "not citizens, not voters and 
not subject tel ta.xation" (Godfroy and Bruell 1935). 

In September 19123, Camillus Bundy called a meeting of a "council" to begin 
work fightiJlii: foreclosure on his farm mortgage (MNISI 1984b, 147-48; MNISI 
1984a 42-43). Soon after, Clarence Godfroy wrote the Secretary of the 
Interior that Camillus Bundy's council did not represent all the Miami, and 
certainly not the Godfroys (C. Godfroy 1924a; C. Godfroy 1924b). Instead, 
this council waLS composed primarily of descendants of Ozahshinqua, Frances 
Slocum's dau~~ter. In a case heard before the Wabash Circuit Court, Camillus 
Bundy was c."llE!d "chief of said branch of said tribe for at least thirty 
years last pC.st'" (Indiana 1925, 1). Although he lost the case, Bundy and his 
daughter continued to press for tax exemptions for the Miami who descended 
from the indvidual treaty reservees (C. Bundy, 1925). In this effort he 
enlisted the aid of his son, Charles Z. Bondy.; eventually they claimed they 
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represented the "Miami Tribe of Indians of Indiana," and Camillus called 
himself "Chief of the Tribe" (Bundy, Brady and Bondy 1927). Newspaper 
articles from 1934 seem to give some support to the continued existence of 
this faction within the Indiana Miami, as it was noted that "fifty 
descendants of the once powerful tribe of Miami Indians" had "assembled in a 
conclave" to discuss treaty rights and monetary claims. Although it was 
noted that the Miami "nation is governed by a chief who is elected •... no 
chief has been elected for some time," and the meeting was presided over by 
Charles Z. Bondy, "son of Camillus Bondy of Wabash and last survivng chief of 
the Miami tribe" (Anonymous 1934a; 1934b). A year later, Camillus Bundy was 
dead, and his son, C.Z. Bondy, succeeded to his father's claim of leadership 
as well as tc the land claims work his father had left unfinished (Anonymous 
1935) . 

In 1922, Elijah Shapp and other Meshingomesia Miami began more than a decade 
of correspondence, with the Bureau regarding land rights, tax exemption, the 
hope of recelv1Dlg interest on the money wrongfully paid to the 73 added to 
the 1854 list, the constitutionality of the 1872 legislation partitioning the 
Meshingomesia Res:erve and the right of Miami children to attend Federal 
Indian schools (Shapp 1830a; 1830b; 1932; 1933; M. Bundy 1934; KNISI 1984a, 
42-48; 1984b, 136). Shapp was a descendant of Meshingomesia's brother, and 
in the early 1930's was a member of an organization called "the Miami Indians 
of Indiana." In 1930 this organization held "council" or "business" meetings 
at which paYllients were allocated to C.Z. Bondy "to represent the Miami
Indians" in Wc.shington (Miami Indians 1930: 1931). Meanwhile, William Bundy,. 
a Meshingomesia Miami who was treasurer of the Miami organization that had
existed at lE!ast as early as 1902, wrote to the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs regarc.ingr land and treaty rights the Miami had been deprived of as 
well as reguding the loss of his own land (MNISI 1984a, 41-43). William 
Bundy and ott~rs were also·toncerned with the protection of the church and 
cemetery on the forner Meshingomesia Reserve (W. Bundy 1920: Winters 1922). 
At the same tiDle Ross Bundy, a Slocum descendant, continued writing to the 
Commissioner as representative of the Miami council regarding broader issues, 
such as legi~ilation for the payment of interest on the money that had been 
paid to the IudicLna Miami to recompense them for annuities wrongfully paid to 
the persons ClddEld to the Miami payroll in 1858 and 1862 (MNISI 1984a, 41-43, 
46; 1984b, 1361. 

The answers these various Miami subgroups received from Washington were 
strikingly siuilcLr. Basing their responses on Van Devanter's 1897 opinion, 
BIA and Department of the Interior officials wrote that "the affairs of these 
Indians, both t]~ibal and individual, have all been definitely closed out 
years ago, b~r treaties, Acts of Congress, and administrative action in 
accordance thllre,fi th: and there is nothing further we can do for them under 
existing law" (Collier 1933). In regard to the Meshingomesia Miami, the 
Bureau wrote th'lt since the partition of their reservation in 1873 and their 
assumption of citizenship in 1881 "this Office has not attempted to exercise 
any manner 0·: jurisdiction over these Indians" (Burke 1922), and as their 
land was undl!r State jurisdiction "it appears that all the affairs of the 
Miami Indians o:E Indiana have been wound up" (Scattergood 1930). The Bureau 
wrote to F:~ands. Clarence and Lawrence Godfroy that the Government 
considered th,! individual reservees' land "under the sole jurisdiction of the 
State of Indian,! and subject to taxation" (Stewart 1935: Rhoads 1930), and 
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that "all the treaty obligations of the United States to the Miami Indians 
have been 1ully discharged" (Stewart 1935). Government officials wrote to 
Camillus Bur.dy, 1927 stating that "you have been advised at various times 
since early in June, 19~3, ... that you have no valid claim or claims against 
the Government .... You have less of Indian than of white blood, your lifetime 
has been s~·ent in a white community, you have had control of your own 
property, ard for many years have been citizens of the United States" (Burke 
1927) . 

Although pUIsui.t of different issues seemed to deepen the divisions between 
the Indiana Miami subgroups, there were other activities which drew them 
closer together in maintaining their identity as Miami in relating to the 
surrounding non-Indian community. In 1903, the Miami started an annual 
"tribal reution." Newspaper articles described the 1925 gathering of "200 
descendants of a once powerful nation." The reunion consisted of a dinner, 
speeches by invited guests, "a war dance" and awards for athletic events and 
for the "oldest man" and "oldest woman" present (Anonymous 1925b). Early in 
the day, at "a business session or 'council'" presided over by Geo.rge 
Godfroy, "head of the tribe," the tribe held an election at which time "the 
same officeIs were reelected." Other than George Godfroy, the officers were 
not named, although Ross Bondy, secretary of the Miami organization in 1902, 
was noted as present at the event (Anonymous 1925b). At this business 
meeting alse, "policies and other important matters arising will be decided" 
(Anonymous 1925a). From the names of the families listed as attending the 
reunion, the majority seem to have been Godfroy descendants, but there were 
representatives from the Meshingomesia, Slocum and Richardville/LaFonta~p~ 
subgroups as well (Anonymous 1925b). 

In addition to the annual reunion, the Miami organized the Ma-con-a-quah 
(sometimes spelled Muk-kons-kwa) Company in the late 1920's to perform 
"pageants" (Anonymous 1927; 1933). Dressed in Indian costumes, the members 
of this group performed in various places -- primarily Miami sites such as 
the Slocum Cemetery -- in northern Indiana. Not only a means of preserving 
and telling outsiders stories of the "OLD INDIAN LIFE" (Anonymous 1927), 
these performances had a secondary function of raising funds for the group's 
attempts to regain lost treaty rights (MNISI 1989b, 1:34). The membership of 
this performing group, which was active between 1925 and 1937, seems to have 
been primarily members of the Godfroy and Slocum families (Ma-con-a-quah was 
Frances Slocum's Miami name), although others were involved as well; tribal 
leaders such as Clarence Godfroy, Myrtle Moyer and Ross Bundy were actively 
involved with this group (Anonymous 1927). Tribal leaders also participated 
in local parades and similar events, as Gabriel Godfroy had done in a "Red 
Men's festival" (Anonymous 1910b) and as his son, who succeeded him as chief 
of the Godfroy Miami, participated "in the various pageants in this city 
[Peru], portraying the early history of the tribe" (Anonymous 1938). 

Formalized Boundaries, 1937-1944 

By the 
formal 
1937, 

late 1930's, differences in issues and approaches developed into more 
boundaries between the different Indiana Miami subgroups. On June 2, 

Meshingomesia band descendant Elijah Marks's organization, which had 
working with C.z. Bondy under the name "Miami Indians" in 1930 and 1931, been 
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signed a pow~!r of attorney to allow Nettie B. White to act as the group's 
attorney in ':heir land and monetary claims against the Government (Marks. et 
al. 1937a). A ye~r earlier. White had agreed to act as attorney for members 
of the Bundy group in their attempt to evict a "squatter" from the Frances 
Slocum cemeter~r (J1NISI 1984b. 170). 

Soon after re'~eiving her power of attorney. White met with D'Arcy McNickle of 
the BIA on lnatters relating to both the Meshingomesia and Bundy groups. 
McNickle, wh,) thought that the two bands (Meshingomesia and Bundy 
descendants) of 400-500 Indiana Miami "still retain some Indian 
characteristic:;" (Westwood 1937). requested a report on their status. 
Charlotte We:;twood, an assistant solicitor for the Department of the 
Interior, replied by reiterating Van Devanter's 1897 conclusion that the 
Indiana Miami "were no longer recognized as having a tribal capacity and that 
they were no l,:)nger under the guardianship of the United States." Van 
Devanter's opinion was "sufficient to show that these Indians cannot now be 
recognized as a band or a tribe and that as individuals they cannot be 
considered me:nbers of any tribe." They would have to obtain any relief they 
might be eltitled to as a half-blood community under the Indian 
Reorganization Act (Westwood 1937). 

John Herrick, Assistant to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, wrote to White 
in August, explaining that he had concluded "that the Miami Indians have long 
since terminated their tribal status and are therefore not entitled to any 
assistance which this Office might furnish them," although "individual 
members of the group may be enrolled as persons of one-half or more degree of 
Indian blood" in order to receive benefits under the IRA (Herrick 1937). 

By the time:)f the BIA's reply, however, the Miami were moving rapidly ahead 
with organ1z1ng themselves, primarily because someone in Washington had told 
them they "needed to incorporate the Miami Indians of Indiana" in order to 
make any headway in the capital (Evans 1937; MI/MNI 1937-42, 10/31/37). On 
July 7, Elijah Marks's group met to hear White's report of her trip to 
Washington and to discuss plans to clean up and provide security for the 
Meshingomesia and Slocum cemeteries. An organizational meeting was scheduled 
for July 18 "to organize and get papers ready for charter" (MI/MNI 1937-42). 

At the July 18 meeting, a new council and the tribe in general approved the 
by-laws of a new organization, the "Miami Nation of Indians of Indiana" 
(incorporated in September as the "Miami Nation of Indians of the State of 
Indiana, Inc." following a name change approved at an August 9 meeting). The 
by-laws listed Elijah Marks as Chief, Oatis Marks as Vice Chief, David Bondy 
as Secretary, Tommie Lee as Treasurer, and 12 other Meshingomesia band 
descendants as "Counciling Chiefs" (Marks et al., 1937a; MI/MNI 1937-42, 
7/18/37) . The purposes of the group, as set forth in its articles of 
incorporation were "to fraternize the Band of Miami Indians of the State of 
Indiana; to continue and carryon the tribal customs .•. ; to advance the 
mental, social and moral well being of said tribe; to promote the mutual 
protection of our membership; to improve our general welfare, and to love, 
honor and otey the laws of the United States and of the State of Indiana" 
(Marks et al. 1937b). 
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Throughout the rest of the summer and fall of 1937 and into 1938 the new 
organization was occupied with getting its business in order, meeting 
sometimes threE! or four times a month. It appointed Mrs. Whlte its agent to 
Washington, solidified its council, amd consulted with attorneys (MI!MNI 
1937-42, 7/18/37, 8/9/37, 8/22/37, 10/10/37, 10/31/37). The organization 
also concel'ned itself with issues such as opposition to "the public 
exhibition (If sacret [sic] Indian Bones by white men for personal profit" 
(MI/MNI 193~'-42, 11/7/37), the protection of cemeteries (MI/MNI 1937-42, 
1/12/41, 2/~1/41, 10/12/41), providing Miami children with Miami names (MI/MNI 
1937-42, 1/1~,/39) and participation in or support of pageants. 

The Miami N~ltion wanted "all Indians of the Miami Indians .. , to join the new 
organization." It elected Ross Bundy, who had worked closely with George 
Godfroy's ol'ganization since the early years of the century to its council, 
and even iIlvited William Godfroy to address the council on tax exemption and 
hunting rights., Still, the new Miami Nation was at first unsuccessful in 
attracting the Godfroys (MI/MNI 1937-42, 10/10/37, 10/31/37, 11/7/37, 
11/14/37). In fact, the Godfroys were as dissatisfied with Elijah Marks's 
organization presuming to speak for all Indiana Miami as they had been with 
Camillus Buudy's activities in 1923. Clarence Godfroy wrote to the Secretary 
of the IntE!rior that "Elijah Marks, who claims he is chief of the MIAMI 
INDIAN Nation here in Indiana," in reality only represented "his immediate 
family." ~~e Godfroys "will not recognize him as chief, we have our own 
chief." A formal remonstrance against any activities Mrs. White might 
undertake :.n Washington, signed by 31 Godfroy descendants who called 
themselves "meDlbers of the Individual MIAMI INDIANS in Indiana," accompanied 
Godfroy's IHttE~r to the Secretary (C. Godfroy et al. 1937; F. Godfroy et n. 
1937). C.,:. Bondy also wrote a protest against the Marks organization 
(MI/MNI 193"-4~~, 2/12/39). In 1938, when the Godfroys' chief, Francis 
Godfroy, diHd, it was noted that his death would necessitate "the election of 
a . tribal l~!ader.... The Godfroy family ... assert there is no connection 
with the tl:ibe from Grant and Wabash counties which incorporated last year" 
(Anonymous 1~'38)'. 

Marks's gro1lp countered Godfroy opposition by writing President Roosevelt 
that "the <mce powerful nation of Miami Indians of Indiana last on record as 
under the :.eadershp of Chief Me-shing-go-mesia are organized' under the 
leadership of the newly chosen Chief, Elijah Marks" (Marks and Bondy 1937). 
Their attorney informed Commissioner of Indian Affairs John Collier that 
"this Godfroy Bu[n]ch are sti1l the trouble makers they have always been in 
this tribe" :Evans 1937) 

Mrs. White met with BIA officials and congressmen in Washington early in 
1938. D'Al:cy McNickle noted that the newly formed Miami corporation should 
be considerl!d "entirely a private matter" by the Government, as Mrs. White 
evidently had "some idea in mind that by recognition of their- corporation on 
the part 0': the Indian Office the Miami Indians will secure special 
consideratioll of some sort." The BIA's position was still "that these 
Indians -- ':his group -- had no basis for claiming Federal recognition, since 
they had 10llg ago accepted compensation from the United Staes in exchange for 
which they gave up all tribal rights and accepted citizenship" (McNickle 
1938). The Bllreau informed the interested parties that of the two "classes" 
of Indiana Miami "the treaty reserve class has never had a tribal 
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organization since the removal of the Miami Indians to Kansas," while members 
of the MeshJ.ngomesia band "have had no tribal organization recognized by the 
Congress or the United States Government since 1881," when they were made 
Cltlzens (ZiDlmerma-n 1938a). The attorney appointed by the Miami was informed 
that only cC1ngressional legislation could "change their relations with the 
United State~;" (Zimmerman 1938b). This attitude on the part of the Bl1reau 
may not have been getting back to the Miami Nation of Indians, as Mrs. 1Jhite 
reported to the group's council from Washington that "she had a very 
satisfactory talk with the head land man. He intimated that the organization 
was the onl~' one who would get any place with the government" (MI/MNI 
1937-42, 1/23/38). 

Still, Mrs. 1Jhite and the Miami's attorney had some success in gaining 
congressional support. In 1928 a bill had been introduced in Congress to 
give the COUI:t of Claims jurisdiction to adjudicate claims of "the members of 
the Miami Tl:ibe in the State of Indiana" (U.S. Congress 1928), but the bill 
got nowhere. In 1938 companion bills were introduced in the House and Senate 
for the sam'! purpose, but specifically stated that the Court of Claims was 
authorized tC) adjudicate claims of the Miami Nation of Indians of Indiana 
organization (U .. S. Congress 1938a; U.S. Congress 1938b). The bills failed to 
pass. 

Meanwhile, d:Lsslmtion seems to have emerged within the Miami Nation of 
Indians. III April 1938, the council recalled Mrs. White from her advocacy 
position in Washington, although she continued to be active in the various 
attempts to get legislation passed over the next two years (MI/MNI 1937-42~ 
4/3/38, 4/17,'38) and was considered the group's "Agent ... to do any thi~~ 
that would ])e best for the Tribe" (MI/MNI 1937-42, 4/2/39). A month later, 
Ross Bundy ::esigned not only from the council, but "from the Tribe" itself. 
Mildred Bund~" the council's assistant secretary, 24 other individuals and 2 
families alsl) signed a letter indicating that "they wish no longer to be a 
member of the Miami Nation Of Indians Inc. of Indiana" (MI/MNI 1937-42, 
5/1/38) . 

New legislation, identical in language to the bills which failed in the 75th 
Congress, w~; introduced in 1939. Following House hearings in April 1939, 
the bill wa:s amended so as not to refer to claims of ·the "Miami Nation of 
Indians of I:ldiana," but to "all claims which the Miami Tribe of Indians, the 
Miami Indian:s, residents of the State of Indiana may have against the United 
States," the:-eby including claims of the Western Miami (U.S. Congress 
1940b) . Th,= House hearings also indicate that the Miami's primary claim 
against the 'Jov,ernment at this time was for the relinquishment of the tribe's 
permanent annlity of $25,000 (U.S. Congress 1939a). 

Before new learings were held on the amended bill (U.S. Congress 1939b), the 
Miami requested that the BIA assist them in contracting with an attorney. 
This request, signed by Elijah Marks and others involved in the Miami Nation 
of Indians, was made in the name of "the Miami tribe of Indians and the 
Miamis resident of the state of Indiana" (Marks et al. 1939), probably to 
conform more closely with the language in the amended bill. The organization 
was at this time also attempting "to have any and all Indians that were 
really Miami Indians to come into the Tribe'; (MI/MNI 1937-42, 4/23/39). 
Commissioner Collier replied with instructions on how to go about selecting 
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an attorney, and suggested that the Bureau would submit the name of the 
attorney sElected by the Indiana Miami to the western Miami so that "a single 
contract can be. executed in the name of the whole Miami Nation or Tribe, 
resident in Indiana and Oklahoma" (Collier 1939). On June 4, 1939 a "council 
of the eastern Miami Indians" (again, the organization led by Elijah Marks) , 
met and vcted to retain Fred B. ~oodard of ~ashington, D.C. and ~illiam L. 
Naftzger of Kokomo, Indiana, as their attorneys in any case brought before 
the Court of Claims (MI/MNI 1939). In January 1940, the tribal committee of 
the western Miami agreed to accept the same attorneys used by the Indiana 
Miami (Andrews 1940; Daiker 1940). 

At the resumed House Subcommittee on Indian Affairs hearings on the Miami 
jurisdictional bill in March 1940, the Miami Nation of Indians' attorney 
faced opposition from Charles Z. Bondy. Bondy, who had worked with Marks's 
group when it was known as :_e "Miami Indian Tribe" in the early 1930's, was 
now calling himself "lineal chief of the Miami Tribe of Indians of Indiana." 
Claiming to represent the rightful descendants of the signers of the 1854 
treaty, Bondy and his attorney characterized the Miami Nation of Indians as 
"a group of people that are part Caucasians ... and (who] have in many 
instances disintegrated" (U.S. Congress 1940a, 42, 44). ~hatever group Bondy 
was representing also introduced legislation in Congress in 1939 to give the 
Court of Claims jurisdiction over Miami claims arising out of the 1854 treaty 
(U.S. Congress 1939c). At the time, C.z. Bondy's half-brother, David, was 
secretary of Marks's organization. 

Although opposed by the Secretary of the Interior, who relied on advice fYom 
the BIA that "these Indians were no longer recognized as having a tribal 
capacity and that they were no longer under the guardianship of the United 
States" (An:my:mous 1941a), the bill was favorably reported out of the House 
Committee (U.S. Congress 1940b). Still, it did not pass (Anonymous 1940d). 

Legislation conferring jurisdiction on the Court of Claims to hear Miami 
claims continued to be introduced in Congress in 1941 (U.S. Congress 1941a) 
on behalf ·)f Charles Z. Bondy, "the lineal descendant of the Miami Indians 
under power o,f attorney handed down from his father, Camilaus [sic] Bondy, 
his immediate predecessor and lineal Indian chief of said Miami Tribe of 
Indians of rndiana, and last in line of descendants of Indian chiefs to Which 
said Charle;; Z. Bondy is the legal, equitable, customary, and lawful Indian 
chief" (U.S. Congress 1941b). It does not seem that the Miami Nation of 
Indians con:inued to have bills introduced as well. They may have been 
satisfied t:lat Bondy's bills covered all Indiana Miami, but they continued to 
retain thei:~ attorney and kept a close watch on Bondy's efforts (MI/MNI 
1937-42, 9/:3/40, 10/20/40, 4/20141, 6/8/41, 12/14/41). Hearings were held on 
the 1941 bil:L (U.S. Congress 1941c), but it also failed to pass. 

In late 194:a, it seems that the push for such legislation was put on hold for 
the duratioll of World War II, as "the Miami Nation of Indians of Indiana or 
the Eastern Miami Indians have nothing in mind but to win this war .•. at all 
cost, and nl)t stop till it is won and in no way to put a block or a hindrance 
in the way of the successful ending of the conflict" (MI/MNI 1937-42, 
11/8/42) . In keeping with this patriotic stance, the Miami Nation formally 
disapproved of C.Z. Bondy's suit to block condemnation of Miami land for the 
construction oj: an airbase near Peru; David Bondy appeared at the U.s. 
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District COUI't in South Bend and announced to reporters that his half-brother 
was an "unpat.riotic fraud" (Anonymous 1942c) t and "that Charley Bundy was not 
Chief and nE'ver was Chief, that the Chief' s name was Chief Elij ah Marks" 
(MI/MNI 1937-(2, 11)8/42; Anonymous 1942a; 1942b). 

The Miami Na.tion of Indians did not push its claims during the war, although 
in 1944 it complained to Commissioner Collier about the sale of 28 acres of 
school, church a,nd cemetery land for back taxes in 1944 (Winters 1944). C.z. 
Bondy, "viewEd as a gadfly by most Miami leaders," continued to operate "on 
the edges of ~1:iami tribal affairs" (MNISI 1989b, 1: 38) during the war. In 
1941, he filed suit against the Indiana Conservation Department for creating 
a State forEst out of land he claimed belonged to the Miami by provision of 
the 1854 trEaty (Anonymous 1941b). In 1944, he reopened tax exemption 
litigation fer land that his father, Camillus Bundy, had lost in 1925 (U.S 
District Court 1944). 

While the Mia.mi Nation of Indians pursued its claims for monetary 
compensation in Congress, the Godfroy branch of the Indiana Miami was 
focussing on another aspect of what they saw as the abrogation of their 
treaty rights. In 1942, Clarence Godfroy, his brother Ira and sister 
Elizabeth Coiner brought suit in Miami County Circuit Court against a white 
couple who had bought land once owned by the Godfroys but which had been sold 
by the county in 1929 for back taxes (Anonymous 1942d). The case was 
transferred to U.s. District Court, which declared in 1943 that the land was 
validly taxed by the State and that the foreclosure and tax sale had been 
legal (Anonymous 1943). The court found that each of the Godfroys, althou[~ 
descended from Miami Indians mentioned in 19th century treaties, "lives in 
among and as white people in the community life, maintains sanitary homes and 
habits in accordance with public health rules and regulations, and exercise 
and enjoy the rights, privileges, pleasures and advancements of white 
citizens (u.s. District Court 1943). Further, the court advanced its view 
about the Indiana Miami as a group: 

After the removal of the Miami tribe from Indiana those 
who remained organized themselves into a symbolic society 
or club intended to perpetuate the ancient traditions of 
their forbears and designated certain of their members as 
chiefs and under-chiefs, medicine men and held social 
meeti:lgs that they designated as pow wows, at which they 
engag,~d in amusements, games and dancing, and certain of 
the ,)lder members gave demonstrations of Indian dances, 
and they had a council composed of five or seven chiefs 
who ,It the call of the designated head chief met to 
discu:.s the problems that were common to Indians, 
espedally in relation to what they termed "encroachment 
of wili tla men on the Indians' rights" , including the 
matte:~ ()f the foreclosure of mortgages and levying of 
taxes on land held by the descendants of Indians. That 
the ,:ouncil was advisory and had no power to enforce its 
conclllsic:>ns, and was not in any way connected with the 
tribe o:E Miami Indians that was removed from the State of 
Indialla. (U.S. District Court 1943) 
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The District Court's action seems to have been the catalyst for the formal 
organization )f the Godfroy branch of the tribe. On July 30, 1943, less than 
two weeks after the Court's decision, "Chief Sylvester Godfroy" wrote the 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs requesting "Literature on the Indian 
Reorganization Act, and on how we Miami Indians of Indiana can become 
members" (I. ~odfroy 1943). Assistant Commissioner Yilliam Zimmerman replied 
that "the historical facts of the relationships between the Miami Tribe and 
the federal ~overnment and the legal and administrative decisions based 
thereon indicate that it is not possible for the Indian Reorganization Act to 
be applied to the Miami Indians of Indiana." Zimmerman cited once again Van 
Devanter's 1897 opinion, which Zimmerman felt "indicates rather plainly that 
the Miami Indians in Indiana can not now be recognized as a band or a tribe, 
and that as individuals they can not be considered members of any tribe. it 
is obvious that the Act of 1881 [paying them the principal sum due under the 
1854 treaty] was intended to dissolve tribal relationship and to relieve the 
United States of any further responsibility" (Zimmerman 1943a). 

The Godfroys enlisted the aid of Frank Tom-Pee-Saw of the League of American 
Indians in Kansas in trying to get the court's decision appealed (Tom-Fee-Saw 
1943a, 1943b, 1943c). Rebuffed by the U.S. District Attorney at Fort Yayne, 
Tom-Pee-Saw solicited help from the Secretary and Commissioner to "have the 
Case Brought to trial on the Basis of actual fact in the U.S. Circuit Court 
of Appeals" (Tom-Pee-Saw 1943d, 1943e, 1943f). In his reply declining 
Federal assistance for an appeal, Assistant Commissioner Zimmerman referred 
to Van Devanter's 1897 op1n10n, as he had in writing to Ira Godfroy just a 
few days earlier (Zimmerman 1943b). 

On March 6, 1944 a "Special Council" met in Peru "for the purpose of 
organ1z1ng the Francis Godfroy Band of Miami Indians," the same name the 
Godfroy descendants had used to describe their branch of the tribe in 
correspondence with the BIA in the 1930's (C. Godfroy 1932). Clarence 
Godfroy was ele'cted chairman, Ira Godfroy vice-chairman and treasurer, and 
Eva Godfroy Bossley secretary. Eight other individuals were chosen as 
councilmen, ~ith Joseph Mongosa designated "head councilman" (GBMI 1944-67, 
3/6/44) . REferences in the early council minutes indicate that this more 
formal orgatiza,tion for' the Godfroy branch received a great deal of 
assistance flom -- and was probably a state-level branch of -- the League of 
American Indjans: which had assisted the Godfroy family in its tax exemption 
suit the previc1us year (GBMI 1944-67,3/6/44,5/8/44,7/2/44,1/5/45, 
11/15/47) . 

THE PURSUIT OF CLAIMS AND TREATY RIGHTS, 1942-47 

Ybile the ME~shingomesia/Bundy and Godfroy /Mongosa Miami were formalizing 
their differE~nt organizations in the late 1930's and early 1940's, Miami from 
both subgroups were involved in attempts to force State and Federal 
recognition ()f their tribal status that were different from land and monetary 
claims individual Miami decided to test Indiana's game laws which 
prevented tri~itional Miami hunting, fishing and trapping activities on the 
upper Yabash (UNISI 1984b, 155-56; Rafert 1982, 157-59). When Pete Mongosa 
was arrested in 1931 for shooting fish, a meeting was held and "descendants 
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of the Miaml tribe made plaos to appeal the case" based on Clarence Godfroy's 
contention that freedom to hunt and fish had been granted by treaty to the 
Miami tribe (Anonymous 1931a). The case against Mongosa was quickly 
dismissed, but "Miami county tribesmen were planning new infractions of the 
fish and game laws in an effort to carry a test case" to determine "whether 
immunity from fish and game laws, purportedly granted them by a government 
treaty, would be recognized in civil and federal courts" (Anonymous 1931b). 

While the Miami were searching for an adequate test case, an Indiana game 
warden wrote to Washington for clarification of treaty-guaranteed hunting and 
fishing rights. Assistant Commissioner J. Henry Scattergood replied that 
although those rights were protected by provisions of many treaties made with 
the Miami between 1795 and 1840, they were protected only while Miami lands 
were still under the control of the Federal Government. As the Miami (he 
referred only to the Meshingomesia band) had become citizens in 1881, he 
"concluded that the Miami Indians now residing in the State of Indiana have 
no more right to take fish with fire arms than has any white citizen in the 
state" (Scattergood 1931). 

The Miami did not bring a test case to court immediately, even when, in 1934, 
two more men were charged with illegal fishing practices (Rafert 1982, 160). 
In 1937 the State of Indiana recodified and extended its game laws, and there 
was a crackdown on violations. Although the Miami Nation of Indians 
discussed the possibility of cooperating with the Godfroy branch of the tribe 
at that time in taking such cases to Federal courts (MNISI 1984b, 157; MI/MN! 
1937-42, 10/31/37), nothing was done until 1938, when Frank Marks was
arrested for keeping a raccoon as a pet in violation of Dtate game laws. 
Marks refused to pay a fine imposed by a Justice of the Peace in Wabash on 
the grounds that he was a Miami Indian and the local court did not have 
jurisdiction; with the backing of "Chief Elijah Marks" and other Miami he 
appealed the case to the U.S. District Court at South Bend (Anonymous 1938b). 

The case was considered such an important test, at least by the State 
(Weesner 1940; Slick 1940), that even Frank Marks's death on April 27, 1940, 
did not stop the court from handing down a decision (Anonymous 1940a). 
District Judge Thomas Slick's decision hinged on "the exact status of the 
Miami Indians residing in Indiana." Judge Slick noted that although the 1840 
treaty stipulating the removal of the Miami "divided the Great Miami Nation 
into two separate branches and tribes, the Western Miamis, who moved to 
Kansas, and the Miamis of Indiana, who remained in Indiana," the members of 
the Meshingomesia band became citizens after the partition of their 
reservation This "definitely severed the relationship of guardian and ward 
between the United States and the Miamis of Indiana" The band and its 
descendants (of whom Marks was one) could, therefore, be restricted by State 
game laws just as other citizens. Slick also noted that" although evidence 
had been submitted "to indicate that the Miami Indians maintain their tribal 
relationship and have monthly council meetings," the fact that they voted 
indicated their acceptance of the obligations and responsbilities of 
citizenship. 

Judge Slick appears to have placed considerable weight on evidence provided 
by the prosecuting attorney, who had written the Department of the Interior 
requesting information as to the Federal Government's recognition of "the 
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present exi;tence of any band, tribe, group or segment of the Miami Indians 
who formerl{ occupied tt:s section of Indiana" (Weesner 1938). The Bureau's 
reply, by l2tter from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, indicated that "the 
Department )f the Interior has disclaimed any further responsibility for this 
tribe asserting "that the Acts of 1872 and 1881 are interpreted by their 
department to dissolve tribal relationship in favor of individual 
citizenship" (U.S. District Court 1940; Armstrong 1938). Not long after the 
decision, a newspaper article stated that the Miami revival of their "old 
tribal cust-)ms and regular pow-wows" had been "an auxiliary to their 
fight" in CO.lrt [Anonymous 1940b). 

Meanwhile, Jther members of the Meshingomesia band descendants, as well as 
members of the Godfroy branch of the Indiana Miami, were also getting 
involved in fighting for hunting and fishing rights. In January 1939, 
brothers Emnett and Lemoine Marks were arrested for illegal fishing in the 
Mississinnewi. It was the county's intention to prosecute them in a 
"friendly" :ourt action "as a test case in the long argument over the rights 
of Indians and their descendants to hunt and fish without regard to game 
laws" (Anon~mous 1939a; 1939b). At the end of that year, Frank Marks (still 
awaiting district court action in his earlier case), William Godfroy and 
Elzie and glmer Bruell were similarly arrested on fishing charges (Anonymous 
1939d) . T~e results of these other cases were the same as that in the case 
of Frank Marks -- the individuals were held to be "jurisdictional" citizens 
who were subject to State law (Anonymous 1940c). 

Successful Claims, 1947-78 

The two major subgroups of the tribe entered the post-war period as deeply 
divided as they had been in the 1930's. Elijah Marks, chief of the 
Meshingomesia/Bundy group's Miami Nation of Indians of Indiana, which had 
been in the forefront of Miami attempts to gain Federal recognition of their 
treaty rights, died in 1948, but his group seems to have already been dormant 
for a number of years (Anonymous 1948; MNISI 1984b, 191-92). The Godfroy 
Miami elected Ira Sylvester ("Ves") Godfroy as their chief in 1945 and 
continued to work intermittantly on land claims matters and hunting and 
fishing rigbts (GBMI 1944-67, 6/11/45, 8/31/45; 11/15/47). But the Godfroys 
were as determined as ever that "the Richardville heirs and heirs of the 
Me-shin-go-me-sia Band were not eligible" to take part in the Godfroys' 
pursuit of claims. 

In 1949, tbe Godfroy organization contracted with attorneys to initiate 
claims before the Indian Claims Commission (MNISI 1984b, 191; GBMI 1944-67, 
7/16/49, 11/49). They called themselves the "Miami Indians of Indiana" to 
distinguish themselves from the "Miami Nation of Indians of Indiana" formed 
by the Meshingomesia Miami in 1937 (Godfroy, Godfroy and Owens 1949). 
Neither the Meshingomesia group nor C.z. Bondy, who reputedly was 
representing himself as "a hereditary Chief of the Miami Indians and head of 
the Meshin-go-me-sia" descendants, was allowed to intervene (MNISI 1984b, 
192; Maloney 1962). 

Claims 
1960's. 

activities were of paramount importance to the Miami in th_e 1950's and 
This is true at least for the Godfroy group, for which council 
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minutes are extant (GBMI 1944-67). Other activities, such as maintenance of 
the Godfroy ce~etery, we~e also discussed (GBMI 1944-67, 9/9/56). In 1953, 
the Godfroy council, after considering inclusion of the Meshingomesia group, 
decided that the -Meshingomesia descendants should "stay in their own group," 
but that thE!ir claims might be allowed under the Godfroys' suit (GBMI 
1944-67, 2/1'~/5J). In 1954, the dockets of the Western Miami, Indiana Miami 
and other tl'ibes involved in claims related to land ceded in central Indiana 
in the 19th cE~ntury were consolidated (MNISI 1984b, 193). Although it had 
been discussHd that the Meshingomesia band members would also be included 
(GBMI 1944-6"r, 6/53), they were not allowed to intervene at this time as the 
Miami of Ok:.ahoma and the Indiana Miami represented by Ira Godfroy were the 
only Miami (:onsidered as "organized entities having the capacity to present 
claims under 1:he Indian Claims commission Act" (14 ICC 513; Maloney 1962). 

In 1956 the ::nd:Lan Claims Commission determined that the Indiana and Oklahoma 
Miami were elltitled to a judgment based on the inadequate purchase price paid 
to the Miam:~ for land ceded in 1818. The Godfroy Miami met with Miami from 
other subgrollps in January 1957 in a "secret tribal council to vote to accept 
the offered award" (Anonymous 1957; GBMI 1944-67, 6/6/57, 3/57). There were 
difficulties in accepting the vote because of internal fighting (Anonymous 
1957), and ])ecause IraGodfroy would not accept the votes of Miami from other 
subgroups (GHMI 1944-67, 1/6/57). After an appeal of the award, the Indian 
Claims Commi:;si(m final1y made a joint award to the Oklahoma and Indiana 
Miami as cOllpensation for land ceded by the entire Miami tribe, as well as a 
specific awal:d to the Indiana Miami as compensation for their share of 
annuities cOllmuted in the treaty of 1854 (GBMI 1944-67,7/3/60; u.s. Congre.§·~ 
1961, 19; u.s. Congress 1963, 36; U.S. Court of Claims 1960, 214; Anonymous 
1964) . 

At this point in the claims, process, however, the entire organizational 
structure of the various Indiana Miami subgroups was changing. Ira Godfroy 
died in Febl:uary 1961. His brother, Lawrence, who had been elected "head 
councilman" a ]{ear earlier because of Ira's illness, was elected chief to 
succeed him «(iBMI 1944-67, 8/14/60, 2/5/61). 

A month latel~, a group calling itself the "Miami Tribe of Indians" met at the 
Wabash Court House and elected William Francis Hale its chief, "replacing the 
late Ira Godfr()y" (Anonymous 1961a; MTI 1961, 3/5/61). Hale's group was 
immediately chartered as an affiliate of the "Long House League of North 
American Ind:lans" (Hale et al. 1961). This organization was presumably a 
successor to the "League of American Indians" of the 1940's, because Frank 
Tom-Pee-Saw 'Ind H.L. LaHurreau, both men connected with the League of 
American Ind:Lans who had assisted the Godfroy branch of the Indiana Miami 
after 1944 (GB11I 1944-67, 5/8/44, 1/5/45) also assisted Hale's group in 
holding its f:Lrst election (MTI 1961, 3/5/61, 4/9/61). 

Although pr~narily composed of Meshingomesia descendants, Hale's initial 
council broadly represented al1 the major Miami families: Hale was a 
descendant o:~ one of Meshingomesia's brothers and had served on the council 
of Elijah M.irks's Miami Nation of Indians. First Vice-Chariman Andrew Marks 
was the son o:E Elijah Marks. Everett Marks, Robert Marks and Curtis 
Shoemaker we~e grandsons of Elijah Marks. john Owens, a Richardville 
descendant, :lad been on the Godfroy council since the 1940's and had been one 
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of the three councilmen authorized to neggotiate a contract with the claims 
attorneys in 1949 (Godfroy, Godfroy and Owens 1949). Pete Mongosa and 
Everett Marks had been involved in game law cases in the late 1930's. 
Clarence Godfroy was the brother of Ira Godfroy and a former chairman and 
councilman Jf the Godfroy organization (Anonymous 1961a). Whether all those 
mentioned 1Q the newspaper article considered themselves part of Hale's 
council is problematic. The group's minutes indicate that Clarence Godfroy, 
John Owens and Pete Mongosa left the Hale council a month after it was 
formed, having never attended any of its meetings (MTI 1961, 4/30/61). An 
article which appeared soon after Hale's election noted that "another group 
met in neig~boring Peru and elected Lawrence Godfroy" to succeed his brother, 
Ira, and that "the Miami Indians of Indiana are warring among themselves over 
who is the rightful chief of the tribe" (Anonymous 1961b). 

This "warfare" continued for a few years. While Hale's organization sent 
representatives to Washington in 1961 to meet with the claims attorneys and 
called for "all Miami Indians to register ancestory [sic] with the council by 
April 1" in preparation for the tribe's claims payment (Anonymous 1961a; MTI 
1961, 5/22/61), the Godfroys' "Miami Indians of Indiana" met in "a regularly 
called meeting" in May "to consider a question of making a current roll of 
members" and to authorize' L~wrence Godfroy to extend the organization's 
contract with its Washington attorneys (MIl 1961a; MIl 1961b). The 
Department ~f the Interior did its best to avoid interfering with the 
"several factions which are bitterly opposed to one another .... It appeats 
there are at least two 'elected' Chiefs, each of wbom purports to represent 
the Indians." As it was unsure which faction had the proper authority "to 
represent t~e Miami Indians of Indiana," the Department tried to dissuide 
delegations from either faction from coming to Washington to discuss the 
progress of the claims awards (Udall 1961a; Udall 1961b, Udall 1961c). The 
renewed contract was signed by Lawrence Godfroy (who replaced his brother, 
Ira, in the capacity of contract negotiator), William A. Godfroy, John A. 
Owens and eight members of the council. William Godfroy and John Owens had 
been representatives of the Godfroy organzation which had signed the 1949 
contract with its attorneys, and Owens had been named as one of Hale's 
council (Anonym,ous 1961a). 

Still, alth~ugh Hale seemed to make an effort to meet with the Godfroy 
organization in order to "re-unite the Godfroy & Mesh. groups" or at least 
"combine the two councils for business reasons" (MTI 1961, 7/61), there was 
confusion a:ld bitterness over who was in charge. In October 1962, a meeting 
was announced for "all groups of the Miamis" to hear Maloney discuss the 
tribe's claims; it was noted that "William F. Hale of Muncie will be in 
charge of tle l:neeting" (Anonymous 1962a). On November 7, a newspaper article 
discussing the Miami claims noted that "Lawrence Godfroy •.• is acting Miami 
chief" (Anonym,ous 1962b); actually, Lawrence Godfroy had been leader of the 
Godfroy grolp for more than a year, ever since the death of his brother, 
Ira. Maloney himself told the Indian Claims Commission on November 7 that 
"at the present time the bitterest war you ever saw is being fought between 
those two groups [the Meshingomesia branch and the Godfroy branch] down there 
-- and it is not easy to handle" (Maloney 1962). 

Rather than bringing the groups together, the bitter resentment over Hale's 
assumption)f leadershlp deepened the division between the groups. Even 
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members of {ale's own organization discussed asking him to resign (MTI 1961, 
10/15/61) • 

Lawrence GodEroy -and the Indiana Miami associated with him took steps to 
formalize th=ir organization in 1963 by recodifying and amending the by-laws 
of "The Miani Tribe of Indiana, Otherwise known as the Miami Indians of 
Indiana. " :fal,e ' s group was also called the "Miami Tribe of Indiana." The 
membership of the Godfroy organization was composed of "persons whose names 
appear on the Indian rolls of 1887 or 1895, and the children and 
grandchildren of those persons appearing on said rolls." Others "of Miami 
Indian descelt" could attend the organization's meetings but could not vote. 
The tribe was governed by a 13-member council, appointed for life by the 
chief. Of the 13 councilmen who signed the by-laws, 10 were Godfroy 
descendants and 3 were Richardville/Lafontaine descendants who had 
consistently been affiliated with the Godfroy organization (MNISI 1984b 198; 
L. Godfroy et al. 1963). 

A year later, Meshingomesia band descendants who had become dissatisfied. with 
Hale's leadership reorganized the old "Miami Nation of Indians of Indiana, 
Inc.," which had been incorporated in 1937 but had been "placed on stand-by 
status for patriotic reasons" during Vorld Var II. The reactivation was 
considered necessary because "the inheritance of the Miami Tribe and 
descendants of the original members of the incorporation" had been omitted 
from consideration in claims filed by "other groups, organized subsequent to 
the Miami Nation." Those who met to reorganize the Miami Nation hoped that 
"all Miamis who are interested in Tribal welfare above and beyond natu~a~ 
family loyalty" would join them (MI/MNI 1964; MNSI 1984b, 199). It was to be 
some years, however, before the subgroups cooperated completely. 

Francis Shoemaker, a grandson of Elijah Marks, became president of the Miami 
Nation, and Mina A. Brooke, who had been the Tribal Council Secretary of 
Hale's organization, became its secretary-treasurer. According to 
informatiom presented with the Indiana Miami petition, Shoemaker "challenged 
Hale's chieftancy [sic] at a stormy meeting with Hale's council in the 
judge's chambers at the Wabash County Courthouse late in 1964. Shoemaker won 
the confrontation, and walked out acknowledged as chief" (MNISI 1989b, 1:26). 

Hale continued to maintain his position of "chief," at least in regard to his 
family, and acted as a self-authorized cultural representative of the Miami 
to the white communities (MNISI 1989b, 1:27-28; Anonymous 1968; 1971; 1981b; 
Hawes 1982), a function that Clarence Godfroy had also assumed (C. Godfroy 
1961). Sometimes, however, despite being on the "outside" of the primary 
Miami political structure, Hale continued to express more specific claims to 
leadership. In 1969, he was noted as opposing the naming of a state park in 
Muncie for Francis Godfroy primarily, said city officials, "because he 
belongs to a part of the tribe that never got along with the others" 
(Anonymous 1969a). In an article in 1972 it was mentioned that Hale was one 
of three individuals who claimed to be the "only chief" of the Miami, the 
others being L,awrence Godfroy, "who claims to be chief by family birth" and 
Francis Shoemaker, "who claims the position by virtue of his position of 
chairman of the board of the Miami Indians of Indiana" (Goodspeed 1972). 
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Continuing 
before his 
"Chief of 
Department 
chief has 
parties so 
Department 
1969b) . 

to maintain his own, separate, position, Charles Z. Bondy, a year 
death in 1968, named his son, Oliver Z. Bondy, his successor as 

t.he Miami Indian Tribe" (Bondy and Bondy 1969). The Interior 
,'as informed that "since the laws of the tribe so state that the 
t.he right to name his successor, we offer this as evidence to all 
that there may not be any misunderstanding as to who the Interior 

~:hould deal with in regard to any tribe [sic] matters" (Anonymous 
NCI further documentation has been found to determine how seriously 

this claim WclS considered. 

Individual J!iami were still identifying themselves by particular subgroup. 
In 1971, the Miami Nation of Indians of the State of Indiana initiated a 
letter-writing campaign to forestall proposed revisions of the Indiana Miami 
judgment ro:.l (Brooke 1971; Bell 1971; Bevington 1971; Weimer 1971; Easterdan 
1971; Fox :.971; Lauglin 1972), while a newspaper clipping from the same year 
includes a ]lhotograph of a Miami woman holding an identification card for the 
"Miami Indians of Indiana"; the card is signed by Larry Godfroy (Willard 
1971). In 1972, Larry Godfroy signed a letter to President Nixon concerning 
the distributi()n of the Miami judgment award as "chief" of the "Miami Indians 
of Indiana" :L. Godfroy 1972). 

Legislation for the distribution of funds in the initial claims case was 
passed in Oc:tober 1966 (80 Stat. 909), and an enrollment office was opened in 
Marion, Ind:Lana, to enroll the descendants of those on the 1889 Eel River and 
1895 Indian~l Miami rolls who were eligible to share in the claim. When the 
enrollment I~nded in 1967, over 4,000 Indiana Miami and Western Miami were 
declared e:Lig:ible (MNISI 1984b, 200i Anonymous 1967; Melich 196~Y. 
Additional :lwards were made to the Miami in 1968, 1970, and 1979 (U.S. 
Congress 19'72, 6; 96 Stat. 1828; MNISI 1984b, 201). Reports prepared for 
proposed le1lislation to distribute these awards reiterated the position that 
the BIA had taken on the Indiana Miami in the 1930's: these descendants of 
the remnant,i of the Miami tribe who remained in Indiana after removal had not 
been under federal supervision since 1881, "and we have no reason to believe 
that they ,ih01illd be under Federal supervision" (Anonymous 1969c); they were 
"widely sca :te:red" throughout the State of Indiana and had no land and "no 
recognized I)rg:anization" (Anonymous 1970; Loesch 1970; Stevens 1971; Loesch 
1974; Samps,!l 1981): the assistant attorney general for the Department of the 
Interior hali ruled in 1897 "that they no longer had a tribal capacity" (Loesh 
1970; Loesc] 1974; Stevens 1971); and "they have no Federally recognized 
governing b:>dy and in fact have only a loose association formed for the 
prosecution 'If claims against the United States" (Loesch 1970; Stevens 1971). 

There were activities other than claims to keep the Miami occupied in the 
period after '~orld War II. One continuing concern was protection of the 
various Miani cemeteries. Hale's organization discussed the possibility of 
the State :>f Indiana caring for the Meshingomesia Cemetery in 1961, and 
members of the group cleaned and restored portions of the burial ground after 
vandals broke some of the grave markers (MTI, 1961, 7/61; Anonymous 1961b; 
1961c). Other Miami groups were involved in seeking National Historic 
Landmark status for the Godfroy cemetery (Udall 1967; Anonymous 1980) and in 
the relocation of the Slocum cemetery and some smaller Miami cemeteries in 
advance of the flooding of the Mississinewa River due to dam construction in 
the 1960's (MNISI 1984b, 201-2; Anonymous 1961c; Vogel 1980, 22). 
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Another 
Godfroy 
1984b, 

maj elr 
family 

203-() . 
suit in U.~:. 

inherited hom 
exempt becal:se 
Indians, sir,ce 
Godfroy, in the 

concern in the 1970's was the final push of members of the 
to clarify the tax exempt status of the treaty grants (MNISI 
In 1974, Oliver Godfroy, brother of Ira and Clarence, brought 

District Court at South Bend over acreage he had purchased and 
family members in the 1940's, contending that the land was tax 
it had been continuously held by his family, all of them Miami 
it was set aside for his great-great-grandfather, Francis 

treaty of 1838. 

Oliver GodfIOY had long attempted to maintain his Indian identity and 
maintain aS~lects of what remained of the Miami culture for future generations 
(Vogel 1980, 27; Albert 1972; Anonymous 1977a). He testified before the 
district COl,rt that although he was "forced ... to go out in the world and 
live like c, IIrhite man" he considered himself to be a member of the Miami 
tribe of Ir,diana; the tribe, he said, continued to hold meetings in Wabash 
every year at which affairs relating to the tribe, such as the tax exemption 
case, were discussed (U.S. District Court 1977a, 22-23). 

Attorneys felr Miami County Board of Commissioners, the defendants in the 
case, took Godfroy's testimony to mean that "the Miami Tribe of Indians is 
merely an erganization for presenting claims to the United States Government 
for benefits." They continued to insist that because Godfroy "has lived as a 
White Man unde,r the White Man Laws," and "the only tribal activity he has 
been engaged in is meeting with a Commission for filing claims against the 
United State Government for Indian benefits," Godfroy's land was, therefor~, 

subject to Indiana law regarding taxation "the same as all other citizens-of 
the county" (U.S. District Court 1977b, 7). 

The court ruled that Godfroy's land was indeed tax exempt. Judge Allen Sharp 
held that Godfroy, "who had made every reasonable effort consistent with 
realities of modern society to maintain his status as an Indian was an 
'Indian' as defined in •.. the Northwest Ordinance which exempts Miami Indian 
land from taxation" (U.S. District Court 1977d, 374). Even if the Indiana 
Miami did not constitute a tribe and Godfroy's attorneys had argued, 
citing an Indian Claims Commission opinion of 1964, that they were "at least 
an identifiable group if not a tribe or band" (U.S. District Court 1977c, 5; 
14 ICC 438) -- Godfroy's land was still tax exempt because the immunity from 
taxation guaranteed by the Northwest Ordinance "is not limited to Indian 
Tribes but may, in appropriate cases, apply to individual Indians as well. 
There is no need to show tribal relations" (U.S. District Court 1977d, 377). 

The District Court, in its preliminary ruling in 1975, determined that the 
Indiana Appellate Court's 1901 decision in Board of Commissioners v. Godfroy 
was inconsistent with decisions of the United States Supreme Court. In the 
1901 case, the State court had used arguments advanced by Assistant Attorney 
General Van Devanter to determine that because they had been made citizens by 
the 1887 Allotment Act, Miami descendants could not claim tax exemption as 
Indians. The U.S. District Court cited arguments made in Supreme Court 
Justice Van Devanter's opinions in 1916 (U.S. v. Nice, 241 U.S. 591) and 1931 
(Halbert v. U.S., 283 U.S. 753), which held that ~'the fact that an Indian has 
been granted citizenship is not sufficient to remove from him all rights 
previously granted to him as an Indian" (U.S. District Court 1975). 
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Two days af1:er the District Court made its ruling, Godfroy told reporters 
that the dec:.sion would likely be appealed: "They're going to try to hold it 
up as long as they can. They figure I'll die and the case will drop" 
(Anonymous B77b). Godfroy died two weeks later, but the case was not 
appealed, ancl Miami County returned the taxes Godfroy had paid on his land to 
his estate (Vogel 1980, 19). 

Despite the clivision between the various subgroups, the annual Miami reunions 
continued to bE! held every August in Wabash. Attendance at these reunions 
continued to transcend factional differences. Extant registration books for 
the reunions hE!ld between 1953 and 1981 indicate that Godfroys, Hales, 
Markses, ShoE~akers, Owenses, Mongosas, and Bundys attended these events. 
These reuniolls consisted of picnics, and what were called "business meetings" 
at which ofJ:icers were elected to organize the following year's reunion. 
Issues of tl'ibal concern were discussed only occasionally at the reunions. 
The officers elected at the reunions, however, seem to have been elected by 
all the factions present (MAR 1953-81). 

The Movement for Federal Acknowledgment, 1979-89 

On March 25, 1979, over 70 Miami met at St. Mary's School in Huntington at 
the behest 01: leaders of the Richardville/LaFontaine group. Although some of 
them John Owens and Paul Godfroy, for instance -- had represented their 
subgroup's iILterests with the Godfroy and Hale organizations, most of th~ 
Richardville/I.aFcmtaine had not been active in general Miami affairs for- a 
considerable tiDle, partly because of their small population and partly 
because they had depended on the "inconsistent" and absentee leadership of 
Thomas RichardvUle in the late 19th and early 20th centuries (MNISI 1985a 
32-33). In February 1979, however, the Richardville/LaFontaine leaders had 
been contactE!d by a representative of the Oklahoma Miami, who suggested that 
the Oklahoma and Indiana branches of the tribe form a "confederation" to 
pursue Federc.l aLcknowledgment under the administrative process established by 
the BIA in October 1978 (Greenbaum 1989). 

The Indiana MiaLmi who met in March, however, decided not to confederate with 
the Oklahoma tribe. Instead, a new organization, the "Indiana Miami Indian 
OrganizationaJ Council" to inve~tigate what had to be done to achieve 
acknowledgment on their own. It was a significant meeting, as 
representative,s of all the Miami subgroups were present and seemed disposed 
to work toge,thE!r (Miami Roster 1979), although the Organizational Council's 
officers wele all from the Richardville/LaFontaine subgroup. One 
Richardville/I~Fontaine descendant remembers that one of "the most memorable" 
moments was l~en a Meshingomesia descendant shook hands with Robert Owens and 
stated, "I IleVE!r thought I'd live to see the day I'd shake hands with a 
Richardville" (Greenbaum 1989). The expressed objectives of the organization 
in seeking c.ckr:Lowledgment were to "insure the preservation of the Miami 
Indian tradjtions and culture" and to secure "benefits, financial or 
otherwise to those descendants of Miami Indians who are listed on the 
federal rolls' (~'arlow 1979). 
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Robert Owens became chairman of the Organizational Council. The rest of the 
leadership -~'ere also Richardville/LaFontaine descendants -- Paul Godfroy, Joe 
Owens, GeraJd Moore, Sue Strass and Angie Strass (Farlow 1979). Two days 
later, as 'spokesman" for the group, Gerald Moore informed the BIA that "the 
Miami Indi~.ns of Indiana" intended to file a petition for Federal 
acknowledgmer.t (Moore 1979). A more formal letter of intent to petition, 
signed by c.ll the council members, was received on April 2, 1980 (Owens et 
al. 1980). The Indiana legislature had already presented a resolution to 
Congress urgi.ng recognition of the Indiana Miami (Indiana 1980). 

In order tel clarify the nature of the petitioning group, the Chief of the 
Division of Tribal Government Services wrote to Robert Owens, requesting 
information as to which Miami community he represented (Hayes 1980). In 
reply, the Bureau was informed that Francis Shoemaker's Miami Nation of 
Indians of the! State of Indiana, Lawrence Godfroy's Godfroy Band of Miami 
Indians and RClbert Owens's Organizational Council, were "all of one accord" 

"All Miclmi Indian factions are working together" to gain acknowledgment 
(Siders 1nl) . In fact, the members of the Organizational Council 
established by the Richardville/Lafontaine descendants, as well as some 
members of the! Godfroy Council, had been added to the council of the Miami 
Nation of J:ndians of the State of Indiana soon after they determined to seek 
acknowledgment (MNISI 1984b, 205; Shoemaker et al. 1983). The structure of 
the Organizcltional Council was maintained to serve as the council for the 
Richardville/Larontaine subgroup (Strass 1989). 

The Godfroy branch, although participating in the Miami Nation council (MNISI 
1984b, 206), took longer to be convinced about Federal acknowledgment. 
Having workE!d primarily on claims issues, Chief Lawrence Godfroy, called the 
"hereditary chief" or the tribe's "last heritage chief" (MNISI 1985d; 
1979-85, 111'29/81), and his council were "not completely sold on the idea of 
Federal Recognition" but agreed to assist'the "Federal Recognition Committee" 
established by the Miami Nation "until they were convinced either that 
Federal Rec(~nition would be good for the whole Tribe or, it would be bad for 
the Tribe" (UNISI 1979-85, 2/19/83). 

Tribal councils from at least 1983 to the present have been composed of 
representatives of all the subgroups (MNISI 1979-85, 10/23/83, 3/25/84, 
6/22/85; 19H4b,. 206-7; MNISI 1985c, 34-36, Appendix 10). Leaders of the 
Richardvillej'LaFontaine and Godfroy subgroups often reported on activities of 
their group:; in Miami Nation of Indians council meetings (MNISI 1979-85, 
6/3/79, 11/:!9/H1, 11/24/82, 2/19/83, 4/16/83, 10/23/83, 1/24/84, 1/12/85, 
4/20/85; MNI:;I 1984-88, 3/25/85, 6/22/85). 

The Miami llation moved quickly to organize its acknowledgment efforts. In 
1982 the Coundl contacted historian Stewart Rafert, who had written a 
doctoral di:;sertation on the Indiana Miami (Rafert 1982), to prepare their 
documented petition for acknowledgment (MNISI 1985c, 3/28/82). In the same 
year, the !1roup applied for and received a status clarification grant from 
the Adminis':ration for Native Americans (ANA) to work on its petition for 
Federal aC~lowledgment. Funds from this grant and later continuation grants 
assisted th,! group in researching and writing its petition, developing a 
volunteer n,~twork to assist with preparation ~f a tribal roll, sponsoring 
recognition wOl~kshops in the different geographical areas of Miami population 
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in Indiana ,ind Oklahoma and meeting with newly-recognized tribes concerning 
benefits of Federal acknowledgment (MNISI 1985d; 1984-88, 10/25/86). In 
1983, the g:~oup also began distributing a "Newsletter & Federal Recognition 
Report" to {eep -its !IIembers informed on the progress of the petition (MNSI 
1985c, 6/25/.33; 1983-89, 7-8/83, 1/17/84, 8/1/84, 1/85, 12/86). The group's 
council minu:es also detail the monthly progress of their acknowledgment 
effort (MNIS[ 1985c; 1984-88), and the group has made extensive use of the 
media to pu:)lidze its efforts (MNISI 1985d; Goldenberg 1981; Haase 1988; 
Endacott 1988; Harris 1990). 

In 1983, the Miami Nation of Indians of the State of Indiana formally adopted 
a constituti)n and amended its 1931 by-laws (MNISI 1919-85, 12/30/82, 2/5/83, 
6/25/83; 198~a, 110-16). Both documents were significantly amended again in 
1986 (MNISI 1986). Article 4 of the constitution originally stated that 
membership i~ the organization was to be determined by descent from the 1895 
Miami roll, or proof of lineage before the council. Among amendments to the 
constitution adopted in 1986, descent from the Eel River Miami roll of 1889 
was acknowleiged as proof of lineage for membership (MNISI 1986; MNISI 
1985-88, 10/27/85). The organization's membership provisions were amended 
again in 1989, by Council Resolution VI-B9, to require proof of "lineage to 
any of the following Federal Indiana Miami Tribal rolls of 1846, 1854, 1881, 
1889, 1895. Federal Annuity rolls of Miami Indians of Indiana 1855-56 and 
1868-1880. Federal Census records of Miami Indians of Indiana, 1840, 1850, 
1860, 1880, 1900, and 1910" (MNISI 1989d). This 1989 amendment is contrary 
to the group's by-laws, which state that "the Constitution and By-Laws may be 
amended and updated at the November meeting, by a majority vote of Council 
members, at a meeting at which there is a quorum of Council members-. 
However, notice there must be given at least one month prior to that Council 
meeting, via a Council newsletter or flier, or at the previous meeting" 
(MNISI 1986). Council Resolution VI-89 was considered and accepted by a 
majority vote of the Council at a meeting in April, not November, and there 
is no indication that one-month's notice was given concerning the proposed 
amendment. 

The Council of the Miami Nation of Indians of the State of Indiana was 
initially organized as consisting of two members from each of the Miami 
subgroups (called "clans" in the 1983 constitution) This was changed to one 
member from each clan in the 1986 amendments. The 1986 amendments also 
codified the creation of the office of Tribal Chairman (MNISI 1919-85, 
4/20/85, 5/1B/B5, 6/22/85). Perhaps in recognition of the importance of the 
various organiz,ations that had sprung up from time to time in the group's 
history, article 9 stipulated that if the council and membership of the Miami 
Nation "fail to meet for one year or longer, any concerned Miami Indian may 
have the fIeedom to stimulate the Council to become active by sending out 
fliers, etc., tel the entire area" (MNISI 1984a, 113; 1986). 

The Miami's documented petition was submitted to the Branch of Acknowledgment 
and ResearctL in July 1984. A letter describing obvious deficiencies and 
significant omissions found in the petition after a preliminary review was 
sent to thE! group on January 30, 1985 (Elbert 1985). The group responded 
with clarifj,cations and most of the documentation requested in the obvious 
deficiencies letter in October 1985. The group submitted additional 
documentatioIL -.- some in response to the 1980 obvious deficiencies letter and 
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some in response to staff requests. The petition was placed on active 
consideratior. status on March 1, 1988. As an attempt to speed the active 
consideratior. process for the Miami petition, the BIA contemplated letting a 
contract for the. anthropological and genealogical portions of the evaluation 
in the sumrrer of 1988. However, due to delays in the contarcting procedure, 
a contract was not let until March 1989, and active consideration of the 
Miami petiticn was extended to March 1990 (Ragsdale 1989). 

Meanwhile, the Miami Nation of Indians of the state of Indiana has continued 
to be active in other activities apart from their efforts to gain Federal 
acknowledgmer.t. The protection and preservation of the Godfroy, Slocum, 
Thorntown, !~shingomesia and other Miami cemeteries has been an ongoing 
concern, an~ the Miami Nation has worked with various county historical 
societies or. projects to maintain and restore the sites and has made 
agreements to return some of these sites to Miami control if the tribe 
achieves Fe~.eral acknowledgment (MNISI 1985c, 10/24/82, 7/24/83, 10/23/83, 
2/25/84, 8/]8/84, 10/21/84; 1984-88, 4/18/86, 6/18/88; 1983-89, 7/89). The 
Godfroy cemetery has been placed on the National Register of Historic Places 
(MNISI 1984-88, 10/27/85), and the Miami successfully protested the burlal of 
a non-Miami in the Slocum cemetery in 1987 by blocking access to the burial 
ground (Anor,ymous 1987a). There has been cooperation between the Miami 
tribal council and the Indiana Department of Natural Resources on cemetery 
issues. Ttere~ has also been cooperation on a project to restore the old 
school house, built at Meshingomesia's request in the 1860's, and move it 
back to it~ original location at the Meshingomesia cemetery (MNISI 1985c, 
11/29/81, 2/25/84, 9/22/84). Tribal leaders have also been involved In 
efforts to protect other Indian burial sites in Indiana from desecration and 
in the disI'osi tion of skeletal remains from such sites (MNISI 1985c, 
11/29/81, lC l/2J/83; 1984-88, 5/17/86, 9/20/86, 10/26/86, 2/20/88; Carpenter 
1988). 

The Miami llave also continued their efforts to validate and maintain their 
identity as Indians both to themselves and in relation to the surrounding 
whi te commulli ty. One means of doing this has been frequent participation in 
parades and lClcal fairs, which has been going on for most of this century 
(MNISI 198~lc, 11/29/81, 4/16/83, 5/15/83, 6/25/83, 7/24/83, 8/20/83, 
10/23/83, 8/18/84, 9/22/84, 10/21/84, 5/18/85, 6/22/85 i 1984-88, 10/21/84, 
5/17/86, 10,'26/86). The Miami Nation of Indians has also sponsored its own 
powwow as part: of a local "Heritage Days" festival (Anonymous 1981b, MNISI 
1985c, 11/2~1/81), participated in a symposium on Miami Indian history (MNISI 
1985c, 1/21/84, 10/21/84), worked on the reenactment of the 1812 Battle of 
the Mississ:.neua (MNISI 1984-88, 2/20/88) and assisted in preparing local 
museum exhil,its (Anonymous 1982; Richey 1988). The tribal council has 
encouraged the group's members to submit biographies, "personal memories" and 
"clan histories" for a proposed "heritage project" book about the Indiana 
Miami (MNIS:: 1985c 11/17/84, 3/24/85, 6/22185; 1984-88, 5/17/86; 1983-89, 
10/88) . The Miami have worked toward acqu~rlng a land base for tribal 
facilities :Anonymous 1987b; 1987C); they were eventually given five acres by 
the City oj~ Peru (MNISI 1989b, 1:46). The Miami were also instrumental in 
the formation and activities of the statewide Intertribal Council of Indians 
of Indiana; Raymond O. White, Jr., currently the Miami Tribal Chairman, has 
served as chairman of the Intertribal council. The Miami have also supported 
proposals tC) create a State Indian Affairs Commission to more effectively 
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serve the Ileeds of the state's Native American population (MNISI 1985c, 
10/23/83, 11.'19/83, 1/12/85). 

A needs as~;essment, recognized as an important planning tool by the tribal 
council (MN::SI 1985c, 7·/24/83, 9/14/85), was prepared for the Miami Natton of 
Indians of thE! State of Indiana in 1987. Not surprisingly, programs for 
education, housing, and health services were identified as primary needs of 
the members of the group, while there was also great interest shown in 
keeping the Miami Nation a strong, viable organization (Vargas and Lengacher 
1987, 2, 3H). These same needs had long been discussed as goals for the 
group (MNISI 1985c, 11/29/81, 5/15/83, 7/24/83, 1/21/84; 1984-88, 2/21/87). 

Today the l!iami are pursuing ways of fulfilling these needs. The Miami 
council, rellresenting all the Miami subgroups, meets monthly, and general 
tribal meet:.ngs are held in March and October of each year. The annual Miami 
reunion, st:.ll held on the third Sunday in August in Wabash, attracts members 
from the OU1:lying Miami populations in Oklahoma and Michigan, as well as from 
within IndiaILa. 
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SOCIAL AND POLITICAL ORGANIZATION 

Introduction. 

The central feature of Miami social and political life has been 
the enduring subgroup divisions of the Meshingomesia, Godfroy, 
Bundy, and Ric:hardville/Lafontaine (hereinafter RL) families. 
These distinct.ions, which reflect most directly the family groups 
exempted from removal, were successively reinforced in the post
removal period by differential treatment by the Federal 
Government and l-ocal authorities, as well as internally generated 
conflicts over old and new issues. Although defined and shaped 
by the removal., these divisions are in many respects analogous 
to, and to son~ extent derivative of, the earlier clan and band 
organization elf the Miamis. 

The Miamis wel~ one of a number of Algonkian tribes in the Great 
Lakes region y7hose political structure was centered on the 
patrilineal band. Miami bands were usually named for either the 
leader or for the summer village inhabited by the group 
(Callender 19~'0:682), and the names tended to change over time 
(Dunn 1919:81). Miami bands were relatively autonomous units, 
welded into a "confederacy" under pressure from the Iroquois and 
Europeans. Ttlere was reportedly no principal chief until the mid 
18th century (Rafert 1982:2). War chiefs led military forays, 
sometimes involving very large forces, but they possessed little 
authority. In addition, each band had its own leader. 

Bands were as~;ociated with specific villages and hunting 
territories, although the locations of these, as well as the 
composition oj: the bands, fluctuated considerably. From contact 
until the ear:.y 18th century, there were six Miami bands in the 
Great Lakes rngion, including the Wea, Piankshaw, Pepicokeas, 
Mengakonkias, Kilatikas, and Crane (the largest). The Crane band 
had 1200-1500 warriors in the early 1700's, when they were living 
on the st. Joneph River in Wisconsin. In 1718 they migrated to 
the village OJ: Kekionga, near the present site of Fort Wayne, 
Indiana. Thi~; band shortly emerged as the Miami tribe proper; by 
the end of thn 18th century the other groups had split off to 
form the separate Wea and Piankashaw tribes. One other segment, 
known as the "Eel River" Miamis, occupied the nearby Thorntown 
reserve until 1828 and maintained an association with the 
Crane/Kekionga Miamis. After the sale of their reserve, they 
mostly settled on Godfroy land and had become incorporated by 
marriage into th.e reformed Miami tribe by the mid 1800's. 

Clan organiza":ion of the early Miamis was only scantily recorded. 
Trowbridge (1938 [in Callender 1978: 684]) referred to Sky and 
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Earth moieti:s and five patrilineal clans; Morgan (1959:80 [in 
Callender 1978:684]) reported 10 clans. Morgan also alluded to a 
moiety division, but with the totems Elk and Crane. (Crane was 
also the nam,: of the largest Miami band.) Clans apparently 
functioned i:1 selection of war chiefs, marriage regulation, 
ceremonial ritual including naming, and "may also have been units 
of collectivl2 responsibility" (Callender 1978: 684). By the mid 
1800's, dras':ic population decline, European cultural intrusion, 
political redlignments within the tribe, and the removal had 
almost compl'2te:ly undermined operation of the traditional Miami 
clan system (Callender 1978:684). 

In the 20th '=entury, the major subgroups of the Miami descendants 
were often rl~ferred to (by Miamis and some local non-Miamis) as 
both "clans" and "bands." However, this terminology has been 
loosely appl.Led, and it is apparent that the Miamis recognize the 
distinction hetween traditional subdivisions and the modern 
subgroups wi 1:hin the tribe. Nonetheless, the large reserve 
holders in the post-removal period possessed the necessary 
attributes 0:: traditional band leadership, and the communities 
that formed around their largess assumed many of the functional 
characterist:~cs of bands. The leaders' extended families formed 
the nuclei of their constituencies; other followers were drawn 
from those M:.amis who were economically dependent on them, or 
otherwise at1:racted to their leadership. Nearly all the 
unremoved Miamis were aligned with one of the subgroups, which to 
a large extent was a condition of remaining. These divisions did 
not fragment what was left of the Miami tribe in Indiana, but 
rather reflec:ted a familiar pattern of ordered segmentation. 

Post-removal gQltical organization. Miami leaders in Indiana 
following thE! removal in 1846 operated within, and as 
representatives of, their respective subgroups, and on a number 
of occasions took collective "action on behalf of the tribe as a 
whole. TheSE! latter activities mostly pertained to treaties, 
annui ties anc. th.e legal status of tribal members. The treaty of 
1854 involvec. a formally constituted tribal council of the 
Indiana Miamjs; the leading signature was that of Meshingomesia 
who was consjdered to be overall chief at that time. others who 
signed were Pec1::>nga (Meshingomesia' s son), Pimyotomah, Peter 
Bundy and Buffalo (Kappler 1904 2:646). Meshingomesia was also 
among the leaders of the organized protests over the 63 names 
that had bee~ added to t~e tribal roll of 1859. A protest letter 
sent in January of that year included Meshingomesia's signature 
and those of JB Brouilette, Peter Bundy, Pimyotomah and TF 
Richardville (Brouilette et ale 1859a). ibid). Several council 
meetings were hl21d in early 1859 to discuss this issue -- at 
Pimyotomah's house on January 6, at Peter Bundy's on January 10, 
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and at Gabriel Godfroy's on February 1. This group continued to 
press for the removal of these names, writing a final protest in 
January 1866 '~hich included the signatures of Gabriel Godfroy, 
Meshingomesia and JB Brouilette (MNISI 1984c 49:6). When the 
government fi:1ally acted to remove the added names in 1867, a 
"letter of ap:;>rE~ciation" was sent with the signatures of Gabriel 
Godfroy, Pete.r Bundy, Pimyotomah, and Buffalo (MNISI 1984a:28). 
Meshingomesia's name was not included, however. Meshingomesia's 
petition to divi.de his reserve was written later in that same 
year, and his absence from this correspondence may signal the 
beginning of ,;i formal split in the leadership of the Indiana 
Miamis. 

Anticipating ':he, final annuity payment in 1881, Gabriel Godfroy, 
Pimyotomah and Peter Bundy, describing themselves as "headmen of 
the tribe," w::-ote the Secretary of Interior (on 1/27/1880) urging 
that the annu.Lty principal not be divided as planned (MNISI 
1984a:31). None of the Meshingomesias were included in this 
petition, and TF Richardville wrote from Kansas in the same 
year protesting their efforts to prevent the per capita payments 
(Richardville 1880). A significant portion of the Miamis in 
Indiana evidently were also eager to obtain their individual 
payments. A ,:.ong list of those who wanted their payments, 
including many close relatives of the above petitioners, was sent 
to the governnent in February 1880 [MNISI 1984c 49:24)]). 
However, Godfroy, Pimyotomah and Peter Bundy asserted that if the 
individual pa~~ents were made, the money would soon be depleted 
and that the Uiamis would end up in "the poor house or prison" 
and "others would come to us for sustenance and care in want and 
sickness and E!xhaust us ... WE DO KNOW THE WANTS OF OUR PEOPLE 
[capitalized tn original]" (anonymous 1880a). 

In 1895, all t:he Indiana Miami subgroups jointly shared in the 
repayment of 2mnuities that had been incorrectly paid to the 
persons who WE!re later removed from the 1854 roll. The 1895 
payroll listecl "headmen" among the signers; Gabriel Godfroy, 
Peter Godfroy, P'eter Bundy, Judson Bundy and Anthony Walker 
(Pimyotomah's son) (MNISI 1984b:135). Gabriel Godfroy signed as 
"chief" (Anson 1970:279; see also ICC 1963:4). During this same 
period, most clf ·these same people were involved in individual and 
collective efforts to obtain repayments of taxes that Miamis had 
been paying (a.nd exemptions against future taxation) on reserve 
land they occl.pi1ed. Of particular importance, Camillus Bundy, 
son of Peter a.nd brother of Judson, began an aggressive pursuit 
of Federal assis·tance in securing the back taxes. Al though not 
among the sigr.ers of the 1895 payroll, he managed to achieve a 

'broad base of support for these efforts, and a formal agreement 
appointing hilI. agent of Miami interests in this matter evidently 
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formed the basis -of tne turn of the century organization which 
has come to be known as the "Headquarters." This agreement was 
struck" at a spE~cial council meeting of said tribe held in Miami 
County, Indiana on the 8th day of October 1896" (P. Bundy et al., 
1897) . 

Acting in the capacity of "a chief and attorney in fact of the 
Miami Indians of Indiana," Camillus Bundy wrote the Secretary of 
Interior reques1:ing action on the 1880 recommendation of then 
acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs, E.J. Brooks, who had 
determined that the Miamis in Indiana were being taxed illegally 
and should receive Federal help in securing a refund (Camillus 
Bundy 1896a, 1896b). Bundy's inquiries met with initial success. 
In March of 1897, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs initiated 
action to aid in recovery of the tax payments. However, the 
Assistant Attorney General rendered an opinion on the case in 
November of the same year which halted that process by 
interpreting thE~ir status to be outside of Federal jurisdiction 
(Van Devanter 1897). This adverse decision had far reaching 
consequences which animated the agenda of the Headquarters 
organization for many years to come. The Headquarters council 
drew its members from all the subgroups and represented the 
interests of Indiana Miamis as a whole. 

Gabriel Godfroy had been listed as "chief" on the 1895 payroll, 
but but neither he nor his son Peter were included among the 
signatures on the 1896 agreement In an 1896 letter, Camillus 
Bundy had identified himself as "a chief" (Camillus Bundy 1896a) 
It is perhaps significant that he did not describe himself as 
"the chief," bu1: the failure of Gabriel Godfroy (who often was 
described as "the chief") to ratify this position hints of 
subgroup tensions over leadership at that time. Camillus' 
father, Peter Bundy, was the leading signature on the agreement. 
The signers also included Meshingomesias (but not their leader 
William PecongaJI and a sizable number of people associated with 
the Godfroy subqroup. Peter Bundy died less than a year after 
this document was signed. The next record of the Headquarters, 
in 1902, identij:ies George Godfroy (Gabriel's nephew) as the 
chief (W.H. Bundy 1902). William Peconga and Peter Godfroy were 
members of the c:ouncil at this point, although Gabriel Godfroy's 
name still did not appear. 

Several of the post-removal leaders were Baptist preachers, who 
exercised influEmce from the pulpit -- Peter Bundy, JB 
Brouilette, Pimyotomah, and TF Richardville. These four men 
represented thrE~e of the four subgroups (Godfroys, Bundys and 
RL), and they WE~re allied religiously with Meshingomesia, who had 
also converted 1:0 the Baptist faith. The Baptist clerics were 
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active in the period from the 1850's to about the turn of the 
century, but 1:heir influence never encompassed the whole tribe. 
Most of the Godfroys and Richardvilles remained Catholic. There 
were no direc1: successors to the 19th century Baptist group, and 
churches assuned decreasing importance in the political and 
organizational life of Miamis in the 20th century. At least two 
later Miamis did become preachers, but they were not Baptists, 
their leadership roles in tribal affairs were minimal and their 
congregations included non-Miamis. 

Within their communities, and with respect to their constituents, 
the post-removal subgroup leaders arbitrated disputes, sought 
solutions for shared and individual problems, and served as 
spokespersons in dealings with others. Leaders in all the post
removal rese~'e communities directed systematic programs to 
acquire necesBary skills and equipment so the resident families 
could successl:ully operate farms. Leaders tended to have the 
largest share of land and financial resources, but were expected 
to use their Health to benefit the group as a whole. Gabriel 
Godfroy and W:.lliam Peconga, leaders of the two largest subgroups 
in the late 19th century, assumed office as wealthy young men and 
died as paupers, largely the result of efforts to protect their 
constituents at the expense of their own interests. These two 
men used their own resources to purchase land occupied by members 
of their band j and Godfroy personally assumed the legal costs in 
sui ts to obta:.n tax exemptions that would have categorical 
effects benef:. ting many people other than the plaintiff. with 
regard to the:.r individual financial positions, these altruistic 
investments in maintaining the tribal land base proved to be 
disastrous. 

Jockeying for position among the various leaders, whose active 
roles in neg01:iating the removal treaty were what had earned them 
exemption in 1:he first instance, continued in the post-removal 
period over cClntrol of enrollments, annuities, litigation over 
treaty rights j and who among the contenders would occupy the 
position of principal chief. Meshingomesia continued his 
father's oppoHition to the mixed blood leaders of the Godfroy and 
Richardville j:amilies (Anson 1970; Carter 1987; Glenn 1987). 
Rivalries and conflicts flared over the partitioning of the 
Meshingomesia reserve, when TF Richardville and Peter Bundy 
were accused of interfering (MNISI 1985f). Gabriel Godfroy's 
opposition to Meshingomesia's request for allotment grew 
especially bi 1:ter in the 1870 IS, and Meshingomesia evidently lost 
his role as chief of all the Indiana Miamis (Lamb and Schultz 
1964). Although Gabriel Godfroy is regarded as having succeeded 
him in this role during the latter part of the century, it 
appears unlikHly that the Meshingomesia group ratified that 
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leadership. 

Subgroup organization. Issues that crystallize and regenerate 
boundaries bE!tween the subgroups have been both sUbstantive and 
symbolic, hhitorical and contemporary. Grievances first ignited 
over a centulY ago have been rekindled at frequent intervals, and 
are still recounted as explanations for present behavior. The 
fact that Me~ihingomesia requested allotment and citizenship in 
1867 is still regarded among the Godfroys as a fatal error that 
cost the whole tribe its tax exempt status (Greenbaum 1989). 
Similarly, ME!shingomesias have argued that greed and trickery by 
the mixed blood traders, Godfroy and Richardville, led to the 
impoverished condition of the rest of the Miamis (MI/MNI 
1/23/38). 

Members of tile different subgroups have coalesced around a 
succession of claims efforts, but also have been linked by 
kinship and in-group feelings. Although the territorial 
dimension of subgroup membership became attenuated in the early 
20th century, kinship and the crucial relationship between 
genealogy ancl eligibility for various treaty benefits have 
contributed ~rreatly to the perpetuation of these sUbdivisions. 
The fact that: these groups are largely kin-based has facilitated 
intergenerational continuity and hereditary leadership 
succession. (These issues are discussed at length in subsequent 
sections of t:his report.) 

The petition asserts that the subgroups have been normatively 
exogamous (i.e., out-marrying) apparently based on prior 
traditions of clan exogamy. However, it should be noted that 
most of the l'[ia:mi marriages have not been between subgroups, but 
with non-Mianlis. As a general principle, clan exogamy provides 
the basis fOI" systematic cross-cutting ties among clans based on 
unilineal des,cent (i. e., inheritance is reckoned through only one 
line; for thE~ pre-contact Miamis, it was the father's line.) 
with uniline2.li·ty, marriages between clans do not confuse the 
clan identifj.cation of the offspring (all children automatically 
belong to thE~ clan of their father). However, the adoption of 
bilateral des;cent by the post-removal Miamis surely tended to 
complicate and, with the loss of a land base, predictably should 
have obli ter2.ted the original subgroup distinctions. 

Marriages bet.welen subgroups, especially the many marriages 
involving children of Jane Bundy, did serve a cross-cutting 
function, but. also caused some evident ambiguity concerning group 
membership. As an illustration, some of the in-marrying Miamis 
who applied for allotments from the Meshingomesia reserve were 
denied (Anson 1970:277-278). Although they claimed to be part of 
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the Meshingomesizl-group, these claims were not upheld. Testimony 
collected in 187:1 by the commission charged with partitioning the 
reserve reveals contention over efforts by leaders of the Bundy 
and RL subgroups who were accused of trying to get Meshingomesia 
allotments. The tv.ro men may well have been seeking after 
personal gain, b.It their involvements were based in part on their 
kin ties to reserve~ inhabitants (MNISI 1985f:231, 237-238). 

The vast majority of Miami marriages in the late 19th and 
20th centuries hav(;a not been between the Miami subgroups, but 
rather have beer.. with non-Miamis. Marriage outside of the tribe 
is generally ass,ociated with a weakening of tribal identity. 
However, at the subgroup level intermarriage with non-Miamis has 
actually tended to reinforce subgroup boundaries. In mixed 
marriages, subgroup membership of the children is unambiguous. 
White spouses do not belong to any of the subgroups, hence the 
Miami spouse de1:ermines the subgroup identity of the offspring. 
The activities of the various tribal organizations, especially 
claims, have bo":h motivated and heightened the salience of 
subgroup identification among the growing number of descendants 
of the post-remjval Miamis. 

The removal treaty permitted the families of Francis 
Godfroy, Jean B. Richardville and Meshingomesia to remain in 
Indiana. Frances Slocum's family was subsequently permitted to 
remain also. lhese four families formed the core of the post
removal subgrot:.ps, but the composition of these groups included 
other Miamis (non-relatives) who also avoided removal, as well as 
several individuals from other Indian tribes (e.g., Delaware and 
Pottawtomi) (Glenn et al. 1977:72-73; Sample 1845; Sinclair 
1846a). The EHl River Miamis had been a separate band (not part 
of the Crane band) with their own reserve, which they ceded in 
1828 without ccmsu1ting Richardvi11e or the other Miami leaders. 
In 1847, they '>iere also allowed to stay in Indiana (MNISI 
1984b: 86). Be,:ause they were landless, they did not continue to 
comprise a sep~rate subgroup and mainly settled on Godfroy land 
and became affiliated with that group. 

The two largest subgroups have been (and still are) the 
Godfroys and the Meshingomesias. Bundys, who are descendants of 
Frances SloCUIr., :formed a third highly distinctive, though 
smaller, subgI'OUp. Richardville/Lafontaine descendants account 
for two of the! post-removal subgroups. A large contingent of 
Richardville descendants, under the leadership of JB 
Richardville'~; grandson (Thomas F. Richardville), moved to Kansas 
and Oklahoma beginning in the 1860's, forming the core of the 
western branch of the Indiana Miami (as distinct from the Western 
Miamis properj. Those who remained in the Huntington/Fort Wayne 
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area, mainly the -families of Archangel and Lablonde Richardville 
and Archangel Lafontaine, formed a small subgroup in that 
vicinity which the petition labels "Richardville/Lafontaine." 
All of the members of this subgroup were actually descendants of 
Richardville, but Lafontaine's marriage to Richardville's 
daughter and his subsequent emergence as principal chief accounts 
for the addit:ion of his name to the subgroup label. Additionally 
Lafontaine's descendants have been very active in tribal affairs. 

Although most: of the Eel River group was incorporated into 
the Godfroy 9rouP, both through marriage and common residence, 
echoes of thE!ir separate status were still evident in disputes 
over the 189:; enrollment, and these same issues have periodically 
resurfaced in relation to more recent claims activities. For all 
practical purposes, this is merely a genealogical artifact; there 
has not been a separate Eel River group for quite some time. 

The Mongosas, who were also aligned with the Godfroys, 
descend from th,e children of Mongosa (son of Betsy Whitewolf, a 
sister of Pimyo·tomah). The Mongosas have retained a somewhat 
separate ider~ity, and did not always side with the Godfroys 
during the 2(lth century. On several occasions, the Mongosa 
family has sl.::pplied mediators in disputes between other 
subgroups. 

Rivalries bet.welen bands and their leaders was a common 
feature of pI'e-removal Miami politics. In the post-removal 
period, the corle of contention among subgroups focused on the 
allotment (ir. 1873) and citizenship of the Meshingomesia band in 
1881. Their allotment became the basis of government arguments 
that all the Indiana Miamis had surrendered tribal status. 
Although the 1897 ruling nominally distinguished between the 
status of Meshingomesias and the others, the Dawes Act of 1887 
was cited as having conferred citizenship on the other Indiana 
Miamis. Even these distinctions, however, became blurred in 
later decisicns by the courts and secretaries of Interior. 

During the late 1870's, after the allotment legislation was 
passed, intergr()up hostilities were at an extremely high pitch. 
Miami folklore of that period recounts mutual curses and 
witchcraft that allegedly resulted first in the deaths of a large 
number of Godfroys, followed by a counter-curse that killed 12 
Meshingomesias (including the chief himself) in 1879 and the 
early 1880's (Riifert 1982: 179-180). These folktales reflect the 
bitterness that existed between groups during that period. 

In the aftermath of Meshingomesia citizenship, Godfroys and other 
non-Meshingomesias sought repeatedly to distance themselves from 
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the effects of this new status, arguing that they were still 
wards entitled tCJ trust protection for their land. By the late 
1920's, however, only the Godfroys had land left to protect. They 
felt that joining forces with the Meshingomesias would further 
jeopardize their legal position, and they actively opposed 
efforts by the Meshingomesias to press their own claims (Vogel 
1980:26; MNISI 1989c). 

At this same timE~, the Meshingomesias began actively petitioning 
the government to restore their tribal status, arguing that 
Meshingomesia had no right to relinquish it. They also contended 
that they were the authentic Miamis, the only ones to have had a 
communal reserve, and that the mixed blood traders Godfroy and 
Richardville ~ere never really chiefs (Mix 1858:11). 

There had been a long simmering struggle between the full-blood 
Meshingomesia, and the half-Miami traders -- Richardville, 
Godfroy and Lafontaine. Metocina, Meshingomesia's father, had 
opposed the growing influence of mixed bloods in the tribe, and 
his band was cne of the few that had not intermarried with 
traders (Carter 1987; Glenn 1987). Only Meshingomesia succeeded 
in, or even labored at, maintaining a formal "communal" status 
for his group. 

Conflict between Meshingomesia and the other post-removal leaders 
could be taken t(~ reflect different orientations towards 
acculturation -- the traditionals on one side and the 
progressives cn the other (Anson 1970; Butler 1901; Carter 1987; 
Glenn 1987). HO~r1ever, the dichotomy was less clear cut than it 
may appear to be. Assimilationism, individualism and class 
distinctions a ff(~cted all the sub-groups. Moreover, all of the 
subgroups initia1ted efforts to resist and combat the divisive 
effects of these changes. Meshingomesia's group may have 
appeared to be m(~re traditional, but the other Miamis also 
preserved significant aspects of their cultural identity and drew 
a clear distinction between themselves and non-Miamis. 

Although Meshingomesia was a traditional full blood chief, he 
eagerly embraced European farming techniques in an effort to 
improve the economic circumstances of his group. Commercial 
farming tended tc:) undermine collective traditions. One of 
Meshingomesia's problems in the post-removal era was enforcing 
communal ownership of resources on the reserve. Members of his 
band came to I'egard their portions of the reserve as family 
plots, and weI'e "reluctant to build houses and barns and make 
other permaner,t improvements unless they have the title to the 
land upon whic:h 'they makes such improvements" (MNISI 1984b: 94) . 
These demands and Meshingomesia's inability to control private 
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alienation Clf coriununa·l timber were maj or factors responsible for 
the allotment petition (in addition to his inability to protect 
against whit.e ,encroachment). The cash economy also brought 
European comforts. Meshingomesia's son, Nelson Tawataw, lived in 
a fine brick hl:Juse that was surely the envy of his white 
neighbors, and possibly evoked envy among some of his Miami 
neighbors. Although Metocina's band was the only Miami group 
that did not intermarry with whites (Glenn 1987), the same was 
not true of Meshingomesia's band, many of whom had white spouses. 

Members of the other subgroups, many of whom were decidedly not 
wealthy, could not be regarded as more "culturally assimilated" 
during the latl~ 19th century. The Miami language was maintained 
among the families living on the Godfroy and ozashinquah reserves 
(and the Richardville descendants living in Fort Wayne and 
Huntington), along with tribal lore and religious and healing 
practices that included elements that were traditionally Miami 
(Meguinness 1891:167; Mongosa 1939). Despite the introduction of 
plow agriculture, traditional sUbsistence practices of communal 
hunting, fishing, gathering wild plants and cultivation of native 
plants remained extremely important. The continued importance of. 
these practices was the sUbstantive basis for later Miami efforts 
to gain exemption from state game laws. 

Blood quantum differences between the Meshingomesias and the 
other subgroQPs are complicated by the fact that an important 
component of the "mixed blood" segment of the Miamis originated 
in white captives, as opposed to in-marrying traders. Frances 
Slocum and JB Brouilette's father were phenotypically white, 
but socially and culturally Indian. Frances Slocum never learned 
English and3vinced little interest in returning to, or even 
interacting '.;i t.h, the white world she had been removed from as a 
small child. Her children may have been half white, but they 
were all Miami. The major distinction between Meshingomesia's 
band and the ot.hers that have been labeled as mixed blood or 
"metis" (Glenn 1987) was not blood quantum or CUltural 
orientation, but rather the economic and political consequences 
of the "communal status" of Meshingomesia's reserve. 

The unique s1:atus of the Meshingomesia reserve resulted in 
different trl~atment by the Federal government, which in turn led 
to divergent and essentially competitive political strategies by 
the Godfroys and Meshingomesias. Beginning in the 1870's, both 
groups asser1:ed their own distinctiveness and repudiated the 
other's legi1:imacy. Prospective material benefits and 
accumulating personal animosities sharpened the conflict and 
accentuated 1:he differences. The other subgroups have allied 
variously wi1:h one side or the other. RL families have tended to 
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join wi th thE~ Godfroys. The Bundys, who had marriage ties with 
both, were irlitially strongly associated with the Godfroys, but 
in later yea!'s (after the loss of their land) were allied with 
the Meshingomesias. 

Subgroup tensions, even during the most contentious periods, have 
not served tc> wl:aken an overall sense of Miami identity. 
Alliances and alignments have fluctuated, and there have also 
been periodic disputes within subgroups, but for much of the 
post-removal period there has been an explicitly coalitional 
relationship involving all the subgroups. Mutual recognition of 
their common id.:nti ty as Miamis is reflected in the various 
organizations that included members of all the groups. The 
Headquarters, which lasted until the 1920's, the tri-band council 
in the 1960's, and the reorganized council of the late 1970's 
included all the contending factions. 

Greatest anirrosities and divisions occurred in the 1930's and 40's, 
when both sides were engaged in letter-writing campaigns 
undercutting ea(::h other's positions with the Bureau of Indian 
Affairs (BIA) and publicly berating each other's ancestors. Even 
during that period, however, the warring subgroups still came 
together at the annual reunion, in pageant productions, and in 
the court cases involving treaty fishing rights. Successes with 
the Indian Claims Commision (ICC) and the initiation of Federal 
acknowledgment E!fforts helped to politically unify the subgroups 
in the current generation. 

From removal to the present, the subgroups have functioned as 
levels of sociopolitical organization intermediate between the 
nuclear family Clnd the tribe as a whole. These are not neatly 
bounded corpora1:e groups, like clans, and there are clear 
indications thai: these distinctions have become less salient 
during the past generation; but they continue to exist in the 
formal structurE! of the tribal council, and as informal social 
uni ts based on }~inship. In this regard, the subgroups are an 
important axis c)f continuity with the social and political 
structure of thE! Miamis who remained in Indiana, and represent a 
feature of community life that has distinguished their social 
organization frc)m that of non-Indians living in the same area. 

Godfroy. 

The progenitor c)f the Godfroy band was Jacques Godfroy, 
reportedly of nc)ble French lineage, escaping before the Jacobins. 
He found his way to the Miami village of Chief Osage, whose 
daughter he married. Their son Francis was born near Fort Wayne 
in 1788. Francis distinguished himself in the Battle of 
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Mississinewa, when h~ raised a war party from the Osah (Osandiah) 
village to join in the attack on Campbell. Osah had succeeded 
Little Turtle as war chief (Butler 1901), followed by Deaf Man. 
Francis (aka Polozwah, or Little Thunder), then succeeded Deaf 
Man. Godfrey's election as war chief in 1830, which Butler 
(1901:231) attributes to his exploits in 1812, is represented 
folklorically as resulting from a contest between him and a 
bullying village chief named Majenica (Godfroy 1961:109). 
However it was acquired, the title was by then ceremonial, given 
the cessation ()f hostilities. His position as a leader in the 
Miami tribe, however, yielded large tracts of land, and his 
entrepreneurial activities brought him great wealth. 

Francis Godfroy had two wives: Sacachequah, a Pottawatomii and 
Sacaquatah (Ca1:herine Coleman) I whose father was a white captive 
and mother was a Miami daughter of Osandiah. These two unions 
produced 12 children altogether. Members of his large family and 
other remnants of Osandiah's village inhabited tracts of reserve 
land surrounding his trading house near Peru. The landless Eel 
River Miamis also settled on this land in the 1830's. 

When Francis Godfroy died in 1840, leadership of the band passed 
to his son-in-law, Black Raccoon (Wappapinsha), also known as 
George Hunt. Before removal, Black Raccoon had been leader of a-
village "just south of Wabash" (Butler 1901:228) i he married 
Francis' daught:er Frances in about 1830. He delivered the eulogy 
for Francis Godfroy's funeral (Lamb and Schultz 1964:102). 
Pimyotomah, the! brother of Francis' second wife and a grandson of 
Osandiah, was also a leader of the band following Francis' death. 
When Black Raccoon died in 1860, Gabriel Godfroy (son of Francis) 
succeeded hi:n 2lS leader of the group , although Pimyotomah 
continued to exercise considerable influence until his death in 
1889. 

Gabriel Godfroy was born in 1834, only 6 years before his father 
died. Al tho'.lgh not the eldest, his personal characteristics 
early distin9uished him as a leader among the Godfroy Miamis. At 
age 20, he signed the treaty of 1854; five years later, one of 
the council :neettings about the enrollment problem was held at his 
house. Whil,a s:till in his twenties, he filed several law suits 
over reserve property, and he began acquiring large amounts of 
the reserve land that his relatives were rapidly selling off at 
that time. His: early efforts to consolidate the landholdings of 
the Godfroy l;rc1up were continued into the next century, but with 
diminishing ::mccess. 

The father of 19 children by three different wives, his children 
and grandchildren accounted for a large share of the reserve 
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population. In 1880, the Godfroy reserve held about 130 people 
(including 15 EE~1 River Miamis) (MNISI 198ge: 1). In addition to 
Gabriel's family, the Godfroy band also included families of his 
many siblings and half-siblings. Pimyotomah and Betsy Whitewolf 
(Gabriel's aunt and uncle) had reserve land nearby. other 
families who sought refuge on the Godfroy reserve included the 
Goodboos and thE~ Lavontures, who were return migrants from the 
west. 

Eel River families (including the Avelines, Lafalliers and 
Walters) settled on Godfroy land and, in some cases, married into 
the Godfroy families. Annuities came to the Eel River Miamis on 
a payroll separate from that for the other Indiana Miamis. The 
last Eel River payroll was in 1889. There was also a group of 
Eel River Miamis in Oklahoma who were incorporated into the Weas 
(Anson 1970). Conflicts have periodically erupted over charges 
that Eel River ~!iamis were gaining wrongful access to Federal 
benefits belonging to both the Indiana and western Miamis. 
Marriages betweE~n Eel Rivers and the Godfroy group offered the 
possibility of dual enrollment of offspring, which gave rise to 
much of the cont:ention in Indiana. Al though they remained 
administratively separate, the Eel River group was not 
politically autc)nomous after the removal; they had neither 
leaders nor resE~rve land of their own. 

The Mongosa family was another segment which maintained a 
relatively separate identity, but was politically and 
territorially aligned with the Godfroy group. They descend from 
Betsy Whitewolf I' a sister of both Pimyotomah and Catherine 
Coleman (Francis Godfroy's second wife). Pimyotomah, who lived 
until 1889, was a leader in his own right. In 1845, Pimyotomah 
was part of the Miami delegation who went west to inspect the 
land designated for the removal, and· in the following year he 
accompanied Lafc)ntaine west with the removal party. Pimyotomah 
signed the 1854 treaty, and was appointed by Meshingomesia to 
serve as spokesman for the Indiana Miamis when a delegation 
travelled to Washington in connection with the treaty. 
Pimyotomah hostE~d one of the 1859 council meetings about the 
added names, and wrote or signed numerous letters to washington 
in the 1860's, 70's and 80's. He was also a Baptist preacher who 
was closely allied with Peter Bundy, leader of the Bundy group 
during the same period. Part of Pimyotomah's family (the 
Walkers) went WE~st late in the 19th century, but many of his 
children and grcmdchildren remained in Butler Township and 
married into other Miami families. 

Betsy Whi tewol f I' who was much older than Pimyotomah, had one 
child -- a son named Mongosa, who was five years older than his 
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uncle (b. 1:309 a-nd 1814, respectively). Mongosa had eight 
children, ~10 married into all of the Miami subgroups. After 
removal Bet:;y Whitewolf and Pimyotomah occupied small adjoining 
reserves on the north side of the Mississenwa River, about 
equidistant between Mt. Pleasant and the Ozashinquah reserve. 
When she dil~d in 1870, Betsy Whitewolf left her 80 acres to four 
of her grandchildren who were living there: sons John and Robert 
each got 30 acres; daughters Mary and Nancy got 10 acres each. 
Gabriel God::roy was the executor of the will. These heirs and 
several descendants of Pimyotomah loosely comprised the Mongosa 
family in Bntler Township. 

John "Bull" Mongosa was the oldest of this family and became a 
well known leader in the Butler Township community. He was not a 
preacher, but was regarded as a spiritual figure who dispens~d 
advice and 11ealing (Greenbaum 1989; Mongosa 1939). His son, Joe, 
was married to Eclista Pim Walker (a granddaughter of 
Pimyotomah). They raised a large family on some of Pimyotomah's 
reserve land, and Joe Mongosa later became active in the Godfroy 
tribal council. John Bull's daughter Mary was considered to be a 
"medicine woman." Her husband, Nathaniel Bradley, was a white 
doctor who :Lived in the area. The family was well known to the . 
other Miami families in the area who relied on Mary especiallY -. 
for medical care and midwifery. Her family took in orphans and 
unwed mothel:"s, and had a reputation for generosity. 

Mary Mongosa Bradley was also active in tribal politics and was 
among the signers of the 1897 "Headquarters" agreement (along 
with her fa1:her) (P. Bundy et al., 1897). Mary's daughter, Anna, 
continued in this role as informal leader and medicine woman, and 
handed down some of the healing traditions to her own daughters. 
Anna married John A. Marks, a Meshingomesia Miami. During the 
past two generations, Anna's two daughters, Carmen Ryan (who died 
in the mid :.980's) and Lora Siders, have played important roles 
in mediatinq between factions of the tribe and in leadership 
succession at crucial intervals. The Mongosas' alignment with 
the GodfroYB, through Pimyotomah, and with the Meshingomesias, 
through the Marks family, was an important factor in their 
ability to negotiate between warring factions. 

Families be:.onging to the Godfroy subgroup during the late 19th 
and early 20th centuries occupied a sizable amount of good farm 
land, much of it situated on the Wabash or Mississinewa Rivers. 
Collectively, and as individuals, the families on the reserve 
land attempi:ed to establish a livelihood by combining traditional 
SUbsistence with the introduction of commercial farming. In both 
the traditional and innovative aspects of this strategy, Gabriel 
Godfroy was the clearly acknowledged leader. 
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In anticipaticm of the last annuity payment in 1881, Gabriel 
Godfroy beg~n systematic efforts to train the Miamis to become 
successful:ommercial farmers. He also led seasonal hunting 
expeditions as far away as Wisconsin. Household economies of the 
reserve famili.es could be largely satisfied by traditional 
sUbsistence activities, but there was a persistent and growing 
need for ca:;h to pay taxes and purchase consumer goods. This was 
the larger l~cClnomic problem confronting the reserve families, and 
Godfroy, whl) \oJ'as the wealthiest, assumed the responsibility of 
finding a sc)lution for that problem. In about 1879, he hired 
Benjamin Hundley, a white farmer, to teach agricultural 
techniques 1:0 the Godfroy Miamis (Hundley 1939; Rafert 1982). 
Prior to that he had attempted to obtain the same services less 
formally by permitting white farmers to use some of his land, in 
exchange fO]~ assistance in teaching the Miamis how to farm 
(Rafert 198:!:24). These efforts proved relatively unsuccessful, 
and the Miani farmers remained at a competitive disadvantage with 
the other farmers and landowners in the surrounding vicinity. 

Godfroy's principal leadership activities revolved around 
preserving t:he land base. During the 1860' s, he purchased many 
parcels of Niami land, which at that time was steadily draining 
into white c,wn1ership (Rafert 1980). The following decade, he 
commenced a prl::>tracted legal struggle to secure tax exemption for 
the reserve properties. He undertook a string of law suits 
between 1878 and 1905, the costs of which ultimately left him in 
poverty. 

Gabriel Godfroy was noted for his generosity, which was an 
important attribute of his leadership (anonymous 1910a, 1910b; 
Dunn 1919:43). In addition to assuming the costs of introducing 
commercial agriculture and paying the legal fees associated with 
the court battles, he paid the fines of "scores" of Indians who 
got arrested in Butler Township (anonymous 1910a) and served as 
guardian for many orphaned children. He had cabins built to 
house landless Miamis who settled on his property after they 
returned from the west, and he built additional shelters for 
Miamis dislocated by the sale of part of his property to 
Hagenbach and ~lallace Circus in 1893 (Lamb and Schultz 1964; 
MNISI 1989c). 

Gabriel Godfroy's large family formed the center of a tight knit 
community cente~red east of Peru on Godfroy Reserve #9. In the 
1880's there we~re 130 people living on the reserve property. By 

'1900, that number was unchanged, although the land held by Miami 
families had shrunk to about half of what it had been 20 years 
earlier (MNI.3I 198ge). During the next decade more land was 
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lost, and thl:!re~ was a gradual attrition in the size of the 
resident co~nunity. 

Gabriel Godf:roy served as the leader of this community until 
shortly before his death in 1910. His remaining land had been 
deeded to children of his son Peter, who was married to Louisa 
Aveline (an :~el River descendant of chief Little charley). This 
group of heirs soon resurrected the legal effort to obtain tax 
exemption and r,;rere to play maj or leadership roles in the Godfroy 
group during the 1940's and 50's. His immediate successor in 
leadership, :1owever, was George Godfroy, who was his nephew (son 
of his broth:!r William). George Godfroy became the leader of the 
Headquarters organization sometime before 1902. Gabriel Godfroy 
was still alive at that time, but his involvement with the 
Headquarters organization is somewhat unclear. He was not among 
the signers Jf the 1897 agreement with Camillus Bundy, nor is he 
listed on any of the later documents related to the Headquarters. 
In 1901, how:!vE!r, Gabriel and William Godfroy and William Peconga 
(leader of t1e Meshingomesias) sent a letter to the Commissioner 
of Indian Affairs questioning the 1897 determination that they 
were citizens (Gabriel Godfroy et al., 1901). The letter refers 
to a council mE!eting that had been held at William Godfroy' s 
house. Thei I:' inquiry was sent in May; two months later, in July_"_ 
1901, the Co:rnmissioner of Indian Affairs reaffirmed the 1897 
ruling, and in November 1901, the Indiana Appellate Court ruled 
against Godfl:'oy's tax suit. In March of the following year, 
attorneys writing on behalf of the "Tribe of Miami Indians" 
sought further clarification from the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs (Stal:'k and Denison 1902). 

This organiz:ltion is evidently the same as the Headquarters 
(MNISI 1984b). The letterhead lists George Godfroy as "chief" 
and Ross Bunjy (Camillus' cousin) as secretary. In 1904 and 1905 
documents be3.ring the name "Headquarters" on the letterhead also 
list the same officers as in the previous 1902 "Tribe of Miami 
Indians" (e.;;., William Bundy 1905). The Headquarters letterhead 
also includes t:he names of William Peconga and Peter Godfroy 
(Gabriel's oldest son), but not Gabriel. 1905 was the year of 
Gabriel Godfl:'oy's last law suit, and he was by that time elderly, 
ailing, landless and impoverished. 

George Godfroy was married to Mary Peconga, a granddaughter of 
Meshingomesia and sister of William Peconga, leader of the 
Meshingomesia subgroup. His brother-in-law had come to live with 
him after Peconga lost his land, making George well situated to 
bridge the two major factions in'the joint efforts to restore 
Miami tribal st:atus. George's sister, Isabel, was married to 
Judson Bundy (9randson of Frances Slocum and brother of Camillus) 
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who was also a member of the Headquarters council. Relatively 
little is re,:::orded concerning George Godfroy' s activities as 
leader. He rarely wrote letters or initiated other actions that 
were preservl~ i.n documents. 

The Headquar-:ers alliance began falling apart in 1916 when 
camillus Bundy appointed his son, CZ Bundy (more commonly spelled 
Bondy), to s1lcc:eed him as "attorney in fact" for the 
organization. Some of the Headquarters members refused to sign 
the agreemen': a.ppointing him to this position, and there were 
more defections later. In 1917 and again in 1920, George Godfroy 
and Ross Bundy (the Headquarters secretary) sent letters to the 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs protesting CZ's activities and 
reasserting George's position as leader of the Headquarters (Ross 
Bundy 1917, 1920). The principals in the Headquarters 
organization" all of whom formally opposed CZ, included John 
Bundy, Joe Mongosa, Peter Bruell (both grandsons of Mongosa) and 
willis Pecon~Ja (nephew of William). George Godfroy was listed as 
chief. 

until he died in 1929, George Godfroy evidently was able to 
maintain unity among the subgroups in the Headquarters, in spite. 
of dissension over the activities of some of the Bundys. His 
successors over the next two generations, however, pursued a 
divergent strategy, in which the Godfroys acted on their own 
under the banner of "individual Miamis" or the "Francis Godfroy 
band." Beginning in the 1930's, the leaders of the Godfroy group 
were Francis Godfroy (Gabriel's son) who died in 1938, and three 
sons of PeteI' Godfroy -- Ira S. and Clarence Godfroy (who 
survived intci the early 1960' s) and Lawrence Godfroy (who died in 
the early 1980's). Peter Godfroy's children had become the owners 
of the land tha"t was the object of Gabriel Godfroy' s last tax 
suit. 

The temporary t.:lX exemption that Godfroy won in 1905 expired in 
1915. For a fe~1i years, the heirs paid taxes on the land. In the 
early 1920's they ceased doing so, initiating a new round of legal 
actions based on the treaty reserve status of their land. 
Clarence Godfroy wrote the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in 1921 
seeking help wi 1:h their taxation problem (MNISI 1984a: 42). He 
was refused assistance on the basis that the Indiana Miamis were 
considered to bE~ citizens. The heirs stopped paying their taxes 
anyway, and in 1925 land held by Ira S. Godfroy and his sisters, 
Elizabeth Coiner and Eva Bossely, was sold at a tax sale. 

When the Headquarters apparently dissolved in 1929, camillus 
Bundy was wagin9 his own land struggle. His last efforts failed 
in that same year, which partly inspired the birth of the Miami 
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Nation in 1930. -This organization was led by Meshingomesias and 
Bundys. It did not include the Godfroys, and they actively sought 
to disassociatE~ themselves from it. There were several factors 
that prevented a total split, however. These included the 
Maconaquah pagE~ant and treaty fishing cases, both of which were 
occurring during the 1930's. Clarence Godfroy, who was an ardent 
conservator of traditional Miami culture, was one of the main 
organizers of 1:he Maconaquah pageant, along with Ross Bundy, who 
had been secre1:ary of the Headquarters and was initially active 
in the Miami Nation. Bundy's mother was a cousin of Clarence 
Godfroy's fathE~r, one of several kin ties between the Godfroys 
and the Bundys.. Many of the Godfroys were active participants in 
Miami cultural events and were among the leaders in efforts to 
fight state game laws. 

Miamis in all 1:he subgroups regarded exemption from game laws and 
taxes as an important treaty right (MNISI 1984b:149i Rafert 
1982: 10). MorEwver, the sUbsistence of Miami families was 
heavily dependEmt on the ability to hunt and fish (MNISI 1990a). 
Prohibitions a9ainst spearfishing, which Miamis flagrantly 
violated, became a significant issue around which the different 
factions coalesced in spite of their other disagreements. 
William Godfroy, Gabriel's youngest son, was a major figure in 
the fishing cases. Several of the Meshingomesias were also 
involved, and t:he Miami Nation lent its formal support for the 
defendants in these cases. 

Although the st:ate of Indiana had imposed restrictions on fishing 
as early as 1899, there was little effective enforcement until 20 
years later, and even then game wardens generally gave tacit 
approval of .~i2lmi rights to fish (Rafert 1982: 160). During the 
1930's, howe~er, there were several arrests of Miamis for illegal 
spearfishing. These early cases were thrown out when they got to 
court, but in 1937, the state legislature tightened game 
restrictions and directed a campaign of tough enforcement that 
brought the long ambiguous question of Miami game rights to the 
fore. A bro,:id coalition of Miamis undertook to test the law by 
getting arre:::te!d. 

William ("Wild Bill") Godfroy, was a major figure in the fishing 
cases. He w,~nt: before the Miami Nation tribal council in 
December 193'7 asking for support in fighting the new state game 
laws. Minut,~s from the Miami Nation meeting two months earlier 
(October 193'7) also referred to William Godfroy as the person to 
contact for '~hclse interested in pursuing test cases on fishing. 
This was an intensely hostile period in relations between the 
Godfroys and the Miami Nation. In the October meeting, the Miami 
Nation had l.Lst.ened approvingly as their claims lawyer expressed 
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the view that "Gabriel Godfroy [William's deceased father] was 
not a chief, but an interpreter" (MN/MNI 10/31/37). A few months 
later, they recorded the fact that Sen. Griswold had labeled 
Francis Godfroy, JB Richardville and Francis Lafontaine as the 
"crookedest Indians he ever knew of" (MN/MNI1/23/38). William 
Godfroy made sE~veral appearances before the otherwise hostile 
Miami Nation and was able to convince them (and their lawyer) 
that game rights were a shared issue. 

Arrests for violations of the new fishing laws did not occur 
until 1939, al1:hough Frank Marks (a Meshingomesia) had been 
arrested in 1938 on charges of keeping a pet coon, and his case 
was included in the general test of Miami game rights. In early 
1939, Emmett and Lamoine Marks (Meshingomesias) were arrested for 
spearfishing. "In December, William Godfroy was arrested for the 
same offense, along with Frank Marks (the coon owner) and Elzie 
and Elmer Bruell (Mongosas). Their trials offered occasions for 
public displays of Miami identity and tribal solidarity. Elijah 
Marks and other members of the Miami Nation council attended in a 
mass show of support. William Godfroy came dressed in "full 
tribal regalia" (anonymous 1939c). During the period of the 
controversy, the Miamis staged public demonstrations of their 
heritage. ,,~s an auxiliary to their fight, they revived old 
tribal custo'ms and held regular pow wows, to which they invited 
some of the jurists before whom they appeared" (anonymous 1940e). 
When Frank Mar~~s, one of the defendants, died in 1940, his 
funeral beca:ne another vehicle for public demonstrations of 
tribal solidarity (anonymous 1940e). In spite of these efforts 
to persuade the! court and the public that the Miamis should 
retain their traditional fishing rights, the courts ruled that 
they were "j'lrisdictional citizens" and had relinquished their 
rights as IndialI1s (anonymous 1940c). 

The same yea:r that William Godfroy was defending himself in court 
over the fis]ling issue, his nieces and nephews were beginning 
their own CO'lrt~ fight to hold on to what was left of the Godfroy 
reserve. In 1939, the Godfroy heirs were ordered to vacate the 
land that had been sold for taxes in 1925. Charles and Elizabeth 
Soames had r,~ce!ntly bought the land from A. W. Zimmerman, who had 
obtained the de!ed at the tax sale. The Soames went to court in 
an effort to qu.iet the title on their new property (US District 
Court 1943). ~~en the matter was finally decided in 1943, the 
Godfroy heir:; lost. 

The unsucces:;fu.l court battle reactivated the Godfroy council 
(GBMI). Thi:; "l'as the separate Godfroy organization which had 
been variously called the "Francis Godfroy Band" and the 
"Individual Hiamis." This group had been operating at least 
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since the late 1~20's· (Francis Godfroy 1929, 1933), but written 
minutes are ~vailable beginning on March 6, 1944. The impending 
ICC was perh~ps another factor responsible for formally 
chartering t.:le Godfroy organization. The new organization was a 
branch of the League of Nations of North American Indians, and 
the first meeting was attended by Howard LaHurreau (a 
Pottawatomi), \lrho was the league's Indiana organizer. Clarence 
Godfroy was elE!cted chairman and Ira S. Godfroy was vice chair. 
Eva Bossley (who had also been involved with the land suit) was 
secretary. 'rhE! new council included Elmer and Elzie Bruell 
(defendants in the fishing cases) and other Mongosas, as well as 
Godfroys and at: least one RL (Richard Witt) . 

The Indian Claims Act was passed in August 1946, and in November 
1947, the Godfroy council decided to contract with a law firm to 
press for a :laLims award. Initially, there was disagreement over 
who should ba E!ligible to share in any ensuing award. Some 
members felt that Meshingomesia and Richardville heirs should be 
excluded, but ~rilliam Godfroy argued that the 1895 payroll list 
should be tha basis for eligibility (which would include all the 
subgroups). Godfroy's motion for greater inclusion was adopted 
by a council vote of 8 to 1. This was followed by another motio~ 
by William G::>df:roy to continue to fight was hunting and fishing -. 
rights (GBMI 11/15/47). 

Two more yeaLs passed before they were able to secure an attorney 
to represent their claims. In the meantime, John Owens (a 
Richardville dE!scendant from Huntington) had been made a council 
member. Mes::lingomesias and Bundys were still not involved, 
however, and their own organization (Miami Nation) had languished 
with the dea·th of David Bundy in 1943 and the ill health of 
Elijah Marks, \lrho died in 1948. The Godfroy council dropped the 
"Individual/Prancis Godfroy" designation in favor of the name 
"The Miami I::1dians of Indiana," but there was continued 
opposition t,) the inclusion of Meshingomesias. However, the 
discussion c,:nt:ered more on whether to permit them into the 
Godfroy orga::li2:ation, rather than excluding them a priori from 
any judgment aVirard. "The councilmen thought it best not to take 
them in. It was decided to let them stay in their own group but 
come in on O'lr filing, let the government decide" (GBMI 2/14/53). 

With the assist:ance of Tom Pee Saw of the League of Nations of 
North Americ,:m Indians, the Indiana Miamis had entered their 
claim pursua::lt to the treaty of 1818 (Docket 124). The western 
Miamis, in t:le meantime, were also pursuing claims (Docket 67) 
under the sa:ne treaty. These two claims were consolidated in 
1954, and in 19156 the ICC ruled that payments to the tribe in 
1818 had bee:'} deficient in the amount of $5,277,000. The Godfroy 
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council (aka Indiana Miamis) secured a favorable ruling from the 
ICC in 1958 giving them equal standing with the Western Miamis. 

The ICC award fCir the Miamis amounted to 75 cents per acre. On 
January 6, 19'57 a special meeting was held at the Eagles Hall in 
Peru for purpl::>se:s of voting to accept the award. Approximately 
300 people (rl:!presenting all the subgroups) attended this 
meeting; Ira S. Godfroy presided. There was much heated 
discussion ab,)ut~ whether or not to appeal this amount or to 
accept what h:ld been offered. Ira resisted a formal vote on this 
issue, but tw::> people (from Meshingomesia and RL families) forced 
a vote (GBMI 1/657). A majority voted in favor of accepting the 
offer (256 to 41) (anonymous 1957). At the urging of Ira Godfroy 
and on advice of their attorneys, however, the council overruled 
the vote and filed an appeal, and the offer was ultimately 
increased to $1.15 per acre. 

Success in the ICC bolstered the influence of the Godfroy 
organization, but did not quiet factional strife. By this time 
most Miamis were~ aware of the practical need for tribal unity, 
but the question of leadership over this unified group was more 
contentious than ever (Greenbaum 1989). Ira Godfroy died in 
1961, and his brother Lawrence, a resident of Indianapolis, was 
chosen by the Godfroy council to succeed him (GBMI 2/5/61). 

At this juncturE~, William F. Hale, a Meshingomesia from Muncie, 
asserted his own leadership, designating himself to be Ira 
Godfroy's successor (anonymous 1961a). He was supported in this 
by H. LaHurreau and Tom Pee Saw of the League of North American 
Indians (changed to the Long House League of North American 
Indians), who had previously worked with the Godfroy council. 
Initially, Hale also had the support of some former Miami Nation 
members, as well as several who had been active on the Godfroy 
council (Claren<:e Godfroy, John Owens and Pete Mongosa). Within 
a month, however, the latter three individuals resigned from the 
council, and no1: too long after, Elijah Marks' grandsons also 
defected. 

The Godfroys re'trenched under Lawrence Godfroy's leadership, 
formally amer.ding their by-laws in 1963. The Richardville 
descendants and many of the Mongosas also lined up with the 
Godfroys. Tt.e following year, Francis Shoemaker, grandson of 
Elijah Marks, w:~ested control of the Miami Nation from WF Hale, 
al though HalE: failed to concede his loss (MNISI 1989b 1: 26) . 
Shoemaker hac. bleen selected by his grandfather to become leader 
of the Miami Nation before the latter's death in 1948, and had 
been personally involved in filing the 1937 charter of 
incorporation (Greenbaum 1989). 
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For a time, there were three claimants to the title of chief of 
the Miami Indians in Indiana -- Lawrence Godfroy, Francis 
Shoemaker, and William F. Hale (anonymous 1972). Between May 21, 
1961 (MII 1961b) and February 12, 1967 (GBMI 2/12/67), the 
Godfroy council held no recorded meetings, although they 
continued t.o be active (anonymous 1965). 

During this pteriod, the center of Miami political activities 
shifted to the Meshingomesias. In October 1964, Francis 
Shoemaker bad regained leadership and reactivated the Miami 
Nation chazter, and early in the following year he reportedly 
reached a fonnal accord with the Godfroy group. "Apparently, a 
letter was signed to this effect, but it has not appeared in any 
of the tribal archives. The tribe had reached a degree of 
harmony which,. though not perfect, was sufficient to allow the 
claims process to move forward relatively smoothly" (MNISI 1989b 
1:27). This letter was likely destroyed along with the records 
of other activities by the Miami Nation under Shoemaker in a fire 
at the house of Mina Brooke, the secretary for the organization 
(Greenbaum 1989). 

While all s ide!s waited for the claims process, tax exemption 
again surfa:::ecl as an issue of maj or concern for the Godfroys. 
With the assistance of lawyers from the Native American Rights 
Fund, Oliver Godfroy (brother of Elizabeth, Eva, Ira S. and 
Clarence) b:rou.ght suit in US district court in 1974, in a renewed 
effort to win tax exemption for land he owned that was part of 
the Godfroy reserve (US District Court 1977a). Oliver (also 
known as SwimIIling Turtle) was a well known figure, both within 
and outside of the Miami cOmIIlunity in Peru (Vogel 1980; MNISI 
1989c; anon~~ous 1977a). Like his older brother Clarence, he was 
highly interested in Miami traditions and culture. During the 
earlier tax case inVOlving his brothers and sisters, Oliver had 
been workin9 in Detroit. Some thirty years after their loss, he 
undertook to test this issue again. In this case, however, the 
court ruled in his favor. 

The decision, 'which was not rendered until 1977, came only two 
weeks before~ his death. It was primarily a symbolic victory, and 
the small pa.rcel of land (79 acres) he was able to salvage from 
the decisior.. d~Hindled rapidly after his death. Presently, his 
niece, Louise Hay, is still in possession of a fragment of this 
land (1 1/3 acres), all that remains of the vast acreage that 
Francis Godfroy left to his heirs when he died in 1840 (Greenbaum 
1989) . 

The claims and court victories in the 1960's and 1970's represented 
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a reversal of fortunes after two generations of unsuccessful 
efforts by the :Miamis to regain treaty rights. The Godfroys had 
finally reconciled with the Meshingomesias under the leadership 
of Francis StLoemaker. All of the factions were able to unite in 
pursuit of FE!deral acknowledgment, and by the early 1980' s the 
tribal council included members of the Godfroy, RL, Bundy and 
MeshingomesiCL subgroups. Lawrence Godfroy continued to be 
identified a~; the Godfroy subgroup leader and had the added title 
of "last heritage chief of the Miamis" (MNISI 11/28/81). 

In terms of descendant members, the Godfroys represent the 
largest subgroup by a factor greater than two; more than half of 
the contemporary Indiana Miamis are descended from Godfroys or 
the other fanilies associated with the Godfroy reserve. Out of 
4288 tribal nembers, 2160 (50.3%) are in this subgroup category, 
compared with 860 Meshingomesias, 857 RLs and 411 Bundys. A 
large propor1:ion of all the descendants of the Godfroy group 
(19%) live ill the town of Peru, Indiana; 95% of the Miamis living 
in Peru are Godfroy group descendants. Peru is also the single 
largest sett~~ement of Indiana Miamis; 454 tribal members live in 
a town of about 15,000 people. Peru is the present location of 
the tribal o::fice of the Miami Nation of Indiana. 

Meshingomesia. 

The Meshingolnesia band originated under the chieftainship of 
Osandiah, whc) 'W'as succeeded by his son Atawataw, and he in turn 
by his son M4~to,cina. Osandiah was reportedly the older brother 
of Pacanne. He represented the tribe in a meeting with President 
Washington, a distinction that allegedly resulted in his murder 
at the hands of' jealous tribesmen (Butler 1901: 223). In the 
latter part of the 18th century, Osandiah moved his group into 
Ohio, but under Metocina they returned to the Wabash area and 
acknowledged th.e principal chieftainship of Pacanne (Butler 
1901:220). lofet:ocina was the leader of this band in 1812, when 
American forl::es: attacked the village. 

Metocina had seven children by as many as four different wives. 
His band alslJ i.ncluded several of his first wife's children from 
her two forml~r marriages. Meshingomesia, the oldest son of 
Metocina, to'Jk over leadership of the band when his father died 
in 1832. He waLS the acknowledged headman for the next 47 years 
and strongly influenced the overall course of tribal affairs. A 
full-blood WtlO never learned English, he evidently conducted his 
office in a ~elatively traditional manner (Glenn 1987:12). In 
the post-rem~v2Ll period, Meshingomesia retained a formal 
"communal" stat:us for his band, which facilitated this style of 
leadership. Me~shingomesia also attempted to lead a transition to 
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commercial Earning for the inhabitants of the reserve and 
provided thl~m with both a church and school. 

When Franci:; Lafontaine died in 1847, Meshingomesia became his 
successor a:; leader of the Indiana Miamis (P p. 107). However, 
even before Lafontaine died, Meshingomesia had signed a letter to 
President Polk in 1846 as the "chief" of the Indiana Miamis 
(cited in ~lISI 1984b:107). He had opposed Lafontaine's election 
to as princ:.pal chief and had been one of the losing contenders 
when it was decided in 1841. Meshingomesia was one of the 
Indiana Mialli headmen who signed the 1854 treaty, and he led the 
protests in 1859 against the addition of names to the tribal 
roll. In 1867, he petitioned to have his reserve allotted 
individually. This petition came in the same year that the 
Attorney General finally agreed to remove the names that had been 
added to the: tribal roll. Meshingomesia was particularly ardent 
on this latter issue and actively sought to remove the names of 
these individuals, who were either descendants of Richardville or 
members of Flat Belly's band which had joined the Pottawatomies 
after removal (MNISI 1984b: 92). Meshingomesia was also selected 
to be a delegate to Washington for discussions with the Western 
Miamis in 1869, but declined to attend because he claimed he was· 
too poor to pay the expenses of going (Wines 1869). 

Although Meshingomesia had endeavored to maintain his father's 
reserve land as a communal reservation, he was impeded by legal 
anomalies in their collective tenure. Because the reserve title 
was held com::nunally, individual land holders were unable to 
demonstrate legal rights to their property or the timber and 
other resour,:::es: contained on it. These problems in addition to 
internal pre::;sUlres forced Meshingomesia to agree to voluntary 
allotment anli citizenship for his band, effecting a radical 
reversal of ':heir prior "communal" status. The change of status 
occurred in ~;tages. The petition was made in 1867, the reserve 
was surveyed and partitioned into individual allotments in 1873, 
and the Mesh:Lngomesia reserve holders became citizens in 1881. 

Documents deBcribing the allotment process indicate the 
relative sizH and composition of the Meshingomesia band in the 
1870's. 

The Meshingomesia family in 1840 had 56 members, of whom 
14 were still living in 1873. In 1873, 43 persons were 
direct c~escendants of the original 56. There were also 
6 women fn)m other tribes or families who had married 
into thE: g:r-oup and were equally entitled with the pre
ceding ll.eml:::>ers to full allotments. The commissioners 
compiled lists of persons in each group and decided that 
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only 63 :?eclple [43 + 14 + 6] were eligible for allotments. 
They alsl) filed a list of 55 persons who claimed membership 
in the f,~mi.ly, but whose claims were disallowed (Anson 1970: 
277-278) . 

Families on tle eligible list included: Meshingomesia and his 
wife; son CharlE~s Peconga and members of his large family; son 
John Tawataw ,~nCl family; widow and survivors of Meshingomesia' s 
brother Chapeldc)ceah; widow and survivors of his half-brother, 
Captain Dixon. Also receiving allotments were the families of 
two persons Wl0 had been formally adopted by the Meshingomesia 
band -- the P::>tt:awatomi Waucoon, and Jane Newman, whose husband 
was a Delaware. Seven other farms were allotted to unnamed 
family members (Winger 1970 cited in Glenn et al 1977:73). 

William Pecon~a, Meshingomesia's grandson, became leader in 1879, 
two years bef::>re! the allotment was finalized and during a period 
when death st~l~:ed his family. In addition to his grandfather, 
the chief, 11 other Meshingomesias died in 1879. Peconga and his 
brothers began cl coordinated effort to reassemble large parcels 
of reserve land and develop new farming techniques. Their 
efforts failei in the 1890's, and the remaining reserve tracts 
were rapidly los;t in mortgage foreclosures. 

The Peconga brot:hers were the sons of Charles Pegonga, 
Meshingomesia's oldest son. His other son, John Tawataw, died in 
1879 (as did1ohn's oldest son, Nelson). Many of the other 
reserve famil ies. were descended from Chapendoceah, 
Meshingomesia's brother, who had 16 children. At least three of 
these were adopt:ed, including "Nancy J." Lenanzoquah, the mother 
of Elijah Marks (future leader of the Meshingomesias), and the 
Pottowatomie Wallcoon. Another large segment of the group 
descended from ~Ieshingomesia's half-brother, captain Dixon. He 
died before the removal, but his two children, Hanna and Charlie, 
had large families, members of which later became active in 
tribal affairs. 

By the first World War, a mass exodus from the foreclosed 
properties had led many of the Meshingomesia families into Mar
ion, Fort Wayne and South Bend. During this period, the Meshingo
mesia group was fragmented, and leadership over the scattered 
families is uncE~rtain. Marion was the closest town and is 
relatively largE~ among the towns in this general region. In the 
early 1890's, a large number of displaced families moved to Marion 
and found work in the factories. Among them was Elijah Marks, 
son of Chapendoceah's adopted daughter. His father was believed 
to be Commodore P. Marks, a white man who had been extensively 
involved in the sales of Meshingomesia land in the 1880's. 
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captain Dixon's daughter Hanna was also married to a white man 
named Marks (Abraham). These two unions account for the 
prevalence of the Marks surname among the Meshingomesia Miamis; 
it is also l~eported that some members of the larger Chapendoceah 
family assumed the Marks surname, although they were not directly 
related to E~ither Commodore or Abraham. Elijah Marks later 
emerged as 1:he leader of Meshingomesia group and Marion became 
the site of the meetings of tribal council. 

William and Peter Peconga and several others displaced'from the 
reserve movE!d in with the Godfroys, and became involved with the 
Headquarten; organization. Meetings for the Headquarters were 
held in the church on the Meshingomesia reserve, and the 
Meshingomesia problems were prominent on the agenda. Members of 
the Marks fe,mily in Marion also attended these meetings (MNISI 
1985b 1). ~rilliam Peconga died in 1916. In that same year, C.Z. 
Bondy succee:ded his father Camillus as "attorney in fact" which 
began to split the Headquarters organization. In the aftermath, 
there were Pecongas allied with both sides (MNlSl 1984b:145-146). 
During this period, Miami politics were dominated by the Bundys, 
on the one hand, and the emergent "individual" Godfroys, on the 
other. 

In the teens and 1920's there was a secondary migration of 
Meshingomesias out of Marion into Wabash. One important example 
was Lillie Marks, daughter of Elijah. Her second husband was 
David Bundy, C2lmillus' step-son who had also moved to Wabash 
during that time to work for the fire department. David and 
Lillie Marks Bundy were very active in the Miami Nation 
organization in the 1930's and early 40's. His father-in-law was 
chief of the Miami Nation during that same time. Lillie's 
children fran an earlier marriage included Francis Shoemaker, who 
also became ,::hi.ef of the Miami Nation in the next generation. 
Francis Shoemaker was David Bundy's step son. When Kim Bundy 
finally lost hi.s land and was too frail to live on his own, he 
moved in with David's family in Wabash, and he became very close 
to Francis Shoemaker before he died (MNISI 1985b 1). 

In the late 1920's, a new organization was formed by Camillus 
Bundy, David Bundy and Elijah Marks. Although Camillus Bundy was 
evidently thE~ organizer of this first meeting (MNISI 1985b 1), 
failing heal1:h caused him to cease involvement. David Bundy and 
his cousin Ross Bundy (formerly secretary of the Headquarters) 
were very ac1:ive, and Elijah Marks was named chief. In 1930, a 
contract was drawn up between the Miami Nation and CZ Bondy, 
Camillus' son, but this relationship proved to be short-lived. 
The Miami Na1:ion attracted a large number of Meshingomesias, 
especially those living in Marion. Marks' leadership was more 
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sectarian them Peconga's had been, and he focused his appeals on 
the distinctive status of the Meshingomesia reserve. In 1930, 
Elijah Shapp, a cousin of Elijah Marks who lived on the same 
block in Marion (E. Wiley st.) began writing letters to the 
Secretary of Interior on behalf of the Meshingomesia descendants, 
arguing that they were still Indians and should not have been 
made citizen~i in 1881. Between January 1930 and September 1933, 
Shapp wrote at least 20 letters in which he repeatedly asserted 
the claim that Meshingomesia Miamis were entitled to land or 
compensation from the Federal Government. 

Most of the Bundys remained allied with Marks and the 
Meshingomesias when the Miami Nation was formally chartered in 
1937, althou~Jh many of the Bundys left the organization in the 
following year. For the next two decades, members of the Miami 
Nation contended sharply with the Godfroy group, variously known 
as "Individuells," the "Francis Godfroy band" and the "Miami Tribe 
of Indiana." Members of the Miami Nation also contended sharply 
with each other. Initially, these were disputes involving Bundys 
-- CZ, David and Ross. In the post World War II period, . 
especially aj:ter Elij ah Marks died in 1948, there was a hiatus in 
the activitiE!s of the Miami Nation (recorded minutes stop in 1942· 
shortly before the death of David Bundy). Oral accounts indicate-
that Francis Shoemaker, Elijah Marks' grandson, became the 
Meshingomesia leader in the late 1940's or early 1950's (MNISI 
1985b 1; GreEmbaum 1989). In the early 1960's, a leadership 
struggle devHloped between William F. Hale and Francis Shoemaker, 
Meshingomesia's great-grandnephew and great-great grandnephew, 
respectively. 

Hale was the son of Lavina Dixon, a niece of Meshingomesia 
(daughter of Charlie Dixon), whose family had left the 
Meshingomesia reserve for Marion in the late 19th century. 
Lavina had married Joel F. Hale, a white man. At least four 
other Meshin90mesia Miami women of Lavina's generation had also 
married membHrs of the Hale family. Waucoon's daughter, Nancy 
J., married Charles A. Hale, a white laborer who was hired by the 
Meshingomesias during the 1880's (Rafert 1982:133). He later also 
married Nora Dixon, Charlie Dixon's daughter. Another of 
Charlie's daughters was married to William Hale, and yet another 
(Mary) was married to John F. Hale. The exact relationships 
among the dij:ferent Hale men are not known, but they seem clearly 
to have been related, and they all were son-in-laws of Charlie 
Dixon. ThesE! interconnected kin ties gave the Hale families a 
distinctive cohesiveness. 

WF Hale was born in Marion in 1891. In the late teens, WF and 
his brother, Clarence, moved to Muncie, where the former lived 
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most of his life.- Two of his brothers, Martin and Millard, 
migrated to South Bend around the same time. The dispersed Hales 
continued to be! involved in tribal affairs and activities, 
especially in t:he Miami Nation. WF Hale served on the tribal 
council under Elijah Marks (MN/MNI 4/1738), and he later became 
leader of both the subgroup and the tribe as a whole. Although 
an important figure in Miami politics, his leadership was 
controversial and he ultimately failed in his efforts to 
represent ei the!r the Meshingomesia subgroup or the Miamis of 
Indiana. 

William Frances Hale (Mongonza) was a flamboyant figure whose 
efforts to promote pan-Indianism and cultural revival drew 
criticisms from several quarters. A major obstacle to his 
leadership was that he lived in Muncie, thus outside the center 
of activities in Wabash, Marion and Peru. He drew his primary 
support from his brothers' large South Bend families of his 
brother Millard. George Dorrin, who presently represents the 
South Bend group on the Miami tribal council, is Hale's 
grandnephew. Hale's leadership was a important factor in 
maintaining contact between the out-migrating families in 
northern Indiana and those still remaining in the general 
vicinity of thE~ Meshingomesia reserve. During the 1920's and 30!-s, 
these families attended reunions and tribal meetings and 
continued to exercise a voice in tribal affairs (Greenbaum 1989). 

The late 1950'~. and early 60' s were a period of intense tribal 
activity. Success in the ICC had animated the interest of the 
various subgroups, and also had evidently inflamed some non
Indians. In 1961, vandals severely damaged headstones in the 
Meshingomesia cemetery, an event that helped to mobilize the 
Meshingomesia descendants (MTI 7/61; anonymous 1961e). Although 
the Meshingomesias were not initially involved in the claims 
activity insti9ated by the Godfroys and RL group, they were 
nonetheless eligible to share in the award, and they eventually 
managed to gain the lead in this effort after the death of Ira 
Godfroy in 1961. In that year, WF Hale became head of the newly 
formed, and very short-lived "tri-band council," convened 
primarily in rE~sponse to the impending claims award. In a 
meeting in the Wabash County court house (on March 5, 1961) that 
included Meshingomesias, GOdfroys, Bundys and RL descendants, WF 
Hale was electE~d chief of the "Miami Tribe of Indiana." (In that 
same year, he ~Ias also elected president of the Miami Annual 
Reunion [MAR]) ,. 

The new tribal council was ecumenical, but the alliance was very 
brief. One month after it was formed, three council members (two 
Godfroys and one RL) resigned and returned to the Godfroy 
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organization ~ith Lawrence Godfroy as newly elected chief. 
Dissension also affected the Meshingomesia segment of Hale's 
organization. In 1964, Francis Shoemaker, grandson of Elijah 
Marks, reactivat:ed,the 1937 Miami Nation Charter and directly 
challenged Hale's leadership. Others involved in the breakaway 
organization inc:luded Shoemaker's brothers (Curtis, Charles and 
Clarence), Sam Bundy, Carmen Ryan (Marks/Mongosa), and Mina 
Brooke, a Meshingomesia who had been Hale's secretary. The 
opposition group was thus composed primarily of disaffected 
Meshingomesias from Marion and Wabash, as well as several Bundys. 
Carmen Ryan's role was important both for her personal leadership 
qualities, and because she was part of a family (Mongosa
Bradleys) with relatives among the Godfroys as well as the 
Meshingomesias (her mother was married to a Marks). Shoemaker 
was recognized as the Meshingomesia leader and in 1965 was 
finally able to unify all the subgroups into one organization. 
During the early 1970's, the Miami Nation continued to have 
sporadic meetin9s, but minutes were not kept for this period. In 
November 1978, a meeting was called to discuss the acknowledgment 
regulations that: had been published that year. Before any action 
was taken, however, a group of RL descendants in Huntington 
called a meeting (March 1979) to which all Indiana Miamis were 
invi ted to consider these regulations. Following that meeting, d-
consensus emergE~d that Shoemaker's Miami Nation was the 
appropriate entity to represent the tribe in pursuing Federal 
acknonwledgment.. Another large meeting was held in June 1979 in 
Wabash, with Francis Shoemaker presiding (MNISI 6/3/79). 
Although in semi-retirment, he is still the titular chief of the 
Miami Nation of Indians of Indiana. 

Hale, who died in 1983, continued to present himself as chief of 
the Miamis in Indiana, and was especially active in state wide 
events focusing on Miami heritage. He remained bitterly opposed 
to the Godfroys and in 1969 launched an unsuccessful campaign to 
prevent the naming of a state park after Francis Godfroy 
(anonymous 1969a). Until his death, he enjoyed the continued 
support of his relatives in the South Bend area and remained the 
acknowledged leader of that segment of Meshingomesia descendants 
(often known by the name "Eagle Clan") (Greenbaum 1989) . 
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Bundy. 

The Miami sU:Jgroup commonly referred to as the Bundys originated 
with Frances Slocum (Maconaquah), a white woman captured by 
Delawares in Pennsylvania in 177B, when she was a small child. 
Maconaquah, It/hose name translates as "White Rose," came to live 
among the Miamis as the wife of Deaf Man, one of the preremoval 
Mississinewa war chiefs. After the War of 1812, Deaf Man's 
village consisted of seven or eight log houses on the south bank 
of the Missi:;sinewa River, eight miles east of Peru. The 
settlement ~iS located close to the Godfroy Trading House, with a 
path leading from there down the river alongside the bluff by the 
main cabin 0:: Deaf Man's village (Meginness 1891:137). Francis 
Godfroy succt~eded him as war chief in about 1830 (MNISI 
19B4b:71). Deaf Man died soon after, in 1832, leaving his widow 
and two surv:Lving daughters in possession of a 640 acre site 
containing the village. 

In 1835, Frances Slocum revealed the secret of her capture to 
George Ewing, a white trader (Rafert 1982:70). Ewing's discovery 
was eventual:.y communicated to her surviving siblings. The 
reunion with their lost sister in 1837 generated tremendous 
publicity, largely sympathetic, at a time when pressure was 
mounting to remove the Miamis. A Joint resolution of Congress on 
March 3, 184:; exempted Frances Slocum and her family (a total of 
22 individuals) from the removal order (Sinclair 1846a). 

Frances Sloc\,;lm' s family occupied a prosperous farmstead and owned 
cattle, hogs, chickens and a large herd of ponies. The 
settlement included her two grown daughters, their husbands, and 
the children of her youngest daughter ozashinquah (Jane). In 
1846, the yea.r of the removal, Frances persuaded her white 
nephew, Rev. George Slocum, to come from Ohio and help her manage 
the farm. Wben Frances died the following year, she was buried 
"a few yards from the house where she died" (Meginness 1891:140). 
Her will specified that this burial ground should remain set 
aside for the interment of her descendants. Her older daughter 
died that sane year. In later years, this cemetery became the 
last rallying point in the Bundy's efforts to retain land and 
tribal status, imd remains an important symbol of subgroup 
identity. 

After Frances' death, JB Brouilette (widower of her older 
daughter) and Peter Bundy (her younger daughter, Jane's, 5th hus
band) assumed lE~adership of the settlement. Jane, or 
Ozahshinquah, was the reserve holder of record, and she was also 
the major progenetrix of the subgroup. She had twelve children 
by five husbands, one of whom was Francis Godfroy's son Louis. 
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(Louis was Gabriel's half brother.) Her large family not only 
peopled the reserve, but also formed multiple marriage alliances 
with the Godj:roys and the Meshingomesias (see Rafert 1982:98). 

Rev. Slocum remained until his death in 1860, influencing both 
Bundy and Brc)uilette to become Baptist preachers. He may also 
have been in~;trumental in persuading Pimyotomah and TF 
Richardville to join the clergy. Meshingomesia also converted to 
Baptism during the same period. This religious connection had a 
significant :.mpact on the leadership of the Ozahshinquah 
settlement and forged important institutional links with all the 
other groups. Slocum also influenced the economic development of 
the settlement. He had brought farm implements and supplies from 
Ohio, with which he planned to introduce modern farming 
techniques to his Miami relatives. His assistance eased the 
inevitable transition to plow agriculture, conditions that later 
inspired Gabriel Godfroy to hire Benjamin Hundley to provide 
similar services to his group. 

JB BrouilettE! was reportedly the first Miami to farm using a plow 
(Meginness H:91:144). He was the son of white captive and a 
Miami woman, and he married the daughter of a white captive 
(i. e., FrancE!s Slocum's daughter). Brouilette was a farmer and a 
preacher, and h,e was also a healer who combined native practices 
with European m1edical knowledge (Meginness 1891: 144). After his 
first wife's death, he married his niece (by marriage) Eliza, who 
was Ozahshinquah's daughter by Louis Godfroy. The second 
marriage, and the reserve land he inherited from his first wife, 
solidified hi.s interest and position within the settlement. His 
advances in far.ming were a factor in the relative success of the 
Ozahshinquah reserve inhabitants' ability to maintain their land 
during the la.te 19th century (Rafert 1982: 24). Brouilette was 
also active in ·tribal affairs. He was reportedly one of three 
candidates tel succeed JB Richardville as principal chief in 
1841 (along ~'ith Meshingomesia and Francis LaFontaine, the latter 
being the one s4:lected) (Evans 1963), and was one of the signers 
of the 1859 pet.ition to the BIA protesting the added names on the 
tribal roll. H4: died in 1867. His grandsons Ross Bundy and 
Clarence Godfroy began the Maconaquah pageant. 

A leader of equal importance was Peter Bundy (also spelled 
Bondy), son e,f a white trader and Mohican mother. ozahshinquah' s 
fifth (and last husband), he was the father of seven of her 
children. Tt.eir sons Judson and Camillus were the subsequent 
leaders of tt.e :subgroup, and a very large proportion of Frances 
Slocum'S descendants in the contemporary tribe descend from Peter 
Bundy. (It is fc)r this reason that the subgroup is generally 
referred to as -the "Bundys".) He was one of the 1854 treaty 
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signers (MNISI 1984b:86), and in 1859 one of the councils 
convened OVE r -the problem of the added names was held at his 
house. He, along with JB Brouilette, signed the 1859 petition 
complaining about the added names. Peter Bundy got his license 
to preach ir. 1859, one year prior to the death of George Slocum 
(MNISI 1985b 7). He preached regularly at the Antioch Church on 
the Meshingc>mesia reserve, and he corresponded often with Thomas 
F. Richardvill1e, also a Baptist preacher, who emigrated to the 
west in 186(. Bundy also corresponded with others in Oklahoma, 
providing tt.em assistance with annuity payments (MNISI 1985b 8). 
In 1880, Bundy joined in a letter to the Secretary of Interior, 
with Gabriel Godfroy and Pimyotomah, protesting the liquidation 
of the tribe.l principal in annuity payments (MNISI 1984b: 110) . 
He also repl~sented the tribe in 1884 when he gave a lengthy 
deposition e,bout Eel River Miamis; and was a signer, along with 
his son Jud5:on, of the 1895 payroll. Both were listed as "head 
men." Peter Bondy died in 1897, shortly after helping to found 
the Headquarters organization. 

When Jane Bl.tndy (Ozashinquah) died in 1877, she left 805 
unmortgaged acres to Peter and their eight surviving children. 
(Her will WelS ·witnessed by Thomas F. Richardville, who was then . 
living in O}:lahoma, but was on a return visit.) Longevity and 
good management had permitted her not only to retain the original 
reserve land, but to expand her holdings by 165 acres. Mortgages 
and tax salE!s in the period after her death, however, eroded the 
estate and'led eventually to the dispersal of the settlement. 

In general, the families on the Ozahshinquah reserve had close 
and frequent: contact with the inhabitants of the Godfroy reserve, 
which was only about five miles away. spatial proximity and the 
marriages of ozashinquah's children (three of whom married 
Godfroys ancl one other married a Mongosa) knitted the two 
settlements together. Locationa11y, the Bundy settlement was in 
between the Godfroys on the west and the Meshingomesias, fifteen 
miles east. Although the distance to Meshingomesia's reserve was 
somewhat grE!ater, other ties were equally strong. At least 
during the late 19th century, religion was an important factor in 
the relationship between the two groups, with Peter Bundy 
preaching rHgularly at the Antioch church on the Meshingomesia 
reserve. 

Three of Ozahshinquah's children married into the Meshingomesia 
group. PetHr's daughter, Rose Anne, married Robert Peconga 
(MeshingomeBia's grandson) and his step-daughter, Melvina, who 
adopted the Bundy surname, was married to Nelson Tawataw (also a 
grandson of Meshingomesia). Another step-daughter, Frances 
Godfroy, married William Peconga (who became the leader of the 
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Meshingomesia group in 1879). When the Meshingomesia reserve was 
allotted in 1:n3, Peter Bundy was accused of using his position 
as preacher to gain influence in the division of the 
Meshingomesia land. He was accused of attempting to get some of 
the land for himself, but he may simply have been looking after 
the interests of his daughters and grandchildren. 

Marriage ties between the Ozashinquah and other settlements were 
all the more important because these marriages largely involved 
the leadership of these respective groups. The Meshingomesia 
marriages werl~ all with grandsons of Meshingomesia, who had large 
holdings and I;:onsiderable influence. The marriage between 
William Peconqa (who succeeded his grandfather as chief) and 
Frances Godfroy (Ozashinquah's daughter) was particularly 
important, beGause it also linked him with the Godfroys, directly 
through his w.Lfe's father, and secondarily through his sister's 
husband, Georqe Godfroy, and his wife's sister, who was married 
to Gabriel Godfroy. These connections accounted for Peconga's 
decision to move: onto the Godfroy reserve when he lost his land. 

Camillus Bundy a.lso had strong kin ties with Gabriel Godfroy. 
Godfroy's fir::;t wife was Bundy's sister, which made the two men 
brothers-in-li:lw. In addition, Kim's wife, Ladema Kisman, was a 
granddaughter of Francis Godfroy, and a niece of Gabe. Further 
complicating :dnship relations, Peter Bundy (Kim's father) 
married Lademi:l Kisman' s mother after ozashinquah died. Gabriel 
Godfroy, therl~fclre, was also a brother-in-law of Kim's father, 
Peter. Lademd w'as a step-sister to her future husband, which 
established some: species of step-relationship between Kim and his 
wife's half wlcle Gabe. Finally, Kim's brother Judson married 
Gabriel Godfrc)y' s daughter and was later married to Gabriel's 
niece. There is. no way to clearly summarize these myriad kinship 
relationships, except to note that they are exceedingly complex 
and offered mdny channels of common interest among the 
individuals i;lvcllved. 

Common problems over taxation of Miami reserve property drew 
Camillus Bundy into an alliance with Gabriel Godfroy. Favorable 
rulings in ta:( c:ases brought by Gabriel Godfroy and Mary Strack 
(a Richardville descendant) resulted in state legislation in 1891 
exempting resl:!rve inhabitants from taxation. In 1896, Camillus 
Bundy wrote t;le Secretary of the Interior about this matter, 
seeking assis·tance in recovering back taxes wrongfully paid 
(Camillus Bundy 1896a). Although Interior's initial report 
upheld the Mi,:lmi.s right to redress, a subsequent opinion of the 
Assistant Att<:)rney General Willis Van Devanter reversed this 
finding, concluding, in effect, that all Miamis were citizens~ 
Meshingomesia,s i.n 1881, and the others by the 1887 Dawes Act (Van 
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Devanter 1897~ Rafert 1982:148-149). 

Kim Bundy bE:ca:me the "attorney in fact" for the Headquarters 
group, which formed just prior to Van Devanter's report (P. Bundy 
et al., 1891'). His leadership role in the Headquarters is 
somewhat unclear. In his 1896 letter, he described himself as 
"chief and c:tt,orney in fact." However, the officially identified 
chief of the: organization in subsequent documents (1902 and 1905) 
was listed c.s George Godfroy. Although there are no direct 
indications of a conflict over leadership during that period, 
tensions die. surface later on when Camillus attempted to transfer 
his position as attorney-in-fact to his son Charles Z. Bondy. 

Kim Bundy is sa.id to have been the originator of the Miami annual 
reunion, begun in 1903 (Greenbaum 1989). The event was initially 
held on the Slocum cemetery grounds. Kim and his cousins, 
Clarence Godfroy and Ross Bundy, took an active role in 
preserving ~ia1ni culture. These men were well known for 
instructing youths about tribal lore, medicine and hunting and 
fishing techniques (Greenbaum 1989; Vogel 1980; Lamb and Schultz 
1964). These activities became formalized in the creation of the 
Maconaquah FagE~ant, named for Frances Slocum, which Ross Bundy 
and Clarence Godfroy initiated in the late teens or early 20's. -. 

During that saIne period, however, the Bundy family and the 
Headquarters organization were beset with tensions. In November 
1916, Kim Bundy announced his retirement from tribal politics 
(prematurely as it turned out), and he attempted to name his son 
CZ Bondy to suc:ceed him as "attorney in fact" (Mayer et al., 
1916). TWo months later, however, Ross Bundy wrote to the 
secretary of Interior protesting this appointment. "He [CZ] 
secured this ccmtract illeagle [sic]. The chief who is Geo. 
Godfroy, or the business committee, never saw the contract" (Ross 
Bundy 1917). Despite this repUdiation, cz continued his efforts 
to press Miami claims. In 1920 Ross Bundy and George Godfroy 
again wrote thE~ Secretary of Interior complaining about his 
representation and appointing Ross Bundy as agent for tribal 
interests (Ross; Bundy 1920). This later communication also 
included signat:ures of individuals who had originally signed the 
1916 agreement with CZ, indicating a growing disaffection with 
his activitias on behalf of the tribe. 

Shortly theraaf'ter, the aging Kim Bundy was once again drawn into 
tribal politics;. His remaining 113 acres, which had been 
mortgaged to the Aetna Life Insurance Company, were foreclosed in 
1921. In th,= following year, the Godfroy heirs stopped paying 
taxes on Gab:de:l Godfroy' s land, for which he had won a temporary 
abatement in 1905. Like the Godfroys, Bundy attempted to fight 
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eviction. When his land was sold in 1923, he refused to leave. 
He called a meet:ing at his house to gain tribal support for a 
campaign to secure Federal assistance. This meeting was not 
formally documented. Carmen Ryan, who attended, recounted that 
some kind of written agreement was drawn up authorizing Camillus 
and his daughter, Victoria Brady, to go to Washington. Carmen 
Ryan indicated t:hat neither the Godfroys nor the Meshingomesias 
(who had begun ~Iriting letters to Interior on their own behalf) 
were present at the meeting (MNISI 1984b:147-8). 

The Godfroys, who were embroiled in their own land dispute, 
rejected Kim Bundy's leadership. In February, and again in June, 
of 1924 ClarenCE! Godfroy wrote Interior complaining about Bundy's 
"contract" (Clarence Godfroy 1924a, 1924b). In this 
correspondence, Godfroy identified his group as "individuals" 
(which meant collectively they were the heirs of individual, as 
opposed to conununal/Meshingomesia grantees). He further 
distinguished his group from that of Bundy (who technically fell 
under the same "individual" category), because Bundy was 
perceived as "jumping out of his territory when he comes over to 
the Godfroy I s rE!Serve and wants to be chief." There was also a 
reference to thE! fact that Bundy's problems were the result of . 
having mortgaged his property, whereas the Godfroys were involved-
in a tax protest:. ("We don't want a man for chief who never 
looked after his own business with success") (Clarence Godfroy 
1924b) • 

Bundy set up a much celebrated vigil on his property and 
attempted to finance his activities by charging admission to the 
Frances Slocum cemetery. In January 1925, however, he was served 
an eviction notice (US District Court 1944). He hired an 
attorney to appE!al the eviction, but this was unsuccessful, and 
in April 1925 he was forcibly removed from the property. He and 
his daughter thE!n went to Washington and began haunting the 
office of the SE!Cretary of Interior. In September of that year, 
the Secretary oj: Interior turned down his request to intervene in 
the eviction (Cclmillus Bundy 1925). 

Undaunted, they remained in Washington where they continued their 
appeals to Interior, wrote to the president (Camillus Bundy et 
al., 1927) and persuaded Rep. Howard of Nebraska to introduce a 
Miami claims bill (US Congress 1928). These efforts, including 
the legislation" proved fruitless. By 1929, their activities had 
generated such aggravation that a memorandum was circulated 
within the Interior Department instructing employees to "tell her 
[VB] that the Cclse is closed, and if she writes again send a card 
of acknowledgment and nothing more." (MNISI 1984b:154-55). 
Victoria's death in 1930 brought an end to the Washington tour. 
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Returning to Indiana, Victoria was buried in the family cemetery, 
and Kim move~, in with his step-son, David Bundy, a fireman who 
lived in Wabash. Ross Bundy and his family, the last Miami 
residents of thle Ozashinquah reserve, had also left at about this 
time (in 192E). They moved to Marion. 

The Miami Nation was formed at this time. According to Francis 
Shoemaker, tt,e initial charter was devised by Kim Bundy in 1929. 
The Meshingomesias joined in this effort, but Francis Godfroy 
wrote to the prlesident in December 1929, again asserting the 
Godfroys' distinctive status (Francis Godfroy 1929). In the 
following mor,th (January 1930), Elijah Shapp also began writing 
letters on behalf of the Meshingomesias, and by the end of that 
year, the Miami Nation held its first formally documented meeting 
(Miami Indiar,s 1930). At inception, at least, forming the Miami 
Nation apparently mitigated the quarrelsome state of affairs in 
the Bundy/Bor,dy family. Elijah Marks, a Meshingomesia, was named 
chief. David Bundy was secretary, and CZ Bondy obtained another 
contract to Iepresent the tribe in Washington. Ross Bundy, who 
had protested C:Z' s contract in 1916, evidently acquiesced to the 
new one and ~as an active participant. Kim Bundy, who was still 
alive but ailin9, was not mentioned in the early minutes. He 
died in 1935. 

The Bundys were a prominent segment of the Miami Nation. In the 
aftermath of Kim's death, however, dissension over CZ's role 
resurfaced. By 1936 Nettie White, a non-Miami, had assumed his 
position of spo]<esperson, authoring a telegram to the Secretary 
of Interior Iequesting assistance in preventing "a squatter on 
the Ozahshinquah Land and Park Association from tearing up land." 
(White et al., 1936). In June 1937, her status was formalized in 
a "power of attorney" document authorizing her to "investigate, 
search records, or do all things necessary for us in satisfying 
our claims" (Marks et al., 1937a). Three months later, 
incorporation papers were filed for the Miami Nation. CZ Bondy's 
exclusion from 1:his process was evident in minutes of the meeting 
of November 1937, when the group formally voted to "ignore the 
letters" that cz had written (the letters themselves were not 
preserved). Several months later, CZ appeared before the 
council, but evidently was not persuasive (MI/MNI 4/3/38). The 
following month (5/38), Ross Bundy and a large contingent walked 
out of the counc::il meeting and resigned from "the tribe." It is 
unclear to what extent, if any, this protest was related to CZ's 
problems. The actual subject of the dispute was an expense 
report filed by Nettie White, to which Ross Bundy and his 
supporters objec::ted. Although many of the dissenting members 
were Bundys, Meshingomesias were also included. David Bundy, 
however, remainE~d as secretary and shortly became one of CZ' s 
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staunchest adversaries. 

Conflicts with CZ erupted in open court over his 1942 law suit, 
in which he attE~mpted to block the construction of a military 
base on what had once been Miami land. His efforts, early in the 
war, were regarded as unpatriotic and were undertaken without the 
approval of the Miami Nation (anonymous 1942b). other activities 
by CZ during thE~ same period also reflect this divisiveness. In 
1939, the Miami Nation had introduced another claims bill in 
Congress, which failed to pass. In 1941, CZ was able to get his 
own version cf 1the same bill introduced, again without success. 
He also resuII.ed his father's efforts to reverse the Aetna Life 
Insurance mOltgage foreclosure on the Ozashinquah reserve land 
(US District Court 1944). This law suit was also unsuccessful. 

The war deflected, at least temporarily, the activities of the 
Miami Nation. Not wanting to appear to be opposing the 
government dt:.ring a national emergency, the Miami Nation adopted 
a formally st:.ppl:)rtive position (David Bondy and Elijah Marks 
1940; and MN1SI 1989b 48), which restrained efforts to regain 
treaty rightE' or recognition. "Until the war is over ... we will 
take no action [on claims]. That would be unpatriotic, even if 
the governmerlt did pay us at this time, it would all go toward 
purchase of Vni·ted States War Bonds" (anonymous 1942c). David 
Bundy's deattl in 1943 also contributed to this reduction in 
activities dt~ing the war years. Elijah Marks sent John Collier a 
letter in 1944, protesting the tax sale of property on which the 
Meshingomesi~1 church and school were located (Winters et al., 
1944). The com:missioner's response to this letter offered no 
assistance (2:im:merman 1944). 

Elijah Marks died in 1948, and the Miami Nation again became 
temporarily inactive (described as "stand-by status" in MI/MNI 
1964). The Godfroy group had resumed their separate efforts. 
When the Godfroys and RL families formally began pursuing claims 
in 1949, C.Z. Bondy attempted to intervene on behalf of both his 
subgroup and the Miami Nation, but he was rebuffed by both. 

In the late :.950' s, the Bundy family mobilized once again in 
response to announced plans by the Army Corps of Engineers to 
move the Frances Slocum cemetery as part of the Mississinewa dam 
project. Unable to prevent the relocation, the descendants of 
Frances Slocum were able to persuade US Rep. Roush to introduce a 
bill making Frances' grave a national monument (anonymous 1961c). 
Suggestions 1:0 relocate the cemetery remains onto the site of the 
Godfroy ceme1:ery met strong opposition from the Bundys, 
reflecting the still simmering factional strife among the Miami 
subgroups (~~ISI 1989c). It was instead relocated into a section 
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of the Francl~s Slocurnpark. 

Maintenance problems at the cemetery, and the family's inability 
to control i1:, have been persistent issues around which the 
Bundys (and :;ome members of other subgroups) have rallied on a 
number of occasions. David Bundy's daughter, Phyllis Miley, was 
one of the leaders of a 1987 protest over the general condition 
of the cemetery and the proposed interment of an unrelated 
individual not authorized by the family. 

Mrs. MiJ.ey said the man, who was part Cherokee, didn't meet 
the qualifications. She and other Miami Indians held what 
she tented a 'religious vigil' to prevent the burial. 
'There i~re about six car-loads of us,' she said. 'We stayed 
from 4 l.M until nearly noon Monday, when we got word' [that 
the burial of the above person would be at another 
cemetery]." (anonymous 1987b). 

Richardville/Lafontaine. 

The group kncwn as Richardville/Lafontaine (RL) are descendants 
of two 19th c en't:ury principal chiefs -- JB Richardville and 
Francis Lafontaine. Both were the mixed blood sons of French 
traders at Kekic:mga. Lafontaine was Richardville' s son-in-law, 
the husband of his daughter Catherine. 

Richardville's mother was reputedly the sister of Pacanne (MNISI 
1984b:33). According to Butler (1901:34), his mother is 
~credited with having been the head of their band and the only 
woman chief of i.hom I find any record." He further recounts that 
Richardville's mother helped orchestrate her son's political 
ascendancy (ibid p. 225). When Pacanne and Owl left Indiana in 
1778 to go to Spanish Louisiana, Richardville was appointed 
interim chief (~rnISI 1984a:l00). However, Anson (1970:273) cites 
the report of a visitor to Kekionga in the 1780's who testified 
that "Richardville was but an impoverished member of the group 
who was ignorad because of his white ancestry." Whatever his 
status may have been during that period, by 1812 he was neither 
ignored nor Lnpoverished. 

He served as :;:>rincipal chief of the Miami Nation between 1812 and 
his death in l8,41. During that period, his position as chief and 
his trading entetrprise yielded tremendous financial gain. In the 
treaties of 1:318, 1826, 1834 and 1838 he obtained grants of land 
totaling 44 1/4 sections (28,320 acres) and $31,800 in debt 
settlements. He was reported to be the richest man in Indiana at 
the time of his death (Hodge 1910:235). Butler (1901:225) 
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describes Richardville as the overall leader of the Miamis: "his 
own people t~lsted him as their lawmaker ... [and he] was 
frequently th4~ arbitrator in ... intertribal troubles among the 
Indians of th4~ northwest." He began the negotiations for 
removal, but died in 1841. 'His son-in-law, Francis LaFontaine, 
succeeded him as chief and was the individual responsible for 
completing th4~ removal arrangements. 

Lafontaine wa!; the son of Peter Lafontaine, a French trader at 
Kekionga, and an Indian woman who is thought to have been Miami. 
He was born i]1 1810. The treaty of 1818 granted reserves to both 
Peter and Francis. Francis gained a section of land in the 1834 
treaty, anoth4~r in 1838, and another in 1840 (Anson 1964: 248-
2S0). When L!fontaine married Catherine Richardville in 1843, 
two years aft4~r the chief's death, he also gained control of the 
three section!; she had inherited from her father. Like his 
father-in-law, he became extremely wealthy as a result of both 
his trading business and his activities within the Miami tribe. 

Lafontaine em4~rg'ed as principal chief in opposition to both 
Meshingomesia an.d JB Brouillette. He'prevailed in this 
election partly with the assistance of John Roche, a white man 
who had worked his way into a position of importance in JB 
Richardville':; t.rading establishment (Brown and Schulte 1949; 
Evans 1963). ROlche was appointed paymaster at the time of JB's 
death, and reportedly helped Lafontaine avoid an assassination 
attempt by Brl)Uillette (Evans 1963). Whatever truth this tale 
may hold, Roche was an extremely wealthy and influential man, and 
his alliance 1dt.h Lafontaine was surely important to the outcome 
of the election of a new principal chief. 

Lafontaine and his family lived in a large two story house at the 
forks of the 1Qabash, just west of Huntington. According to 
descriptions, the house "was the center of many activities 
during the en:;uing years. The Indians that counseled with chief 
Francis Lafon":aine lived in small log cabins surrounding his home 
and the main c::ounsel [sic] house was at the rear of his home" 
(Evans 1963). He also operated a store and successful trading 
business. 

In his dual r4:>le: as businessman and chief, Lafontaine mediated 
between Miami:; who were attempting to avoid or forestall removal 
and the gover:1me:nt, which was determined to remove them. 
Richardville, while was still alive, had managed to secure 
exemptions fo:r his own family. The Godfroys and Meshingomesias 
were also included, reportedly because Richardville needed their 
support in o~1er to have his own efforts succeed (Anson 
1970:205). L~fontaine's leadership reflected similar 
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contingencies. Although he was a wealthy man who lived in 
comfortable circumstances, Lafontaine retained many of the overt 
diacritica of Miami identity. According to Anson, he "usually 
wore Indian dress and followed Indian customs." He evidently 
lived in two worlds; in the other he was a prominent businessman 
and upstanding member of the Catholic church. When he died in 
1847, "nearly all the white population of the county and the 
remnant bands of Indians" attended his funeral (Butler 1901:227). 
All the pall-bearers were white. Lafontaine's efforts to delay 
the removal as long as possible were aided by his fellow traders 
who profited from the continued presence of the Miamis in Indiana 
(MNISI 1984b: 61,~ Anson 1964: 241-268) . 

When the tribe ,vas finally removed, Francis Lafontaine 
accompanied the emigrants. He was chief of all the Miamis at 
that time, and he escorted those who had to be removed to their 
new home in Kansas. In March 1847, he set out on a return trip 
to Indiana. In his absence the western band chiefs ousted him, 
an action that 'vas effectively mooted when the erstwhile 
principal chief died mysteriously en route to Indiana. These 
circumstances had major implications for the relationship between 
the western and Indiana Miamis, effecting a formal rupture in the" 
unity that Lafontaine's leadership had represented. -~~ 

Politically, thE~ two geographic localities had become distinct 
entities (i.e., Indiana and Western Miamis). Socially, and on an 
informal political level, however, this distinction was far less 
clear. There has been on ongoing link between the Miami families 
who remained in Indiana and those which removed. The RL group 
has been a major factor in this connection. 

Western Miamis. The treaty of 1840 set aside 324,796 acres in 
east central Kansas for resettlement by the Miami tribe of 
Indiana. Emigrants in 1846 numbered 323, but within a few months 
the number living in the new territory had dropped to about 250, 
mainly due to Miamis returning to Indiana or opting to go 
elsewhere besidE~s Kansas. Located on the Marais de Cygnes River, 
the new reserva1:ion contained the Osage agency and trading post. 

Among the Miami bands that emigrated, there was lingering 
discontent abou1: the preferential treatment Richardville, Godfroy 
and their families had received in the removal treaty. Those 
sentiments, along with the opposition that had been mobilized 
against the leadership of Lafontaine, helped set apart the 
Indiana Miamis who moved west voluntarily from those who were 
forced to go -- and who comprised the group known as the Western 
Miamis. 
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Ozandiah had teen selected to succeed Lafontaine as leader of the 
tribe in the Vies't. He died a short time later, and was replaced 
as leader by E,ig Legs (Dunn 1919:85). The latter was chief until 
1858, during Vihic::h time the treaty of 1854 was negotiated. This 
document reduced their landholdings in Kansas by nearly 80% (from 
324,796 to 70,640 acres). In exchange, they were to receive 
$200,000.00, c,f 1flhich $150,000 would be paid in 20 annual 
annuities, bec;;'inning in 1860. Their remaining land was divided 
into 162 individual 200 acre tracts (later amended to 205 
tracts), and 2, l,arge undivided portion was retained under 
communal ownership. The communal land was intended to provide 
acreage that could be allotted to the future growth of the group, 
both through natural increase and those who "have come amongst us 
from Indiana witb the intention of residing here with us 
permanently" (cited in Anson 1970:242, fn 11). This clause 
suggests that the boundary between the Indiana and Western Miamis 
was somewhat unclear at that point. However, the agreement 
concerning annuity payments did draw an explicit distinction: 

None of t:he money was to be paid to any Miamis who were 
permitted to remain in Indiana by the treaties of 1838 or 
1840, or by resolutions of Congress passed March 3 and May 
1, 1845, or 'otherwise,' which of course meant those on the 
approved list of 302 Miamis in Indiana. (Anson 1970:240) 

The Western Miami reservation after 1854 included a 640 acre 
tract on whicll to build a school, in addition to the individual 
farms and the lands held in common. Although greatly reduced, 
the land was ~;till ample to support such a relatively small 
group. A gro~7ing number of white squatters settled on their 
land, however, and the Western Miamis' efforts to gain Federal 
protection agclinst this encroachment were largely without effect. 

Settlers pourE!d into Kansas after the Civil War, and in 1867 the 
Bureau of Ind:.an Affairs undertook to remove the Indians from 
that state. 1~ treaty to remove the Kansas Indians was made on 
February 23, :.867 (Anson 1970: 243). This treaty included the 
Confederated Peorias, a combination of the Wea, Piankshaw and 
other Illinoi~; tribes, which had been effected in 1854 (Callender 
1978:681). From the time this consolidation had first occurred, 
there was strong Federal pressure on the Western Miamis to be 
included. ThHre was apparent logic in this suggestion in view of 
the close his1:orical ties between the Miamis and these groups, 
especially thE! Wea (with whom the Eel River Miamis were strongly 
affiliated) . 

The treaty of 1867 offered the Western Miamis a choice. They 
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could join the Peorias and move to a new reservation in Oklahoma, 
or they could remain on their land in Kansas as US citizens with 
fee simple titles. According to Anson, those who remained 
outnumbered those who left; 65 out of about 260 chose to leave 
'(Anson 1970:244-247). The number who finally settled in 
Oklahoma, which did not occur until 1873, was actually 72 (ICC 
1963:7). At that time, six years after the treaty and only two 
years after the~ allotments were made, the fee simple Kansas land 
had dwindled from more than 70,000 to less than 10,000 acres (an 
average of lass than 40 acres for each of the remaining Miamis) 
(Anson 1970:244). 

After 1873 ,the! identity of the Western Miami tribe becomes 
somewhat confused. The group that remained in Kansas had 
effectively .lost recognition as members of the tribe, except they 
had not sur~~ndered their interest in a law suit then pending 
(over the wrcmgful annuity payments) (Anson 1970:244). The 
migrating group, that remained under Federal jurisdiction, did so 
at the appartmt cost of their separate tribal identity. As 
members of the united Peorias and Miamis, they received 12,878 
acres of resHrvation land near the newly created Quapaw agency. 
Their annui t~r payments and funds from their share of tribal land 
in Kansas were consolidated under the administration of the 
larger entity. However, the Western Miamis reportedly resisted 
complete incc)rporation: "Quapaw Agency officials recognized the 
Miamis as separate from the confederation of tribes. The [Miami] 
tribe continlled to operate under the Miami National Council and 
its own chiet's" (Anson 1970:248). 

There is Ii tt,le information on the Miamis who remained in Kansas, 
except that, in 1889, a Court of Claims decision enabled them to 
share in the pa:rment of annuities to those ejected from the 1854 
Indiana Miami tribal roll (Anson 1970:251). The small group of 
Western Miamis living in the vicinity of the Quapaw agency in the 
latter part of 1:he 19th century were reported to be highly 
acculturated and dwindling in number; 75 received allotments in 
1891, slightly IDore than the 72 who came to Quapaw in 1873. 
(Anson 1970:251). They continued under the supervision of the 
Quapaw agency although nominally they had been made citizens in 
1910 (Anson 1970:257). 

A report concerning the Quapaw agency in 1926 indicated that by 
that time "the Z,liamis no longer had a reservation, agency 
rations, tribal funds, government reservation schools, or a 
medical division, although health services had recently been 
restored to the tribe" (Anson 1970:260). There is little 
recorded activit:y by the Western Miamis living near the Quapaw 
agency until 1937, when they sought and gained separate 
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recognition under 'the IRA. A census done in that year listed 271 
members, 126 0 E w'hom were living in ottawa county, Oklahoma 
(i. e., near th,O! Quapaw agency). Somewhat later, when the Western 
Miami tribal corporation was chartered, they numbered 287, only 
31 of whom wer,O! more than 1/4 Miami (ICC 1963: 9). They were then 
described as "'lery largely assimilated in the surrounding white 
community, while the bulk of them do not even live in Oklahoma" 
(ibid p. 10). 

The Western Mi~mi tribe had an informal political relationship 
with the Miamis in Indiana, who were also attempting to 
participate in the IRA. In 1939, the Miami Nation hired a lawyer 
(Fred Woodward), whose clients also included the Western Miamis 
(MI/MNI 4/2/39). While the Miami Nation was deliberating this 
contract, a lette~r of support for Woodward was sent by an Indiana 
Miami family living in Oklahoma (MI/MNI 6/5/39). The 
relationship between Western and Indiana Miamis became 
increasingly active during the claims period. The Western Miamis 
agreed to stiplllate that the Indiana Miami "was a proper party to 
sue and recover an award under the Indian Claims Commission Act" 
(ICC 1963), and their separate dockets (67 and 124) were 
consolidated in 1957. 

There was a steady flow of correspondence between the Indiana 
Miamis and the WE!stern Miami tribal chairman during the 1960's. 
Carmen Ryan, enrc)llment secretary and record keeper for the 
Indiana Miamis, c;ommunicated frequently with Forest aIds, Western 
Miami tribal chairman at that time. Between 1964 and 1967, they 
exchanged at least 102 letters (filed at Miami tribal office in 
Peru). Much information was exchanged about genealogical 
relationships and documents pertinent to the land claims. Both 
groups were clairning under treaties that had been signed in 
Indiana. The Western Miamis had need of information obtainable 
only in Indiana, and the Indiana Miamis were in a position to be 
very helpful. The tone of the letters between Ryan and aIds is 
consistently friE~ndly and collaborative. Their letters also 
included news abc)ut illnesses, marriages, etc., greetings from 
others, and gossip. 

Indiana Miami council minutes and other documents reflect some 
degree of competition and conflict between the two Miami groups, 
although some of this dissension has been attributed to 
manipulations by claims lawyers. In response to one such 
incident in 1965, Forest aIds directed the following statement to 
US Congressman Mike Monroney: 

Just recently it has been called to my attention that there 
is suppos ed to be a great deal of animos,i ty between the 
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Miamis of Oklahoma and the Miamis of Indiana. To my 
knowledge this is definitely not so ... I correspond with 
some of the folks in Indiana, and have visited with 
others ... I became aware that [we] ... were supposed to be 
enemies through copies of letters to a good Indiana Miami 
friend from the attorney for the Miamis of Indiana. (Olds 
1965) 

The Indiana and Western Miamis have continued to enjoy a cordial 
relationshi~. Many from Indiana travel to Quapaw, Oklahoma each 
year for the WE~stern Miami pow wow. Western Miamis visit 
Indiana, and the Western Miami tribal chairman has several times 
attended pow W()WS and official gatherings as the representative 
of his tribe. The western Miamis adopted a resolution 
supporting FedE~ral acknowledgment of the Indiana Miamis in 1988 
(MNISI 1989c 81). 

Richardville/Lafontaine families in the west. The Richardville 
families had bE~en permitted to remain in Indiana, but a large 
number of JE's descendants moved west anyway. According to the 
treaty of 1854, Richardville descendants were not eligible to 
share in Western Miami annuities (although several did get 
allotments cf western Miami reservation land in 1873). As 
Indiana Mian:is in the west, they lived with the Western Miami 
tribe, but in most instances did not, or could not, join it on a 
formal basis. After 1873, many were living in the vicinity of 
the Quapaw agency in Oklahoma. Others stayed in Kansas, on or 
near land they had received in the 1871 allotment of the Miami 
reservation in Kansas. In 1880, there were 49 Indiana Miamis 
living in Kansas and Oklahoma (MNISI 1984a:31). In that year 
they petiticned to receive their annuities at the Quapaw agency, 
rather than in Indiana. 

Family ties and friendships crossed the boundaries of the Western 
and Indiana secrments of the Miami Nation, both among those living 
in the west and with Miamis still living in Indiana. Visiting and 
correspondence facilitated a common awareness of what was going 
on in both places. There was also considerable transmigration, 
which continued well after the removal and into the 20th century. 
Thomas F. Richardville, who moved to Miami county, Kansas in 
1860, played a critical role in this process. 

TF RichardvillE~, born in 1830, was a grandson of JB and a 
nephew of Francis Lafontaine. Some time after Lafontaine's death 
in 1847, TF succeeded him as a leader of the subgroup, but not 
as principal chief of the Miami tribe. (Meshingomesia was the 
official leader of the Indiana Miamis after Lafontaine's death 
[MNISI 1984t:107].) By 1846, the Indiana segment of the Miamis 
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had effectivE~ly established its own council, separate from that 
of the western Miamis; this group was formally recognized as a 
separate ent:.ty in the treaty of 1854. TF Richardville, who 
was not amonq the signers of the 1854 treaty, joined the council 
at least by :.859, when he took part in the meetings held in that 
year to protE!st the addition of names to the Miami roll. In 
addition to his hereditary leadership credentials, TF was a 
Baptist preacher who had religious ties with Peter Bundy and 
Pimyotomah. 

Richardville's first wife was Angelique Goodboo, a daughter of 
Catherine Godfroy (Gabriel's half sister). They married in 
Indiana in ttle early 1850' s, but in 1860 he moved his family out 
of Indiana tel Fontana, Kansas (in Miami County close to the Osage 
agency). His wife later returned to Indiana and remarried. Her 
second family grew up in Butler Township and was part of that 
communi ty. ']'F remained in Kansas and was remarried to a 
Western Miamj. woman, further strengthening his ties to that 
group. 

Despite his ~~parture, he maintained contact with the Indiana 
council and t~d an especially close working relationship with 
Peter Bundy concerning matters of tribal interest. They 
exchanged let.ters regularly about annuity payments and other 
matters. TF returned to Indiana in 1877 for Jane Bundy's 
funeral and ~as listed as a witness on her will. 

Richardville wrl:::>te no less than 87 letters to the Dept. of 
Interior durjng his term as Miami leader; he wrote on behalf of 
both the Western Miamis and those Indiana Miamis who were living 
in the west (MNISI 1984a:37). He also served as guardian for a 
number of western Indiana Miami children who were drawing 
annuities. Corresponding regularly with Peter Bondy and 
returning fOI' v,isits at frequent intervals, Richardville had 
ongoing participation in the political affairs of the Indiana 
Miami. In 1872, he wrote the Secretary of Interior concerning 
Miamis in KaI1sas who were claiming an interest in the 
Meshingomesia n~serve (MNISI 1984a: 30). These constituents (and 
possibly his 0~1 interest in securing part of the Meshingomesia 
allotment) dIew him into the issue of allotting the Meshingomesia 
land. He was cc:msul ted by the leaders of the Headquarters 
organization (William Bundy 1905), and maintained a close 
involvement in its affairs well past the turn of the century 
(MNISI 1984b:139). 

In 1880, Richardville wrote the Commissioner of Indian Affairs 
opposing the ef:rorts of Bundy and the other Indiana leaders who 
were trying to prevent per capita distribution of the tribal 
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-
annuity fund. In this letter he indicates that: 

There aI'e I::)ver 40 of us living now in Kansas and Indian 
TerritoIY, who are members of the Indiana Miamis of Indiana, 
and it is unanimous with us to draw out our principal fund 
of $22,125.86 and not reinvested [sic] again: we are not 
known or treated as a tribe: we have no chiefs, or council, 
we are virtually citizens of the united states, and 
therefoI~ no one of our Indiana Miamis has a legal right 
to dict2,te and force us to reinvest (Richardville 1880). 

Thomas F. Richardville remained in Kansas until at least 1882, 
and then movE~dto Miami, Oklahoma. His affiliations with the 
Indiana and yrestern Miami are somewhat confusing. Very soon 
after his arrival in Kansas he was acting in a leadership role in 
the latter tribe. He had signed the 1867 treaty for the Western 
Miamis, after John Big Leg died (Anson 1970:247; Dunn 1910:85). 
Richardv~lle allegedly tried to join the Western Miami tribe in 
1881, when the Indiana Miami annuities stopped, but was prevented 
from doing SCI (ICC 1963:4 [fn 5]; Anson 1970:259). Anson 
(1970:259) indicates that Richardville chose to remain in the . 
Indiana tribE!, that he "refused to sever his ties with the Miamis
in Indiana," but a document prepared by the claims attorney for 
the Indiana Niamis suggests that he actually became a member of 
the Western ~Iiami tribe in 1887, and that "Oklahoma Miami claim 
he was the WE!stern Miami chief from 1880 until 1910." (ICC 
1963:4, fn 5). Richardville attempted to gain inclusion on the 
1895 Indiana Miami roll (MNISI 1984a:35); his name appears, along 
with his Miani name (Wahpemumwah) as #348. His second wife was a 
member of thE! Western Miami tribe, and none of his descendants 
are listed 011 the Indiana Miami tribal roll. 

Whatever his actual position within the Western Miami tribe 
(Anson contends he was never actually a chief; other writers 
disagree), R:.chardville was very active in the affairs of all 
three segmen1:s of the Miamis who were living in the west -- the 
Western Miam:.s; those who were still members of the Indiana 
group; and those who had severed ties with the Western Miami in 
1867 and weru still living in Kansas. In 1899, the Western Miami 
filed a claill to share in the 1895 Indiana Miami payment. Thomas 
F. Richardvi:.le officially represented the Western interests in 
this claim (l\nson 1970:258). However, Indiana Miamis living in 
Kansas and Olclahoma were ruled eligible to participate. In that 
same year, Thad Butler (who had prepared the 1881 Indiana Miami 
annuity list> traveled to Oklahoma to confer with TF 
Richardville at the Quapaw agency in order to "verify the names 
of the WesteJ:-n Miami chiefs who had continued to lead the tribe" 
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(Anson 1970:.249). Butler (1901:223) described Richardville as a 
"chief" of the Western Miamis. In 1903, TF again executed a 
contract on beh.alf of the Western Miamis to secure an attorney to 
assist them in reclaiming interest on the 1891 payment. He 
maintained his connections with the Indiana branch of the tribe, 
and served a:; a leader for both the Indiana Miamis in the west 
and the Westl~rn Miamis until his death in 1911 (Peter Shapp 
1911) . 

By 1895, there were nearly as many Indiana Miamis living in the 
west as therH were Western Miamis (67 vs. 71, respectively) 
(MNISI 1984a:37). A large number in both groups were descendants 
of JB Richardville. Joseph Lafontaine, JB's grandson and son of 
Francis Lafontaine, was a leader among the Western Miami in 1860. 
Still a child when his father died, he had remained in Indiana 
and was educclted by Catholic nuns. He later migrated west and 
joined relatives who had removed. His sister Esther followed him 
from Indiana a few years later (in 1866). TF Richardville's 
son Francis married Louise Mongosa, a sister of John "Bull" 
Mongosa, in Peru in 1879. The couple drew their last annuities 
in Indiana, c.nd then moved west in the early 1880 's (MNISI 
1984a:31). Sarah Cass Keiser, a great granddaughter of 
Richardville, ml::)ved from Peru (she was also a Godfroy descendant)-
to the Quapa",' agency shortly after the payment in 1895. 

In addition to ·the RL descendants, there were also 
representatives of the other Indiana subgroups. The western 
segment of the Indiana Miamis resulted from a gradual pattern of 
migration, which continued long after the removal. Many were 
from the Godfroy group, grandchildren of Gabriel's half sister 
Catherine. In 1900, Anthony Walker (a grandson of Pimyotomah) 
moved his family to the west, where nine of his thirteen children 
were born (MNISI 1985e:21). Others went back and forth, both to 
visit and to live. Unsettled conditions in Kansas during the 
Civil War report:edly prompted a small return migration to Indiana 
in the 1860's. Visiting occurred intermittently. When Dunn 
collected linguistic information in 1909, one of his informants 
was Sarah Wadswc)rth, who had grown up near Peru, but moved west 
in 1875. While Dunn was there, she was back for a visit (MNISI 
1989b Vol 1:3). The Hundley book (1939) describes a number of 
families who were moving west in the 1870's. Somewhat later, 
there was a large return migration from the west of people who 
settled with the Godfroys. 

The Indiana Miamis in the west continued to collect their 
annuities as Indiana Miamis, likely an important reason that they 
did not formally amalgamate with the Western Miamis. In the 
early period3.ft:er removal, there was antagonism on the part of 
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the some of the west~rn chiefs regarding Richardville and 
Lafontaine's roles in the removal which affected relations 
between the two Miami groups in the west. There was also ongoing 
competition for Federal payments based on past treaties, which 
added weight to the boundary between Western and Indiana Miamis. 
When the Indiana group lost recognition in 1897, a number of 
children livinc; in the west were attending Indian schools. The 
Secretary of Interior ruled them ineligible a few years later (in 
contrast with 'the children of the Western Miamis), but several 
managed to attl:nd despite this decision. For example, the 
children of An"thony Walker, most of whom were born after the loss 
of Indiana f./:iami recognition, attended Haskell Institute. The 
Walkers were s"till considered Indiana Miamis, however, and their 
access to Federal Indian services was evidently an oversight. In 
spite of these confusions, as well as interaction with Western 
Miamis on tt.e basis of proximity, the Indiana families' 
distinctiver.es:s from the Western tribe was (and continues to be) 
maintained. 

There was also interaction with other tribes living in the area 
around the Quapaw agency, e.g., ottowa, Peoria, Seneca-Cayuga, 
Wyandotte, 2.nd especially the Quapaws. One segment of the 
Indiana Miami group who were mainly RL descendants became 
affiliated ~rith the Quapaw tribe and were carried on their rolls, 
al though mos:t retained a Miami identity. Lenora Amphlett, an RL 
descendant ~rho lives in Quapaw, Oklahoma, is the tribal council 
representative of the Indiana Miamis in the west and serves as 
"Oklahoma SE~cr,etary" for the tribe. 

Currently, 11% (506) of the Indiana Miami enrollment is located 
in Oklahoma, Kansas and Missouri. Of these, slightly under half 
(234) are RI. d,escendants; they comprise 30% of the contemporary 
RL subgroup. <~ slightly larger number of RL descendants (33%) 
are still living in Indiana, and this group has served as an 
important (2,1 though not the only) link between the western 
segment of t~he Indiana Miamis and the Miami subgroups that remain 
centered in Indiana. When the Indiana Miami tribe initiated 
efforts to pursue Federal acknowledgment in 1979, these 
activities l,orere organized by RL descendants in Huntington with 
the impetus coming from Oklahoma. 

RichardvillE~/Lafontaine families in Indiana. TF Richardville's 
departure lE~ft the Richardville and Lafontaine descendants who 
still lived in Indiana somewhat leaderless, although during his 
lifetime he continued to look after their interests in the tribe. 
The eight ol~haned children of Lafontaine (his wife died shortly 
after he diet) came under the guardianship of the aforementioned 
John Roche. Lafontaine's children were placed in Catholic 
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schools -- s·t. Augustine's at Fort Wayne and a boy's academy in 
Lafayette (Bro\o,rn and Schulte 1949). They managed to retain 
control of his house at the forks of the Wabash in Huntington, 
and this hou;:;e continued to serve as a gathering point for the 
family. They spent winters away at school, but returned home in 
the summer (6rclwn and Schulte 1949). 

A number of ·thE~ early RL female descendants attended the st. 
Augustine AC:idE~my, operated the Sisters of Providence of Saint 
Mary of the 'floods, in Fort Wayne. Catherine Richardville, 
Lafontaine's wife and JB Richardville's daughter, was the first 
to be enrolled, followed by her sisters Mary and Sara. "The 
Sisters at F:)rt: wayne took these dusky daughters of the forest to 
their hearts" (Brown and Schulte 1949:547). Four of Lafontaine's 
children (EsthE~r, Francis, Roseanne, Joseph and Archangel) were 
enrolled in 1848. During that same period, the daughters of 
Archangel Ri::hardville, granddaughter of JB, also attended the 
school. 

Several of Lafontaine's children died in childhood or as young 
adults. His scm Joseph went west some time prior to 1860. His 
son Thomas married a non-Indian (Martha Beck) in the 1850's, and 
they lived on t-Iemorial Drive in Huntington "in a very lovely 
home." They held two children, only one of whom (Mary Francis) 
survived past E!arly adulthood (Evans 1963). In about 1885, Mary 
Francis' white husband gambled away her wealth and landholdings, 
forcing the family to move to Marion, Ohio; they later returned 
to Huntington. Their seven children became somewhat distanced 
from Miami tribal affairs, but maintained a knowledge of Miami 
ancestry, an interest in the disposition of tribal claims, and 
social contact with the family of Thomas Lafontaine's surviving 
sister, ArchanSJel Engelman (Greenbaum 1989). 

Lafontaine's yc)ungest daughter, Archangel moved into the house at 
the forks of the Wabash after her marriage to Christian Engelman 
(a German immi~Jrant) in 1862. She raised her family (of 9 
children) therE!, and one of her adult grandchildren continued to 
occupy the house after her death (and was still living there in 
the early 1930 Il s). The Engleman family became one of two main 
pivots of RL s()cial and political activities during the late 19th 
and early 20th centuries, and continues to be the family that 
formally repref;ents the interests of the other RL descendants in 
the Huntington/Fort Wayne area. 

The other major RL group was located in Allen County, near Fort 
Wayne. Gabriel Godfroy's half brother, James R. Godfroy was 
married to Archangel Richardville, daughter of Lablonde. In 
1869, James R. Godfroy was one of three delegates appointed to 
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represent tt.e Inaian'a- Miamis in a conference in Washington with 
the Western Miamis (Wines 1869). The Godfroys lived on three 
sections of land south of Fort wayne that JB Richardville had 
left to Lablonde (his daughter) and that she in turn had willed 
to Archangel. Archangel and James Godfroy had 13 children, five 
of whom survivl:d. They raised their family on the land outside 
of Fort Wayr.e, and through the 19th century managed to keep the 
1900 acres intact. Archangel's daughter Louisa was married to 
William Cass, a great grandson of JB Richardville. The 
youngest dat:gh"ter Anna married Francis Aveline, an Eel River 
Miami. Their oldest daughter Mary was married to a white man 
named Strack. 

Mary Strack had a daughter, Mary, who inherited some of her 
mother's lard when she died in 1885 (Indiana 1901:194). The 
following year, this parcel of land became the object of a 
landmark court case over the tax status of Miami grant holders. 
Archangel Richardville's land in Allen county was placed on tax 
rolls in 1871, and in 1878 a 202 acre parcel was sold for taxes 
to an individual named Aldrich. with the aid of her uncle 
Gabriel Godfroy, Archangel's granddaughter (Mary Strack) 
succeeded in a law suit claiming tax exemption under the 
Ordinance of 1787 (Waupemanqua (Mary Strack] v. Aldrich 28 F. 
489, circuit court D of Indiana) (US Circuit Court 1886). This 
decision was upheld in 1891 (Indiana 1891b). This case had far 
reaching, albeit shortlived, consequences for all the descendants 
of Miami rese~,e holders. 

Several of JamE~S and Archangel's grown children remained on the 
property, and Cit the time of the court case, there were about 30 
people (Butler 1901:237; MNISI 1989g), 4 families, living in this 
settlement. James Godfroy possessed a total of 1900 acres at the 
time he died in 1894. His photograph appeared in the Handbook of 
North American Indians, identified by his Miami name 
(Lumkecumwah) under the heading of "Miami" (Hodge 1910:852). 
This inclusion indicates the persistence of Indian identity among 
this group of 1:amilies . Additionally, his wife, Archangel, never 
learned to speak English, and their children all had Miami names. 

At Godfroy' s dE!ath, most of his land passed to his son John. By 
the time John died in 1904, there were 72 of his relatives still 
living at this site (anonymous 1904). Sometime before 1920, the 
land was lost in a mortgage foreclosure. Two Strack descendants, 
whose father held grown up on this land, recounted in an interview 
that, as the city of Fort Wayne expanded, there were growing 
pressures to displace the family and gain control of the 
remaining Arc:helTIgel Richardville land. A donation by the family 
of 160 acres tC) the Catholic church "to use for farming" 
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reportedly ended -up being developed as an "urban tract" 
(Greenbaum 1989). According to this same account, local whites 
took violent measures to drive the family out. Allegedly, three 
Miamis were s;hot and there was an attempt to poison the whole 
family by replacing chickens hung on their back porch with other 
chickens that: had been tainted. The story goes on to tell of how 
the judge whcI finally ordered their eviction was cursed by the 
family, and indeed suffered many problems in his later life 
(Greenbaum 1989). 

The Godfroy/~:track families had ongoing ties with the Cass 
family, descEmdants of JB Richardville, who in 1891 were also 
still in possession of their grant land in this same area 
(Indiana 189:.b:195). Mary Strack's sister, Louisa, was married 
to William CcISS, and several of their children settled in Fort 
Wayne. The l:nglemans in Huntington represented another cluster 
of more distantly related families. As mentioned, the family of 
Mary Frances Lafontaine (a granddaughter of Catherine 
Richardville) also lived in Huntington. Another descendant, John 
Lafontaine, 9randson of Francis, died at Huntington in 1889. He 
had initially gone to Kansas, but returned to Indiana where he 
died "a poor man ..• deeply imbued with the traditions of his 
race" (Meginness 1891:229). Altogether, this collection of RL 
descendants ~7as more dispersed than the Miami families in Butler 
Township (Goclfroys and Bundys) or the Meshingomesia reserve 
families, but: they did maintain social contact with each other, 
as well as a shared interest in tax issues and annuities. 

Lacelia EnglE!man Owens' family was especially active in tribal 
affairs during the early part of the century, attending meetings 
of the Head~larters organization (MNISI 1985b 1). The Lafontaine 
house in Hunt:ington did not pass out of the family until 1943, 
when ArchangEll' s youngest child died; this, according to 
conditions specified in her will. Throughout that long period, 
the house wa~i a permanent home to a large number of the 
Lafontaine dE!scendants and was visited often by the cousins 
through Archangel Lafontaines's brother Thomas, and the growing 
number of Arc:hangel's grandchildren and great grandchildren still 
living in thE! Huntington area. 

Connections between the Engleman household and other Miami 
families -- both in the Huntington/Fort Wayne area and at Wabash, 
Marion and PE!ru -- were strengthened by marriages involving 
Godfroys and RL descendants. The pre-removal marriage between 
James R. Godfroy and Archangel Richardville linked them 
indirectly w:.th the Strack and Cass families. In the next 
generation, 1:he marriage between James M. Godfroy (who was James 
R. 's nephew Clnd Gabriel's son) and Esther Weber (Archangel 
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Lafontaine's granddaughter) extended and expanded these 
connections. J"ames M. Godfroy moved into Huntington shortly 
after his fa"ther's death (1910) in search of work. A few years 
later, he ma:rried Esther Weber, daughter of Esther Lafontaine 
Engleman. BI~t .... reen 1914 and 1931, they had eight children. The 
family lived in Huntington, and socialized frequently with the 
large family of' Esther's aunt Lacelia Engleman who was still 
living in thl~ home place. 

After TF Ric:1ardville' s departure for Kansas, leadership in the 
RL subgroup "Nas divided between Archangel Engleman and James R. 
Godfroy, and, except for Godfroy's appointment as a delegate to 
Washington i~ 1869 and the tax case in 1886, their activities 
were of an i.~fc)rmal nature. During the first half of the 20th 
century, leajership among the RL descendants emerged out of the 
nexus betwee~ t:he Godfroys in Peru and the Engleman families 
around Hunti~gt:on, with another set of ties linking the 
Godfroy/Richardville families in the vicinity of Fort Wayne. 
Lacelia EnglemcLn Owens, daughter of Archangel Lafontaine, was 
among the si~ne!rs of a letter in 1937 by the Godfroys protesting 
efforts of Nett:ie White on behalf of the Miami Nation (Clarence 
Godfroy et al., 1937). (Also included were the signatures of he~ 
nieces Esther \oleber Godfroy, Josephine Weber Thompson and Stella-
Weber Balzer.) Lacelia Owens had six children, several of whom 
subsequently be!came active in tribal affairs: Josephine, the 
daughter who re!mained in the Lafontaine house after her 
grandmother's death, took an interest in Miami cultural affairs 
and was part of the Maconaquah Pageant during the 1920's (she was 
also co-organi2:er of the 1925 Miami annual reunion); John Owens, 
who joined with the Godfroys' claims efforts during the 1940's; 
Juanita Owens, the youngest daughter, who initiated the Federal 
acknowledgment activities in 1979; and Robert Owens, also a son 
of Lacelia, whc) presently is tribal council member and is listed 
as "clan leader" for the RL group (MNISI 1989g). Paul Godfroy, a 
son of James and Esther Godfroy, is also a member of the tribal 
council from Huntington. 

The RL subgroup emerged in 1979 as leaders in efforts to take 
advantage of the recently enacted Federal acknowledgment 
regulations. J~n RL descendant contacted the Owens family in 
Huntington and suggested that they join with Indiana Miamis in 
the west in an effort to become Federally recognized. Instead, 
the RL descendants attempted to secure an alliance with the other 
Miami subgroups in Indiana, although without leaving the western 
group out. Robert Owens, the recognized leader of the RL group, 
chaired a meeting at Huntington on March 25, 1979. Actually, the 
Miami Nation, led by Francis Shoemaker, had already met the 
previous NoveruJer to discuss the new regulations (MNISI 6/3/79). 
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The RL group initiated a new organization, the Indiana Miami 
Organization.~l Council, with Robert Owens as chair, and members 
including Pa1ll Godfroy, Gary Moore (son of Juanita Owens Moore) , 
Joe Owens (s.::m of Robert), and Sue and Angie Strass (daughter and 
granddaughte::.- of Josephine Owens). About one hundred people 
attended thi:; meeting, roughly a third of whom were RL 
descendants (MNISI 1989b 71). The other subgroups were also 
represented, and Francis Shoemaker's overall leadership of the 
Indiana Miam.i.s was ratified. There was an evident consensus that 
the organiza":ion Shoemaker had reconstituted in 1964 was the most 
representati'le of Indiana Miami interests. The 1937 charter of 
the Miami Na":ion provided the official structure for renewed 
efforts to obtain Federal recognition (anonymous 1979). The 
Organizational Council formed by the RL group remained in 
existence, a~; an auxiliary rather than as a competitor, and 
continues to serve as the organizational framework for the RL 
families. 

Francis Shoemaker is still the chief of the Indiana Miamis, but 
he is in sem:L-retirement. His routine leadership functions have 
been assumed by Ray White, the current tribal chairman. White's 
position as :.eader derived important legitimacy from the fact 
that he is a descendant of Francis Lafontaine (Greenbaum 1989). 
His great grandmother was Mary Francis Lafontaine, daughter of 
Francis' son Thomas. White's emergence in this position 
signifies thE! contemporary unity of the subgroups and the .. 
influence earned by the RL group in instigating the Federal 
acknowledgment efforts. 
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TERRITORIAL DISTRIBUTIONS 

Se-:tlement patterns in the pre-removal period. 

In the early c(:mtact period, the Miamis were semi-sedentary, 
subsisting en a combination of hunting, fishing and horticulture. 
with the introduction of European fur traders, commercial hunting 
played an incrl~asingly important role. Families collected in 
large riparian villages where they resided during the spring and 
summer. Individual houses were strung out along the river bank, 
and sometimes 13xtended over a distance of several miles. vil
lages also typically included a large council house, separate 
from the chief's house. Women cultivated and men hunted, and 
after the harvl3st women and children accompanied the men on long 
communal hunts which involved the establishment of smaller tempo
rary winter camps (Callender 1978; Dunn 1919; Glenn et al 1977; 
Hodge 1910). 

Village mem1:er:ship crossed clan lines and was fluid in 
composition. ~rhe traditional range of the Miamis included parts 
of Michigan, Indiana and Ohio. When first contacted by the 
French in the 13arly to mid 1600' s, the Miamis were principally 
concentrated on the st. Joseph River in Michigan, from whence 
they later l11oVl3d into Indiana. There are indications that 
unsettled conditions in the region had previously dislocated them 
from traditional areas further south on the Wabash river, and the 
movement into Indiana was likely a return to familiar haunts 
(Callender 1978; Hodge 1910). 

Kekionga, the historical capital of the Miami confederacy, 
consisted of 40 to 50 cabins, surrounded by 500 acres of culti
vated fields. Now the site of Fort Wayne, Indiana, this settle
ment in the la1:e 1700's also included no less than 10 white and 
mixed blood traders. Miamis withdrew from Kekionga following the 
treaty of 1795, and settled in a series of about a dozen villages 
on the upper Wabash and Mississinewa rivers, extending eastward 
from the forks near Peru (see MNISI 1984b:38 for map and pp. 71-
74 for discussion). Use of these settlements reflected the same 
seasonal mode as in earlier times. 

Butler (1901:221) lists the Miami villages in existence in the 
period after the war of 1812. They were: 

that of O~;ash [sic], the war chief, located at the conflux 
of Missisinewa and the Wabash, between Wabash and Peru ... 
the villaqe of the national chief was south of Fort Wayne 
[near the site of Kekionga] ... ; Shapeen's village, known as 
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[White] Raccoon; and White Loon's village, east of Roanoke; 
Black ~)on's, at Andrews; Big Majenica's at Bleden; Les 
[sic] Gl:-OS, at Lagro; Allohla's at Wabash; Little Charley's 
(chief of the Eel River Miamis), north of Wabash; 
Cotticippin's, south of Wabash on Treaty Creek; Joe 
Richardville's, on the Mississinewa; Meshingomesia's, in the 
north part of Grant county; Polozwah's [Francis Godfroy], 
near Pe::-u; Macomaco's village, now Kokomo ... other villages 
of mino::- importance were the Deaf Man's village (sometimes 
called ':he White Woman's village) [Frances Slocum], the 
Goodboo village, Duck's village, etc., the names of whose 
chiefs a.re no longer remembered. Lafontaine's home at the 
forks [c)f the Wabash] is sometimes spoken of as a village, 
but neV4~r reached that distinction, although it is 
understood that Richardville laid out a regular town at this 
point. 

A slightly different set of villages were identified by the agent 
John Tipton ::or the period around 1825. At that time the Miamis 
numbered 848 (Glenn et. al. 1977:67]). In addition to those 
listed above. he also included the Mississinewa village of Little 
Huron, Seek'B village near the headwaters of the Eel River, and 
Flat Belly's village in Noble County to the north and west of Fort 
Wayne. Thes4~ disparities between lists are likely the result of 
changing leaders in villages between times of documentation, or 
perhaps erroneous identification of one or more of these 
villages. The major villages of the Miamis were those on the 
Mississinewa where, according to Tipton, 546 of the 848 (64%) of 
the Miamis rl~sided in 1825. These villages were located very 
near the rivHr and had by that time begun to transition in 
appearance -_. "cabins were replacing the wigwam structures " 
(cited Glenn et al 1977:67). 

Included among these villages were the antecedents of the major 
postremoval l1iami settlements: Godfroy's village and trading 
house near P.~ru; the adjacent village of Osandiah; Deaf Man's 
small villag.~ a few miles south and east; and Metocina I s village 
in northern Grant County. In addition, there was Lafontaine's 
house in Hun1:ington, which continued to be occupied by his family 
after his death in 1847. 

The first ma-jor Miami land cession occurred after the treaty of 
st. Mary's ii1 1818. At that time, a 700,000 acre tract between 
Tipton and PHru (Royce tracts 198, 251, 258) was designated the 
"Miami National Reserve," and the treaty retained five smaller 
village rese:::ves. It also granted 21 individual reserves, many 
to traders 0:: m.ixed French and Miami background. Subsequent 
treaties con1:inued this pattern of individual land grants and 
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other conces:si,ons designed to induce the cooperation of the 
chiefs. Debts to traders became a significant point of treaty 
negotiation. Cancellation of debts, with compensation given to 
the traders who held these notes, both accelerated the pace of 
land cessior~ and strengthened the influence of the mixed blood 
trader/chiefs, most notably Francis Godfroy and JB 
RichardviIIE~. The treaty of 1838 eliminated all the communal 
reserves, e>:cept Metocina' s; and land grants and debt payments 
made to Godfroy and Richardville left them vying for the title of 
"richest Indian in America." 

When the removal treaty was signed in 1840, Godfroy and 
RichardvillE~ (both of whom died before removal actually occurred) 
had gained per.mission for their families to remain in Indiana and 
secured for th,eir heirs thousands of acres of tax exempt reserve 
land. Metoc:ina's band, by then under the leadership of his son 
Meshingomesj.a, also managed to avoid removal. His village, on 
the north bc:.nk of the Mississinewa between Somerset and Jalapa, 
remained a c:om:munal reserve, but with provision for its ultimate 
distribution almong the members of the band. In 1845, an 
additional individual reserve was created for the family of 
Frances Slocum, at the site of Deaf Man's village on the Mis
sissinewa at. the boundary between Miami and Wabash counties. 

Meshingomesia ':s reserve and the smaller individual allotments 
supported tt,e perpetuation of "bands associated with the allotee" 
(MNISI 1985e~: 28) . Territorial-concentration established both a 
communal res,ource base and residential propinquity among those 
families livin9 on the reserves. Loss of the land had 
significant impacts, on the one hand eliminating the basis of 
many communa.l :social and economic activities, but also supplying 
a pivotal issue in organizing political activities within and 
between Mian:i :subgroups. 

Post-removal settlements. 

The removal le:ft Meshingomesia's large communal reserve in Grant 
county; a reserve area around Francis Godfroy's home at Mt. 
Pleasant near Peru; a reserve left to Frances Slocum's family on 
the site of Deaf Man's village, a short distance from Mt. 
Pleasant; a portion of Osandiah's village site, just to the west 
of Deaf Man's village; reserves belonging to LaBlonde 
Richardville and William Cass (a grandson of JB Richardville) 
near Fort Waynla; and the reserve of Catherine Richardville 
Lafontaine at t.he forks of the Wabash at Huntington. These 
remaining reserve properties evolved into a discontinuous, but 
proximal, territorial base for the Miami families who remained in 
Indiana. I~ 1846, there was a total of 152 individuals in the 
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families of Hichardville (43), Godfroy (28), Slocum (26), and 
Meshingomesia (55) who had been given official authorization to 
remain in Indiana (MNISI 1984c 17). Four years later, a joint 
resolution 0:: Congress extended the authorization to include an 
additional 101 persons who petitioned to collect their annuities 
in Indiana (9 Stat. 806). Their exemption brought the total up 
to 253: the actual number remaining, however, was closer to 300, 
including a Bmall number of Eel River Miamis who were also given 
permission to stay in Indiana (MNISI 1989a). 

Meshingomesia Reserve 

1846 = 1900. A.t the time of removal, the Meshingomesia reserve 
consisted of 5,468 acres (the treaty called for 6,400 acres, but 
a survey at ':he time of allotment revealed they actually got 
considerably le.ss), much of which was prime farm land. This land 
had been granted to the sons of Metocina, who held it communally 
under the he:::-editary leadership of Meshingomesia, the eldest. 

Metocina's village near Jalapa held 8 families (a total of 46 
people) in 1H25 (Glenn et. al. 1977: 67). In 1840 the extended 
Meshingomesia family consisted of 56 members. The reserve 
population a few years later was considerably larger than that, 
about 100 people. Meshingomesia lived a mile south of the Wabash 
County line near Jalapa. The reserve was a narrow rectangle 
running northeasterly. from about Jalpa, along the Mississinewa 
River, into lfabash County.~ Glenn et. al. (1977:72) state that 
this territo:::-y served as a "refuge" for an assortment of Indians 
who had avoided removal. The reserve included both non-family, 
and non-Miamis., e.g. the Pottawatomi Waucoon and the Delaware 
John Newman (Glenn et al 1977: 73). Waucoon had a house and 
Baptist churc:h on the "Hogback" section of reserve, and there was 
also a cemetl~ry there. Meshingomesia 's half-brother, captain 
Dixon (from 'rlhclm WF Hale was descended), also lived in this 
section (Cro1r1 1934:9). 

Waucoon was I)ne of several Baptist ministers among the post
removal Miamis. Meshingomesia, although not a minister, was an 
ardent conve:rt. In the 1860' s, he built the Antioch Baptist 
church on re::;erve property. Peter Bundy, who lived on 
Ozahshinquah's reserve, but had relatives living with 
Meshingomesi.:i, often served as preacher. 

Close by the church, Meshingomesia had an elementary school 
built, which sE!rved the children living on the reserve until just 
after the turn of the 20th century. The Quakers had also 
established :i school on the edge of the reserve, White's Indiana 
Manual Labor Institute, in 1852. Meshingomesia sold them the 
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land for this school '(Crow 1934: 10). At least one, and perhaps 
other children from the reserve attended, although it was more 
broadly design,ed to serve "poor children, white, colored, and 
Indian" (quclted in Anson 1970: 26), many from outside of Indiana. 

The latter t.al f of the 19th century was extremely difficult for 
the inhabi t2.nt:s of the reserve. The reserve population developed 
a mixed ecor,omy, based on agriculture, hunting, fishing and 
annuities. Annuity payments made them targets of "sharpers" who 
plied them vdth expensive wares and alcohol, contributing to 
acute problems of debt and dependency. Efforts to introduce 
profitable commercial farming failed, largely due to cultural 
conflicts ar.d corruption associated with the guardianship system. 
The communal r.~serve status of the land created problems when 
local autholities refused to enforce Miami property rights 
against white encroachment, and reserve residents began privately 
alienating corununal timber. Meshingomesia evidently believed 
that allotment would help protect the property of his family by 
giving them fel~ simple rights to their land. He was 
unfortunately mistaken. 

In 1872, a Fedl~ral act directed the division of the reserve into. 
individually o~vned parcels; 63 Meshingomesia allotees received 
grants, or "farms," ranging from 77 to 125 acres (see 
Meshingomesia subgroup section for a list of recipients). In 
designating thE~se allotments, the Indian farmers were required to 
disperse their fields in individual family plots, rather than 
clustering their fields. The 63 allottees were scattered over an 
area that was roughly one mile wide and 10 miles long (Rafert 
1982:31). These farms were protected from taxes and mortgage 
sales until 1881, after which the allotees were to become 
citizens freely able to alienate the land. 

The process of determining eligibility for these allotments 
reveals some 01: the social and political character of the reserve 
at that time. In addition to the 63 who received allotments, 
there were 55 2lpplicants who were residing on reserve land but 
were denied a share of it (see Glenn et. al. 1977). Those 
disallowed included some Bundys, Godfroys and Richardvilles who 
had married in, and others who had long ago been given refuge on 
the reserve. In deciding who among his band was entitled to take 
part in thejivision, Meshingomesia reportedly "made a 
distinction :oetween welcome guests or refugees and members of his 
own family" (Anson 1970:278). The distinction was evidently not 
as clear-cut as. Anson suggests, however. The Delaware John 
Newman's family, and the Pottawatomi Waucoon, both received 
reserves. W:luc:oon was adopted, as was Jane Newman (John Newman IS 

wife) . 
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In 1879, Mes:lingomesia died and his eldest grandson, William 
Willis Peconqa, succeeded him as reserve leader. Peconga assumed 
his office ~lring the transition to citizenship, and despite his 
active effor:s to prevent it, virtually all of the Meshingomesia 
land had been sold or foreclosed by the turn of the century. 
Rafert (1982:42-46) provides a detailed description of the 
efforts directed by Peconga to regain and consolidate the 
allotments on the reserve. He and his four brothers had managed 
to acquire over 1500 acres of allotments by 1885, and they 
instituted systematic efforts to modernize farming techniques. 
These activi1:ies aimed at stabilizing the economic base of the 
community, but the Peconga brothers were plagued by high death 
rates in the reserve population. Between 1879 and 1885, 11 of 
the 26 males in the Meshingomesia band died. The deceased 
included somn of the most capable farmers (Rafert 1982:41). The 
depression of the early 1890's precipitated a string of 
foreclosures on the Meshingomesia reserve. By 1900," only 53 
acres (less 1:han 1% of the original reserve) still remained in 
Miami ownerstlip. 

1900- present; William Peconga, whose sister was married to George. 
Godfroy, movE!donto the Godfroy reserve when his land was lost. -
Some of the Win"ters family also were able to move in with 
Godfroys. At~ l,east 60 Meshingomesia families moved into Marion, 
which was experiencing an industrial boom at that time (MNISI 
1985e:19). ~.round the first World War, a large group of 
Meshingomesia fi:lmilies moved to South Bend where they found work 
in factories and transport. others moved to Wabash, Fort Wayne, 
Muncie and other towns in northcentral Indiana. Virtually none 
of the Meshir:gomesias remained in farming. 

The school on the reserve was abandoned soon after the turn of 
the century I al1:hough the church remained in use for somewhat 
longer. The school house was later moved onto a farm lot between 
the cemetery and the imposing brick house that had belonged to 
Nelson Tawataw, Meshingomesia's grandson. The cemetery continued 
in use until thE~ 1930's, when three of the reserve inhabitants 
were still living on the land. 

Only three Indians are now living on the Meshingomesia 
Reservation (1934): John Newman, now in his 90th year, 
and his son Walter, whose mother was a first cousin 
of Meshingc)mesia ••• the other Indian living on the 
reservation is John Walters, a half-breed. He lives 
.•• on land belonging to his children, the great-great 
grandchildren of both Meshingomesia and Frances Slocum 
(Crow 1934:11). 
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with the above exceptions, the reserve land ceased to have a 
residential connection for the Meshingomesia descendants. 
However, the cemetery, school and Tawataw house represented 
tangible remindE~rs of the community that existed there. Meetings 
of the Headquarters continued to be held at the church on the 
reserve during 1:he first two decades of the 20th century (MNISI 
1985b I). 

Efforts to main1:ain the school building and the cemetery, and to 
protect them from vandalism, have periodically brought dispersed 
Meshingomesias 1:ogether in common activities. The reserve land 
has continued to be highly symbolic, and the source of 
considerable bitterness. The church property was taken for taxes 
in 1944, even though it had been tax exempt (Winters et al., 
1944). In the 1930's, the descendants managed to secure an 
historical markj~r for the cemetery, but there has been ongoing 
conflict ove:r maintenance by current property owners. Nearly all 
the markers havj~ suffered damage by vandals. The old school 
building is I=resently being used as a corn crib and storage area, 
although it is scheduled for eventual restoration and measures 
have been taken to prevent further damage. For both the cemetery 
and school, II.i tigation and restoration efforts have been 
ini tiated by th.~ Meshingomesia descendants. These concerns have . 
been among tt..e principal ongoing agendas of the tribal 
organizations in which Meshingomesias participated. 

Godroy Reserve 

1846- 1900. Thl~ Miami families who remained in the area around 
Peru and Peoz'ia constituted a cluster of settlements that were 
related thro1.:.gh kinship, proximity and pre-removal political 
alliances. These included lands held by Betsy Whitewolf, 
pimyotomah, t.he Ozashinquah reserve (Deaf Man's village) and 
Francis Godfz'oy' s former trading house, which he named Mt. 
Pleasant. Mt .• Pleasant was located on the Wabash River about 5 
miles east of P,eru. 

The commanding portion of this territory had belonged to Francis 
Godfroy. Prior to his death in 1840, Godfroy's dual career as 
trader and chief had yielded a sizable fortune and thousands of 
acres stretchin<g for miles between the forks of the Wabash and 
Mississinewa rivers. He "lived in a style of a baron of feudal 
times and kept a large retinue of his people const-antly around 
him" (MeginnE!ss 1891:220). This retinue consisted of his own 
large plural family and other related families (e.g., Betsy 
Whitewolf and Pimyotomah) from the band of Osandiah. Godfroy had 
expanded his own reserve #9, through purchase of Osandiah's and 
Wappapinsha'~1 (Black Racoon's) adjacent reserves on the 
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Mississinewa. When he died, he was able to will in excess of 
5,000 acres '~o his heirs. 

The administ:rators of Godfroy's estate (JB Richardville, Allen 
Hamilton and Francis' white cousin Edward A. Godfroy) quickly 
sold #28 and #10 to the town of Peru. Hamilton had been 
designated ~lardian of several of Godfroy's children, which 
facilitated ':he transfer. By the time of removal the Godfroy 
land had aln~ad.y become a "patchwork" interspersed with white 
farms (Rafer: 1982:48-49). In 1846, just over 3,000 acres were 
left in the hands of Godfroy heirs. 

The Mt. Plea:;;ant site, including a large triangular section of 
reserve land in the forks just east of Peru, was inherited by 
Godfroy's daugh.ter, Frances. She was married to George Hunt 
(Black Raccoon), who succeeded Francis Godfroy as leader of the 
community. On an adjacent parcel due east were his daughter 
Catherine Godfroy Goodboo, son James R. Godfroy (who later moved 
to Fort Wayn4~; he married Archangel Richardville), Catherine 
Coleman (aka Sacaquahtah, Francis' second wife), son William 
Godfroy, son Gabriel Godfroy, two children of his deceased son 
Louis, and Clemence Godfroy (who was the daughter of Francis' 
deceased dauqhter Louisa). This same set of heirs also held land
further east to the edge of the reserve. A large tract in 
between was owned by Clemence Godfroy. Another daughter, Sallie 
Godfroy (who married Edward A. Godfroy), held a small tract in 
the southwes1:ern section along the Mississinewa (see map ). 

All through 1:he 1850' s, the heirs of Francis Godfroy lost sizable 
amounts of land through sales and mortgage foreclosures. A 
majority of i:hese parcels were acquired by a white man named John 
W. Miller and by Edward Godfroy, Sallie Godfroy's white husband. 
These losses continued during the 1860's, but during that period 
Gabriel GodfJ~oy began reacquiring land within the boundaries of 
the reserve. Godfroy's concerted efforts to retain Indian land 
through the courts began as early as 1855 (he was 21 years old), 
when he succHssfully sued to evict a white squatter from his land 
(Godfroy v. Poe, Miami Circuit Court, spring session, 1855). In 
1858, he was again in court, this time suing a Richardville 
descendant over a piece of land that Richardville had sold to 
Francis Godfroy (Gabriel Godfroy v. Mongosacquah et. al., Miami 
Circuit Cour1:, spring session, 1858). The next year, he sued a 
white purchaBer of 185 acres for having a fraudulent title 
(Godfroy v. Loveland, Miami Circuit Court, fall session, 1859). 
(All the above cases are described in Rafert 1982:50). Gabriel 
Godfroy won all of these suits, a reflection of his astuteness 
and capacity to negotiate within the dominant society. Aside 
from his perBonal qualities, he also had important connections 
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with wealthy and powerful whites. He had a close relationship 
with Allen Hamilton, the white trader Daniel Bearss and his white 
cousin, Edward Godfroy. Although these individuals were perhaps 
at the core of the appropriation of Miami land, the relationship 
was complex and mediated by paternalism and kinship. In the 
coming years, !;mall victories yielded to large defeats; but, for 
the time being, Gabriel Godfroy managed to hold on to a 
significant land base within what had been his father's reserve. 

A sizable group of Miamis filtered back into Indiana in the 
period after the removal. In 1850, congressional action enabled 
these returnees to remain and collect their annuities in Indiana, 
along with the rest of the Miamis who had been permitted to stay. 
Many of the re1:urning families took refuge with the Godfroys. 
These returnee~; included the Goodboos and the Lavonchers (the 
latter descendE~d from a white trader and the widow of chief 
Mazequah). A 9rouP of Eel River Miamis, who had also been 
permitted to rE~main in Indiana, lived on Godfroy land, and 
several married in to the Godfroy family. When Butler prepared 
the payroll of 1881, there were 115 people living on the Godfroy 
reserve, in addition to about 14 Eel River Miamis who were not 
included on that roll (Butler 1901:237; MNISI 198ge). 

By then, the original Godfroy holdings had shrunk to a series of 
four "island re~serves" scattered between the river forks and the 
Miami County line, totaling about 1800 acres (MNISI 198ge). 
These were as 1:01Iows: 1) Gabriel Godfroy's 220 acre farm at the 
juncture of the Mississinewa and Wabash rivers; 2) Clarence 
Kissiman's l~nd (husband of Gabe's sister Frances, widow of Black 
Raccoon) a mile~ east, where the Francis Godfroy house and 
cemetery wer~ located; 3) William Godfroy's (Gabe's older 
brother) land al mile south from Kissiman' s; and 3) the adj acent 
homesites of the Pimyotomah and Mongosa heirs just to the east, 
around the bl~ndl of the Mississinewa. Al though not contiguous, 
these tracts were separated from each other by distances of no 
more than aEew miles. 

Collectively, t.hese tracts were known as "Squawtown" to the 
surrounding 1t1hite residents. Some information about the life
style of the:;e families is provided in Hundley's (1939) memoirs 
of his childhood in the late 1870's when his father, a white 
farmer, was hired by Gabriel Godfroy to teach the Indians to 
farm. 

Squawto~m was scarcely a town ; it did not have a single 
store. The name had been derisively given to the small 
reserva1:ion. (Hundley 1939: 17) 
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He goes on to e:xplain that it was not a "reservation" in the same 
sense as tho:;e in the west, but rather was a collection of Indian 
and mixed blood. families who lived in the same area. He also 
mentions the presence of white farmers in the same vicinity and a 
crew of whitt~ woodsmen, living there temporarily while they cut 
the timber f::-oIIli some of Gabriel Godfroy's land (p. 32-33). 

Hundley also describes the school on the reserve (stony Point), 
noting that "only part of the white population sent children to 
'the Indian ~;chool,' as they called it" (p. 48). Several of the 
white childrHn who were sent there (e.g., the Coiners) later 
married Miam:Ls, and their children became involved in tribal 
issues. Stony Point school was attended by two generations of 
Butler Township Miamis; it remained in operation until about 
1910. A pho1:o taken in 1891 shows 31 children in the school at 
that time, 10 of whom are identified in the caption as "Indian" 
(Stony Point School photo, MNISI 1984c 53). 

The largest house in "Squawtown" belonged to Gabriel, whose 220 
acre farmstead had cows, cattle, sheep, pigs, horses, a five acre 
apple orchard and 180 acres under cUltivation. (Rafert 1982:52) 
A prosperous man, Gabriel also attempted to provide for the 
economic well-being of the other Miami families. Like George 
Slocum, Willtam Peconga and Little Turtle, Godfroy tried to 
orchestrate Cl collective transition to commercial agriculture in 
order to maintain the economic viability of Miami landholdings. 
Initially, hE! offered white farmers in the vicinity rent free 
land if they would instruct the Miami farmers in modern 
techniques. These early efforts met with failure, as the white 
farmers generally abandoned the agreement after only one season 
(Rafert 1982:31). In 1875, he arranged to pay Benjamin Hundley 
to move on to the reserve and engage in a full time effort to 
convert the Niamis into successful farmers. This endeavor also 
ended in failure, although Hundley remained for two seasons 
(Hundley 1935). 

The economy elf ·the Godfroy reserve mixed traditional SUbsistence 
with a growir.g dependence on cash. Commercial farming was aimed 
at the market. Miami farmers (who were traditionally women) had 
no difficulty raising enough food, especially when supplemented 
with hunting, fishing and gathering. The impetus for the 
transition came from a growing need for cash to meet consumer 
needs and to pay taxes on the land. The capital requirements of 
commercial farming, however, only increased the need for cash, 
and Miami Indian men were not culturally preadapted to be 
successful fa rmt3rs. Al though they did not abandon this effort, 
their failures in operating successful farms contributed to the 
inability to maintain their land. In response to these 
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pressures, the Miami families, under Gabriel Godfroy's 
leadership, adopted a strategy of continued dependence on 
traditional sUbsistence coupled with a concerted effort to free 
themselves cf the burdens of taxation. 

Hundley's account attests to the importance of hunting and 
fishing for th4~ Miamis during the late 19th century. The need to 
be off on hunting and fishing trips, or to check traps and lines, 
was one factor that regularly interfered with their ability to 
learn how tc farm or properly attend their fields. Gabriel 
Godfroy orga ni:zed large scale winter hunting expeditions into 
Wisconsin. In addition to the importance for subsistence, these 
economic activities involved varying degrees of common effort, as 
well as continuities with traditionally communal orientations to 
getting a living. Hundley describes a great deal of visiting 
among the Miami families, who lived within easy reach of each 
other. 

During the 188D's, Gabriel managed to further increase his land 
holdings an~. was temporarily successful in his legal efforts to 
stave off ta.xa'tion. The last annuity payment in 1881 provided 
needed cash to acquire land and helped defray the expenses of 
legal chaIIE:ng,es to the taxation of Miami land. Al though he los-t.
his own caSE: in 1878, a relative in Fort Wayne (Mary Strack) won 
hers in 188E., ,and the Miami County Circuit Court found in 
Godfroy's favor in 1891 and 1893. 

As the end clf ·the century approached, Gabriel Godfroy was still a 
rich man. l"[eguiness (1891:222) described his residence, as Ita 
splendid faI~ •.• [with a] modern 2 story brick house ..• barns and 
outbuildings: are ample." Not long after, however, the depression 
of 1893 forc:ed him to sell his 220 acre farmstead to the 
Hagenbach ard Wallace Circus, and an additional 182 acres were 
sold to pay costs' of law suits. He then moved onto the Kissiman 
land and grE:atly enlarged the Mt. Pleasant house. Apparently, 
other families dislocated by the land sales were also moved into 
the Mt. Plea.sant house (MNISI 198ge), or into the cabins Gabe had 
buil t on thE: property at this same time. The remodeled structure 
had 10 rooms:: 

each a living room of some of the chief's descendants. 
There cLre two or three other buildings near, and these house 
other members of the tribe, while the rest of the tribal 
remnant: is scattered about the vicinity. (anonymous 1914). 

Loss of lane! in this instance did not produce a scattering, but 
rather an orchestrated reconsolidation. 
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1900 = 1930. Gabriel Godfroy, who directed the relocation 
process, was in large measure providing for his immediate family. 
This was, howl~ver, a very extensive group. His three wives had 
produced a to1::al of 19 children (although not all survived to 
adulthood). :30me of his early offspring had children of their 
own by the time his later ones were born -- yielding a large 
cohort of children, who were aunts, uncles, siblings, half
siblings and c::ou.sins to each other. These interrelated families 
lived close tc)ge.ther, in the same house, or in adj oining cabins, 
or a mile down t.he road where Peter Godfroy (Gabe' s son) had a 
farm. The M011gc1sas and several other Miami families (heirs of 
Pimyotomah and Polly Wildcat/Bruell) also lived nearby. 

Oral history int.erviews (Greenbaum 1989) describe frequent social 
events at the Ga.be Godfroy home place and weekly dances which 
also included nCln-Miami families living in the area. Three rooms 
of the big hOllse: were set aside for the dancing, and police from 
Peru provided se:curity. On Sundays many people dropped in for 
meals. In hi::; declining years, Gabe became a legendary 
storyteller, 'l{hCI entertained the children several nights a week 
telling stori,~s under a large crabapple tree in his front yard. 

The nearby ci:rCtllS winter quarters provided further entertainment 
for the child:re:nl of the settlement, as well as employment for 
some of the adults. Miami cultural traditions were preserved and 
revitalized i:1 pageants and street fairs organized by Gabe, and 
Miamis participa.ted in the horse races at Peru. Hunting and 
fishing were :;oc:ial, as well as economic activities, and 
occasions to ins;truct the X'0unger generation in tribal lore. 

Gabriel's unglccessful tax suits ultimately caused him to lose 
all of his la::ld, except for 240 acres that he deeded to children 
of his son Pe·ter in 1905. During the last years of his life he 
lived with Pe·ter and his wife Louisa Aveline Godfroy. other 
Godfroy reser~e families managed to retain land into the 20's and 
30's, and a gnall parcel still belongs to one of the heirs. 

The break-up~f the Godfroy settlement was more gradual than with 
the Meshingomesias, and the families affiliated with the Godfroy 
band were able to maintain rural communal relations for a longer 
period of tim·e. Migration into Peru was later and more 
staggered than in the case of the Meshingomesia move into Marion. 
In 1910, there V.ras only one Godfroy Miami family living in Peru. 
(MNISI 198ge): by the 1940's, Peru had become the main settlement 
area, although t:here were still a few people living on the land. 

In 1910 Gabe ~odfroy died. His younger cousin, George Godfroy, 
who was leader c)f the Headquarters, succeeded him as leader of 
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the Godfro}' group. In the mid 1920's, however, Francis Godfroy 
(Gabriel's son) began taking over leadership, at least in 
relation tel the Godfroy family, and focused attention more 
narrowly or. the tax status of reserve properties. Tax exemptions 
on several parcels of Godfroy land expired in 1915. A few years 
later, the heirs stopped paying taxes on this land, initiating a 
new round cf court battles. 

1930- present. The legal cases brought by the Godfroy heirs were 
again determined on the basis that citizenship and allotment had 
canceled Miami treaty rights. The adverse judgment in Godfroy v. 
Soames caused Elizabeth Coiner (Ira's sister) to lose her land. 
The other heirs were forced to pay their tax bills in order to 
retain title. Elizabeth's 38 acres, however, were acquired in 
1943 by her brother Oliver, who had been away working in Detroit. 
He was also hE~ir to Ira's remaining land, when he died in 1961. 
In 1974, OlivE~r stopped paying his taxes and sought the help of 
Tom Tureen, one of the attorneys in the Maine land case. Oliver 
Godfroy (Swimming Turtle) ultimately won his case in 1977. By 
that time, all of the other Godfroy reserve land had been lost to 
taxes or mort9age foreclosure. Even Swimming Turtle's victory 
did not stem the losses. He died almost immediately after the. 
judgment was handed down. Conflicts among his heirs, and white-
spouses of ~eirs, eventually led to the loss of all but 1 1/3 
acres of the land that Gabriel had carefully transferred to the 
children of Pe!ter and Louisa Godfroy. 

The tax bat·tle~s assumed increasing symbolic, and correspondingly 
less substa:1ti.ve, importance. The homesite of Peter and Louisa 
Godfroy was only part of the land previously incorporated in 
"Squawtown." The other families -- Mongosas, Wards, Bradleys, 
Bruells, Lavonchers, Pecongas, etc. -- no longer had land by the 
1970's. Wi1:h the gradual loss of land in the teens and 20's, and 
accelerated losses in the 30's, there was a growing incidence of 
industrial migration. A large number of Miami men worked for the 
railroad. Some worked for the circus and traveled around the 
countr-y. mlen the Godfroy v. Soames case was filed in 1940, 
Oliver Godfroy was in Detroit working in the auto industry. He 
later returned and lived on the farm. By the time of his law 
suit in 191'.', Oliver Godfroy was living with his sister Eva on E. 
6th st. in Peru, in a section inhabited by numerous other Miami 
families. 

Even among t:hose Miamis who were migratory or had permanently 
relocated t(l one of the nearby towns, the reserve land continued 
to serve important functions. Those made jobless by the 
depression ()ften sought refuge with kin who still had land and 
gardens. PE!ter Godfroy permitted some to reoccupy the cabins his 
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father had built'for refugees from the depression of the 1890 ' s 
(Greenbaum 1989). In addition to periods of crisis, general 
fluctuations in the regional industrial economy periodically 
reinforced the value of maintaining a home base. Transcripts of 
the tax cases describe these shifting occupancy patterns, most 
notably Swimming Turtle's own sojourning (US District Court 
1977a) . 

Ozashingguah Reserve 

1846- 1900. The Ozahshinquah reserve was granted to Frances 
Slocum I s youngE~st daughter (also known as Jane Bundy). It was 
located on the former site of Deaf Manis village on the 
Mississinewa east of Peru near Peoria. The community that 
developed on and around Jane Bundy's land (about 25 people in 
1880) was ClosE~ly connected with the Godfroy group, and together 
they formed a cluster of Miami families in Butler Township. Mt. 
Pleasant was approximately five miles·away, with other Godfroy 
and Pimyotomah reserve land at a distance of only about a mile. 
They confronted similar problems in maintaining ownership of 
their land, and they socialized and cooperated with the other 
Miami families in the vicinity. However, the Bundy's retained . 
their separate identity and operated independently in the tribal-
pol i tical prJce~ss. The Bundy's had their own leadership, and the 
course that their land losses took differed from that of the 
Godfroys. 

When Frances Slocum died in 1847, ozashinquah's reserve consisted 
of 667 acres. Frances Slocum had lived in a modern brick house 
on a hill oVI~rlooking the river. Nearby there was another log 
building and a few outhouses. Several cabins were built on the 
other side o.E t~he river. Alongside the bluff was a path leading 
north to Francis Godfroy's trading house. Frances Slocum was 
relatively p:::-os:perous. In addition to her house and land, she 
owned cattle, h.ogs, chickens and 300 Indian ponies. Miamis from 
allover Butler Township used to gather in a four acre field near 
her house, where they raced their ponies and horses (Lamb and 
Schultz 1964:104). She experienced problems with her large herd 
of ponies wh.ich., it is reported, were stolen repeatedly by whites 
living in that general area (Meginness 1891:135). 

When she died in 1847, Frances Slocum was buried close to her 
house, near her husband's grave, in a cemetery she expressly 
provided in her will should be maintained perpetually as a family 
burial lot. After her death, the settlement expanded greatly as 
Jane Bundy's large family grew to adulthood. Peter Bundy and 
JB Brouillet1::e (husbands of Frances I two daughters) were the 
leaders of ~le Bundy settlement during the latter half of the 
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19th century. George Slocum, her white nephew whom she persuaded 
to help her fami.ly learn to farm, was also a leading figure in 
this early po:;;t-·removal community (see prior section on the Bundy 
subgroup). Gel)rgre Slocum died in 1860 and JB Brouillette died 
in 1867. Pet,~r Bundy, who lived nearly until the turn of the 
century, emerged as the surviving leader of the community. As he 
grew older, his sons Camillus and Judson assumed increasingly 
prominent leadership roles. 

At Jane Bundy's death in 1877, her land was inherited by her 
husband Peter and her many living children and surviving 
grandchildren. In her lifetime she had increased her holdings to 
805 unmortgagl~d acres, which included the original reserve and a 
section of Tahkc1nong reserve #28, a few miles north and east on 
the Mississinl~wa.. Heirs to her land were as follows: 

1) 60 acres t,) h.usband Peter Bundy, who was later remarried to 
Francis Godfrl)y' s daughter Frances: 

2) 106 acres ':0 daughter Roseann, who married Robert Peconga, 
Meshingomesia's grandson; 

3) 60 acres to daughter Hanna, who married Moses Mongosa, nephew 
of Pimyotomah; 

4) 60 acres t" g'randdaughter Nancy Mongosa, daughter of Eliza and 
JB Brouillettl~, married to her uncle Moses Mongosa's brother; 

5) 60 acres til F'rancis Godfroy Peconga, Jane's daughter by first 
husband Louis Godfroy, married William Peconga, brother of 
Robert: 

6) 60 acres to Elizabeth Godfroy, daughter by her second husband, 
first wife of Gabriel Godfroy; 

7) 224 acres 1:0 son Judson Bundy, married to Gabriel Godfroy' s 
daughter and, subsequently, to Gabriel's niece: 

8) 224 acres 1:0 son Camillus Bundy, married to Gabriel Godfroy's 
niece: 

9) 35 acres to Melvina Tawataw, daughter by her fourth husband, 
married to Me~;hingomesia' s grandson Nelson. 

[MNISI 1989g] 

The offspring of Jane Bundy reflect myriad connections with both 
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the Godfroy qroup-(including Pimyotomah/Mongosas) and the 
Meshingomesicls. These shared landholdings reinforced social and 
economic ties; among the different subgroups, although the 
Meshingomesic.s' difficulties holding on to their own land may 
have contribt~ted to the loss of some of the Ozahshinquah' 
property. Rose,ann and Robert Peconga had sold their Ozashinquah 
land to Commcdore Perry Marks in 1883, perhaps as part of the 
effort to fir.anee acquisition of Meshingomesia reserve land. 
They ultimately moved into Marion. William and Frances Peconga 
sold their 6C aeres to another white man in 1887, and later moved 
onto the pro~erty of his sister and her husband, George Godfroy. 
Melvina Bundy Tawataw moved on the Meshingomesia reserve, but her 
husband died in 1872, and his house and property were later 
foreclosed. She sold the Ozashinquah land in 1882. It is 
unclear where she was living when she died in 1894. 

The two heirs who married Mongosas stayed on their land. Hannah 
Mongosa, who la1:er married a white man named Buble, occupied her 
inheritance until she died in 1897. Nancy Mongosa, who later 
married John Bundy (a relative of Peter's, not related to her) , 
stayed on the r~~serve with her three children by both marriages. 

Elizabeth Godfrc>y lived on her husband Gabriel's estate. When 
she died in 1879, her Ozahshinquah land passed to Gabriel, and he 
transferred it t:o his son Peter Godfroy in 1886 (who retained in 
until 1902). Judson Bundy, who married Gabriel Godfroy's 
daughter, continued to reside on reserve land, although he sold 
most of it du~ing the 1890's; he sold 80 acres to Gabriel Godfroy 
in 1894, and ~ll but about 40 acres were gone by 1896. 

Camillus Bundf lived on his land in a house down the road from 
Frances Sloc~n's homesite. Under Camillus' leadership, this 
central part IJf the Ozahshinquah reserve became the focus of 
Bundy efforts tel retain their land and regain Federal 
recognition. Frances Slocum's house burned in 1882, destroying 
the many Miam.l relics it contained. When Meguiness viewed the 
site in about 1890, "nothing remained but weeds and a pile of 
stones" (Meginess 1891:137). Camillus maintained his reserve 
land largely intact until after the turn of the century. His 
father, Peter. also remained on his 60 acres until his death in 
1897; the land. "las sold for taxes in 1899 (MNISI 1989g). 

1900-1930. By the turn of the century, much of the reserve land 
had passed ou1: of the hand of Jane Bundy's heirs. Only 281.5 
acres remained in 1902 (MNISI 1989g). Although dwindling, the 
reserve land continued to provide a territorial base for some of 
the Bundy fam~.lies. Several had moved to other Miami communities 
with their Goclfroy or Meshingomesia spouses.· In the early part 
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of the century, the main families living on the Ozashinquah 
reserve were those of Camillus Bundy and Nancy Mongosa Bundy. 
Nancy's threE! slons -- Julius Mongosa, Sam and Ross Bundy -
remained, as did the surviving son of Hanna Mongosa. The Bundy 
children went: to school at Peoria, which was also attended by 
white childrE!n. Families on the reserve farmed and raised 
chickens and ducks, as well as horses and mules. Their land 
adjoined the river, and they made abundant use of fish and other 
riverine resources. They also hunted coons and trapped muskrats 
and squirreIE:. Life styles in the Ozashinquah settlement were 
very similar to those on the nearby Mongosa, Pimyotomah and 
Godfroy land, all of which had been chosen to include river 
access. 

Kin ties and social relationships drew the Bundy families into 
mul tifaceted as:sociations with the other Butler Township Miamis. 
Camillus Bundy 'iNas one of the prime instigators of the effort to 
gain tax exemption for reserve land and in the formation of the 
Headquarters. 'rhe Bundy family was also involved in efforts to 
preserve Miami culture. The Miami annual reunion was begun by 
Camillus in ].903 and was initially held on the cemetery grounds 
(MAR 8/20/67; Greenbaum 1989). His nephew, Ross Bundy, helped . 
organize the Maconaquah Pageant (named for Frances Slocum) in thQ-. 
early 1920's. Prior to launching the formal pageant, the Bundy 
children and others from Butler Township had participated in 
similar cultt,ral activities in the context of informal social 
gatherings tt.at took place on various Miami farms in the early 
part of the c:en"tury (MNISI 1989c; Greenbaum 1989). 

Oral history in"terviews indicated that the Miami cultural 
activities (both in the pageants and the reunions) began as 
family entertainment, designed in part to reaffirm the value of 
tradi tions fClr "the younger and more dispersed descendants who, it 
was feared, ... ,ould lose contact with this aspect of their heritage 
(Greenbaum 1989). As the participants became more practiced and 
the producticlns got more elaborate, these activities became more 
institutional iZI~d. Informal presentations and socializing among 
Butler Townsr..ip families continued, although steadily diminishing 
with increasing outmigration. The Maconaquah pageant developed 
during the same period that the last families were leaving the 
ozahshinquah reserve. 

By the 1920's, most of the Bundy families had sold or lost their 
land and moved into the nearby towns of Marion, Wabash and Peru. 
Hannah Mongosa's only son (a bachelor) died in 1912, and his land 
was sold SOOf. afterward. Nancy Mongosa Bundy's son, Sam, moved 
to "either Wabash or Peru ... shortly after 1900" (MNISI 1989g:2). 
Her other SOf., lRoss, raised his family on the reserve, across the 
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river from Camillus Bundy's land. They moved into Marion in 
1926. Camillus Bundy sold some of his land (26.5 acres) in 1904, 
and in 1923 the land containing the cemetery was sold in a 
mortgage foreclosure. The following year, he lost his remaining 
113.5 acres, also in a mortgage foreclosure. After protracted 
losing efforts 1:0 stay on the land and regain ownership through 
the courts, Con9ress and the Bureau of Indian Affairs, he finally 
moved to Wabash in 1930. 

Richardville/Lafontaine Descendants 

The contempora~r RL group in Indiana derives from two of JB 
Richardville's daughters, Catherine and LaBlonde. In 1846, 
Richardville's heirs in Huntington and Allen County held 5,000 
acres of reservE~ land. Catherine Richardville was married to 
Francis Lafontaine, and they lived in Huntington. LaBlonde, who 
died in 1847, lived on her reserve in the vicinity of Fort Wayne. 
Her will left this land to her son George and daughter Archangel. 
George died soon after, leaving his share of the land to his 
sister, ArchangE~l, and son, William Cass (Indiana 1891b:194-195). 

Much of the thrE~e sections left to Catherine Richardville, along-
with that belon9ing to her husband (Lafontaine), was lost through 
sales and generc)us donations to the Catholic Church by John 
Roche, who was ~~ardian of the Lafontaine children. The other 
Richardville heirs confronted similar vicissitudes. However, two 
important pieces of reserve land were maintained throughout the 
19th century -- the Archangel Richardville land in Allen County 
and the Lafontaine/Engleman house in Huntington. These two 
areas, and the 1:amilies who inhabited them, became the main focus 
for continued tribal activity by the descendants and were the 
major settlements for this subgroup. 

There were other_Miamis still living, or recently arrived, in the 
general region lncluding Fort Wayne and Huntington. Kilsoquah 
Revoir, granddaughter of Little Turtle, had gone west but 
returned sometime after 1881 (Butler 1881). Several of the Fort 
Wayne families ~{ere Godfroys or Mongosas and/or people from those 
groups with marriage ties to the RL descendants. Although more 
dispersed than 1:hose families living on the Meshingomesia reserve 
or in Butler Tmmship, the RL families reflected a spatial 
concentration in the early period after the removal that 
continued for SE!veral generations. The contemporary descendants 
are disproportionately located in this same area. 

1846- 1900 CathE!rine Richardville Lafontaine died at age 40, one 
year after the death of her husband. She le·ft seven children, 
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the oldest of ".h6m was 19. Their guardian placed them in 
Catholic schools in Fort Wayne and Lafayette, but they retained 
the family house in Huntington. Three of the older children 
(Louis, Esther and John) went west in the 1860's, about the same 
time as TF Richardville. Thomas Lafontaine remained in 
Huntington, although not in his father's house. Frances and 
Joseph both diE~d some time before 1881, leaving no known 
descendants. Catherine's youngest daughter, Archangel (b. 1844), 
moved into the Lafontaine house in Huntington, where she raised 
seven children by her marriage (in the early 1860's) to a German 
immigrant named Christian Engleman. 

LaBlonde Rictlardville had one daughter, Archangel (b. c 1826). 
Archangel Rich21rdville married James R. Godfroy in about 1840; 
they already had two children at the time of removal. Although 
they originally settled on the Godfroy reserve in Peru, sometime 
after 1849 they moved onto 3 sections of land (about 1900 acres) 
south of Fort ~1ayne, which Archangel had inherited from her mother 
in 1847. They continued to occupy this land throughout the 
remainder of the century. 

William Cass, P..rchangel Richardville's nephew (son of her brother. 
George), lef't t:wo children -- William jr. and Sarah Cass Keiser. 
Sarah lived :nost of her adult life in the Butler Township 
communi ty. OnE! of her children is buried in the Godfroy 
cemetery. A:round the turn of the century, they migrated to 
Oklahoma and sE!ttled in the area around the Quapaw agency, where 
many of her descendants continue to live, including Lenora 
Amphlett, who serves as spokesperson for Indiana Miamis in the 
west. William jr. remained in Fort Wayne and married Louisa 
Godfroy, dauqht.er of James R. and Archangel. Many of the 
children of ':he~se two families (the Godfroys and the Cass') also 
stayed in Fo:~t Wayne area and maintained an association with each 
other (Greenbaum 1989). 

1900-1943. ~rhe Engleman family continued to occupy the 
Lafontaine hC)use in Huntington after the death of Archangel 
Lafontaine. Her daughter, Lacelia Owens, remained in the house 
and raised hHr six children there. Archangel moved out of the 
house in her old age, into a smaller house in town. Her oldest 
granddaughtel~, Josephine Owens, moved along with her and cared 
for her until she died in the 1920'S. Josephine then married and 
moved back into the Lafontaine house with her mother (Greenbaum 
1989). One of her children was born there in 1931. The family 
moved into another house in Huntington in about 1935, and Lacelia 
Owens died in 1938. Although they no longer occupied the house, 
it remained :Ln family ownership until 1943, when it was sold. 
The house is still standing, and is presently being restored as 
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an historic s:i.te. The descendants of Archangel Lafontaine have 
taken an active role in the restoration process. 

Among the RL descendants, the family of Lacelia Owens took the 
leading role :.n tribal activities during the first half of the 
20th century. Lacelia, her son John and daughter Josephine, were 
among the par1:icipants in several Miami organizations during the 
1920's, 30's and 40's. Lacelia's niece, Esther Weber Godfroy, also 
lived in Hunt:.ngton. The two families socialized with each other 
on a regular basis, and were jointly involved in Miami activities 
(Greenbaum 19B9). For example, Esther Weber's signature appears 
in proximity 1:0 that of Lacelia Owens on a 1937 letter to the 
Interior Department, sent by the Godfroys protesting the 
activities of the Miami Nation (Clarence Godfroy et al., 1937). 
Descendants oj: Thomas Lafontaine, the Evans family who had moved 
to Muncie, were also brought into involvement with the Goqfroy 
council durin~J this same period (Greenbaum 1989), partly as a 
result of ongoing social connections with the Engleman family. 

There was alsc) an ongoing acquaintance between the Englemans and 
the James R. Godfroy and Cass families in Fort Wayne. They, in 
turn, had relations with the Godfroy group in Butler Township. 
Swan Hunter, cl daughter of Gabriel Godfroy, recounted visits from-
and to Miamis in Huntington when she was a child, and she lived 
there for a time (MNISI 1989c). A granddaughter of Lacelia Owens 
stated that Eva Bossley, one of the leaders in the Godfroy 
organization ~~ring the 1940's and 50's, also used to visit her 
family in Hunt:ington and the family of Eva's nephew James M. 
Godfroy (Greenbaum 1989). 

The major sett:le:ment in Fort Wayne was that of James R. and 
Archangel Godfroy. By the turn of the century both had died, and 
the land was beld by their son, John, who was the leader of a 
localized group lof about 70 relatives. The Mary Strack court 
case in 1886, which was upheld in 1891, helped secure their 
occupancy of t.hi:s land. The families farmed, raised poultry, 
hunted and fis,hed. They regarded the land as a "reservation" and 
were considere:dlby their neighbors to be Indians (Greenbaum 
1989). John Codfroy died in 1904, still in possession of the 
1900 acres (arlonymous 1904). This land was lost sometime in the 
early 1920's. The alleged conflicts associated with their 
eviction were described in the RL subgroup section. 

~ ec,ondary Migrations of Landless Miamis 

Few of the eaI'ly Miami landholders were able to compete in 
commercial agI'iculture. Following the depression of 1893 and on 
through the firs·t two decades of the 20th century, most left 
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farming for other occ·upations. During the same period, the 
railroad towns in northcentral Indiana were industrializing and 
offered emplo~nent opportunities for unskilled laborers. Many 
Miamis, both mEm and women, found work in nearby factories, or in 
larger plants in more distant towns and cities. The railroads 
became a major source of employment for men leaving the Miami 
reserve communities. 

The settlement patterns of Miamis who left the land during the 
teens, 20's and 30's, largely reflect considerations of employment. 
Although migrants became much more scattered, several factors 
ameliorated thE~ disruptive social effects of this movement. 
Particular towns tended to attract migrants from the same 
subgroups, basE~d on proximity to reserve lands, and also as a 
result of chain migration (i.e., subsequent movement of friends 
and relatives c:)f early migrants to the same location). 
Additionally, 1:here continued to be movement back and forth 
between town and countryside. The dwindling number of families 
who managed to hold onto their farms provided a kind of home 
base, to which economic migrants could return in times of 
difficul ty. SE~veral examples are cited in interviews and other 
documents of individuals who moved away in search of work and 
then later returned to the family farm, or to farm for other 
Miami landowners (Greenbaum 1989; US District Court 1977a; MNISI 
1989c). The farms in Butler Township also helped feed the 
families livin9 in Peru during the depression (Greenbaum 1989). 

Peru, which wa~; only a few miles from the Francis Godfroy 
reserve, attracted mainly migrants from the Godfroy group. In 
1910, there was only one Miami family living in Peru (Francis 
Godfroy) (MNISI198ge:9). In the following decades, however, 
many Godfroys and Mongosas moved into Peru, and it was the 
principal site for meetings of the Godfroy council during the 
1940's and onward. These families tended to concentrate in the 
southeastern sE~ction of the town near the Wabash River. Peru was 
a rail center, and many worked for the railroad. 

When the Meshingomesia reserve was lost, a large number of the 
inhabitants moved into Marion. Reportedly, a "barracks" was 
established to house these refugees in the vicinity of 3rd and 
Washington strE~ets. By 1900, however, census schedules showed no 
Miami families in that part of Marion, although there was a 
concentration in the northeast part above the bend in the 
Mississinewa River (MNISI 198ge). Miamis continued to inhabit 
the latter nei9hborhood, although they spread out into other 
parts of Marion in later years. Robert Peconga and his wife Rose 
Ann Bundy were among the first to move to Marion, and their 
family continued to reside there, as did the Walters family who 
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were grandchildren of Nelson Tawataw. Elijah Marks, his sons 
oatis and Andre~w Marks, Elijah Shapp and some of the winters 
family lived close to each other in the northeast part of Marion, 
and the meeting:s of the Miami Nation were commonly held in Elij ah 
Marks' house (d.erived from addresses listed in MI/MNI minutes 
1930's and 4 1)'5). Ross Bundy also moved to Marion in about 1926, 
when he left th.e Ozahshinquah reserve 

Wabash was the town closest to the Ozashinquah land, and several 
Bundy famili4~s moved there in the 20' sand 30' s. Camillus Bundy 
was living in Wabash at the time of his death in 1935. David 
Bundy's family lived on Walnut, and Dulcina Bundy's 
granddaughte:~, Opal Elshire, lived in the same neighborhood. 
Another granddaughter, Ladema Ross, lived close by on Hill 
Street, and one of Sam Bundy's daughters lived on Michigan Street 
in that same area (Greenbaum 1989). David Bundy worked for the 
fire departm«mt, but most of the other Miamis had factory jobs, 
many in the :~arge General Tire factory located at Wabash. During 
the 1930's, Habash became the permanent site for the Miami annual 
reunion. 

Peru, Marion and Wabash were the major towns of second settlement· 
for the Miam~.s who left the reserve land during the early part or-
the century. These towns continue to reflect disproportionate 
numbers of Godfroys, Bundys, and Meshingomesias, respectively. 
Other smaller towns in the vicinity, such as Roann, Chili and 
Denver, also attracted Miami migrants; as did the larger towns 
and cities, like Fort Wayne, Indianapolis and South Bend. The 
group of Mesbingomesias who moved to the South Bend area in the 
teens and early 20's was described previously, but other Miamis 
also moved ir~o that part of Indiana in later years. There has 
also been considerable movement back and forth among the 
different Indiana towns. Miamis who worked for the railroads 
often travele!d long distances from Indiana, which in some cases 
led them to ~:et'tle in other states. 

In the perioc: bletween 1920 and the present, the Miami tribal 
membership ha.s 9rown from an estimated 700 people to more than 
4000. In this expansion, there has been a pronounced spreading 
out of the tI'ibal membership into nearly all the states in the 
US. Since WC1rld War II, especially, younger and better educated 
Miamis have increasingly moved into more distant states, although 
as a group they have tended to favor smaller cities and towns 
over large metropolises. 

Contemporary Geographic Distributions 

Addresses listed for individuals on the current roll of the Miami 
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Nation of Indiana- were analyzed to determine the geographic 
distribution of contemporary members, both overall and broken 
down by subgroups. The figures presented are based on 4288 
individuals whose decendency can be traced to one or more of the 
"list ancestcrs" who appeared on the 1895 payroll (101 
individuals whose descendency has not been established were 
omitted from thE~ analysis). The petitioner provided a list 
indicating which of the 1895 ancestors were associated with each 
of the four subgroups. Based on these groupings, all the 
descendants cn 1:he current roll were assigned to one of the four 
subgroup categories -- Godfroy, Meshingomesia, Bundy, or RL. 
Residence patterns of current tribal members (overall and by 
subgroup) were determined on the basis of state, city/town, and 
zip code. ThesE~ were the geographic indicators included with 
each entry on the tribal roll. County was not included. The 
results of this analysis are presented below. 

states: A majority (53%) of Indiana Miami tribal members still 
reside in the s1:ate of Indiana (n = 2291). * Oklahoma has the 
next largest concentration of members (261 or 6%); Missouri has 
5% (112); Michigan and Illinois each have 4% (189 and 186, 
respectively); and Kansas has 3% (135). Only 3 additional states 
have 100 or I110rE~ tribal members: California with 124; Florida 
with 109; and TE~xas with 100. The total tribal membership is 
distributed among 44 different states; 2 members live in 
Australia, and 6 are in West Germany. 

The general pat1:ern of states represented above indicates that a 
large majority ()f tribal members reside in areas of traditional 
post-removal Miami settlement, which includes Oklahoma, Missouri 
and Kansas, as well as Indiana (65.3% altogether). Michigan, 
Ohio and Illinois directly adjoin the state of Indiana, and there 
are sizable nuw)ers of Miamis living in these states. Although 
these areas werE~ included in the traditional habitat of the early 
post-contact Miamis, contemporary residence there mostly reflects 
outmigration from Indiana in the modern era. People living in 
these states, especially Michigan (the border of which is very 
close to South Bend), are in many cases located near enough to 
the center of tribal activities in Indiana to have some contact 
with the core area. For example, a disproportionate number of 
persons outside of Indiana who have attended the Miami Annual 
Reunion over thE:! past 35 years are drawn from these three states 
(MAR). If the figures on residence in Ohio, Illinois and 
Michigan are added to those of Indiana, Oklahoma, Kansas and 
Missouri, the total amounts to 77% of the tribal enrollment. 

The only remaining states with appreciable numbers of Indiana 
Miamis (Florida,. California and Texas) are distant from the core, 
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and the resident: families are relatively scattered from each 
other. These are very large states which have experienced a high 
level of growth in the past 15 years, and Miami residence 
primarily reflec:ts broader demographic patterns of the nation as 
a whole. 

Towns and CitieE~: Contemporary tribal members are distributed 
among 776 different towns and cities in the united states. This 
large number Jf separate settlement areas would appear to reflect 
a broad pattern of residential dispersion. As indicated above, 
however, thes,= municipalities tend to cluster in only a few 
states, with the densest concentration in Indiana. There are a 
total of 51 t,)wns and cities with more than 10 tribal members: 28 
are in Indian,:i; 10 in Oklahoma/Kansas/Missouri ~ 6 in 
Michigan/Ohi~/Illinois; and 7 more in other states (see map) . 

The latter rej)resent geographic clusters that are spatially 
disconnected :cro'm the broad core areas around Indiana and 
Oklahoma. Th4~re are relatively large family groups in Tucson, 
Arizona~ Ocala, Florida; Omaha, Nebraska; Las Vegas, Nevada; 
Portland, Oreqon; Mead, Washington; Kent, washington; Watertown, 
Wisconsin; and Cheyenne, Wyoming. These groupings mainly reflect. 
patterns of individual or nuclear family migration two or more 
generations aqo. As mentioned, beginning in the 1920's and 30's, 
many Miami men worked for the railroads, and for the circus. 
These migrato]~ occupations tended to spearhead resettlement 
outside of Indiana. Others departed as individuals in search of 
opportunities, or were transferred by their employers, in the 
post World War II period. Much of the remainder of Miami 
residence out~;ide of the core areas can also be attributed to 
this broad scale "frictional" mobil i ty (i. e. , driven by the labor 
market) that tlas been a by-product of the modern industrial 
economy. It is noteworthy, however, that the places to which 
Indiana Miamis; have been drawn tend to be small cities or towns, 
rather than lClrge metropolises. New York city has only one 
member, Los Angeles has none, and Chicago (which is relatively 
close to Indic.na) has only six. 

There is also a fairly large number of Miamis now living in 
Indiana who aI~ return migrants, i.e., they moved out of the core 
area during ea.rlier periods and have since returned. This 
observation is based on anecdotal information and limited 
documentary sc,url::es (e. g. , Oliver Godfroy, aka Swimming Turtle, 
spent many years in Detroit before returing to Peru). Precise 
estimates of the level of return migration is not possible. 

Indiana towns an(~ cities: The largest concentration of Miamis 
(454) is found in Peru, Indiana, which is also the location of 
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the tribal headquarters. The area surrounding Peru contained the 
Godfroy and Pimyotomah reserves, and it was the major magnet for 
Miami families c)n these reserves who lost their land in the early 
to mid 20th cent:ury. Nearly all (95%) of the Miamis now living 
in Peru are descendants of Godfroy (or Pimyotomah) reserve 
dwellers. Meshingomesia and Bundy descendants respectively 
account for 19, and 15 of the Peru residents. None is from the 
RL group. The Hiami families in Peru are located predominantly 
in the older eastern section of the town, between Canal street 
and Main. On E. Canal, there are 4 separate Miami addresses in 
the 300 block alone, and the nearby 2nd and 3rd streets also 
contain multiplE! Miami addresses within single blocks.** 

Fort Wayne, with 277, is the next largest Miami settlement. This 
is the former site of Kekionga, and Miamis have lived in this 
area continuously since the 1700's. A sizable number (78 or 28%) 
of Miamis currently living in this city are RL descendants, whose 
ancestors had rE!Serve land in the vicinity of Fort Wayne. About 
twice as many (135 or 49%) are Godfroy descendants, who mainly 
migrated to Fort: Wayne in search of employment. There are 58 
Meshingomesias and 6 Bundys, who came largely for the same 
reasons. Huntington, which is about 20 miles from Fort Wayne, is 
another site that was historically associated with the RL 
descendants, especially those related to Francis Lafontaine. 
Currently, 89 Indiana Miamis live in Huntington, 70 of whom (79%) 
are RL descendants. The Huntington families show some 
contemporary residential clustering in the east central part of 
the city nortn of the junction of the Erie and Wabash railroad 
lines, on Market:, Washington and Franklin Streets. Families in 
this area include descendants of the Engelmans and James M. 
Godfroys, and sE~veral others from the Godfroy group. In addition 
to RL descendant:s, other Miamis who reside in Huntington are 
distributed as follows: 10 Meshingomesias: 5 Godfroys: and 4 
Bundys. . 

Wabash, which is about 15 miles east of Peru, contains 240 
Indiana Miamis. These include Bundys (89), Meshingomesias (80) 
and Godfroys (64~) and a small number of RL descendants (7). 
Wabash is most important for the Bundys, accounting for 22% 
(89/411) of all Bundy descendants: it contains the second largest 
concentration of Meshingomesias (the largest being South Bend). 
The current dist:ribution in Wabash continues to reflect the early 
20th century pat:terns of migration, which drew most heavily from 
the Ozashinquah and Meshingomesia reserve families. The 
northeast section of Wabash contained a neighborhood where 
several Bundy and Meshingomesia families lived in close 
proximity. Many of their descendants still live in this general 
location. Four Miami families live on E. Hill st., and others 
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reside within about a 7 block radius, on Elm, Walnut, Maple, 
Wilson, and Sinclair streets. 

Some of the ~~shingomesia families in Wabash had originally 
settled in Ma.ri':Jn after the loss of the reserve land, and then 
moved into Wabash in the 1930's. Marion is the town closest to 
the Meshingon:esia reserve, and it is alleged that a temporary 
Miami relocation "barracks" was established there in the early 
1890's. This report is based on a single oral account which could 
not be confi~med in the 1900 census listings (MNISI 1985a:19). 
The census of 1910 revealed a cluster of about two dozen Miamis 
in Wabash, many living in the northern section (MNISI 198ge). By 
the 1930's many had spread out to other parts of the city, but 
this neighbo~ho()d continued to be important. Elijah Marks' house 
on E. wiley Street, was in the north end of Marion, and his 
cousin, Elijah Shapp, lived next door (although he later moved to 
Wabash). other officers of the Miami Nation had addresses in the 
northeastern quadrant of Marion, although some were separated by 
a distance of a dozen blocks or more. There are still several 
Miami families living in this general area on Bradford, Marshall, 
Sherman, Adams and Meridan Streets. Most of the Indiana Miami 
families still living in Marion are Meshingomesia descendants 
(63/88, or 72%); 18 are Bundys and 7 are Godfroys. 

South Bend, Indiana has a large group of Miami residents (139), 
the vast majorit:y (86%) of whom are Meshingomesia descendants. 
Most represent t:hat part of the Hale family which migrated into 
South Bend in the late teens shortly after the Studebaker plant 
opened there. Current residence patterns in South Bend show some 
degree of cluste~ring. Due to the large size of this city and the 
absence of a:nap, it is especially difficult to pinpoint relative 
locations of individual street addresses (see note **). However, 
relatively la~ge groups reside within the same zip code areas 
(i.e., live cLose enough to share the same post office branches): 
53 live in thl~ 46637 zip code area, and another 7 live in the 
nearby 46635 .:tre!a. In another part of South Bend, there are 12 
members in zi;;> c:ode area 46614; 10 in 46615; 6 in 46616; and 3 in 
46617 -- all I)f which should be in fairly close proximity to each 
other (zip code maps are not published by the US Postal service). 
Virtually all of the individuals living in the above listed zip 
codes (85/91) are Meshingomesia descendants. There is a small 
number of God:Eroys (15), 5 Bundys, and no RL descendants who live 
in South Bend. 

Indianapolis .Ls the largest city in Indiana, and there are 91 
Indiana Miami tribal members who live there. Godfroys account 
for the large:;t number (68 or 75%); 10 are Bundys, 9 are 
Meshingomesia:;, and 4 are RL. There does not appear to have been 
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a specific o:r localized community of Miamis wi thin Indianapolis, 
but rather a:1 aggregation of migrants who were drawn there 
because of i':s size (Greenbaum 1989). Lawrence Godfroy, who was 
leader of thl:! Godfroy group after the death of Ira Godfroy in 
1961, lived in Indianapolis, as did c.z. Bondy (of the Bundy 
group), who 1~as active in tribal politics for over 50 years. 
Both Godfroy and Bondy, however, reportedly experienced 
difficulties exerting leadership from afar, and, unlike the group 
living in SOllth Bend which was closely aligned with WF Hale, the 
Miamis in India.napolis do not seem to have formed the same kind 
of natural cl)ns:ti tuency for either Bondy or Godfroy. 

Catchment arl:!as~ surrounding Indiana towns: The members who live 
within the limi.ts of Peru, Wabash, Marion, Huntington and South 
Bend represe:1t only a portion of those who reside in the small 
towns and ru:ral areas surrounding these municipalities. 
Residential I~atterns within Indiana were also analyzed to include 
the larger "(:at~chment" areas in northern Indiana. Because 
counties cou.ld not be identified, this was accomplished using zip 
codes areas. F'or example, Peru, Wabash and Marion all have zip 
code prefixe:; of 469, as do the towns and rural areas that 
surround them. The 469 area describes a radius of about 40 miles 
with Peru at the approximate center, including Kokomo to the 
south, Mario:1 t~o the east, west about five miles beyond 
Logansport, ,:mdl north to about Macy (see map). Huntington, which 
adjoins this area is in the 467 zip code zone. The 467 zone is a 
large irregular area that includes the towns to the east 
extending abl)ut~ 30 miles to the Ohio state line and then north to 
the Michigan st~ate line. Fort Wayne, located in the middle of the 
467 area, cO:1ta.ins all the zip codes with the 468 prefix. 

Two large contiguous clusters -- 469 and 467/468 -- represent the 
historical hl:!artland of the Indiana Miamis in the post-removal 
period. A third cluster of more recent settlement was defined 
for the area surrounding South Bend (all the 466 zip codes) and 
the nearby city of Elkhart. Elkhart (the boundaries of which are 
only about 5 miles from the boundaries of South Bend) is located 
in the 465 zip code zone. The 465 area also includes a number of 
towns located w'ithin about 10 miles to the east, south and west 
of Elkhart. The Michigan border is only about 2 miles north of 
this region. Thus 465/466 describes a broad rectangular 
catchment arl:!a in the north central section of Indiana (see map). 

Taken togethl:!r, these three areas (469, 467/468, and 465/466) 
include all I)f the northern third of Indiana except for a portion 
about 50 mill:!s wide along the western edge. In effect, these zip 
code areas dl) not represent discrete "clusters," but rather 
describe a l,~rgre contiguous area. The boundaries adj oin and in 
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some places actually interpenetrate (i.e., a few towns in 469 are 
to the north of towns in 465). However, in the absence of data 
on county of residence, the zip code zones offer the best 
approximation of the broader areas surrounding the major towns 
and cities where Miamis in Indiana live. 

The 469 clus·ter includes 370 tribal members in addition to the 
782 who live in Peru, Marion and Wabash -- a total of 1152, or 
27% of the Indiana Miami tribal membership. Subgroup 
representation in this cluster includes 31% of all the Godfroys, 
21% of the ME!shingomesias, 51% of the Bundys, and 11% of the RL 
group. The L,67/468 (Huntington/FortWayne and vicinity) accounts 
for another (57 members (154 in addition to those living in 
Huntington and Fort Wayne proper). This cluster thus adds another 
11% of the tc)tal tribal membership. This is the area most 
closely assoc:iated with the RL group, and 15% of the RL 
descendants live in the 467/468 zones. Godfroys in this area 
represent 9% of that subgroup; 9% of the Bundys; and 11% of the 
MeshingomesicLs. 

When these tyro clusters are combined (i.e., 467, 468 and 469) , 
the total tribal membership is 1603 (37% of all tribal members). . 
The subgroups; are fairly evenly distributed in this larger core 
area, with ttLe Bundys (60% of whom reside there) showing the 
largest relat:ive proportion, followed by Godfroys at 39%, 
Meshingomesicls at 32%, and RL at 26%. 

Combining South Bend with Elkhart and surrounding towns yields a 
total of 317, m,ore than twice the number who live just in South 
Bend (139). This northern cluster (465/466) accounts for just 
over 7% of trle 'tribal membership. The vast majority (81%) in 
this area arE! Meshingomesias: the South Bend cluster accounts for 
30% of all the :Meshingomesias, making it nearly as important for 
this subgroup a,s the previous (467/468/469) area. There are 
negligible numb,ers of Bundys (5) and RLs (9), and a small number 
of Godfroys (46) who also live in this general area of northern 
Indiana. 

Towns and ci t:ie§i in Oklahoma, Kansas and Missouri: The tribal 
roll of the Indiana Miamis indicates that there are tribal 
members living in 37 different towns in Oklahoma, 33 towns in 
Missouri and 25 towns in Kansas. A total of 508 tribal members 
live in theSE! three states, only about one fourth the number 
living in In~liana. Residence in the western core area is more 
dispersed and s,ettlement areas tend to be smaller. Only nine 
towns and cit:ies in these three states contain more than 10 
tribal members: Quapaw, Oklahoma (70): Miami, Oklahoma (33); 
Tulsa, Oklahoma (31): Picher, Oklahoma (22): Galena, Kansas (29): 
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Baxter Springs, Kansas. (18); lola, Kansas (12); Joplin, Missouri 
(15); and Kansas City, Kansas/Missouri (23). Of these, seven are 
clustered in thE~ area around the three-cornered border near the 
Quapaw agency where the Miamis were moved in 1873 (see map) . 
Tulsa and Kansas City, which are at a distance from this section, 
are the closest major cities. 

In Oklahoma, Pic:her, Quapaw and Miami are all in the 743 zip code 
zone. Several other Oklahoma towns in the same area also contain 
Indiana Miami residents: Afton (4); Bluejacket (2); Cardin (2); 
Commerce (6): Grove (4); and Jay (2). lola, Galena and Baxter 
Springs, Kansas are both in the 667 zip code zone. Other Kansas 
towns with Indiana Miamis which are also in the 667 area include: 
Columbus (4): Frontenac (2); Pittsburg (9); and Riverton (3). 
Joplin, Missouri is in the 648 zip code zone. Other Missouri 
towns representE~d on the tribal roll within this same zip area 
are: Carthage (3); Neosho (3); Rocky Comfort (3); and Seneca (2). 
Including these smaller towns, the three corner area accounts for 
a total of 248 members of the Indiana Miami tribal roll (49% of 
those living in the three states). 

A breakdown of members in these three states by subgroup reveals 
that most (46%) are RL descendants: RL = 233: Godfroy = 188; 
Bundy = 82; and Meshingomesia = 5 (see table). The five 
Meshingomesia dE~scendants all live in Bartlesville, Oklahoma, 
which is about 60 miles west of the Miami/Quapaw area. All 70 
Indiana Miamis living in Quapaw are RL descendants. In contrast, 
of the 33 livinq in Miami, Oklahoma, 27 are Godfroys and 6 are 
RLs. The only Bundy in Oklahoma lives at Kingfisher, which is 
located in central Oklahoma. However, there are Bundys living in 
lola, Kansas and Joplin, Missouri and in other towns in the same 
general area. lola also contains Godfroys, and Joplin includes 
some RL descendants. All of the tribal members in Galena and 
Baxter Springs, Kansas are RL descendants. with few exceptions, 
the Indiana Miarnis who live outside of the major tri-state towns, 
but still within Oklahoma, Kansas and Missouri, are members of 
the same familiE~s who do live in the major tri-state settlements. 
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GEOG:RAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF MIAMI SUBGROUPS 

MAJOR STATES: 

GODl"ROY MESHIN BUNDY RL TOT 

------------------------------------------------------------
TOT 2163 860 411 857 4288 
------------------------------------------------------------
IND 1142 594 235 320 2291 

OK 125 5 1 130 261 

KS 27 0 39 69 135 

MO 36 0 42 34 112 

[SUBTOT 133 D 599 317 553 2799] 

MI 73 66 25 25 189 

IL 158 13 0 15 186 

OH 7D 15 20 38 143 

TOT 1631 693 362 631 3317 
(76 %) (81%) (88%) (74%) (77%) 
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TOT 

TOT IN IND 

PERU 

WABASH 

MARION 

HUNTINGTON 

SOUTH BEND 

FT. WAYNE 

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF MIAMI SUBGROUPS 
MAJOR INDIANA TOWNS/CITIES: 

GODFROY MESHIN BUNDY RL 

2160 860 411 857 

1142 594 235 320 

420 19 15 o 

64 80 89 7 

7 63 18 o 

5 10 4 70 

15 119 5 1 

135 58 6 78 

INDIANAPOLIS 68 9 10 4 

2 

TOT 

4288 

2291 

454 

240 

87 

89 

140 

277 
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SUBGROUPS IN INDIANA: MAJOR SETTLEMENTS AND CATCHMENT AREAS 

GODFROY MESHIN BUNDY RL TOT 

TOT 2160 860 411 857 4288 

PERU 420 19 15 0 454 

WABASH 64 80 89 7 240 

MARION 7 63 18 0 88 

OTHER 469 180 19 88 83 370 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
TOT 469 671 181 210 90 1152 

HUNTINGTON 5 10 4 70 89 

OTHER 467 60 25 25 44 154 

FT. WAYNE 135 58 6 78 277 

TOT 467/468 191 93 36 131 457 

TOT 467/68/63 862 274 246 221 1603 

SOUTH BEND 15 119 5 o 139 

ELKHART/465 31 138 o 9 178 

TOT 465/466 46 257 5 9 317 
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• 

• 

US cities with more than 10 Indiana Miami residents 
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Town, Inbablted by Miami, In ZID' 667/6481743 
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SOCIAL RELATIONS AND CULTURAL IDENTITY 

Introduction. 'rhe 19th century community life of the Indiana 
Miamis, even bl:fore the removal, was a fundamental departure from 
pre-contact li:Eeways. Through the half century long treaty 
period, the many reserves granted to individuals tended to erode 
the traditicnal band/village system of the Miamis, yielding more 
individualistic and solitary lifestyles (although many reserves 
remained uncccupied, with the grantees still residing in village 
locations) . 

Early contact 1Nith white traders and intermarriage between 
traders and Miami women resulted in bi-culturalism for many of 
the Miamis, especially leaders such as JB Richardville, Francis 
Godfroy and Francis Lafontaine. These men also formed alliances 
with white ,set-tIers and traders and played an influential role in 
the early pclitical life of the state of Indiana. They joined 
white organiza-tions, named children after powerful white friends 
(e.g., Francis Godfroy's son James R. was named after James 
Raridan, one of the first senators from Indiana), and hobnobbed 
after power in much the same manner as modern corporate 
executives. Land cessions and annuity payments enabled the 
Miamis to obtain European goods and technology, and some recei vetf 
an educatior. The Godfroys and Richardvilles converted to 
Catholicism, while the Bundys and Meshingomesias became Baptists 
shortly after removal, as did Thomas F. Richardville. The half
blood childI'en of white traders and the many white captives who 
lived and married among the Miamis tended to blur the phenotypic 
distinction be-tween Indians and whites at a very early stage. 

The pre-remcva.l Miamis were ethnically complex, in many ways 
adapted and acculturated to the increasingly dominant white 
society, yet maintaining a separate political and social 
identity, ir, part through the retention of Miami language and 
cuI ture. Th e -trader chiefs owed their power equally to an 
ability to regotiate within the white community and to represent 
acceptably the Indian community. Legitimacy with regard to the 
latter required validation of Miami values and traditions. 

In the post-relnoval period, the multi-family reserve communities 
were composed t~f relatives and landless refugees who were 
affiliated, or became affiliated, with the largest grantees. The 
Godfroy, Ozahshinquah and Meshingomesia reserves comprised a set 
of interdependtent but essentially autonomous social communities. 
Although reser~e inhabitants adopted some aspects of white 
material culture and made determined efforts to institute 
European fanning techniques, these populations remained spatially 
separate an~ ethnically bounded from the surrounding population 
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by distinctive language and traditions. There is considerable 
evidence, both direct and inferential, that during this period 
residents of thE: reserves engaged in diverse and recurrent 
communal activi1:ies (Hundley 1939; Butler 1901; Meginess 1891). 
Churches and schools were established, and there were many shared 
economic and dOlnestic activities. Extended family ties within 
settlements, and marriage ties between them, formed the 
underlying stru(::ture of a sociopolitical organization not 
radically different from that of the pre-removal Miamis. 
Hereditary leadE:rs, who had primary control over resources, 
attempted to provide for the common welfare and develop a stable 
farming econcmy for the tribe as a whole. 

A land base was both the key ingredient for achieving economic 
prosperity fcr individual members, and the principal basis by 
which a collectivized social and political structure might have 
been maintained. Loss of this land, most of which occurred in 
the late 19th and early 20th centuries, undermined both 
possibilities. Over a period of about two generations, the 
families occupying the reserves were increasingly dispersed, many 
into nearby industrial towns, and their day-to-day social 
relations were :Eragmented as a consequence. Common institutions 
could no longer be maintained, economic activities were 
drastically altered, and the Miami language fell into disuse. 
There was increased contact and intermarriage with non-Miamis. 

Even while th e 1three main reserves were intact, however, nearly 
one third of Indiana Miamis did not live on one of them. Other 
Indian families lived in Lafayette, Huntington, Fort Wayne, and at 
further distancl~s in Michigan, Ohio and Illinois (Butler 1881). 
The largest nuru~er of these lived in Fort Wayne and Huntington 
(about 50 altogE~ther), but there were 15 living in Lafayette. 
Much smaller gr(~ups, mainly individuals and small nuclear 
families, were residing in the other nearby states. Shared tax 
problems and COl~cerns with annuity payments, as well as kin ties 
to one or more of the major reserves, helped to keep most of 
these other r-liami families in contact with the main body of the 
tribe. Similarly, having acquaintances living outside of the 
reserves was likely valuable to those who were forced to relocate 
when reserve land was lost. The gradual and uneven pace of the 
land losses, and the fact that an increasing number of Miamis 
were living in nearby towns and cities, to some extent helped 
buffer the scciocultural effects of leaving the reserves by 
facilitating chain migration. 

Although families became far more dispersed, the distances 
between Peru, Wabash, Marion, and the other towns and cities to 
which most had migrated, were not so great as to prevent contact. 
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Some cluster:.ng of settlements, both on traditional sites and in 
new location~;, was a continued feature even after the major land 
losses and i~; still discernible in the towns of Peru, Wabash and 
Huntington. Visiting among families who were living in different 
towns became far less frequent in the 1930's and 40's, but still 
occurred. The inter-urban line that formerly connected all the 
towns in nor1:hcentral Indiana, succeeded by automobiles, as well 
as telephoneH, all progressively facilitated contact at the same 
time that reBidential mobility increasingly impeded it. Miami 
tribal organ:ozations in the post World War II period made 
frequent use of post cards and annoucements in local newspapers 
as a means OJ: informing Miamis about matters of importance. 

According to oral history accounts, the most consistent and 
effective mode of keeping in touch at a distance was by passing 
news between kin and neighbors, which then flowed along family 
networks into other areas, including Oklahoma and other distant 
states with appreciable numbers of Miamis. It was frequently 
reported during field interviews that this same "grapevine" mode 
of communica1:ion still operates (Greenbaum 1989). At the same 
time that Miami families were becoming even more dispersed in the 
post WW II pHriod, the flow of news intensified in response to 
interest associated with claims activity. In more recent times,_oo 
periodic new:;letters distributed by the tribe are an effort to 
inform distant members about what is going on, although the need 
for such an organ perhaps underscores the difficulties of staying 
in touch through informal means. During the 1960's, for example, 
when efforts were underway to enroll ICC claimants, communication 
problems slrnied this process for those who lived outside of 
Indiana. 

Several factors contributed to the maintenance of social ties and 
a sense of Indian identity among the Indiana Miamis during the 
20th century. These include: 1) council meetings and the Miami 
Annual Reunicm; 2) the Maconaquah pageant, and similar cuI tura1 
events; 3) cc~metery preservation; 4) kinship; and 5) an ethnic 
boundary (b01:h voluntary and imposed) between whites and Indians. 
These factor:; are considered separately in the pages that follow. 

Council meet.Lnqs and the annual reunion. The loss of churches 
and schools c::ontrolled or predominantly attended by Miamis 
undoubtedly loIea,kened social ties by eliminating two important 
bases of rou·:ine frequent contact among large groups of Miamis. 
In the absenc::e of these communal institutions, however, there 
have been tr,ibally sponsored social and political activities 
which have f11nc:tioned to establish and maintain social 
relationship::; a.nd a sense of common identity. 
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Council meetinqs that were also social events began with the 
Headquarters organization in the late 19th century. During the 
1920's, the Headquarters met on the church grounds at the former 
Meshingomesia reserve (MNISI 1985c 1). After the demise of the 
Headquarters, meetings of the Miami Nation and Godfroy tribal 
councils occurred frequently, although there were periods during 
which council activities in one group or another lapsed. Written 
minutes of the Godfroy council and the Miami Nation do not cover 
all the periods during which these two organizations were active, 
and the overall frequency of these meetings is difficult to 
determine. 

The Godfroy council began meeting separately from the other 
subgroups the late 1920's, but did not keep minutes until 1944. 
with the except.ion of one recorded meeting in 1967, Godfroy 
minutes sto~ped in 1961, shortly after the death of Ira Godfroy. 
For most of that period, general meetings were held two or three 
times a year, ~iith a particularly high level of activity in 1948 
and 49, and again in 1953. Although recordkeeping effectively 
stopped in the early 1960's, the council continued to meet and do 
business after that time and on into the 1970's. A 1971 newspaper 
article carries a picture of a member of the Godfroy organization 
holding a memb~arship card signed by Lawrence Godfroy: the card i~ 
also dated 1971. The Godfroy council apparently continued to 
operate through the 1970's, and it was not until 1981 that 
Lawrence Godfroy joined the larger council under the chieftanship 
of Francis Sho~amaker. (The two men had agreed to cease 
hostilities in 1964, but this did not effect an organizational 
consolidation [Greenbaum 1989]). 

The earliest minutes for the Miami Nation group began in 1930, 
although they reportedly first met in 1929. Between 1937 and 
1942, recorded meetings occurred nearly every month, and 
sometimes more often. After Elijah Marks' death in 1948, 
meetings still reportedly occurred (with Francis Shoemaker as 
chief), althouC:Jh infrequently (Greenbaum 1989). These took place 
in the context of Sunday dinners, where tribal business mixed 
with socializing, and continued sporadically through the 1950's. 
In 1961, most ()f the Miami Nation members joined the Hale 
council. Minu1:es are available for this body only for the year 
of 1961, durin<;J which they met nearly every month, and for one 
meeting in Cct()ber 1962 (MTI). Francis Shoemaker's council was 
reestablished in 1964, with Mina Brooke (formerly secretary for 
the Hale council) keeping minutes of the meetings. These records 
were destroyed in a fire at her house sometime in the 1970's, and 
after her death in 1974 or 75, meetings continued, but no one 
took minutes (Greenbaum 1989). 
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Council meetings, espe"cially during earlier periods, frequently 
lasted for many hours. Adults who attended brought their 
children who played with each other while their parents 
deliberated, and long lunches were a common feature. Families 
who attended thE~ meetings came from as far away as South Bend, 
Fort Wayne and Indianapolis (Greenbaum 1989). Until quite 
recently (1981). council meetings broke along factional lines, 
and the social activities therefore included only some of the 
Miami families. The Miami Annual Reunion, by contrast, was an 
event to which all subgroups were explicitly invited, and which 
was faithfully attended by at least some members of all the 
subgroups regardless of the level of antagonism among them. 

The Indiana Miami reunion evidently began in 1903 (MAR 8/20/67) , 
although the earliest direct record is from a 1916 photograph 
(MNISI 1984b:149). The first reunion was reportedly organized by 
Camillus Bundy and was held on the ozahshinquah reserve 
(Greenbaum 1989) ~ In later years it was held at various 
locations, rcta1:ing among the major population areas, but since 
the 1930's it has been in the park at Wabash on the 3rd Sunday in 
August. The spl~cific motives for staging the first reunion are 
not known, but it generally coincided with the major land losses . 
and initial ~aves of out-migration, and came not long after the -. 
Assistant Attorney General's decision denying Federal recognition 
in 1897. This adverse decision was reaffirmed in 1901 (Van 
Devanter 1901). 

Interpretable as a response to this general crisis within the 
tribe, the reunion has offered a yearly anchoring point for 
maintaining familiarity among families who no longer see each 
other regularly. For some Miamis who had migrated outside the 
core area, the reunion was an event that provided social contact 
that was otherwise lacking in their new locations (Greenbaum 
1989). 

The reunion has served a dual function, as an occasion for 
socializing and an opportunity to discuss legal and political 
issues affectinq the tribe as a whole. This has been a highly 
continuous even1:, reportedly held every year between 1903 and the 
present. Regular minutes have been kept for the period between 
1953 and 1981, but there are many indications that the reunion 
has occurred unerringly for the past 77 years. 

Minutes from thl~ reunion include sign-up lists of those attending 
and a descri};:tic:m of events that transpired. The program since 
that time has bl~en extremely regular, and oral and documentary 
accounts indicat.e that the same sequence of events had been 
followed for a long time prior to 1953 (Greenbaum 1989). For 
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example two newspaper articles from 1925 (anonymous 1925a, 1925b) 
describe events in that year's reunion which are quite similar to 
those reporte!d in the minutes for the 1950' s through the 1970' s. 

Families gather in the Wabash park in mid morning. The first 
formal activity is dinner, which is served around noon. Families 
bring their Clwn food, although food is also shared. During the 
depression, more prosperous families reportedly brought extra 
food for thol:;e who were unable to bring their own (Greenbaum 
1989). During that same period and into the 1940's, when 
factional strife was affecting the tribe as a whole, food sharing 
evidently sel~ed as a boundary marker between subgroups. 
Interviews with members from different subgroups revealed an 
informal, bu1: strict, admonition against eating any food brought 
by families from subgroups with which there were hostilities 
(Greenbaum 1989). 

The meal is followed by a formal business meeting, at which 
officers are nominated and elected. These have been officers for 
the reunion, not directly related to tribal government, although 
there has beem occasional overlap between these leadership 
positions (e.g., WF Hale was elected president of the reunion in . 
1961, shortly after assuming leadership in the reformed council -~
[MAR 1961]). In the 1920's, when the Headquarters was still in 
existence, i1:s leader, George Godfroy (described as "head of the 
tribe") also presided over the reunion (anonymous 1925b). The 
business mee1:ing served as an occasion to deliberate "policies 
and other important matters" (anonymous 1925b). In later years, 
there was a distinction between leadership in the reunion and 
political leeldership in the different subgroup organizations. 
The minutes clo not reveal topics discussed at the reunion 
business meet:ings, nor do they provide a direct indication of how 
the tensions and animosities between subgroup leaders were 
accommodated. However, the slates for reunion officers included 
members of different subgroups, and nominations tended to cross 
subgroup linE!s, possibly indicating a self-conscious attempt to 
deal with this problem. For example, in 1953, Andrew Marks (a 
Meshingomesiel) 'was nominated by Irwin Cass (an RL) and seconded 
by Clarence Godfroy (a Godfroy). Both Marks and Godfroy were 
heavily involved in the politics of their own subgroups. Marks 
was the son Clf the late chief of the Miami Nation and was 
regarded as eln ardent partisan of Meshingomesia interests 
(Greenbaum 1~189). Clarence Godfroy, brother of Ira S. Godfroy, 
was also a lE!ader of the Godfroy council and had been actively 
involved in t:he land suit and Godfroy claims activities. Irwin 
Cass had intially been a member of the Miami Nation, but was one 
of the contingent that walked out with Ross Bundy in 1938. 
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After the el~~cti6n, prizes are given for the oldest man, oldest 
woman, oldes": married couple, most recently married couple, 
youngest boy, youngest girl, and family that came the farthest to 
attend the r4~un.ion. The prizes are followed by skits and 
entertainmen": emphasizing Miami cultural traditions and games for 
the children. Finally, a collection is raised, primarily to pay 
the expenses of the next reunion. 

The reunion ::;erves to mitigate the effects of territorial 
dispersion, but. it does not directly compensate the lack of more 
frequent con":ac:t. The reunion is a one day event occurring once 
a year, and drawing only a fraction of the tribal members. An 
examination 4)f the attendance lists indicates that, although 
there are some (rarely more than 2-3%) who travel long distances 
to attend, ~le reunion has been largely confined to people who 
live within about a 100 mile radius of Wabash. The size of 
attendance hiis fluctuated somewhat, but has been about 5-10% of 
the tribal m4~mbership each year, and it is not always the same 
people. The nu.mber of members who participate indirectly, by 
learning new::; clr sending greetings via those who do attend, 
cannot be es":imated, but undoubtedly serves to expand the social 
influence of the reunion. 

The lists thiit have been kept each year between 1953 and 1981 
offer an app:roximate indication of the geographic distribution of 
those who at":end the annual reunion. Wabash, where the event is 
held, has consistently had the largest representation. The 
decision to mak:e Wabash the permanent location was based on its 
centrality and the fact that the interurban line connected the 
other major IHami towns in Indiana directly to the Wabash 
station. Fo:rt Wayne, Huntington, Marion, Peru and South Bend have 
had consistently heavy representation among those attending the 
reunion, both in the post 1953 lists and as noted in the 1925 
newspaper ar':ic:le (anonymous 1925a). In 1925 there was no 
mention of families attending from outside of Indiana (which does 
not mean the:re were none), but in the subsequent attendance lists 
there were only a few out of state families represented in any 
given year. In. some years, there were none listed, and twice the 
prize for fa:rth.est travelled went to people who had come less 
than 100 mill~s (MAR). However, it should be noted that these 
attendance l.Lst.s are incomplete. In many cases, addresses are 
not included with the names, and not all those attending signed 
the roster. FCtr example, in examining the locations of those who 
won the "far:he~st travelled" award each year between 1953 and 
1981, it was fClund that about half of the time, the family named 
in the minutl~s was not included on the corresponding sign-up 
sheet. Econl)mics and ease of transportation are major factors in 
the ability I)f out of state members to attend the reunion. There 
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appear to have been relatively more in the 1960's and 70's, than 
there were in the 1950's, possibly reflecting the effects of 
rising incomes and improved transportation systems, but also 
indicating that interest in this event has been growing among 
out-migrants in the present generation. 

In general, the reunion has served to institutionalize a common 
sense of Miami identity, while supplying an recurrent context for 
communal activi1:ies. All of the major Miami subgroups have been 
involved in the reunion, despite the tensions and animosities 
that persistently have characterized relations among these 
groups. From this perspective, the reunion has exerted an 
important unifying influence-on the group as a whole. 

Miami cultural ~ictivities. Traditional Miami culture including 
language, folklore, naming practices, relics and artifacts, and 
revitalized cos1:umes, music and dance have continued to play an 
extremely impor1:ant role in the articulation of Miami identity. 
cultural knowledge has been transmitted informally by elders who 
have instructed youths about tribal lore (MNISI 1985c 1, 1989c, 
1990; Greenbaum 1989), through the maintenance of many 
traditional sUbsistence activities (especially spear fishing and 
gathering wild plants and herbs), in the use of Miami names, and-
in a long series of formal pageants and plays organized and 
presented by tribal members. From the turn of the century to the 
present, there have been a number of well known individuals who 
have acted explicitly as conservators of Miami traditions. These 
have included Gabriel Godfroy, Camillus Bundy, Mary Mongosa, 
George Godfroy, Ross Bundy, Lyman Mongosa, Clarence Godfroy, 
Oliver Godfroy and William F. Hale. Francis Shoemaker, who is 
presently chief of the Miami Nation of Indiana, was tutored in 
tribal lore by Camillus Bundy (MNISI 1985b 1; Greenbaum 1989). 

Gabriel :;odfroy was forceful and eloquent as a public 
speaker. He participated in the unveiling ceremonies of 
the Fran::es. Slocum monument in 1900; in the dedication 
ceremonies at the Tippecanoe Battlefield a few years 
later anj cLt a huge assemblage gathered at the Mississinewa 
Battlefield during the last two or three years of his life. 
His granjson, Clarence Godfroy, or Kop-wah, lives a mile 
north of Rich Valley. He is a leader in Indian pageantry 
and has traveled over much of America appearing on the 
stage. .:1i5 brother, living near Peru, is a locomotive 
fireman. (Crow 1934:11) 

In the early years of the 20th century, Gabriel Godfroy served as 
informant for the linguist Jacob Dunn, who made an extensive 
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record of Mic:mi language and traditional beliefs (Dunn 1919). At 
that time, ther,e were still many for whom Miami was their first 
(and for somE~ perhaps their only) language. with outmigration, 
however, a speech community could not be maintained and knowledge 
of the languc:.ge rapidly faded. Several older people interviewed 
during field research recounted that their parents had spoken 
Miami (often wh,en they did not want others to know what they were 
talking about:), but they refused to teach it to their children, 
claiming it ~~s no longer useful and was perhaps a liability 
(Greenbaum 1589). Ross Bundy and Clarence Godfroy, who died in 
the early 19E,0 's, were the last fluent speakers of the Miami 
language (Lan~ and Schultz 1964). For all practical purposes, 
however, the language had ceased to be used by about 1940. 

Many Miami weIrds have been preserved, however, and most of the 
older tribal members from all of the subgroups have ceremonial 
Miami names. Miami names are usually bestowed by older relatives 
and are ofterl handed down in families. Naming practices for the 
Miamis are rE~orted from the early contact period. 

Infants were sometimes named by the parents. More often 
an eldeI'ly woman whom the mother summoned and paid for 
this seIvi,:::e gave the child a name derived from an 
incident. i:n a well-omened dream (Callender 1978: 682; see 
also Dunn 1919:47). 

Miami names app1ear extensively' in council minutes and 
correspondence from the 19th century to the present, and have 
served as an important emblem of Miami identity. Although names 
were frequently given by older relatives, when Elijah Marks was 
chief of the Miami Nation he often performed this function 
(Greenbaum 1989). There was an apparent lapse in the widespread 
bestowal of ~iami names during the generation born in the 1940's 
and 50's, but this practice has increased in more recent years 
(Greenbaum 1989). 

The tribal ccunc:il has been engaged in recent efforts to preserve 
the Miami language (MNISI 3/19/83), although this is not really a 
new activity. In addition to Gabriel Godfroy's formal efforts to 
help record the Miami language, Joseph Mongosa (a son of John 
"Bull" and g1:andnephew of Pimyotomah) constructed his own written 
record of 24 pac;es of Miami words and their English meanings, 
which he includl~d in a loosely organized autobiography entitled 
"Thoughts of a lliiami Indian" which he completed in 1939 (Mongosa 
1939). This manuscript also contains family history and about 20 
pages of folk tales and games. Clarence Godfroy also recorded 
much Miami fclklore in a book that was published in 1961 (Godfroy 
1961) • 
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Prior to the turn of the century, Gabriel Godfroy and several 
members of his band became well known in Peru and the surrounding 
area for giving public performances of traditional Indian dances 
and other demon:strations of Miami culture (Anson 1970:280-281). 
Gabriel GodfI'OY was scheduled to make one of these appearances at 
the time of t..is death in 1910 (anonymous 1910a). In 1909, about 
200 Miamis pa.rticipated in tribal costumes in the "Miami Day" 
celebration a.t Lafontaine, Indiana (Anson 1970: 280). In the 
period follo\\'inc; WW I, young people representing all the maj or 
family groups b1agan a series of Indian pageants. 

The Maconaqua.h Pageant (named for Frances Slocum) began 
informally, as lantertainment during Miami social gatherings in 
the Bundy anc. GI:>dfroy/Mongosa communities (Greenbaum 1989). 
Costumes and skits were created, and productions became 
increasingly el.:1borate. In the early 1920 I s, a formal touring 
company was established, organized by Ross Bundy and Clarence 
Godfroy. Pa~ticipants were drawn from all of the Miami 
subgroups. Although most were from the community in Butler 
Township, the group included Meshingomesias from Marion and 
Wabash, and Josephine Owens, an RL descendant from Huntington 
(Greenbaum 1989: anonymous 1927). Revenues from ticket sales 
paid expenses, and in a few instances, went to defray costs of 
tribal litigati<:m (Greenbaum 1989). The group enjoyed 
considerable success, traveling throughout the region giving 
performances for mainly white audiences. This group dissolved 
sometime in the late 1930's, although there is no information on 
the exact endin~1 date or the reason it ceased to exist. The 
depression and 1:he onset of World War II, along with intensified 
factional strife b~tween the Godfroys and Meshingomesias, all 
have been suggested as factors responsible for its demise 
(Greenbaum 1989). 

The Maconaquah Pageant, in both private and public aspects, was 
significant for the Miamis in relation to social cohesion and a 
distinctive sense of group identity (MNISI 1985c 3; Greenbaum 
1989). In all :Lts related activities -- practicing, performing, 
traveling, building community support, representing Miami culture 
-- participants in the pageant were drawn closer together 
socially, were intensely exposed to the preserved traditions of 
their elders, and gained leadership and organizational 
experience. ThE! effects of the Maconaquah group extended beyond 
those individuals directly involved to include family members and 
other Miamis who were frequent spectators (Greenbaum 1989). The 
pageant was both functionally and symbolically associated with a 
shared sense of Miami Indian identity. 
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Participants in the Maconaquah pageant were largely the second 
generation o:E the Miamis who signed the 1895 roll, those who grew 
up after Fed4~ral status was lost. Al though courts and the BrA 
contended that they were acculturated citizens of the state of 
Indiana, the pageant reflected an active assertion to the 
contrary. Older leaders like Gabe Godfroy and Kim Bundy had 
offered inst:~ction in hunting, religion, medicine, arts and 
lore, and mallY of their children and grandchildren responded to 
this opportunity. 

The twenty y4~ar life span of the pageant formed a bridge to the 
next generation.. Moreover, the end of the Maconaquah company did 
not bring an en.d to pageants. Beginning shortly after 
incorporation in 1937 and continuing through the next five years, 
the Miami Na':ioln minutes contain references to giving plays and 
pageants, fo:::- both public relations and fundraising purposes. In 
1938, a pageant. committee was formed with WF Hale as chair 
(MI/MNI3/20/38). During the trials for game law violations in 
the late 1931)'s, the defendants and their supporters staged public 
presentation:; clf Miami culture in an effort to win support and 
sympathy for their cases (anonymous 1940e). 

. 
During the 1940's and 50's, public performances and Miami Indian-
pageants wert~ e:vidently discontinued, although skits and costumes 
were sometim4~s included in the annual reunions during this period 
(Greenbaum 1989; MAR). Clarence Godfroy and WF Hale continued 
their intere:;t in Miami lore and became well known speakers in 
local high scholols, colleges and historical society meetings. 
Clarence God:ErClY became adept at making Miami style pottery, and 
both he and Hale assembled large collections of Miami artifacts 
and relics (l1NISI 1989c). In the early 1950's Hale was involved 
in inter-trihal pow wows in Indiana, Michigan and Ohio (Greenbaum 
1989) . 

Miami participation in these pow wows expanded greatly during the 
next decade. In the early 1960's, one of the Bundys began an 
annual pow wow on the site of the Eel River reserve at Thorntown. 
Also during 1:hat period, the Miamis began participating as a 
group in the Peru annual parade (Greenbaum 1989). Somewhat 
later, a sim.lla.r intertribal pow wow (called the Kenanpocomoco) 
was begun at Roann (anonymous 1968). In 1981, members of the 
Engelman/Owens family organized an annual pow wow in Huntington 
(Greenbaum 1989). starting in about the same period, several 
tribal offict~rs, and other members have regularly attended the 
Quapaw pow wow in Miami, Oklahoma (held each year in July), at 
which time they confer with leaders of the Western Miamis'and the 
Indiana Miamis living in the west (Greenbaum 1989). 
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Miami representation in these various pow wows ranges from 
individual spectators in street clothes to official tribal 
representation by the chief and other council members. Many 
Miamis atteni in costumes, both authentic reproductions and pan 
Indian regalia. Pow wows have provided significant opportunities 
to assert a~iami Indian cultural identity and to become socially 
and politically acquainted with Indians from other tribes. These 
activities have~ become an important part of the recreational and 
intertribal political activities .of many contemporary Miamis, 
some of whom travel to other parts of the country to take part in 
the broad circuit of American Indian pow wows (Greenbaum 1989). 

The Miami Nation has become increasingly involved in other Native 
American cultural issues, especially reburials and protection of 
sacred sites. (Concern over the reburial issue was expressed in 
Miami council meetings as early as 1937 [MI/MNI 7/7/37]). 
Reburial iss~es for the Miamis appear to be strongly related to a 
longstanding concern over Miami cemeteries (see below), but also 
reflect a growing interest by the tribal council in larger issues 
affecting Native Americans. 

Entry of Mia:ni floats in local parades, participation in county . 
historical society activities, and sponsorship of pow wows -- all
of which continue to this day -- represent continuity with the 
Maconaquah Page~ant, and still serve many of the same functions 
for social relationships and perceived ethnic identity. For 
those who attend, pow wows are one of the places where Miamis get 
to know each ot:her and where old acquaintances reestablish 
contact. 

Back in the 60's they had a big pow wow at Fort Wayne where 
a lot of 1'Iiamis were there •.. I think really that's when I 
saw the most people together and knew what families they 
were (Gree~nbaum 1989). 

Several of ttloEie interviewed told of people coming up to them at 
such events and introducing themselves as fellow Miamis 
(Greenbaum 1989). 

The contemporaI~ Junior Council (begun in 1983), which includes 
children and grandchildren of people active in the Maconaquah 
Pageant, was cc)nstituted in part to serve as a context for Miami 
cultural activities (MNISI 33/27/83; Greenbaum 1989). The Junior 
council builis floats, helps assemble museum exhibits, and 
organizes clean-ups at Miami cemeteries and other important 
sites. This group has a dual function in the present tribal 
organization. One is to take advantage of youthful energy in 
carrying out promotional and cultural activities; the other is to 
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groom the next generation of Miami leadership and facilitate the 
participatio:1 of younger Miamis in tribal matters (Greenbaum 
1989) • 

During the time~ that field research was being done in Indiana, 
the Junior Council entered a float in the Fort Wayne parade, which 
won a prize. 'I'his occurred during the first few days of the 
field trip. On subsequent days, as interviews were conducted 
with tribal melnbers in Marion, Wabash, Peru, Fort Wayne, 
Huntington and South Bend, the prize winning float was a frequent 
topic of con'lersation. Al though none of the interviewees had 
actually been a.t the parade, most had heard about the success of 
the Miami en':ry, suggesting both the importance attached to this 
award and tht~ fact that communication networks were operating 
among the di:Eferent settlement areas. 

Cemeteries. Cemeteries are an important symbolic feature of the 
subgroups. 'rhe Meshingomesia, Godfroy and Bundy cemeteries, 
remained exclusively Miami burying grounds and were all in active 
use until about. the 1930' s. The RL group did not have a similar 
cemetery, bU1: many of the Lafontaine descendants are buried 
together in a separate section of the Catholic cemetery in 
Huntington. Although only a fraction of deceased tribal members_~ 
are actually buried in these sites, concern with cemeteries has 
periodically mobilized groups of Miamis (both kin and non-kin), 
and has prov:Lded a maj or focus for efforts to assert tribal 
rights. The Bundy, Godfroy and Meshingomesia cemeteries are 
located on rHserve sites. Only the Bundys actually lost control 
of their bur:Lal grounds, but with loss of the surrounding 
homesi tes, a:.l of the groups confronted problems in ensuring 
proper maintunance of the graves. 

The Godfroy cemetery is located across the road from Mt. 
Pleasant. Francis Godfroy was buried there in 1840, 'and his 
grave is mar}:ed by a large monument. Many of the other graves 
were unmarked, but contained the remains of Godfroys, Goodboos 
and several Nongosas. Around 1915, the land containing the 
cemetery was deeded to Butler Township as an official Indian 
burial ground in order to protect it from taxation. It continued 
to serve as 1:he primary burial site for families in the Godfroy 
group until 1:he 1930' s, when some members were first interred in 
the Mt. Hope Cemetery in Peru (Rafert 1982: 193) •. In 1956, the 
Godfroy counc:il raised funds to repair the Francis Godfroy 
monument (GENI 9/9/56), and maintenance of the plots has been on 
ongoing iSSUE! for the Godfroy council and subgroup. The last 
burial in thE! Godfroy cemetery was Brenda Mongosa, an infant who 
died in 1964 (Vogel 1980). There are also a number of Mongosas 
buried in thE! Clayton cemetery, located to the northeast of 
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Peoria near ':he: Pimyotomah reserve. Other graves in this 
cemetery are of' white people who lived in the same area, many of 
whom married Miamis (Clayton Cemetery records, MNISI 1989b 58). 
Burials in the Clayton cemetery continued into the 1970's. 

There were t~vo cemeteries on the Meshingomesia reserve -- the 
Indian Villaqe Cemetery in Grant County and the Waucoon Cemetery 
in the "hogback" section in Wabash County. The Waucoon cemetery 
was primarily a family plot. The Grant County site was much 
larger. It :Ls located next to where the Antioch Baptist Church 
stood and contains the graves of most of the early 
Meshingomesias, including the large number who died in the late 
1870's and early 1880's. Many of the graves are unmarked, although 
there are several rows of marble headstones. Burials continued 
in this ceme1:ery until the 1930' s (Rafert 1982: 192). At the 
urging of thE! Miami Nation, an historical marker was erected at 
the Indian V:.llage cemetery in 1937 (MI/MNI 7/37), and Miami 
Nation counc:.l minutes indicate that members periodically 
assembled to maintain the grounds (see also MTI 7/61; anonymous 
1961e) . 

The Frances ~:locum cemetery is perhaps the best known Miami 
burial grouncl, and has been the site of much controversy. When 
she died in J.847, Frances Slocum's will provided that the 
cemetery cont:aining her grave and that of her husband, Deaf Man, 
should remain perpetually in the family as a burial site for 
their descen~~nts. In spite of this provision, it was lost in a 
tax sale in 1923, around the same time that the adjoining 
homestead was: lost in a mortgage foreclosure. Camillus Bundy and 
his daughter Victoria established a militant vigil at the 
cemetery in 2. vain, but protracted, effort to prevent its loss. 
Victoria die~~ in 1930. Her burial in the cemetery was a poignant 
conclusion tel h,er struggle to help her father retain it. Shortly 
afterward, he: m,::>ved into Wabash with his step-son, David. When 
he died in lS35, his remains were also placed in the Frances 
Slocum cemetery. This was a bitter and highly publicized chapter 
in the Bundy family history, and continued efforts to preserve 
the cemetery have activated succeeding generations of Frances 
Slocum's descendants. 

JB Richardville was buried under the cathedral wall at Fort Wayne, 
and Francis Iafc:mtaine was buried in the Catholic cemetery in 
Huntington net :far from his house. Lafontaine's remains have 
been moved several times, the last in 1912. Lafontaine's family 
and many of his descendants are also buried in the same section 
of the cemetery (Greenbaum 1989). The RL group did not have 
their own celTetery, and these issues have not had the same focal 
significance, although they have an understandable attachment for 
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the burial t:lo'ts -of their ancestors and more recently departed 
relatives. Tht: Lafontaine descendants, especially the Engleman 
family, have taken a strong interest in the preservation of the 
Lafontaine house, which is presently being restored as a historic 
structure. Tht:ir involvement in the preservation of this 
monument is similar to that of the other groups who have worked 
to preserve cemeteries. 

During the 1960's, there was a spate of cemetery issues involving 
several Miani burial grounds. In 1961, vandals inflicted 
considerable damage to the headstones in the Meshingomesia 
cemetery (anonymous 1961d). The perpetrators were never caught, 
although it is widely assumed that local whites who may have been 
angry over Miami claims settlements were responsible (Greenbaum 
1989). Repairs were organized by the Meshingomesia descendants 
and other Miami volunteers, who also secured heavy equipment to 
clear underl:rush and debris (anonymous 1961e). In that same 
period, the Anny Corps of Engineers announced plans to dam the 
Mississenwa River which, it was believed, would flood the Frances 
Slocum and ~au(=oon cemeteries. In anticipation, it was decided 
that the cen:etl:ries would need to be relocated. Many family 
members whose relatives were interred in the cemeteries were 
drawn into the process, and there was much hostility over what 
was regarded by many to be an unnecessary disturbance of the 
graves. In fact, the dam project did not result in flooding the 
site of the Frances Slocum cemetery. Subgroup hostilities 
surfaced durin<;J the relocation process, when Godfroy offers to 
have the SlCCUln cemetery relocated onto the site of the Godfroy 
cemetery were rebuffed by the Bundy family, who elected instea.d 
to have the remains reinterred in a site within the Frances 
Slocum State Fc)rest (MNISI 1989c). The Bundy family also 
succeeded in pE:rsuading an Indiana congressman to introduce 
legislation pr()tecting the relocated Frances Slocum monument 
(anonymous 1961c). 

The Bundy family has continued to do battle with local historic 
preservation oJEficials over what they regard as inadequate 
maintenance of the cemetery (Greenbaum 1989; Vogel 1983). In 
1987, a group ()f family members and other Miami supporters (six 
or seven car-lc)ads) temporarily occupied the cemetery to protest 
plans to bury a non-family member there without their permission 
(anonymous 1987a). 

The protection and maintenance of cemeteries and fundraising for 
the cemeteries has contin,ued to be an issue for the contemporary 
Indiana Miami 1:ribal ·council and the Junior Council. A 
collection jar is maintained in the tribal office to gather funds 
for cemetery maintenance and repairs. Periodic work teams are 
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assembled to mow and clean the cemeteries, and it has long been a 
tradi tion fo]~ Miami families to visit the various Indian 
cemeteries 011 Memorial Day (Greenbaum 1989) . 

Kinship The Indiana Miami subgroups originated primarily on the 
basis of kin~;hip and secondarily on common residence. Marriage 
ties in the late 19th and early 20th century linked reserve 
families to E!ach other and provided important cross-cutting ties 
between the different settlements and subgroups. (These specific 
ties are discussed at length in the subgroup and territorial 
sections of t:his report.) Although proximity became decreasingly 
important, kinship remained as a major social adhesive, and 
networks of descendants have grown with the passage of 
generations. Several list ancestors have more than 100 
descendants em the current Miami roll. One ancestor, who was 20 
years old in 1895, now has 252 enrolled descendants, 203 of whom 
still reside in the Peru/Wabash/Marion/Huntington/Fort Wayne core 
area. It is noteworthy that list ancestors with the largest 
number of descendants are, with few exceptions, the families with 
the greatest ge~:::>graphic concentration in the core areas, both in 
Indiana and the tri-state area. 

In recent years especially, most of the social activity among 
tribal membezs has centered on kinship (Greenbaum 1989). Weekend 
and seasonal vi:3iting, economic cooperation, support in times of 
crises, and att'~ndance at weddings, funerals, graduations, etc., 
largely (althou9h not exclusively) involve family members. Much 
of the routine socializing involves nuclear family members and 
other bilateral kin who live in close proximity to each other, 
although telephc)ne calls and correspondence facilitate contact 
between those living at a distance. Family events occurring 
several times a year (as well as the Miami Annual Reunion) 
occasion visits by distant members back to core areas in Indiana 
or the western 1:ri-state area, where they are also able to 
reestablish cont:act with other Miamis who are not relatives. In 
addition to the Miami Annual Reunion, there are a number of 
smaller family reunions held on a yearly basis (e.g., the 
Mongosas, Pecon9as, Marks) to which geographically distant 
relatives (both Miamis and non-Miamis) return (Greenbaum 1989). 

The geographic configuration of the tribal membership shows that 
only the larger clusters (those with more than 10 members) 
represent more t:han one or two nuclear family groupings. Except 
for the main core areas -- Peru/Marion/Wabash, 
Huntington/Fo~t~Tayne, South Bend/Elkhart, and the tri-state region 
-- even the I :trc;:rer clusters are composed mainly of extended 
families that are only two or three generations deep. Nearly all 
of these dist:tnt: family groupings, however, .connect back to the 
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core areas through common ties to an ancestor on the 1895 
payroll, i.e., they have aunts, uncles, and/or cousins living in 
Indiana or tri-state core areas. 

The 1895 payroll contains the names of 117 persons who have 
descendants on the current Indiana Miami tribal roll. (The 
number on the ()riginal list who have enrolled descendants is 
actually higher than this, because members claim through only one 
ancestor, onitting some listed ancestors who are the parents of 
children frcm ~~hom descendancy is claimed.) Many of the payroll 
ancestors were children in 1895. On the roll, they are grouped 
with their t:art~nts and siblings. If these individuals are 
combined into :family units, there are 62 nuclear family groupings 
(i.e., parerts and siblings) among the 117 "list ancestors." 
Based on these 62 aggregations, the residential distribution of 
contemporary roll members was analyzed to determine how many of 
the descendants had relatives still living in either the 
Peru/Marion/Wabash area (469 zip code), the Huntington/Fort Wayne 
area (467/4€8 :zip codes), the south Bend/Elkhart area (465/466 
zip codes), or the western tri-state area (zip codes 743, 667 and 
648) (see Appendix ). The results indicated that 94% of the 
tribal membe:rship has direct kinship ties to one or more 
individuals residing in at least one of the major Indiana Miami 
settlement c.reas. 

"Relatives" in this analysis were defined as those individuals 
who share de:sc1endency through one of these 62 family lines. Of 
the persons on the 1895 list, most were children, many of whose 
own children are still living. Ages were given for III of the 
117 list anc:es·tors; of these, only 30 were 18 years or older. 
The grandchildren of list ancestors make up the bulk of the 
contemporary adults on the Indiana Miami tribal roll. The modern 
population j.s effectively only two to three generations removed 
from those c'n ·the list, and their progeny are mainly aunts, 
uncles or cClusins to each other. Field interviews consistently 
reported th2.t visiting and communication within these relatively 
close kinship circles is frequent (Greenbaum 1989). 

Shared ties wi·th list ancestors has added, perhaps even greater, 
importance because these genealogical connections form the basis 
of common eligibility to share in claims awards and other 
benefits to be derived from Miami Indian ancestry. The process 
of informin9 claimants and assembling payrolls for the several 
claims paymEmts that have occurred since the ICC decision in 1956 
have been mClbilized largely through the efforts of core area 
families whcI notify their kin in other states (Greenbaum 1989). 
In interesting example of this kind of mobilization occured in 
1971, when 1:he Miami Nation secretary (Mina Brooke) mounted a 
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letter writing campaign to the Secretary of Interior and a number 
of elected officials protesting plans to revise the claims 
payment roll. l\t least 26 letters and one phone call were 
received about 1:his issue. They came from many different towns 
in Indiana, and nine were from out of state members. 

The tribal council is presently composed of representatives from 
each of the corE~ areas, including Oklahoma. The informal, but 
explicit, proce~>s of informing tribal members about matters of 
importance involves having the council members contact the Miami 
families in their respective areas, and these families in turn 
are expected to inform relatives who live in other towns or 
cities. 

If something happened quickly [in the tribal council 
meeting] .... some member of the family would be contacted, and 
then you WE~re expected to call the rest of them in your own 
area ••. ins1:ead of making a huge mailing. (Greenbaum 1989) 

The effectiveness or extent of this process cannot be precisely 
measured, but the fact that families residing in the core areas 
have fairly close kin ties to virtually all the membership 
residing at a distance confirms its feasibility. 

During the field trip to Indiana, the BAR researcher visited the 
South Bend area.. Interviews and observations during that visit 
provided anecdo1:al corroboration that this process operates as 
described and also an example of visiting among kin. Interviews 
with six Miamis living in that city indicated that the council 
member is expec1:ed to keep them informed about tribal affairs, 
and that he does so. The visit coincided with a birthday 
celebration for one of the tribal members, a daughter of a list 
ancestor. On that occasion, 32 of her relatives were in 
attendance, sevE~ral from other cities. The tribal council 
representative 1:or the South Bend/Elkhart area (who is also a 
relative) was there, and many of his conversations included 
information about tribal activities. Interviews with council 
representatives and tribal members (n=29) from all the different 
core areas in Indiana (Oklahoma was not visited) related a 
similar pattern of district representation coupled with a family 
"grapevine" (GrE~enbaum 1989). 

Ethnic boundariE~s. Except for Meshingomesia, the reserve leaders 
were mixed bloods, and a great many of the Miamis living on all 
the reserves were descendants of French traders and/or white 
captives. The progeny of traders were natural intermediaries, 
whose family connections to both whites and Miamis became a 
primary basis for tribal leadership during the treaty period. As 
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many as sevE~n 'white captives became incorporated into the pre
removal Miami ·tribe, either directly or through the marriages of 
their descerdants. Although these individuals, most ndtably 
Frances Slocum, were often culturally conservative Indians, 
physical appearance and the sympathy evoked by their captivity 
nonetheless distinguished their status from the perspective of 
the white pClpulation. 

Phenotypically, and in ususal mode of dress, many of the early 
Miamis resembl,ed their white neighbors, a fact that reduced both 
social distc.ncle and barriers to intermarriage with the surround
ing white pClpulation (Dunn 1919; Glenn 1987). Even before the 
reserves were dissolved, many Miamis had been bi-cultural and 
were directly I::>r indirectly involved in various types of 
relations with non-Miamis. Although there were numerous 
instances of racial discrimination (e.g., Gabriel Godfroy was not 
permitted tCI vl::>te during the latter part of the 19th century 
because he ~ras an Indian), as well as exploitation of their legal 
status by wbi tie guardians, traders and others, Indian/white 
relations in nl::>rthern Indiana tended to be relatively more open 
and cordial than in other sections of the US during the late 19th 
and early 2c'th centuries. 

The wealth clf Richardville, Godfroy and Lafontaine, although 
rapidly depleted after their deaths, conferred a kind of noblesse 
on their des:cendants that eased their dealings with white 
society. Similarly, the legend surrounding Frances Slocum (who 
has become t.he namesake for many local points of interest, 
including a bank) enhanced the social status of her family and 
descendants. 'rhe poorer Indian families and those not closely 
related to t.he above ancestors, however, were subj ect to racial 
discriminatjon. Older interviewees related a number of instances 
of verbal Ol' physical abuse that had occurred in the past 
(Greenbaum 1989). In addition, legal activities of Miami tribal 
organizatiors c:lnd individuals who were attempting to win tax and 
game law exemp'tions or treaty claims drew resentment and/ or 
ridicule fre,m :;ome non-Indians (e.g., anonymous 1934c, 1937a, 
1939c, 1940c, 1962b; Woodward 1983). 

Miami descer.dants were integrated into the surrounding white 
population at an early date, but on a basis that emphasized their 
distinctiveress as Indians and served to reinforce a sense of 
group identjty. Because of the celebrity of their forebears, 
Miami surnan.es and individuals were well known, as Miamis, in 
their surrounding communities. No one disputed who they were, or 
that they were Indians; for good and ill, it was a well known 
fact. Miamj children, especially in earlier decades, were often 
taunted in schcJol, because their classmates knew they were Indi-
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ans; and man:r of the adults suffered the nickname "Chief ll from 
their co-worlcers (Greenbaum 1989). Numerous newspapers accounts, 
appearing at frequent intervals going at least as far back as 
Meshingomesia's death in 1880, have told, retold and updated the 
identities and activities of the Miami Indians living in the 
area. Well publicized cultural events, fishing protests, efforts 
to avoid taxation and claim treaty benefits, controversies over 
cemeteries, .md factional disputes that spilled out into public 
view have all served to inform the general population about who 
the Miamis a::-e. until quite recently, newspaper accounts reflect 
a noteworthy ambivalence; disparaging references to alcohol use, 
thriftlessneBs, querulousness, etc., are interlaced with 
sympathetic, often admiring, descriptions of the early Miamis and 
their descendants. It is also important to note that the Miamis 
themselves dl~liberately instigated much of the pUblicity that 
surrounded them.. Appearances in pageants and street fairs, and 
varied effo~:s to educate the public about their treaty rights, 
were strateg:Lc actions aimed at building acceptance for their 
Miami identi 1:y and support in their efforts to regain Federal 
status. 

IntermarriagE! with non-Miamis, which has been very prevalent for. 
several generations, represents a major penetration of the Miami-
ethnic boundary, and is a factor that raises questions concerning 
the maintenance of Miami identity in the offspring of mixed 
marriages. ~~his pattern of predominant out-marriage began very 
early. A ma:iority of Miamis born between 1837 and 1864, for whom 
marriages we]~e recorded, married non-Indians (44 out of 81). For 
the next genHration, born between 1864 and 1881, 157 marriages 
were recorded for Miamis. Only 13 (8%) of these marriages were 
with other M:.amis (Rafert 1982: 188). Possession of reserve land 
and annuitiefi provided an early incentive for landless whites to 
marry Miamis. Miamis, in turn, had weak sanctions against 
intermarriagE!, based on a long history of mixed blood involvement 
in the tribe (Greenbaum 1989; Rafert 1982). Additionally, they 
were confronl:ing demographic problems of small population size 
and unbalanCE!d sex ratios which made tribal endogamy impossible 
to maintain. 

During the late 19th and early 20th centuries, a great many Miami 
women marriecl white men, and a great many Miami men remained 
unmarried. 

The marriage practices of the men of the third generation 
[born from 1864 to 1891] diverged sharply from those of 
the WOmE!TI. Less than half as many men as women married 
outside the tribe .... All together, an astonishing 49% 
of the IIlen in the sample did not marry. (Rafert 1982:186) 
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Limited numbars in specific age and gender groups reduced the 
theoretical likelihood of finding a Miami spouse. Most married 
out, but there were many who simply did not marry. The gender 
bias is evidant:ly explained by the greater social acceptance of 
mixed marrial;Jes when the female was non-white (especially in 
white/Indian maLrriages). It is reported that, because of their 
access to re~ources, Miami women had little difficulty attracting 
white husbands, but conditions were not parallel for Miami men 
who courted 'Nhi te women. 

In the subse:ruemt generation (those born between 1881 and 1907), 
rates of marriage to non-Indians were actually somewhat lower. 
Of individuals listed on the 1895 Miami payroll, 218 were born 
after 1881 (:tpproximately 50% of the roll). Information on 
marriages is available for 123 persons; 108 were married to non
Indians, and l:i married Indians (12%). Most of the missing 
information (excluding those who died young) is for Indiana 
Miamis livin;J in the west. Some of these also may have married 
Indians, eit:1er other Miamis or members of tribes living around 
the Quapaw al;Jency. Of the 61 Indiana males who survived to 
adulthood, 19 (30%) remained bachelors. In contrast, there were 
80 women who married, and only 3 (4%) who remained single. Men 
who did marrr \IITere more than twice as likely as women to have 
Indian spousas (19% vs. 9%). (Data supplied by petitioner, based 
on informati::m contained in a set of "individual survey forms" 
correspondin;J t:o Indiana Miami rolls of 1895 and Eel River Miami 
roll of 1889. 

There are tw:> f:actors that may account for this slight decline in 
out-marriage cc)mpared with the previous generation. Those born 
after 1881 (,Nhc) would still have been children in 1895) no longer 
collected an:!1uities or possessed tax exempt land. Moreover, the 
early decades Clf the 20th century was a period of resurgent 
racial intol,araLnce, both in Indiana (where state level Ku Klux 
Klan activity drew national attention) and in the US as a whole. 
Oral historias indicated that men in this period (late 19th and 
early 20th c,ant:uries) continued to encounter more resistance from 
prospectivel1on-Indian in-laws than did women, and that many 
Miami men were reluctant to expose themselves to these problems 
(Greenbaum 1389). 

Several whita s;pouses were part of larger family groups with 
multiple marriaLge connections to the Miamis. These were families 
who lived ne:trby and had especially close relationships with the 
localized Mi:tmi comunities by virtue of their many in-law 
relations to the group. Although outside of the tribe, 
intermarriagas of this type actually helped reinforce the Miami 
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local kinship networks. The Coiners, who attended the stony 
Point School with Miami children, and the Marks and Hale families 
are prominent e!xamples. Three Coiner brothers married into Miami 
families in But:ler Township; their family had migrated from West 
Virginia in the! late 19th century. The Marks family settled 
around Wabas:l s:omewhat earlier, and several members married into 
the Meshingo:nesia and Mongosa families. Commodore Perry Marks, 
who raised Elijah Marks and was possibly his father, had 
extensive la:ld dealings with Meshingomesia and Bundy reserve 
holders in t:le 1880' s. During the same period, many of the Miamis 
had white "hire!d hands" who helped with farming and other tasks, 
and sometime::; married Miamis. Charles Hale (one of four in
marrying Hal,as) and the stitts are examples (Rafert 1982: 133) . 
There were a nULmber of white families living in the vicinity of 
the Godfroy :res:erve, some of whom farmed reserve land on shares 
or in exchanq-e for assistance rendered to Miami farmers. Several 
of these indi.viduals (e.g., Ward and witt) married Miami women. 

In later yea:::'s, with increased mobility, non-Miami spouses were 
drawn from a mu.ch wider pool, based on relationships formed at 
work or in nlaw places of residence. Many of those interviewed 
during field work in Indiana indicated they had met their spouses 
in the factol:-ies where they worked, or through work-related __ 
acquaintancel'. In the present generation, i.e., those born since 
WW II, there has been little of the racial intolerance 
experienced by their parents and grandparents. This altered 
climate has broken down virtually all barriers to intermarriage 
with whites. The lack of negative sanctions against Indian 
identity has also increased the willingness of Miami descendants 
to publicly :~dentify as Indian, as opposed to earlier periods 
when disadvantages encouraged outward identification as white 
(Greenbaum 1~189). The membership criteria of the Indiana Miamis 
confers elig:.bility on children of mixed marriages while 
excluding non-Miami spouses, a factor that has maintained the 
formal boundary between Miamis and non-Miamis. 

On the current tribal roll, there are only seven individuals (or 
sibling groups) whose parents were both Miamis, and there are 
only five contemporary cases of endogamous Miami marriages. 
These five cClUples represent people born in the 1930's, 40's and 
50's. Although many of the younger Miamis are still unmarried, it 
would appear that marriages within the tribe have been quite rare 
for at least two generations. 

Major questions that are raised by intermarriage concern its 
effects on the :Miami identity of children of mixed marriages and 
the role of ~~ite spouses in tribal political affairs. 
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The relatively large number of social and cultural activities 
sponsored by tribal o~ganizations, and especially the lure of 
prospective llnclaimed treaty benefits, established favorable 
conditions f'Jr affiliation by non-Indian spouses and their half
Miami offspring'. During the previous generations, stigmas 
associated with. marrying across ethnic boundaries tended to 
discourage ~lll acceptance of these spouses or their children by 
the white cOlnmunity. In many instances, intermarriage resulted 
in white spollse:s being cut off own families and friends, forcing 
greater reli,:mc:e on social relations with Miamis (Greenbaum 
1989). Thesl:! pressures now exist to a far lesser degree, but 
this ostraci::;m established an initial basis for easily 
incorporatiTIl;J Ylhi te spouses, at least on a social level. 

Non-Miami splJus:es have in the past, and presently, taken active 
(although no't leadership) roles in tribal activities. Several 
white husbands were formally adopted into the Miami Nation during 
the 1930' s, ,:md one of them was appointed to the council (MI/MNI 
7/18/37). S'lch adoptions were rare, however, and for most 
purposes non-Mi.ami spouses have been excluded from official 
political deliberations. Albeit, spouses sometimes have had 
unique skill::; or other valuable contributions to offer. For 
example, Clarerlce Godfroy' s wife was a white school teacher who 
assisted her poorly educated husband in writing letters on behalf' 
of himself a::'ld the larger tribal organization (Greenbaum 1989). 
In other ins'tances they have served a kind of "proxy" role, 
taking part in tribal activities and meetings as representatives 
of Miami sp~Jses who are unable to participate for some reason 
(Greenbaum 1~89). 

Interviews i::'ldi.cated that there have been virtually no internal 
pressures to malrry wi thin the tribe, and having a white spouse or 
parent has nl:>t served to diminish one's standing as a Miami 
(Greenbaum 1'~89). Beginning as early as the 18th century, the 
offspring of mixed marriages have been a persistent feature in 
the Miami polit:y both in terms of leadership, and as a growing 
proportion 0 f t:he tribal membership. Formal membership criteria 
have consistl:!nt:ly emphasized descendency from the 1895 payroll 
(and the 188'~ Eel River roll) without regard to degree. 

The issue of "blood quantum," has surfaced periodically, both in 
connection with tribal politics, and as a factor in ethnic 
identificati,:>n. Meshingomesia, who was the only full blood chief 
in the post-removal period, sometimes incorporated racial 
rhetoric int:> his political strategies and posturing. His 
offspring and collateral descendants, however, intermarried as 
freely as th e eIther subgroups, which eliminated most of the basis 
for making p:>li.tical capital from this issue. Questions of 
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eligibility \.Irere'raised during the claims era, both in the 
Godfroy council and, especially, in the Hale council. In the 
former case, th,ere seems to have been a misunderstanding, wherein 
the tribal le:ad,ership apparently believed that a 19th century 
Indiana law clefining Indians as being 1/8 or more would determine 
who was eligj.ble to share in ICC awards. In the latter, a vote 
was taken to restrict eligibility to 1/8, possibly reflecting the 
same misconce:ption, or perhaps as a reflection of tensions 
between Hale and the Godfroys. Some of the older interviewees 
expressed the: view that there were not many "real" Indians left 
among the Mi2.mis, apparently in reference to blood quantum. 
However, thes:e are people who grew up during a period when race 
was much more: significant in relation to ones social or legal 
identity. Ttleir comments also likely reflect a kind of nostalgic 
distortion cC1mm<only found in oral histories, where subj ects 
complain that~ t:hings are not like they used to be. 

Similarly, m2.ny white people have contended that the Miamis do 
not look like: Indians and, more commonly, that do not act like 
Indians, i. e., 'they vote, dress like everyone else, live in 
houses instea.d <of teepees, etc. Such judgements were principal 
arguments in court cases over tax and game exemptions, although 
the Swimming Turtle decision in 1977 reversed this trend. 
Popular perce:ptions, Hollywood stereotypes, and entrenched racial 
thinking have: c1:Jmplicated the definition of Miami identity, both 
within the tI'ibal membership and in the non-Miami population. 
Skepticism by nl:Jn-Miamis has most often been expressed by those 
who either dCI nl:Jt live in the towns with large numbers of Miamis, 
or those who oppose granting them special privileges, especially 
game exemptic1ns (Greenbaum 1989). 

In spite of the long and close interaction with non-Miamis, a 
discernible, and in many respects well defined, ethnic boundary 
has been mair..tained between the Miami descendants and their non
Miami neighbc'rs and kin. Miamis observe this boundary formally 
through the enrl:Jllment process and a general knowledge of family 
connections. FI:Jr non-Miamis, the perceived social 
distinctiveness of Miamis is also based primarily on a general 
knowledge of family backgrounds (i.e., non-Miamis know which are 
the Miami fan,ilies) and public awareness of tribal activities, at 
least in Peru, l;.Jabash, and Huntington (Greenbaum 1989). In these 
areas, this ethnic distinction has persisted as a function of 
self-imposed as well as externally defined criteria of social 
identity, altholJgh self-identification has been perhaps the 
stronger factor. 

Miami identity derives in large part from the longstanding 
association cf :families with their respectiv.e subgroup leaders 
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and organiz~tians, as well as in the context of reunions and 
pageants. 'rhe! question of who is eligible to share in treaty 
rights, tha't have been pursued actively from the treaty of 1854 
to the pres,:mt: effort to gain Federal acknowledgment, has exerted 
a powerful influence on self-identification by Miami descendants. 
Similarly, howrever, the right to share in these potential 
benefits ha:; been jealously guarded by the leaders and members of 
tribal orga:1iz.ations. controversies over the claims of those 
Miamis who 1r1ere collateral descendants of JB Richardville, or 
who had all,~ge~dly joined the Pottawatomis, engaged the Miami 
council thrcmg'hout much of the latter half of the 19th century. 
Similar conflicts emerged over those who had been on the Eel 
River payroll in 1889, although that issue was ultimately decided 
in favor of their inclusion. 

There has bl~en a longstanding reluctance to adopt non-Miami 
spouses or I)thers who have been involved in Miami organizations 
(MI/MNI 4/213/40~ Greenbaum 1989). Nettie White, who served as 
"attorney-in-fact" for the Miami Nation during the late 1930's and 
1940's, was always carefully identified in the council minutes as 
a "white woman," and a motion to adopt her (and her white 
husband) in1:.o the tribe was defeated in 1941 (MI/MNI 6/8/41). 
Non-Miamis have not been permitted to attend council meetings or-
the annual l:-eunion, except for spouses or those who were 
specifically invited (Greenbaum 1989). 

Social Rela1:ions. Data upon which to rest conclusions about the 
social structure of the contemporary Miami membership are both 
limited and unsystematic. Newsletters, minutes and other recent 
documents do not contain this kind of information, and the 
petitioner did not conduct a community study. During the brief 
period of f:.eld research (7 days), interviews were done with 
about 30 individuals. This was a small non-probability sample 
that includHd: members of the tribal council; members of the 
Junior CounGil; individuals living in each of the major towns in 
Indiana (Pe]~, Wabash, Marion, Huntington, Fort Wayne and South 
Bend); non-Uiamis from Peru and Huntington; and representatives 
of each liv:.ng generation (Le., elderly, middle-aged and young 
adul t). ThE! interviews focused mainly on historical 
recollections, tribal activities and information about the 
political character of past and contemporary tribal 
organizations. Questions were included about socializing and 
social contact, but the answers represent anecdotes and 
untestable generalities that are not always consistent. 
Moreover, rE!pSOnSes to these questions are necessarily 
impressioni~;tic. Several people who were interviewed said things 
like "we don't visit as much as we used to," or "we don't visit 
as much as I'd like to," or "most people are too busy with jobs 
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-
and children ':0 get out and see each other." Such judgements 
derive from an unknown context. These complaints, or apologies, 
have the charact,er of comparisons against an idealized norm of 
dubious reali-:y, and one which likely varies depending on the age 
and personal I:ircumstance of the informant. In short, the full 
extent and quality of social interaction between Miamis, or with 
non-Miamis, c.:mnot be precisely determined on the basis of these 
data, or from information supplied by the petitioner. However, 
for the core:trE~as, the interviews do provide a number of 
specific examplE~s of social interaction and contexts in which it 
occurs, as well as some information about funerals, weddings, 
church attendance, etc. The following discussion is an attempt 
to distill a ~eneral description based on the various kinds of 
information that: were available. 

In overall social patterns, there is no striking evidence that 
the members of t:he Miami Nation of Indiana are "culturally" 
different from their non-Miami neighbors, and Miamis have 
numerous social relationships outside of the tribal membership. 
This is scarcely surprising; indeed it would be extraordinary if 
it were not the case. The Indiana Miamis, as a group, have been 
non-Federally recognized for nearly a century and have been . 
overwhelmingly non-rural for at least 50 years. They have had -
the good fortunE~ of not being uniformly discriminated against on 
account of their ethnic status and, through the loss of their 
land, have been forced to adapt to the employment and residential 
conditions associated with modern life. 

Although they are not "rural," most Miamis reside in small towns 
(including those who live outside the core areas). Like their 
non-Indian cc·un-t:erparts, they live in communities that reflect a 
general pattern of intergenerational stability and recurrent 
face-to-face relationships. If they lived in urban areas, it is 
quite likely that their non-Indian neighbors would not be aware 
of their ethnic origins (and it seems probable that those who 
live in largE!r ,cities, or places outside of the core areas, do 
experience this kind of ethnic anonymity). In the small towns of 
Peru, Wabash, Marion and Huntington, however, they are widely 
known. Addit:ionally, many of the older generation of Miamis who 
now live in these and other nearby towns grew up on Godfroy, 
Mongosa or Bundy reserve land. Shared memories and experiences 
within these rural communities continue to provide a strong 
social bond among them, and this familiarity extends often to the 
younger membE~rs of their respective families (Greenbaum 1989). 

The general :Lmportance'of kinship in the social relationships of 
small town ru~ericans is similarly reflected in the social 
activities 0:: Miamis living in the core areas (including south 
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Bend). For i:he Miamis, however, kinship is a fundamental axis of 
ethnic persiBtence; the maintenance of kin ties effects an almost 
passive iden1:ification with the traditions of ancestors and has 
created a framework for the ongoing regeneration of group 
identity. A:.though many of the relatives of Miamis are non
Miamis, this condition has evidently created choice rather than 
confusion, and most descendants have formally opted to affiliate 
as Miamis. 

The fact thai: their non-Miami neighbors appear to be similarly 
stable in th.~ir local communities and cohesive within their own 
kin groups has only heightened their awareness of who the Miamis 
are, as individuals and as a group. For example, the present 
mayor of Penl (a non-Miami), whose grandparents grew up in the 
area, has heard stories about the Miamis since he was a child and 
always knew ~ .. hich of his classmates, neighbors and co-workers 
were from Miami families. The same was reported by a non-Miami 
who had grown up near Huntington (Greenbaum 1989). Additionally, 
for Miamis living in the core areas, the organizational 
activities _ .. pow wows, council meetings, the annual reunion, 
parades, ceml~tery clean-ups, etc. -- have served to both enhance 
and formalizl~ a sense of Miami identity, as well as expanding 
social ties ~ .. ith non-relatives who are also Miamis. 

Miamis belone; to churches and clubs with non-Miamis; they work 
together, and they live near each other. The social involvements 
of Miamis iru:lude relationships and visiting with non-Indian 
friends and :::-elatives, and several of the white families have 
annual reunions which are attended by the Miami kin. The 
decision to move the Miami annual reunion permanently to Wabash 
was associatl~d with the fact that the Marks family held a reunion 
in the same location at the same time. (This was actually one of 
two Marks family reunions. The very large Marks family, most of 
whom are non··Miamis, hold another separate reunion each year, 
also in Waba:;h park but earlier in August. The reunion of the 
descendants c)f Charlie Marks, who was Miami but also had many 
non-Miami relatives, is the one that coincides with the Miami 
annual reunion.) This co-occurence permitted Marks family 
members who , .. ere Miamis to attend both events. The two reunions 
were not comhined, however, and with the exception of spouses, 
non-Miami relat.ives have not been permitted to participate in the 
Miami reunion. 

There are no ch.urches predominantly attended by Miamis. In the 
latter part c)f the 19th century, there was an important group of 
Miami leader:; tN'ho were also Baptist preachers. During that 
period, the 1~aucoon and Antioch churches on the Meshingomesia 
reserve and :?imyotomah' s church in Butler Township were important 
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institutional gathering points for Miamis living in those areas. 
However, ther. as now, the tribal membership was divided between 
Catholic and Protestant denominations; and the generation that 
followed Peter Bundy, Pimyotomah and the others did not produce 
successors in the combined role of pastor/tribal leader. George 
Bundy (a MeBhingomesia not related to Peter Bundy) was a 
Methodist minister. He was active in the Headquarters 
organization and also performed marriages for a number of Miami 
couples, but his church was located in Hancock County, at a 
distance from t:he maj or Miami settlements. He died in 1920. 
From the 192C's into the 1960's, Paul Walters (a Meshingomesia) 
pastored a cturch in Marion, but the denomination was Methodist 
and the congregation included mostly non-Miamis. Rev. Walters 
offered the closing prayer at some of the Hale council meetings 
in 1961. 

Miamis in the core area towns, especially Peru where there is a 
very large ccncentration of Miamis, often do attend church with 
other Miami::;. Approximately 100 Miamis, mostly Godfroy 
descendants belong to the st. Charles Catholic Church in Peru, 
along with a large number of non-Miamis. (The two catholic 
churches in ::runtington also have a number of Miamis from the. 
Richardville and Godfroy families, although not nearly as many as-
in Peru.) Mi.amis in Peru also attend several Protestant 
churches. 'rhlO!se tend to have smaller congregations and 
correspondin<lly fewer Miami members. The First Christian and 
Nazerene chu:t:'ch,es both have between 15 and 20 Miami members. A 
number of Nia.mi families belong to the Church of God 
denomination. The churches to which Miamis belong, in Peru and 
elsewhere, al~ in no sense tribal institutions (as is the case 
wi th churche~s for some other unrecognized Indian groups). 
However, they do provide institutional settings in which Miamis 
meet, interact and exchange information on a regular basis. 
These are soc:ial circles that extend beyond the family, and in 
many cases ]~eflect multi-generational ties between Miami 
families. 

Funerals are one context in which this larger social process 
operates. Church members, both Miami and non-Miami, attend the 
funerals of t:hose in the congregation. The funerals of Miamis 
routinely im::lude the other Miamis in the church, as well as 
Miamis (kin and non-kin) who do not belong. The number of Miamis 
who turn out for funerals varies according to who has died; those 
individuals who are not generally well known or active in tribal 
affairs may dra~, few outside of their relatives and fellow church 
members. Ho'WevEO!r, the funerals of tribal leaders have attracted 
very large numbe~rs of Miamis, many of whom come from out of town. 
A recent example was the funeral of Lyman Mongosa in 1986. He 
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was the son of Joe Mongosa, and had succeeded his father as head 
of the Mongosa family (Greenbaum 1989). His funeral was in the 
Old Weesau E,ap·tist Church in Denver, Indiana (not far from Peru) . 
About 200 M:Lamis attended, about half of whom were from Roanoke 
and Fort WaynE~ (Greenbaum 1989). His obituary noted that he: 
"took time to teach his/grandchildren how to do the Indian 
dances ... [and] the customs ... he took part in parades ... he was 
known as the: 'chief' of his family" (anonymous 1986). 

As with churches, there are no social clubs that are exclusively 
composed of Miamis. In the past generation, a large number of 
Miami rail~'ay workers in Peru played softball together on a 
company teanl, but non-Miamis were also included (Greenbaum 1989). 
During the J.930's, there was a lodge known as the Improved Order 
of Red Men of Miami County, Mongosa Tribe No. 67. In 1938, they 
erected a Ilonument in the Godfroy Cemetery for John "Bull" 
Mongosa (fd, Mongosa family book; Godfroy Cemetery records, MNISI 
1984c 164). Although this would appear to be an Indian 
organization, it was actually a predominantly white lodge, to 
which many!iamis (including John Mongosa's son Joe) belonged. 
Several people: from Peru and Wabash who were interviewed during 
the field re~search indicated that they presently belong to a coon 
hunters' club and that other Miamis not interviewed are alaO_ 
members. A:.though this is a mixed organization, Le., there are 
many non-Miamis who also belong, it provides another context in 
which Miami social interaction occurs and reflects a continued 
interest in hunting. Moreover, the Miamis' past and ongoing 
efforts tc win exemption from state game laws lends a 
distinctiveness to their status within this particular 
organization. Speculations were offered that if the Miamis do 
secure theBe exemptions, there will be immediate negative 
repercussions among the non-Miami members (Greenbaum 1989). 

As indicated above, the available information offers an 
insufficient: basis for assessing the extent of informal visiting 
among MiamJ.s, especially those not closely related through 
kinship and. those living outside of the core areas. In the 
earlier sect:ion on kinship, it was noted that much of the routine 
socializing among Miamis occurs within the context of family get
to-gethers. There is "not much visiting of families to other 
families, [but] families within themselves visit often" 
(Greenbaum 1989). However, some visiting among non-related 
Miamis does occur, especially among neighbors in Peru, Wabash and 
Huntington (Greenbaum 1989). A consistent impression or opinion 
offered in the~ field interviews was that there is much less of 
this non-fanily visiting now than in earlier times, especially 
when there ~,ere still Miami-owned farms. Somewhat contrastingly, 
however, many of those interviewed indicated that they are kept 
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aware of wha1: is going on with the other Miamis, at least those 
living in the C(Jre area of northcentral Indiana. Knowledge about 
births, dea1:hs and the problems of particular individuals 
reportedly circulates easily via face-to-face and telephone 
contacts: "information gets around quickly by word of mouth, 
espec ially th(Jse things one wouldn't want to get around" 
(Greenbaum 1989). 

The existenc(~ of the tribal office in Peru, established in the 
early 1980's, has reportedly facilitated this general exchange of 
information, bo·th for those who live close enough to drop in and 
for more distant members who calIon the telephone (Greenbaum 
1989) . A co:?y of the "visitor's register" that is kept at the 
tribal office indicates that many tribal members do visit the 
office (MNISI 1990b). Signatures of visitors occur almost daily: 
on many days, there are several, and some people drop in 
regularly. rhe vast majority of those who list addresses are 
from Peru, al th(::mgh many are from Fort Wayne, Marion, Huntington, 
Wabash and ot~her Indiana towns not too distant from Peru. There 
are also a numb(~r of people from further distances in Indiana and 
a scattering from out of state. (A precise calculation of these 
different locations was not attempted; the listing, which is for· 
the period bE!tween Oct. 1986 and April 1990, contains more than-
1000 names). 
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Notes 

* There are ~:omle slight discrepancies between the numbers given 

in this section of the report and those generated by the 

genealogist. The differences result from: 1) the fact that the 

anthropological analysis was based only on those contemporary 

members who t:race their ancestry to persons who were able to 

prove descendancy from individuals on the 1889/1895 payrolls 

(which exclucled 101 people); 2) 6 duplicate entries on the data 

file used by the anthropologist were not detected until after all 

of the comput:er analyses had been completed (reanalysis was not 

possible witbin the time available, and the basic results would 

not have char~ed); and 3) the petitioner made several corrections 

in the assignment of list ancestors to subgroups, which was done 

after the genealogist had completed her work. The discrepancies 

arising from these different sources are of a small magnitude, 

and the conclusions based on the overall figures in either case 

are not diffE~rent. 

** A thorou~~ analysis of the locations of Miamis residing in 

particular tC)WflS and cities was not feasible. This was primarily 

due to the fcLct that the "address field" on the membership data 

file could nc~ be sorted separately; i.e., it was impossible to 

group togethE!r all persons living in the same block and street of 
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a given town, because house numbers and street names were lumped 

together in Cl single alpha field. Additionally, the locations of 

streets, and particular addresses on streets, could not be 

determined ill most cases, especially for larger towns and cities 

like Fort Wayne and South Bend. Current street maps were not 

available (except for Marion, Wabash, Huntington and Peru), and 

the task of 1:racking and recording individual addresses was 

exceedingly difficult and time consuming. As a result, the 

discussion 0:: the relative locations of Miamis living in the same 

towns is necl~ssarily imprecise. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY ANTHROPOLOGICAL REPORT ON POLITICAL PROCESSES 
AMONG THE INDIANA MIAMI AFTER 1890 

Introduction: 

This report examines the evidence of leadership and other political 
processes among the Indiana Miami from the 1890's, the period of the loss 
of Federal I eco'gnition and the breakup of the land-based communi ties, to 
the present-day. The subject matter of this report overlaps with the 
anthropology report prepared under contract and was prepared in 
consultation with contractor's researcher. 

Political Organization 1890 to 1940 

The perfod after 1890 is one in which the leaders from the previous 
decades continued to play a role, albeit an apparently declining one, 
while new names appear in the record and a nominally more formalized 
organization was created. Though to some degree, the actions of the older 
leaders and those of the new faces were taken separately, there were close 
kinship relationships between them. 

There was nc single, overall chief in the 1890's. There were, however, 
some joint actions, and general councils involving most of the subgroups 
in the tribe. Gabriel Godfroy, leader of the Godfroys, was probably the 
most influential single leader, signing the 1895 payroll as chief(She1by 
1895). Altbough there are occasional references to the difference in 
legal status of the Meshingesia as opposed to those whose land had been 
individual gIants, there was no indication from this era of the kinds of 
acrimony an~, conflict that had characterized relations between the 
Meshingomesia and the others in the 1880's and that would reappear in the 
latter 1920's and the 1930's. 

The era beginning approximately in 1890 saw the acceleration of land loss 
under the pressure of taxation and an economic depression. This period 
was also that of the first generation which was almost exclusively married 
to non-Miamis. The Miamis were not able to generate sufficient income in 
most cases, evi.dently, to pay the taxes on their lands and local attempts 
to tax it bad been fought since at least the 1870's. The critical issue 
from the point of view of the Miamis was that of the tax-free status of 
the land and, subsequent to 1897, the effect of the loss of Federal 
recogni tion (In the land status. The move off the land was largely 
involuntary a~d thus a critical political issue. 

In 1891 Gabliel Godfroy won a lawsuit holding that the Indians were in 
"tribal relations" and therefore the land derived from individual treaty 
grants, i.e., d1 except the Meshingomesia land, was tax-exempt (see 
historian's Ieport). State legislation was passed in that year which 
supported thi,s position and provided that individual Indians could sue to 
have their lands. taken off the tax rolls. In 1893 as a result, the County 
Circuit Court of: Miami County ordered a tax sale on Godfroy's land stopped 
and in 1897 Gcdfroy obtained a permanent injunction against against 
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taxation of Indian lands. Also in 1897, however, in response to the 
tribe's att':mpt at gainlng payment of taxes previously collected and a 
renewed cla:ification from the Interior Department of their tribal status, 
Willis Van Devanter, the Assistant Attorney General of the Interior 
Department issued an opinion that the Miamis were not under Federal 
protection and did not have tribal status. This decision triggered 
renewed local efforts to tax Miami land. 

Most of th: Meshingomesia Reserve land was in white hands by 1900, with 
the Meshing,)me:sia families largely moving to the nearby towns, at first 
especially ~arion and then subsequently to Wabash. The Godfroy and Bundy 
family holdings were substantially reduced between 1890 and 1900, under 
increasing ~conomic and tax pressures. The last Bundy lands were those of 
Camillus BUldy, which were lost in 1923. There were still 16 Godfroy and 
Pimyotamah families on the land in 1920, with a declining number over the 
subsequent 20 years (MNISI 198ge). Nonetheless, there was significant 
continued use of the land areas for hunting and fishing by quite a large 
number of people until the late 1930's when a number of factors triggered 
state action to stop defacto Miami exercise of hunting and fishing rights 
different than those of non-Indians (MNISI 1989b, 1990a). 

The land issue affected all of the subgroups, insofar as it broke up the 
rural communities whose major populations lived close together, even 
though not on entirely contiguous lands. It does not appear that most, 
with the exception of some of the Godfroys, were commercial farmers by 
this era. The land provided a residence and apparently some income, and' 
evidently some SUbsistence farming and hunting and fishing. 

Leaders after 1890 whose position began in earlier eras included, most 
prominently, Gabriel Godfroy, William Peconga, Peter Bondy, T.F. 
Richardville and Anthony walker. Godfroy, Peconga, Bundy, Walker and 
Richardville (as well as others) signed the 1895 payment roll as Hheadmen 
(MNISI 1984b, 135)." They appear also to have taken a lead role in 
dealing with this issue, signing the attorney contract and writing several 
letters concerning issues on how the roll was done and the payment was to 
be made (George Godfroy and John Bundy 1893). In 1893, a "great council" 
of over 100 persons in 1893 at Peter Bondy's house (MNISI 1984a). This 
was a meeting to approve the attorneys for the Court of Claims suit (MTI 
et al. 1963). Godfroy, Bundy, Walker and several others protested the 
method of payment (MNISI 1984a). Peconga wrote separately, asking when 
payment would be made (Peconga 1895). 

Godfroy was the most prominent among the older leaders in this era, 
carrying out the tax battle and providing refuge for the landless. 
Materials cf the era make reference to his generosity, i.e., his role in 
supporting the' indigent, intervening on legal matters, paying fines and 
the like. Cine article refers to him as leader of the Miami in "all but 
spiritual aatters (Anonymous 1910a)." The extent of his influence beyond 
the Godfro;i g'roup is not clear, some articles referring to h~m as' leader 
of the Gc,dfroys while others, less precisely, and not necessarily 
accurately, re~fer to him as chief of the Miami (Anonymous 1910b). 
Although tt,e tax suits he undertook appear in a'n immediate sense to be of 
individual benefit, Godfroy had the greatest resources to undertake the 
effort to establish the land status. A 1905 article concerning the 
Godfroy's last tax suit, stated that his word was "gospel" among the 
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Indians and that in the payment of taxes they followed his advice (quoted 
in MNISI 198·lb, 1J9). 

Peconga app'~ars - to have played a less significant role than Godfroy in 
this era, )erl1aps because of his loss of his land in the early 1890's, 
after which he moved onto Godfroy's land. Peconga did write the 
Commissioner o:E Indian Affairs in 1898 concerning legislation for tax 
relief (Pec')nga 1898). In 1901, he wrote jointly with Godfroy asking 
about tribal status. He is listed as one of the councilmen in the Miami 
Tribe organization formed around 1900 (cf. below). Although Peconga lived 
until 1916, there evidence of leadership or involvement in Miami political 
affairs on his part after 1905. 

Another of the earlier leaders, Anthony Walker, migrated to Oklahoma with 
his family to Oklahoma. The petition reports, but does not describe or 
substantiate, a continued leadership role for him in Oklahoma after that 
point. Peter Bundy signed an 1897 agreement designating Camillus Bundy, 
his son, t:> represent the Miamis (cf. below) (Peter Bundy et al. 1897). 
Peter Bundy died soon afterwards. 

T.F. Richardville, although considered chief of the Western Miamis at this 
point, continued to play some, limited role in this era, evidently 
advising the Miami Tribe organization as well as pushing various actions 
post-1895 to win claims payments. There is no other information 
concerning leadership among the Richardville/Lafontaine population, who 
only appear to a limited degree on the lists of those at political· 
meetings (although active in reunions and the pageant) or signing
documents between 1890 and 1925. 

The 1905 newspaper article about Gabriel Godfroy's renewed litgation over 
the tax status of the land indicates non-Indian awareness that this was an 
issue of broad importance among the local Indians. The joint 1901 letter 
by Gabriel Godfroy and William Peconga also indicates general tribal 
efforts in terms of the tribal status-taxation issue. On the other hand, 
there 1S no evidence that any group effort was made by the Miami Tribe 
organization or through other means to mobilize resources to fight the 
legal battles or pay the taxes of economically poorer members. 

Further evidence of the land pressure and efforts to deal with it was a 
1903 inquizy from a Peru attorney to the Indian bureau on behalf of 30 
families ccncerning gaining land in Oklahoma (Annabal 1903). Miamis also 
made inquiIies concerning continued eligibility to attend Indian schools. 
While thesE a.re central issues growing out of the loss of recognition, 
there wasn't direct evidence that tribal political processes were involved 
in trying te, deal with them specifically. 

There was no direct evidence concerning a tribal leadership role in the 
successful efforts to have various claims bills in 1902, 1909-11 and 1920 
introduced (none ultimately passed). There was, however, extensive 
correspondeIlce to the government on these issues, some from individuals 
with leadel'ship roles. T.F. Richardville did make considerable efforts 
between 18~16 and 1905 to promote various claims bills. There was, 
similarly, no information concerning the possible efforts of tribal 
leaders or members behind the passage of the 1891 act of the state 
legislature. although it was obviously in response to and seemingly in 
support of (;abriel Godfroy's legal victory in that year. 
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No informatic,n was available for this report, except for the tax suits 
themselves, c'oncerning the relationships between various Miami leaders and 
local non-Ini.~an ~overnments. Some contacts are likely to have existed. 
since leader~. like Gabriel Godfroy had at least legal and commercial 
relationships with important non-Indians locally. 

The first e,·idemce of the new generation of leaders is in 1892 when 
Camillus Bunc.y is noted in a newspaper article concerning the 1891 court 
victory as tlaving inquired of attorneys concerning the citizenship status 
of the Miamjs (anonymous 1892). This is the first appearance of Bundy 
who, with hj.s son c.z. Bondy, play an aggressive role for the next 70 
years in pu~:hing the government on issues of status and claims, sometimes 
in concert 1~th other Miamis and sometimes apparently independently or 
even in oPPc1sition. Camillus Bundy was born in 1854, and was the son of 
leader Peter Elundy and the brother-in-law of Gabriel Godfroy. 

In May 1896, Camillus Bundy, styling himself "chief and attorney" of the 
Miami Indian~: of Indiana. wrote the Secretary of the Interior protesting 
the taxation of Miami lands. seeking in the wake of the 1891 legislation 
and court dE~cision, to have the taxes preVlously paid refunded (C. Bundy 
1896a) . Hjs inquiry re tribal status. unfortunately, led to Van 
Devanter's opj.nion. 

On the sepaz·ate issue of claims, Camillus Bundy was authorized by a 
"special cour.cil meeting" in October 1896 to represent the "Tribe of 
Indiana Miamj Indians residing in Miami County" prosecute claims. An 
April 1897 a,·reement, reporting this authorization, refers to him as being 
"the present chief" although there is no evidence that he was chief in an 
overall sense· (P. Bundy et al. 1897). The document represents a broad 
base of sUPI,ort for Bundy's efforts. Of the older generation of leaders. 
Peter Bundy c.nd Anthony Walker signed the agreement. while Gabriel Godfroy 
and William Peconga did not. Signers include individuals from Godfroy, 

. Bundy, Mest.in~romesia, Mongosa subgroups and at least a few 
Richardville/l,afontaine descendants. There was no evidence concerning 
what further actions Bundy took in the next several years in response to 
this mandate. In 1898, George W. Bundy in writing to the government 
concerning Mjami claims stated that he was chief and authorized to 
represent thE~ l'!iamis. He stated "we are in litigation," possibly 
referring to efforts Camillus Bundy had begun under his mandate the 
previous two yeatrs (George Bundy 1898). William Peconga also wrote to the 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs that year stating that "we're in 
litigation" IPeconga 1898). Both George Bundy and Camillus Bundy were 
part of the formal Miami Tribe organization begun around this time (ct. 
below). 

Bundy is aho reputed to have begun the annual reunions and to have had a 
role in the cultural presentations which led to the Macconquah pageant 
(Greenbaum 19~:9). 

A new, appaz-ent:ly more formalized organization was created at some point, 
probably shoztly before or after 1900. This will be referred to below as 
the "Miami tribal organization." The first reference to it is in 1902, 
but a 1902 letter from its treasurer stated that "for som (sic) time ago 
we have orgallizcttion (of the) Miami Band (William H. Bundy 1902)." It was 
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formally organi::ed 1n the sense of having a designated chief, treasurer 
and secretary. All were younger men, the chief, George Godfroy, being 
31. Godfroy Has a nephew of Gabriel, son of his older brother William, 
and the son-in--lan -of lolilliam Peconga. The treasurer was William N. 
Bundy, age 37, a Meshingomesia. The secretary was the youngest, Ross 
Bundy, from thE! Bundy subgroup, who was only 22. The only evidence for 
the organizational structure is two different letterheads, one indicating 
that the group had retained counsel in Chicago (the "legal department") 
and another tiUed the "Headquarters of the Miami Indians of Indiana 
(William H. Bundy 1902, Stark and Denison 1902)." The "legal department" 
letterhead desi~rnates "tribal headquarters" as "Marion and Peru." Oral 
history indicatl!s that the headquarters were located in Marion, i.e., that 
this was not the title of the organization itself (MNISI 1985a). Letters 
to the governml~nt from Ross Bundy, William Bundy and others up to 1906 
sought a list o:~ treaties, help with business matters, complained of fraud 
against the Indians, and, apparently, renewed the effort at claims 
legislation (MNI:;I 1984a, 37-41). 

This Miami tri:)al organization was almost certainly not in competition 
with the effort:; of older leaders Godfroy and Peconga, even though Godfroy 
and Peconga wrl)te to the government in 1902 on behalf of the tribe (see 
below) . Willi~n Peconga was one of the councilmen. Other councilmen were 
Camillus Bundy, Robert Winters, John Bundy, and Peter Godfroy (son of 
Gabriel). Geo~ge W. Bundy (who in 1898 had written as chief) is listed 
with the title of "guard." There are individuals on the letterhead from 
all of the sU.)gn)ups. A 1905 letter indicates the group had consulted 
with T.F. Richardville, apparently on the claims efforts that Richardville 
was pursuing i1 that era on behalf of the Indiana and western Miamis. 
Richardville is characterized in this letter as the "Western Miami 
chief." A 19)2 letter from the organization indicates there may be some 
connection betw~en the organizations legal representatives and a 1902 
House of Representatives resolution relating to the claims issue (Starke 
and Denison 19)2). It is not clear here, or elsewhere, how these efforts 
are funded. Th~ oral history for later decades at least, indicates tribal 
leaders paid for much of it out of their own funds (Greenbaumn 1989) 

Seemingly uncoordinated with the organization was a joint letter in 1901 
from Godfroy a~d Peconga, along with Godroy's brother William, asking the 
"Indian Departm~nt" whether they were still in tribal relations (i.e., 
still considerei in tribal status rather than citizens) (Godfroy, Godfrey 
and Peconga 19)1). The letter, was written shortly before the courts 
issued a reversal of Godfroy's legal victories in 1893 and 1897 on the 
taxation. Though phrased in terms of Godfroy's individual problems, the 
letter refers to the inquiry as growing out of a "recent council." 

In contrast to the extensive correspondence through 1905, there was 
relatively little in the documentary record that was available for this 
report concerning the Miami Tribe organization between 1905 and 1916. It 
is likely that it had some role. in t'he claims legislation introduced in 
this period. There were several letters to the Federal government in this 
period from Ross and William Bundy concerning claims and loss of land 
(MNISI 1984al. 
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Gabriel Godfr·)y initiated a new lawsuit in 1905. This was eventually 
settled by a compromise giving him 10 years grace during which his land 
would not be taxed, but did not overturn the position that the Miami land 
was taxable. There was no indication that the Miami tribal organization 
was involved i:1 this. 

The organizatLon continued, with George Godfroy as leader until at least 
1925, and pe~haps until his death in 1929. The acti vi ties of the 
organization ire not known in detail. According to oral history, it met 
at least twi·=e a year (MNISI 1985a). An account of the annual reunion in 
1925, lists I;odfroy as "head of the tribe" and presiding over a business 
session (Anon:rmous 1925b). The specific bases or character of Godfroy's 
leadership ar: unknown, other than his close kinship connections with 
major families, others on the council and earlier generation leaders. 

It would app:ar from an agreement signed in 1916 that C.Z. Bondy had, 
similarly to his father 20 years before, gained the support of a wide 
spectrum of!iamis to carry out some kind of initiative on claims matters 
(Mayer et al. 1916). It is difficult to determine the role or status of 
these individ'lal signers, although they include Peter Godfroy and also 
future leader,5 and influential individuals such as Lawrence Godfroy and 
Joseph Mongosi. George Godfroy and John, Ross and William H. Bundy of the 
Miami tribal orl~anization did not sign it, indicating a division within 
the tribe. T:1ere was no information concerning what actions Bondy took as 
an immediate C1)DSI:quence of this agreement. 

In 1917, the :1iami tribal organization's secretary Ross Bundy wrote to the 
government prl)testing any possible dealings with the Federal government by 
C.Z. Bondy a:5 "illegal" because the chief, George Godfroy, and the 
"business committee" had not seen or approved the contract (Ross Bundy 
1917). In 19~0 J9undy wrote again, protesting possible dealings with other 
members of th,: tribe, apparently referring again to C.Z. Bondy (Ross Bundy 
1920). The Letter declared that the business committee of the Miamis had 
been authoriz,:d by a general council to "adjust their tribal affairs" with 
the governmen" I~f the United States. The council no longer included 
William Bundy but included John Bundy, Joe Mongosa, Peter Bruell and 
Willis Pecong!. Mongosa and Bruell had signed the Bondy agreement in 
1916, apparently :shifting allegiances subsequently. 

According to oral history, "tribal business" was often conducted at the 
annual reunio:ls in this era (Greenbaum 1989). News clippings of the 1925 
reunion refer to a business meeting at which "policies and other important 
matters arisi:1g will be decided (Anonymous 1925b)." The specific issues 
are not ment.Loned. The oral history indicate these concerned claims and 
the like. I)ff:icers, apparently for the reunion itself, were elected. 
George Godfro:r '"as noted presiding and as "head of the tribe." One 
hundred and Eifty people attended. A very broad representation of 
families from all of the subgroups including the Richardville/Lafontaine 
attended. Atcendees' from all parts of the core geographic area as well as 
South Bend att:nded and presumably voted on the tribal officers. 

The Macqonqua:l Pageant, begun around 1923 and continuing until the late 
1930's, was in unusual institution that toured the local area presenting 
stories, danc:s .:lDd other representations of Miami culture. There is some 
oral history that left over income was used for "tribal purposes 
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(Greenbaum 1389)," but fund-raising was not its major purpose. It may 
have originated with private performances of revived Miami cultural 
features suc] as stories and legends, e.g., at early reunions. Like the 
reunion, it involved individuals from all of the subgroups. Also like the 
reunion, it was not was not directly connected with the various 
organizations and councils pursuing claims or changes in tribal status. 
Those active in it and organizing it were, however, individuals central to 
Miami affairs in that era. The organizers were Ross Bundy, who was on the 
Miami Nation council two years later and Clarence Godfroy, a leader of the 
Godfroy orga~ization (Anonymous 1935). Francis Godfroy, Camillus Bundy, 
Sam Bondy aldLyman Mongosa were also participants. The pageant provided 
an organizational focus for the generation born within the last of the 
land-based cJmmunities but living for the most part in the nearby towns 
(see contractor's anthropology report). In 1939, in a departure from the 
cultural performance orientation, some individuals put on costumes and 
dances as part of a protest over denial of hunting and fishing rights 
(Anonymous 1939c). This would have been soon after the pageant stopped 
being performed. 

Two conflicts over taxes developed in the 1920's, seemingly independent of 
organization headed by George Godfroy. Several of the Gabriel Godfroy 
grandchildren, Clarence, Lawrence, and Eva Godfroy, staged a tax protest. 
In 1921, they refused to pay taxes on their land on the basis that 
taxation was illegal. Clarence seemingly was the leader of this, or at 
least the spokesman in writing letters (Clarence Godfroy 1924a, 1924b). 
In 1925 the land was sold at a tax sale. Clarence also protested actions_~ 
by Camillus Bundy, invoking the legal difference between Meshingomesia and 
the families with individual treaty grants. This is perhaps the first 
time the term, "individual Indians," appeared as a reference to themselves 
by the Godfroys, apparently signaling a conflict within the Miamis between 
the Meshingmesias and the others as to the best approach to their land 
status. 

At almost the same time, the figures of Camillus Bundy and his son C.Z. 
Bondy appeared in activist roles again. The last of the Bundy land was 
lost in 1923 in a mortgage foreclosure. Clarence Godfroy's letter (cf. 
above) makes it appear the Bundys, in their protests to the Federal 
government, were allied with the Meshingomesia at this point. However, 
oral history of a meeting held in 1923 at Camillus Bundy's home indicatesd 
neither Meshingomesias nor Godfroys were present although the latter were 
considered "automatically eligible for membership (MNISI 1984b, 148)." 
Camillus Bundy was "chosen leader," apparently of a group of Bundys and 
perhaps Mongosas. Clarence Godfroy's 1924 letters also suggest perhaps at 
least a brief linkage of Camillus Bundy with the Meshingomesia side. The 
petition's claimed linkage of the 1923 meeting with the subsequent Miami 
Nation organiza.tion seems unsubstantiated. The Bundys in the subsequent 
five years mounted a strong, but seemingly narrowly based effort to 
persuade the federal government to restore their land status. Numerous 
letters and a petition were sent to the Federal government (Bundy, Brady 
and Bondy 1927), and the Bundys spent considerable time in iashington on 
the issue. 

In 1928, le~islation to allow the Miamis to sue in the Court of Claims was 
introduced. Like previous attempt to obtain legislation, it was 
unsuccessful. There was no information concerninq which Miami groups or 
indi viduals ,.'ere~ involved in this effort. 
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Two separ-ate organizations of Miamis were formed around 1930, one 
essentially representing the Meshingomesias and the other the Godfroys. 
The era, b~' all accounts, was one of exceptional acrimony between the two 
subgroups. This In part appears to reflect opinions that the legal 
strategy of OnE! side would negatively affect the interests of the other in 
seeking restoration of land status and, subsequently in the decade, 
Federal recognition. Annual reunions continued to be held including all 
the subgroUI)S, although the oral history indicates there was considerable 
tension (Greenbaum 1989). 

As the Indj_an New Deal took hold in Washington, the emphasis shifted from 
the land sti.tus toward seeking restoration of Federal status per sea Both 
sides petitj.oned the Indian Bureau for such restoration and were equally 
denied, thE' government citing the act providing for Meshingomesia 
citizenship and the idea that those with individual treaty grants had 
become citi~:ens. The recognition efforts may reflect contacts with 
Western Miand, which succeeded in gaining organization under the Indian 
Reorganizatic1n Act in 1939 after having effectively been treated as 
nonrecognizei. for many years. 

Minutes are extant for 1930 and 1931 of an organization then termed the 
Miami Indiar.s of Indiana (Miami Indians 1930, 1931). The actual date of 
origin of the organization is unknown. According to oral history, it may 
have begun in 1929, with Camillus Bundy playing some role in getting it 
started. Tte leader (titled chief) was Elijah Marks, a grandson of one of . 
Meshingomesia's brothers. Born in 1865 on the Meshingomesia Reserve, he-
was no younger than the active leaders of previous decades, although his 
name does not appear in the record earlier. David Bondy (born 1876), son 
of Camillus Bondy and half brother of C.z. Bondy was secretary and 
treasurer. The minutes for this period (1930-31) concern a contract for 
C.Z. Bondy and the collection of funds to send him to Washington, D.C. to 
represent the Miami. 

Other activities of the organization in this period, or the extent of its 
membership, are not known. The other names associated, listed as donating 
funds in 1931, were relatives or children of Elijah Marks. The petition 
contains extensive correspondence to Washington in the early 1930's from 
Elijah Shapp, a cousin of Elijah Marks (Shapp 1930a, 1930b, 1932, 1933). 
Shapp at one point referred to himself as one of three "trustees for the 
Miami Indians of Indiana," and at another said, "we belong to the 
Meshingomesia band." Shapp's letters expressed a vociferous position 
reflecting the Meshingomesia point of view. He cited fraud in the 
partition of the Meshingomesia lands and states that "we ... are still wards 
of the government ... " He stated further that "my people are starving and 
we need Federal aid at once." He also revived the demand for the interest 
on the money paid in 1895, which was a focus of post 1895 claims efforts. 

In 1934 and 1935, C.z. Bondy again appeared, leading what was probably a 
movement independent of the two main subgroups. Newspaper accounts report 
a meeting of approximately 50 people, who elected him "chief of the Miami 
tribe (Anonymous 1934a, 1934b)." The purpose of the meeting was to pursue 
claims. Despite the claimed title, he apparently had limited support. 
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In 1937, the Miami Tribe organization led by Marks appear in the written 
record again, under the title of the Miami Nation of Indiana, with the 
Marks and Da~id Bundy in the same offices. It is not clearly that there 
was necessarily a gap between 1931 and 1937. The correspondence, however, 
referred to ~arks as "newly elected (Marks 1935)." This time the 
organization obtained a charter of incorporation from the state of 
Indiana, evidently under the impression that it would help them gain 
Federal recognition (McNickle 1938, Zimmerman 1939b). Minutes are extant 
from 1937 to 1942 for both "general council" meetings, held in public 
halls, and council meetings (MI/MNI 1937-42). The organization was very 
active during this period. The organization reportedly became inactive in 
the early 1940's. One factor may have been the death of its secretary, 
David Bondy. However, in 1944, Elijah Marks as chief wrote to the BIA 
protesting the tax sale by Grant County of former Meshingomesia Reserve 
land that held the Mesingomesia cemetery and had held a church and school 
(Winters et ale 1944). Marks held that the land had been reserved for all 
time. Elijah Marks died in 1948. 

The major Miami Nation activities were seeking Federal restoration of 
status, recovery of claims, and concern with the Indian school and 
cemetery lands. Newspaper accounts at the time of incorporation stated 
the purpose was to recover lands lost through mortgage foreclosure and 
leases (Anonymous 1937a, 1937b). The organization was also involved in 
the hunting and fishing rights protests of the decade (cf. below). 
Initially, wtite husbands of Miamis were enrolled and on the council, 
though this was subsequently discontinued. Much of the activity involved 
and seemingly ~ras directed by Nettie Vhi te, a non-Indian woman who was 
interested ir he,lping the Miami cause (MI/MNI 1937-42). Vhite did alot of 
the negotiatjons and letter writing in dealing with the Federal government 
as well as locally. 

Initially intended to be open to all of the Indians of the Miami tribe, 
the organization quickly differentiated itself from the Godfroys. Six of 
the incorpoz'atclrs were from Marion, reflecting the Meshingomesia 
concentration there (Marks et ale 1937b, 1937c). The other two were from 
"'abash and Peru. Elijah Shapp was one of the incorporators. Initially 
supported by the Bundys, there was a mass resignation of them in 1938, 
including SaDl Bondy, one of the incorporators. David Bundy who had close 
family ties with Elijah Marks, remained as secretary. The action was 
stated as Pl'otE!sting the actions of Nettie Vhite. There were apparently 
only a few I:ichardville/Lafontaine members, who resigned at the same time 
as most of the Bundy's. Some Meshingomesia families from South Bend also 
resigned. S(~e Eel River Miami families were evidently rejected when they 
applied. 

Although C.Z, Bondy had been hired by the council in 1930, he appeared to 
have been o]lerating independently in 1934. Miami Nation council minutes 
indicate the organization voted in 1937 to "ignore" his efforts at 
claims. In :~942 they made a point of protesting Bondy's attack on Federal 
acquisition of land as unpatriotic and traveled to South Bend to attend 
the trial on ':hi:~ question (Anonymous 1942b). 

There was ~l enrollment process. A roll created in 1938 and 1939 
explicitly rl~ferred to enrollment to receive payment when the claims were 
received (MI/MNI 1938-39). The organizational minutes do not make this 
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qualification con.cerning the nature of enrollment. In 1937 it was stated 
that "Any men~er is eligible who is in harmony with the Miami Nation and 
has not signed a petition protesting the present organization." In 1942, 
the organization craimed 375 members. A review of the 1938-39 roll 
indicates the membership did not include the families from all of the 
Meshingomesia families lines, and it contained no Bundys other than the 
family of David Bundy. 

Less information is available concerning the rival group to the Miami 
Nation. Styled at times the Francis Godfroy Band and the Individual 
Miamis (referring to the individual treaty grants), it apparently did not 
organize formally. In 1929, Francis Godfroy wrote to the government 
concerning Miami problems, signing himself as Chief Pelsawah (Francis 
Godfroy 1929). In his letter he made the distinction between the Godfroys 
and the Meshingomesias, stating that the Godfroys had never been made 
citizens. Subsequent letters to Washington in 1931 and 1932 make 
reference to the "Francis Godfroy" Band (referring to the original chief 
of the Miamis) and claimed "wardship" status as noncitizens. Various 
letters between 1931 and 1935 from Clarence and Lawrence Godfroy, other 
Godfroys, and a Mongosa, make similar references, citing the need for an 
investigation ind stating that they couldn't get help locally from the 
non-Indians (CLarence Godfroy 1932, Lawrence Godfroy 1935, Mongosoah 
1932) . 

The compositio:l of the Godfroy group is not precisely known. The best 
indication, aside from the letters, is a 1937 protest to the Interior 
Department of Nettie White's actions on Miami claims (i.e., on behalf of 
the Miami Nation). The petition, from "members of the Individual Miami 
Indians in Intiiana, " was signed by 29 people (Clarence Godfroy et ala 
1937) . The :~irst signatures were those of Francis Godfroy, Clarence 
Godfroy, and :;ylvestor (Ira) Godfroy, consistent with their apparent 
positions in the group. The signers also included several Mongosas and 
five people froll the Richardville/LaFontaine subgroup. 

Like the Me!:hingomesia organization, the Godfroy group originated 
immediately after the death in 1929 of George Godfroy, chief of the Miami 
tribal organizel ticm. It appears in some ways to be a reaction to the 
activities of thE! Miami Nation in that era. Francis Godfroy, a son of 
Gabriel, is not known to have been previously active in Miami affairs, and 
may have been rE!siding in Chicago in the previous two decades. Born in 
1863, he was of almost the identical age to Elijah Marks. (Both were of 
roughly the Sclme generation as George Godfroy and William Bundy but not, 
apparently, activE~ in Miami tribal affairs before the late 1920's). 
Francis Godfrol' was probably more highly educated than most Miamis, having 
graduated from ~'otI'e Dame. 

Francis Godfro~' "ras apparently considered the, or at least a, leader of 
the Godfroy oIganization perhaps as early as 1929 until his death in 
1938. His otituary makes reference to his being elected chief in 1938, 
suggesting some additional organizational activity that is not recorded 
(Anonymous 193~a). Information in connection with fishing rights cases in 
1939 characterize Clarence as chief but, also in 1939, Ira (Sylvestor) 
Godfroy in a lawsuit characterized himself as co-chief with Clarence of 
the Miami Indians of Indiana. Ira, Clarence and their sister Eva filed 
suit in that year to overturn a 1937 foreclosure on the last of their 
family's lands, growing out of their tax protests of the 1920's. 
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There is really very little indication of what political or other 
activit:es this organization may have carried out, other than writing to 
the government a~d opposing the actions of the Kiami Nation. It does 
appear to have been 'involved in or supportive of the fishing rights 
protests (cf. below) in 1939 and 1940. The letters sent to the government 
suggest some of the leaders may have sought economic assistance from local 
authorities during the Depression. 

One older Miami in describing the or~g~ns of political leadership in this 
era stated that Elijah Marks was elected as a "general chief" at first and 
"immediately as the three factions grew apart from each other, they 
elected their own chiefs (Greenbaum 1989)." The account goes on to say 
that the Godfroys elected Sylvester Godfroy while Marks (had been) elected 
chief by the rest by popular acclaim. (There was no mention of a third 
chief, e.g., for Richardville/Lafontaine, hence this may refer to c.z. 
Bondy's largely independent activities in the 1930's). While the timing 
in this account is not quite in accord with the documentary sources, it 
suggests the general process and also indicates, as the documentary 
sources do, that the Godfroys were the less active of the two sides. 
Other sources indicate that Marks gained hi~ position in part because of 
the influence of Camillus Bundy, who lived with him in his last years 
(Greenbaum 1989, MNISI 1985a). 

Perhaps because of the Depression, and because few Miamis were resident on 
the old lands any more, fishing and hunting rights became an issue in the 
1930's. Miamis had made extensive use of rural lands for fishing and 
hunting, as part of their subsistence economy. This was still widely 
practiced alIong' the Miami as late as the 1930's (MI/MNI 1990a). Local 
game enforcement personnel had evidently informally allowed Miamis to fish 
and hunt using methods such as shooting fish which were not legal and for 
not adhering to game limits. Although the issue doesn't appear in the 
written reccrd earlier, the Miami view as expressed in the 1930's was that 
they had special rights based on the treaties. There is no explicit basis 
for this in the treaties, however. In 1931, Peter Mongosa was arrested 
for shooting fish (Anonymous 1939a) The newspaper accounts stated that 
at meeting of Miami descendants, it was decided to make it a test case of 
Indian rights, seeking an appeal to Federal courts. Clarence Godfroy was 
quoted, as an apparent spokesman, and the Huntington newspaper noted the 
interest of Miami descendants there (probably Richardville/Lafontaine 
families) (Atony-mous 1939b). 

The issue ~ot into the courts again in 1939, with the newspaper accounts 
indicating there had been a series of earlier arrests and trials which had 
not resolve~ the issue. In 1938, Frank Marks, a Meshingomesia, was 
arrested fOl keeping a pet raccoon. In 1939, William Godfroy and others 
were arreste,d for illegal fishing and, separately, LeMoyne Marks and other 
Meshingmesia~ were also arrested (Anonymous 1939a). Chief Elijah Marks 
appeared in support of Frank Marks, and the court record indicates the 
case was de,fended as a matter of tribal rights (U.S. District Court 
1940). ThE,re was no information concerning how resources were mobilized 
to carry out this test case, however and there is no mention of it in the 
Miami Natioll minutes. It was less clear what activities were carried out 
by the God1roy organization in connection with this issue, as opposed to 
individual G(~froys. 
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In 1939, if flot earlier, both of the organizations were involved, at least 
in a supportJ.ve role, and the issue bridged the factional differences. It 
seems to have had fairly widespread support among the local Miamis. One 
of the figures leading the protest and seeking to enlist support in the 
Miami Nation organization was William A. Godfroy, Gabriel's youngest son. 
Godfroy evidE!ntly ran a restaurant or at least was selling fish, i.e., not 
just using tllem for subsistence (Anonymous 1939a). This brought a protest 
from local non-Indian conservation groups and triggered State Game 
Department ac:tion. Godfroy appeared before a meeting of the Miami Nation, 
the MeshingoD~sia-oriented group, obtaining its support for the fishing 
and hunting rights effort (MIiMNI1937-42). 

Pc)litical Activity and Organization, 1940's to 1979 

Beginning in the 1940's, reported political activities become much reduced 
in comparisoll with the previous era. This remained the case, except for a 
burst of actJ.vity, and conflict over claims in the early 1960's, until the 
movement for acknowledgment began in 1979. This may reflect the aging of 
the previousl.y active generation! the loss of all but a small portion of 
land, and the increased dispersal of the Miami population. 

The Miami Ncltion organization became inactive some time in the 1940' s, 
with the declth of two of its leaders (ct. above). After 1942, the only 
recorded instance of activity is the 1944 letter from Chief Marks_~ 
concerning the sale of the Meshingomesia cemetery land. There are 
references ill interviews to some continued, informal activity during the 
1940's and 1.950's. There was only a brief description of the actual 
nature of tllat activity. One individual stated that Marks had made 
Francis ShoE!ma}:er, who became leader of a revived Miami Nation 
organization in 1964, the chief in the 1940's (Greenbaum 1989). Shoemaker 
himself statE~ that he had been active "in claims work" in the 1950's 
{MNISI 1985al. He stated that their group had "held off" during the war 
and then become active in the 1950's. Another individual stated that they 
had meetings throughout the war, but that it was mostly social because 
with the war on there "wasn't a way to do business (Greenbaum 1989)." 

Some form 01 Godfroy organization, led more or less by both of the two 
brothers Syl,'ester and Clarence continued to be active. One stimulus was 
the last sta~res of two lawsuits they had filed to overturn the earlier tax 
sale of the last Godfroy lands. The suit was lost in 1943, although the 
land was recleemed by Clarence and Sylvestor and by another brother, 
Oliver, who l~rked in Detroit and had sufficient income to accomplish this 
(MI/MNI 1989<:). An individual named Frank Tom-Pee-Saw wrote a series of 
letters to the government in 1943 on Clarence's behalf, asking 
(unsuccessfuIJ.y) that the U.S. join the lawsuit over the land (Tom-Pee-Saw 
1943a, 1943b, 1943c). At approximately the same time, "Chief" Sylvestor 
Godfroy wrote the Commissioner of Indian Affairs asking for information on 
how the Mi~li Indians could organize under the Indian Reorganization Act, 
i.e., become rE~cognized. The request was refused, on the same grounds as 
the Miami Nat:.on request six years before (Zimmerman 1943a). 
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Whether or not a formal Godfroy organization had continued since the 
1930's, in March 1944, the "Francis Godfroy Band of Miami Indians" was 
organized. '~he minutes indicate that the "band" was organized with the 
help and adv:_ce of, and was part of, an organization known as the League 
of Nations o:~ Noith American Indians (GBMI 1944-67). Frank Tom-Pee-Saw 
was an instrl1mental figure in this organization, being characterized as 
legal advisor to that "district." The League was an intertribal group, 
evidently orgallized to promote Indian claims and rights. 

The initial (:omposition of the council had Clarence and Sylvestor (Ira) 
Godfroy, alon(r with their sister Eva Bossley as chairman, vice-chairman 
and secretary. Sylvestor replaced Clarence as chairman later in the 
year. Joseph 11ongosa was "head councilman," and Richard Witt, from a 
Richardville-Lafontaine family, was a councilman. Oliver Godfroy was 
listed as "s':ate advisor" for the League. Extent of participation by 
other Miamis in the band organization is unknown. Most of the names 
mentioned are Godfroys and it seems to have been regarded as a Godfroy 
organization, despite the presence of a few others on the council at 
various times. At one time, a membership of 275 persons was claimed, and 
general councll meetings were held regularly, although the extent of 
attendance is 'mknown. 

The primary ictivity of the organization was pursuit of the Miami claims, 
hiring the a:to:rney, raising funds, discussing eligibility, etc. The 
League initially played a major role in advising them on claims and on its 
organization. The interest in redress for claims, however, clearly 
predates this period and was not per se stimulated by the League. After 
the Indian Claims Commission Act was passed in 1946, the Godfroy band 
directed its activities at pursuing Miami claims through that route. The 
Godfroys have seemingly maintained this role until the present. In 1949, 
Sylvestor ("V~s") Godfroy along with William Godfroy and John Owen (a 
Richardville/LiFo:ntaine descendant) were selected by the group to be the 
official repr~se:ntatives to enter into a contract with an attorney to 
pursue the claims (Godfroy, Godfroy and Owens 1949). In 1956, the 
organization held meetings to decide whether to accept a proposed 
settlement with the government. The meetings are notable because of the 
strong confli:t over acceptance. In a 1957 meeting probably open to all 
Miami, it was voted 246-51 to accept the settlement figure of $.75 an 
acre. Yes ~odfroy strongly opposed this. The accounts of this meeting 
indicates his efforts were opposed by the Richardville/Lafontaine group, 
led by that group's representative (Anonymous 1957, GBMI 1/1957). Godfroy 
eventually prevailed on the issue, convincing the council to accept a 
subsequent figure of $1.25 an acre. 

Discussions in the Godfroy organization's minutes indicate that the 
organization considered itself a Godfroy organization (GBMI 1944-67). Its 
eventual position, after considerable argument during the 1940's and 
1950's meetings, was that the others could be included in the claim if the 
government wished, but not in the organization. Initially the group had 
held that Meshingomesia and Richardville heirs were ineligible for the 
claims because they "had a right to dispose of their lands," and that the 
Godfroy council had the right to decide eligibility. There was evidently 
some discussion of blood degree qualifications, reflecting part of the 
factional distinctions based on the "mixed-blood" origins of the 
non-Meshingomesia groups. 
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There was sone indication ,of continuing concern among the families of the 
various subgr)up over maintenance of the various subgroup cemeteries 
between 1950 and ~919. However, the nature and degree of involvement of 
the leaders ~nd organizations is unclear and appears to have been 
limited. Th= :Miami Nation in the 1930's had had this as a fairly major 
concern and chief Marks in 1944 had protested the sale of the 
Meshingomesia cemetery lands. In 1961, repairs tQ the vandalized 
Meshingomesia cemetery were made by Meshingomesia, other Miami and 
non-Miami volJnteers (anonymous 1961e). Whether any, or which, Miami 
leaders or organization in the period were involved is unknown. In 1956, 
the Godfroy :ouncil conducted some funding-raising to repair the monument 
to Chief Fran:is Godfroy in the Godfroy cemetery (GBMI 9/9/1956). This is 
the only reference to this issue in the organization's minutes. In the 
1960's, there was tremendous controversy over the relocation of the 
Francis Slocun (Bundy) cemetery because of a dam which it was believed 
would flood the cemetery. The efforts with regard to the latter appear to 
have been largely carried out by the subgroup families themselves. 

A 1958 letter from the League characterized Yes Godfroy as a "sort of a 
modern war chief," "strong, fast, and a vigorous talker, leading the legal 
fight for Miami Land Claim (sic]," but that while it was not evident to 
outsiders, Clarence was the real power behind the Miamis (Craig 1958). 
This appears to refer to Clarence's role, evident at various points in 
time, in maintaining and explaining to others, knowledge of Miami history 
and culture. The two seem to have maintained complementary roles, with 
some evidence that, as the letter indicates, Clarence was more effective 
outside of a formal leadership role. 

When Sylvestor Godfroy died in 1961, it initiated a period of political 
conflict within the Miami, essentially competition over representation of 
the Miami Tribe in the claims activities. Lawrence Godfroy, who had been 
made head councilman the previous year, was elected by the Godfroy council 
to replace his brother (GBMI 2/5/1961). Lawrence Godfroy evidently could 
not immediately command the following that Sylvestor Godfroy had. A new 
organization was started by William F. Hale, a Meshingomesia, to challenge 
the Godfroy council. This in turn stimulated in 1964 what is regarded as 
a revival of the Miami Nation organization of the 1930's and early 
1940's. 

Hale had been briefly active on the Miami Nation council in the 1930's and 
was from one of the family lines of Meshingomesias that had migrated to 
South Bend in the 1920's. Hale's council had a brief, contentious life of 
perhaps three years, although he continued to have a smaller following 
among his immediate relatives, and to title himself chief after that (MTI 
1961). Clarence Godfroy, Pete Mongosa and John Owens very briefly 
defected to the new organization. William Godfroy, one of the Godfroy 
Council councilmen, made an unsuccessful attempt to unite the subgroups 
under Hale's council. The League, wi th its Treasurer H. L. La Hurreau, 
"defected" also, setting the Hale organization up as an affiliated 
organization with a charter from the league. The League's switch 
evidently was a result of personal ties that' had developed with Hale 
through common activities on the pow-wow circuit (Greenbaum 1989). 
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Hale made a very strong pitch to create a unified organization for all of 
the Miamis 'MTI 1961). Most of the participants, however, appear to have 
been Meshingomesias. Hale attempted to take over the process of dealing 
with the clajms awards, trying to establish an enrollment process for the 
claims award, E~ss-entially in competition with the Godfroy organization. 
There were il series of contentious meetings, which the Godfroys attended 
to challenge Hale. There were evidently fierce discussions of what degree 
of Indian blc~d was appropriate to receive the award, in part an attack on 
the Godfroys who were regarded as having less Indian blood than the 
Meshingomesia~: . 

The Godfroy gr()up continued, despite the conflict and challenges. In 
1961, it siuned a renewal of the claims attorney's contract, with Larry 
Godfroy, WLliam Godfroy and John Owens (a Richardville/LaFontaine 
descendant) 1:he representatives (Lawrence Godfroy et al. 1961). It was 
witnessed by a council of eight, including several others from the 
immediate Go(lfr()y family plus Paul Godfroy, John Witt and Richard Witt, 
all from thl! Richardville/Lafontaine group. In 1963, the Godfroy group 
adopted byla1fs, signed by essentially the same individuals (Lawrence 
Godfroy et al. 1963). The bylaws avowedly "recodified and amended" 
previously e:cisting bylaws. Nothing is known, however, of a previous 
written gove::ning document. The bylaws provided for membership based on 
the 1889 anli 1895 payrolls and established a council of 13 members 
appointed by:he chief, with new members approved by the council. 

At various :)oints in the late 1960's and in the 1970's, the organization 
carried out various activities and communications with the government in 
connection wLth the various Judgement awards made the Miamis and related 
legislation. It conducted an enrollment for claims purposes as early as 
1964, issuin11 i.d. cards, which may have been used to gather donations as 
well Eva (Godfroy) Bossley in 1977 said she had been "keeping the roll for 
many years" (MI/MNI 1989c). At least part of the time, the Miami Nation 
organization was conducting an enrollment as well. In 1965, Eva Bossley 
attended a c'mgressional hearing on the Miami claims (Anonymous 1965). In 
1970, a letter from Donald Strack, a Godfroy, stated that letters of 
support of ~ Congressional candidate had been sent to all Miami members. 
The letter indicated a copy had been sent to Eva Bossley (Strack 1970). 
Oliver Godfr)y indicated in 1977 that his lawsuit over the tax status of 
his land was discussed at meetings of a "three-man commission" (HIIMNI 
1989c) The testimony is difficult to interpret. Since Godfroy was at 
some points o~ the Godfroy council, it may refer to that organization. 

In 1964, the 1937 Miami Nation organization was revived, and essentially 
displaced Hale's council. A draft document concerning this provides a 
perspective on how this was seen by the organizers (MI/MNI 1964). It 
refers to the revival as necessary because of "obvious ommission of 
necessary action on the part of other groups organized subsequent to the 
Miami Nation." It isn't clear if this refers to Hale's councilor the 
Godfroys'. The newly re-formed group reportedly was formed after Francis 
Shoemaker, who became chief, challenged Hale's leadership in an open 
meeting. Hale is considered, according to the petition (MI/MNI 1985a), to 
have pushed too hard, although he seemingly had the qualifications of 
being knowledgeable about Miami history and previous organizations. 
Shoemaker was the grandson of Elijah Marks, the chief of the earlier Miami 
Nation, and this, or his training by his grandfather, is said to have been 
part of the basis for his leadership. 
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The draft dccuulent indic~ted that the organization was to be open to all 
Miamis "who are interested in Tribal welfare above and beyond natural 
family loyalty, without which the Miami Tribe would not have continued to 
exist." Li~e its predecessor, it was predominantly Meshingomesia, but 
also included some Mongosas and Bundy's among its active members. 
Although the petition states there was an "accord" in 1965 between the 
Miami Nation an.d the Godfroy group and the Richardville/Lafontaine group, 
this was ap~arently short-lived and did not bring about a unification of 
the subgroups under the Miami Nation. The Richardville/LaFontaine group 
appears to have had representatives in the Godfroy Miami Tribe 
organization mos:t of the time between 1944 and 1979. The subgroupings 
continued to be~ relevant in the period between 1961 and 1979, at least as 
far representation for claims was concerned. 

There is little~ information about the Miami Nation's activities before 
1979. It conducted an enrollment in the 1960's, possibly picked up from 
that of the Hale organization) in the incorrect belief (shared by the 
Godfroy orgarization as well) that the Miamis would determine who was 
eligible for pa~~ent when the claims award was finally paid. It attempted 
to intervene in the claims process, but was denied by the Indian Claims 
Commission. A few months before the 1964 document concerning reviving the 
organization, its secretary sought to have the BIA recognize the 1937 
articles, but ~ras told that it was not necessary in order for eligible 
Indiana Miamis to receive their share of the Judgement Award (Morgan 
1964) . In 1969 it held a meeting concerning what the government planned 
to establish as the criteria of eligibility for payment (Brooke 1969). In 
1971, the Miami Nation lobbied the government on the subject while also 
requesting a cc.py of the 1969 payment roll (Brooke 1971a). Also in 1971, 
it held a u.eeting of Miamis on the roll criteria which eventuated in a 
letter writing campaign to the government (Brooke 1971b).-

Miami Nation of Indiana Council 

The present-day form of the Miami Nation of Indiana (MNI) council dates, 
in practice, from around 1981, when the degree of activity began to 
increase and a number of changes in and elaborations of its structure were 
made. The ce,uncil has become increasingly active since that point, adding 
activities ar.d a.ggressively interacting with local governments, the state, 
and other organizations. 

An important organizational change, enshrined in the 1986 reV1Slon of the 
MNI constitution, is the addition of a tribal chairperson in addition to a 
chief (MI/MN] 1986a). The chief has remained Frances Shoemaker, who has 
held that position since the MNI was "revived" in 1964. The chairperson's 
duties are ~esignated as "liason with the government." The addition 
appears to reflect the emergence of Ray Vhite as Miami leader. 

Although the 1986 constitution calls for election of officers, the minutes 
indicate that positions continue to be filled by the present council, 
usually ratifying the choice of Shoemaker or Vhite. This is consistent 
wi th past Miau:i organizations. 
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Shoemaker ap~ears from the minutes as well as the interviews to be a 
forceful figtre, able to sway council decisions. The petition's best 
description cf a leadership "transition" is that of the addition of White 
with Shoemaker's: s_upport and that of Lora Siders, the secretary, who along 
wi th her faII.ily' have long been active in the MNI. White first appears 1n 
the minutes in 1982. Unlike previous leaders, he does not come from a 
family that tas been active in Miami organization. One interviewee fairly 
explici tly d.aralcterize~ him as different than previous leaders, in effect 
referring to hi.s "modern" and "business-like" orientation, in contrast to 
more traditiclnal leaders who have tended to come from certain active 
family lines, and have had a history of involvement with the organizations 
and their past. leaders (Greenbaum 1989). 

Another structural change is the "council of elders," apparently intended 
to provide ~L position for consultation or influence of older members 
and/or past meDlbers of various councils. It is outlined in the 1983 and 
1986 revised constitutions. There was no data indicating that this 
council has a(:tually been instituted or functions. 

A "Junior council" has been created (in 1983), as a mechanism to recruit 
and involve Ilore members in the council's expanded activities. One person 
characterized it as a "farm team" for the council (Greenbaum 1989). 

Geographicall~r, representatives are largely drawn from the core geographic 
area, with the laxceptions of Dorrin and Ray "hi te himself. In general, no 
continuing e:~fort to establish geographical representation has been made. 
The 1983 constitution calls for two council members from each "clan," and 
the 1986 redllcel; this to one from each "clan." In practice, the effort to 
have all grou:~s represented appears to be carried out less formally. 

The council millutes indicate that subgroup orientations continue to be 
significant ind to affect the council's activities. In 1981, as part of 
MNI's move to unify the Miami subgroups, Larry Godfroy, head of the 
Godfroy Council, was added to the Miami Nation Council. He carried the 
title of "haritage chief." His organization evidently persisted for some 
time afterwards, carrying on the last stages of dealing with the awards 
from the Iniia:n Claims Commission. These were reported to the MNI 
council, whi:h appears to have left this function to the Godfroy Council 
rather than trying to take it over. Godfroy, who died in 1986, was 
apparently sick and not very active for about two years before his death. 

The Godfroy subgroup, which (exclusive of Mongosas) constitutes about 40 
percent of the membership overall and about 60 percent of it in the core 
geographic area, has been underrepresented on the council and relatively 
inactive within the tribal structure. Two council members, both recently 
added, are from that group. Paul Godfroy, though sometimes cited as a 
Godfroy, is usually considered allied with the Richardville/LaFontaine 
group and his activities reflected in the minutes are consistent with 
this. 

The Miami Organizational council, which was predominantly 
Richardvile/Lafontaine descendants, was invited to )Oln the MNI in 1979. 
Several of its members serve or have served on the MNI council. The 
minutes reflect some, unstated, objections by the Miami organizational 
council to the operations of the MNI council. The minutes also refer at 
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several points te, activities of an educational nature concerning historic 
si tes by a - Richclrd,rille/Lafontaine "council." There was no information 
about the character or history of this organization, although it may be 
continuance of the Miami Organizational Council. 

The first mentio:l of the Miami Organizational Council is in 1979, when a 
group of Richardwille/LaFontaine descendants called a meeting to discuss 
petitioning for federal recognition under the current acknowledgment 
regulations. The initial Miami petition was received from this 
organization, whose officers were limited to Richardville/Lafontaine 
descendants (Owens 1980) . The effort, while initiated by these 
individuals, was intended to cover all of the Miamis. The organizational 
meeting was atte[~ed by individuals, some of them leaders, from all of the 
subgroups (Farlow 1979, Miami Roster 1979). 
At one point, council minutes appear to reflect an effort to balance 
representation a:.ong other lines than simply subgroups (MNISI 1984-88, 
6/22/85) . South Bend' s representation by George Dorrin is noted in the 
minutes of this meeting, while the lack of representation from Lafayette 
and Indiana south of Indianapolis was also noted. No mention was made of 
representation from Oklahoma, despite the extensive council efforts to 
establish and maintain contacts with that area. (The organization did 
have a designated representative in Oklahoma in 1989, however). These 
minutes also list several breakdowns of families within subgroups, Mongosa 
which was is sometimes considered a subgroup but is often classed with the 
Godfroys (and was well-represented), but also Langloise, Peconqa, 
Lavonture, Witt and Nitschke. An October 1989 list of the Miami Nation 
Council and alternates shows a mixture of subgroup and finer family 
distinctions, a~; "ell as some geographical designations (MNISI 1989m). 
Representation illong these dimensions is not otherwise referred to and the 
implications of making of finer family distinctions is not clear. It may 
represent the decline of the significance of subgroup divisions and 
possibly an awar'~ness of the large enrollment from certain families. 

The MNI council activities have become increasingly ambitious and 
aggressive. For the first several years, efforts focused on work on the 
acknowledgment petition and on various cultural and historical efforts. 
The latter included a continuing effort to protect and gain control of the 
various Indian cemeteries. An office and newsletter were established in 
1983. EnrollD~nt efforts (q.v.) have been on-going since 1980. Several 
visi ts have bE:en made to Oklahoma to reinforce contacts wi th the Western 
Miami as well as to contact the western Indiana Miami. More generally, 
council activity has been characterized by efforts to increase non-Indian 
public awarenHSS of the Indiana Miami by participation in fairs, 
festivals, par,ides and the like, as well as establishing contacts with 
universities, lnd local and state government officials. The Indiana Miami 
have been active in the state Intertribal Council. Achieving Federal 
recognition is still regarded as the most important goal, as the key to 
achieving the economic development and other goals. 

More recently, efforts have shifted to developing a stronger economic base 
for the orgarization and making wider contacts with other Indian tribes 
and with gov~rnment agencies to plan in anticipati6n of recognition. The 
council has J.ooked toward acquisition of a land base and has begun 
planning for economic development activities. It has also been looking 
into methods of aiding members in education and employment. More 
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generally, the volume and number of activities have contlnued to 
lncrease. This shift is particularly evident after 1986, when Ray Vhite's 
position as "tribal chairperson" became official. 

-
The petition lists "an annual reunion committee for 1982 onward. The 
reunion is not, however, discussed in the council minutes, except to note 
its occurrence. The governing documents make no reference to it. The 
councll has instituted semiannual general council meetings, since 1986, 
which in addition to being social occasions, are used as a forum to report 
on the activities of the council. These are in addition to the annual 
reunions which, according to the petition, have not been used for business 
meetings since the 1950's. 
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Annual Reunion 1940 to Present 

The available minutes for the annual reunion (from 1953 to 1981) indicate 
that it has bE~en separately organized from the various subgroup councils (MAR 
1953-81). Officers were elected at the yearly reunion, and collections taken 
up to defray expenses. The present Indiana Miami council (post 1979) has not 
taken a majol' role in the annual reunion, e.g., significantly changed its 
character in connection with the growth of council's organization and 
activities. 

The annual rf~union does not appear to have been utilized formally for 
discussion of issues of general concern to the Indiana Miami since the 
1920's. Thi:3 probably coincides with the rise of strong factionalism, i.e., 
the conflicts bl~tween the subgroups were too great. Interviews indicate a 
high level 0: tl~nsion at annual reunions during the 1930's (Greenbaum 1989). 
However, the common annual reunion was carefully maintained, even at the 
height of telsions, suggesting that faction leaders deliberately (and hence 
by mutual ag~ee~ent) kept the annual reunion neutral ground. There are 
examples of lomination of reunion officers from one faction, by ~embers of 
anorjer. Zn :953, C!arence Godfrey, a ~ey leader ot :he Godfroys nominated 
and Irwin Cass, a Richardville/Lafontalne, nominated Andrew ~arks, considered 
a very partisan member of the Meshingomesia (Greenbaum 1989). Reunion 
officers since 1953 (the earliest date for which there were detailed records) 
were usually individuals not on one or another council. One exception to 
this, is the election of ~illiam Hale as reunion chairman in 1961 and 1965 
appear to be an exception. This reflects Hale's contrasting, and much more 
aggressive approach to Miami affairs, which appears to have ultimately 
limited his effectiveness. However, Clarence Godfroy and Arthur Lavoncher 
were officers in 1955 and 1956. Subgroup leaders appear on the attendance 
lists of the annual reunion between 1953 and 1981 with some frequency, 
although they are not always shown as attending. The reunions were funded by 
donations by attendees. 

~hile interviews indicate that issues of concern to the Miamis were natura:ly 
discussed, these have not been official business in recent years. The 
available interviews indicate that issues such as claims were discussed 
infor~ally bl attendees, i.e., presumably, between members of the different 
factions (Greenbaum 1989). There was no indication in the interviews or the 
available r.lir,utE~s that the brief "business meetings" of the annual reunion 
dealt with eIther than matters pertaining to organizing the reunion itself. 
On one or two occasions, the minutes note the announcment of a subgroup 
meeting or iL report of progress of the claims process by a subgroup leader. 
There were I,rohably additional instances of this, not recorded in the 
:ninutes. The annual reunion provided a context where, informally, issues 
could be di:;cussed between factions. The annual reunion provides some 
evidence thai: a broader group of Miamis were at least aware of issues 
discussed by the Godfroy and Meshingomesia organizations, Jut the evidence 
does not ind:.cate it was a major forum for discussion of these. There was no 
comparative :.nformation concerning the number attending general ~eetings of 
tbe subgroup organizations, but the annual reunions appear to have been 
somewha t la!"g'~r. 
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Subgroup Conflicts 

Subgroup act i vi tie_s anc especially conflicts with each other between the 
1940's and t~e present have occurred as the various subgroups tried to 
control, or be involved In, the process of representation for the claims and 
enrollment for it. By and large this does not appear to have been a matter 
of defending aga:nst exclusion by the other side., Representation in claims 
affairs aroused a great deal of interest at least symbolically. Since there 
does not appear to have been alot concretely at stake, l.e., the claims did 
not amount to that big an amount per person, the struggle appears to have 
been for the position itself. The 1961-64 conflicts with the creation of the 
Hale council, i.e., the conflict with the Godfroys, and the subsequent shift 
from Hale to the revived Miami Nation may be the best demonstration of these 
processes. There was no information available concerning the mechanics of 
"accord" achieved temporarily in 1965 (MNISI 1984b). 

It is probably only in the past twe~ty years that the somewhat bitter side of 
the relations clr rivalries between subgroups has diminished, as those active 
in the 1930's and before have died off. Even so, the minutes of the current 
council (MNI~I 1985c), and field interviews (Greenbaum 1989), indicate that 
differences c:f opinion and orientation to subgroup remain strong at least 
among those active in the present organization. The current council makes a 
deliberate e1fort to include and be balanced among the subgroups, and lt is 
evident in c:ouncil affairs that subgroup distinctions have some continued 
relevance. These survive, even though the historical differences i.n 
land-status, and possible claims are no longer relevant. It was not possibl~ 
to accuratel~' determine how widely among the membership these kinds of 
distinctions, as opposed merely to a sense of family backgrounds, remains 
relevant. ItecEmt council lists have indicated a trend toward establishing 
council balance on the basis of territorial location and family or kinship 
groupings that are smaller than the subgroups (cf. above). This suggests 
some diminuti()n of the importance of the subdivisions themselves. 

!~ases and Significance of Leadership and Issues 

The evidence is limited that after the 1940's of the issues over which Miami 
leaders and organizations processes are known to have functioned had a 
significant liegree of importance to the membership and that there was broad 
involvement I)f the membership in them. The presently available data do not 
show lssues beyond claims as important with any consistency. While this may 
in part be a reflection of the kinds of documentary data available, the field 
interviews, albeit limited in nature, are consistent with this conclusion 
(Greenbaum 19~9, MNISI 1989c, Vogel 1980). 

There was s~me limited information on the bases upon which individuals have 
been considered leaders since the 1940's. Unlike previous generations of 
leaders, k~n ties to broad constituencies and across subgroups are not 
discernible as bases for leadership. The petition states that the reasons 
for leadership status are experience and involvement in Miami affairs and 
knowledge of ~iami history and of past efforts to redress grievances, 
:orcefu~ness and strength of belief, etc. {MNISI 1985al. These are 
characteristics of many of the leaders and relate most directly to the 
functions of the organizations in relation to claims and the hlstorical loss 
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sto.tUSi. The peti tion states that the current chief, Francis 
ga:.ned his status not only from his participation in the Mlami 
thE' 1930's, but by virtue of grooming by Elijah Marks. The latter 

of tri!Jal 
Shoemaker, 
Nation 1n 
in tu::n had some ties and prepratlon by Camillus Bundy, i.e., an earlier 
generation 
minutes of 
influential 
influence in 

leo.der (Greenbaum 1989). Francis Shoemaker appears from the 
tte current council as well as the interviews to be sufficiently 
tel be able to sway council decisions. One example is his 
lE~gi timizing the posi tlon of the present chairman (see below). 

Descriptions Clf Yes Godfroy and Francis Shoemaker (in interviews) indicate 
that they havE~ or had a degree of legitimacy as leaders, i.e., that they were 
(and are) re~'arded as authoritative figures 1n some sense. Estimates of how 
broadly they have this status, i.e., how many regard or regarded them as 
leaders were not: possible with the avallable data. Yes Godfroy had 
sufficient inlluence to overcome the 1957 vote in an open meeting to accept a 
lower figure lor the claims settlement by prevailing on his council, with the 
help of advice from attorneys, to hold out for a higher figure. -

The descripticln of a leadership "transition" from Shoemaker to 101hi te, 
actually the addition of 1o1hite as "chairman," provides some information on 
internal political processes within the Miami council. 1o1hite gained his 
position with Shoemaker's support and that of Lora Siders, the secretary, 
who, along wjth her family have been active in the Miami Nation. 1o1hether 
this transiticln was influenced by or had broader support among the membership 
was not knowr.. 101hite is first noted in the Miami Nation minutes in 1982. 
Unlike previol.s leaders, he does not come from a family that has been activ.e'_ 
in Miami orgar,ization and did not have a long history of involvement in Miami 
affairs. 101hite was characterized by a council member as different than 
pre'1lOUS leade'rs, referring to his "modern" and "business-like" orientation, 
in contrast to more traditional leaders who have tended to come from certain 
active family lines, and have had a history of involvement with the 
organizations and their past leaders (Greenbaum 1989). The Miamis cite his 
being a descendant of chiefs Richardville and LaFontaine as a justification, 
although this is: a distant relationship that does not differentiate him from 
other Miamis of that subgroup. This justification may be a recognition of 
the difference between him and leaders since the 1930's. 

The contexts for which leaders are recognized by individuals as exercising 
leadership ap~'eaI' to have been limited since the 1940' s to the direct issues 
:evolving arolnd claims and to the contexts which can be characterized as 
defining what "!haminess" means, e.g., representing the Miamis to outsiders, 
being the "kEepe~r" of knowledge of past activities, history and cultural 
practices (MUSI 1985a) . (In very recent years, the Miami Nation 
organ:zat:on tas acquired more functions). Extensive interaction between 
leaders and followers, i.e" consultation wlth constituencies, objection to 
or awareness of leadership actions and policies was not demonstrated by the 
li~ited availa.ble data. Council members and leaders have almost exclusively 
~een chosen ty the existing leader and/or council. The petition explicitly 
characterizes this: as an "autocratic" form of government. 
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Enrollment 

The current enrollment began 1n 1980, coincident with the process of 
beginning work on -an acknowledgment petition. It is described by the 
pet1tioner as iln updatini of existing enrollments , although it appears to be 
considerably lClrgE~r than any enrollment made by the Miamis before 1979. The 
current enrollllent is more generally consistent in size of the descendancy 
rolls prepared for the judgement awards (cf. genealogical report). Both the 
~iami Nation alld :he Godfroy Council maintained enrollments during the 1960's 
and 1970's. The present enrollment appears to be an enlargement of the MN! 
enrollment.[n 1981 it was reported that Miami Nation enrollment was 2200, 
up from 750 "mo:)tl~{ Meshingomesia descendants (Goldenberg 1981)." 

A copy of a 1954 roll prepared by the Godfroy organization in antici?ation of 
the claims p~{ment was submitted with the petition. There were approximate 
1100 names on it. There was no indication that the enrollment maintained by 
the Godfroy org~nization was merged into the current one. 

Consistent with earlier organizations, i.e., in the 1930's, and the claims 
enrollments prepared by the Miami groups in the 1960's, the current 
enrollment has been based on the "payrolls," meaning the 1895 and 1889 
payment rolls. The enrollment in the Indiana Miami is based on genealogical 
descent, i.e., there are no additional requirements such as a blood degree or 
a requirement for maintenance of social contact with the group. In the past 
three years, the Miami Nation council has expanded the membership 
requirements to allow descendants of Miamis on earlier rolls to enrolled.· 
Such a change if implemented would be a significant departure from
tradition. Extensive enrollment on this basis would substantially alter the 
character of the membership, since the present members' ancestors on the 1889 
and 1895 rolls formed a clearly coherent social unit. To a large degree, 
individuals OD the payrolls 'that were somewhat marginal to the community in 
that era, have no descendants in the current membership, even though these 
would be eligitle (Rafert 1989). 
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SUMMARY 

A. The M"iami Nation of Indians of the State of Indiana, Inc., is 
composed of 4,381 members residing in 43 states and the countries of 
Canada, West Germany and Australia. The Miamis were residents of 
north cen1:ra 1 Indi ana in 1846 when half of thei r group was removed to 
the West. Today more than half (53.5%) of the petitioner's membership 
resides in Indiana. 

B. Six major subgroups are identifiable among the Indiana Miamis from 
the ninE!te€!nth century: Godfroy, Bundy/Slocum, Richardville/ 
LaFontainE!, 'v1eshingomesia, Pimyotomah/Mongosa and Eel River. These 
subgroups allied themselves, in varying combinations, in informal and 
formal o"ganizations over the years. Governing documents with 
membership re'quirements were found for only two. 

The petitioner, the Miami Nation of Indians of the State of Indiana, 
Inc. (MNI~I), operates as a non-profit organization under an amended 
1986 Constitution and By-Laws. 

C. All r€vie!wed governing documents, which had defined membershi p 
requirements, specified descent from Miamis on the 1895 judgment fund 
distribution payroll as the basis for membership. The 1889 final Eel 
River annuity payroll was cited as a base roll for membership in the 
petition, yet: does not appear in any governing document. The 1889 
roll was added by amendment to the current constitution as a base roll 
after its omission had been questioned in the Obvious Deficiency (00) 
letter fron the Bureau*of Indian Affair's Branch of Acknowledgment and 
Research mAR) in 1985 (Elbert 1985). However, the 1889 roll is also 
mentioned as a base roll in council minutes and newsletters (MNISI 
1985c, 2/)/83; MNISI 1984-88, Jul-Aug 83, 8/1/84) and on the 
petitioner's forms used for their members ("Census Rolls") well before 
the 00 letter. 

A provisiol1 ill the 1983 and the unamended 1986 Constitutions permitted 
membership fo:r those Miamis who did not have an ancestor on the 1889 
or 1895 rolls by proving "their lineage before Council." However, 
this optiO.l was replaced by an April 1989 amendment which identified 
specific t"ib':ll roll s, annuity roll s and Federal census records whose 
listed Mi~nis could be claimed by prospective members proving lineal 
(straight· ina) descent. 

Of the 462 ~Hamis listed on the 1889 and 1895 rolls, 182 have 
descendant~; among the current membership. More than 97 percent of the 
membership clclims descent from a Miami on the 1889/1895 rolls. Over 75 
percent of the current membership has two or more such ancestors. A 

* The petition reports 101 current members (or 2.4% of total 
membersh i p) who have no qua lHyi ng ancestors other than those on the 
1889 final Eel River annuity payroll. 
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total of 76 members (1.7%) do not claim 1889/1895 ancestors. Although 
intermarriagei between Miamis of different subgroups was quite 
prevalent in the 1800's, only five intermarriages were noted between 
current membe,rs. 

Three jud~lment awards 0966, 1972 and 1982) have been distributed to 
descendants of Indiana Miamis on the aforementioned payrolls of 1889 
and 1895, and to descendants of Western Miamis. Participation of the 
Indiana M iam'l Indians in these awards is high - 86 percent of the 
total membership have participated in at least one award. Only 5 
percent hc.ve never participated in these judgment awards, and another 
9 percent could not participate. 

This repol't cites the years in which judgments were awarded 0966, 
1972, and 1982) rather than distributed (1969, 1973, and 1989) to give 
a more accurate representation of the Miami descendants who could 
apply. 

The primary sources examined during research of several specific 
lineages confirmed that, with few exceptions, the membership descends 
from the historical tribe, and that its ancestors were quite 
consistently recorded as "Indian," even before such designations were 
required by law for certain records. 

Less than 1 percent of the current membership was found to be enrolled 
in other federally recognized tribes in Oklahoma, Kansas and Missouri. 

D. Terminoloqy This report and its attachments will occasionally 
refer to Mialmis on the 1889 annuity roll and 1895 judgment fund 
distribution payrolls (1) in general as "list ancestors," and (2) 
specifically by number, and (3) as "claimed or claimable." 

(1) The 1arm "list ancestor" was coined during the analysis process 
to refer t) a Miami on either the 1889 or the 1895 roll who mayor may 
not have d3scendants among the current membership. 

(2) Each Miami on the two rolls of 1895 and one roll of 1889 has a 
numeral assigned to him or her (see "Appendix A" to the petition). 
These three r'olls form the "base rolls" from which descent had to be 
proven for participation in the 1966 judgment fund distribution as an 
Indiana Miami descendant. The original June 12, 1895, judgment fund 
distributi)n payroll of Miami Indians of Indiana did number the 
distribute,~s (11-#440); however, the numbering of the roll of 67 
Miamis living in the West in 1895 (#441-#507) and of the 26 Eel River 
Miamis in 1889 (#508-#533) was performed by the BIA's Muskogee Area 
Office (MAl). 

All but one Miami on the second 1895 roll (#441-#507) are also on the 
first 1895 roll, and five Miamis on the 1889 Eel River roll are also 
on the firost 1895 roll. For these cases in which a "list ancestor" 
had two nlimbEirs, hi s or her number on the fi rst 1895 roll has been 
used. Although some were living at the time the petition was 
submitted, any "1 ist ancestors" cited by name and number in this 
report are deceased. 
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(3) The '~orm known as the "Miami Indians of Indiana Census Roll" 
allows a space for the name of a member's qualifying "list ancestor." 
However, rrany current members have more than one "list ancestor." 
Therefore, there are Miami "list ancestors" who were not "claimed" 
specifically by current members, but who are clearly "claimable." Put 
another way, the distinction is between "list ancestors" claimed in 
the petition documents and those whom petition analysis show to be 
claimable. 

The 1889 final Eel River annuity payroll and the 1895 Miami judgment 
fund distribution payroll will be referred to as the 1889 and 1895 
"rolls" in this report. 

E. This report is presented in seven sections: (I) Governing 
Documents, (II) Membership, (III) Membership Criteria, (IV) Records 
Utilized, (V) Analysis, (VI) Potential Members, and (VII) Enrollment 
in Other FHdel~ally-Recognized Tribes. 
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I. GOVERNING DOCUMENT 

A. Check] i ~[L.pf Organi zati onal Documents & Resol uti ons to Amend 

1937 Jlrtiicles of Incorporation (State of Indiana) and By-Laws 
IMarks, Elijah et al 1937c, 1937b) - Mesh1ngomesia subgroup 

1963 By-L.aws, Miami Tribe of Indiana, Otherwise Known as 
'~e Miami Indians of Indiana (Godfroy, Lawrence et al 1963) 
.. Godfroy subgroup 

1983 (:onstitution and By-Laws, Miami Nation of Indians of the 
~;tate of Indiana, Inc. (MNISI 1983, 110-116) - all subgroups 

1986 Constitution, Miami Nation of Indians of the State of 
::nd'! ana, Inc. (MNISI 1986b) - all subgroups 

1989 Heso1ution C-86 (MNISI 1989h) 
1989 Ileso1ution VI-89 (MNISI 1989d) 

B. The major subgroups of the nineteenth century Indiana Miamis have 
allied ther1se"!ves in varying formal and informal combinations over the 
years. GO'ferning documents are avail able for only two of the earl ier 
organi zations:: 

Incorporation documents from 1937 for the Meshingomesia 
!)ub!~roup, using the name of the Miami Nation of Indians 
of the State of Indiana, Inc. (MNISI), and, 

By-Laws from a Godfroy subgroup, using the name of the 
!~iami Tribe of Indiana, otherwise known as the Miami 
[ndians of Indiana. 

The petitioner, the MNISI, currently represents all subgroups of the 
Indi ana Mi ami, and operates under a 1986 Constituti on and By-Laws 
which were amended in 1989. Articles of Incorporation, adopted in 
1937 by thE! Meshingomesia subgroup, are used by the current 
organizati)n I~hich represents all subgroups. The documented petition 
for Federal acknowledgment was prepared and submitted under an earlier 
1983 Constitution and By-Laws of the MNISI. 

Under the current 1986 Constitution and By-Laws as amended in 1989 
(MNISI 1985b; 19891; 1989d; 1989j; 1989k), the Officers of the Tribal 
Council are identified as Chief, Vice--Chief, Tribal Chairperson, 
Tribal Spokesperson (new in 1986; duties not defined), Secretary, 
Treasurer, and one Council member "from each clan." The duties and 
minimum a~le (25) of Tribal Council "Officers" are defi ned, but not 
their terms of office. Tribal Council "members" must be 21, and those 
on Council in 1986 were to remain on Council until their disablement 
or death, but otherwise the "Council" is undefined as to composition 
and number of Council positions. The Council's role in voting 
procedures is defined in By-Law 11 (MNISI 1986b). 

Meetings ilre held as "directed by the Council;" amendments tv the 
Consti tuti on and By-Laws are to be made at November meeti ngs ()'" !-he 
Council following at least one month's prior notice, provided a l,. '!m 
is present (By-Law 4) (MNISII986b). A quorum is defined aSdjht 
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members, without further stipulation as to number of required officers 
or Council members. 

Each member of the organization is assessed $3.00 annually. In the 
descriptioll of their enrollment procedures, the petitioner described 
thi s annua I assessment as a "vol untary assessment" whi ch members pay 
"at their own discretion" (Siders 1989), yet the Narrative History 
(MNISI 1984b, 209) says, "Every enrolled Indiana Miami pays an annual 
$3 fee." Only paid members, who are age 18 or older, may vote (By-Law 
2; 1986 Arrendments). No further description is given regarding the 
membership status of a member who fails to pay this assessment, nor of 
one who wi!;hes reinstatement. 

The section of this report entitled "III. Membership Criteria" will 
address th/3 mE3mbership criteria aspects of these governing documents. 

II. MEMBERSHIP 

A. Description of Petiti.oning Group 
Sixty-five percent (2,866) of the petitioner's membership reside in 
the state of Indiana and the adjacent states of Michigan, Illinois, 
Kentucky Clnd Ohio. The largest portion of the membership (2,343 
members or' 53.5%) resides in Indiana. The Miami petition reports 
1,116 members as current residents of the historical land base area 
encompassej by the contiguous counties of Miami (470 members), Wabash 
(269), Grant (75), Huntington (87) and Allen (215), with another 211 
in the count-Ies of St. Joseph (154) and Elkhart (57) to the north 
(MNISI, 1984a, 95). Five hundred twenty-nine members (12%) reside in 
the western states of Oklahoma~ Kansas and Missouri, the area to which 
the early ~iamis were removed. 

Membership da.ta furnished by the petitioner did not include whether 
each memter was male or female; this was adjudged, wherever 
reasonable, by the BlA during data entry into the membership database. 
Also, birth dates did not appear on membership printout forms for 754 
members. Given those caveats, Miami membership consists of 2,148 men 
and 2,069 women (164 i ndetermi nate) • About 25 percent of the cu rrent 
membership is under age 20, 46 percent are between the ages of 20 and 
50, 15 pel~ent are age SO or over, and another 17 percent of unknown 
age. 

B. List of Members 

The petitioner submitted or cited the following lists and descriptions 
of their curr'ent and histor1cal members: 

* The composition of the Miami Tribe of Oklahoma (which became a 
federally recognized tribe as of October 10, 1939, under the Oklahoma 
Indian Welfare Act) was not analyzed; however, seven 1895 Indiana 
Miamis wel'efdentified on the 1938 Indian Census Roll, which is used 
as the ba~;e roll for membership in the Miami Tribe of Okl ahoma. 
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Membership Ji sts (petitioner-generated) 
1. Currert 

a. "Iiami Indians of Indiana Census Rolls 
b. C:ienealogical Roll of Miami Indians of Indiana 
c. Curr'ent Tribal Roll (alphabetical mailing list only) 
d. C:ieo~waphically-sorted mailing list 
e. Computer-generated membership printout forms 

2. Non-Clrrent 
a. 1937 Charter Census Roll (not available or non-existent) 
b. 1937 Roll call of Officers 
c. 1939 Notarized Family Trees, "Miami Indian Records" 
d. ]964 Miami Tribe of Indiana Census Roll 

3. Resear'ch Tools (developed by petitioner's researcher) 
a. Individual Survey Forms 
b. 1966 Modified Judgment Fund Distribution Payroll 

1. Current Membersh,ip 

Four types of membership documents were originally submitted with the 
petition. ThH petition seems to refer (MNISI 1984a, 117) to its list 
of all knoHn, current members as having been submitted on the "Miami 
Indians of Indiana Census Rolls." Additional Census and Genealogical 
Rolls cont~ nUE~d to be forwarded to the BAR up to the time of petition 
review. A!) an illustration of this phenomenon, the original petition 
estimated ,nembership at 3,500, and the actual membership total after 
petition rElviElw reached 4,381. 

(a) "Mi':1mi Indians of Indiana Census Rolls" list current 
members by family, including names, ages, relationship to 
head of household, address, name of ancestor on the 1889 or 
1895 ,'ollis, and their roll number(s); 

(b) "Genealogical Roll of Miami Indians of Indiana" is a 
log of all members listed alphabetically by surname, and 
includes their parents' names and birthdates, and 1889/1895 
list i1ncestorsj 

(c) "Current Tribal Roll" is an alphabetical list of 
membel's ;Including their mailing addresses; and, 

(d) Geo~~raphically-sorted mailing list, containing the same 
data as in the "Current Tribal Roll," but arranged 
alphahetically by name within each U.S. county or foreign 
countl·Y. 

On March 30, 1989, the BAR received that which was ultimately to be 
certified dS the petitioner's official membership list: 

(e) a set of approximately 4,500 computer printout sheets 
from the petitioner's membership database. Each sheet 
contained data on one member, including the member's name, 
addre5s, date of birth, judgment fund distribution payroll 
number (listed as "P[ayJ. R[ol1J.#"), if applicable, and 
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1 ineaHe to a qual ifying ancestor. The degree to which data 
was fllrn1shed in each category varied dramatically. 

An April 1989 resolution passed by the petitioner formally adopted the 
computer-gone rated membership printouts as their official membership 
1 ist for acknowledgment purposes, but failed to properly identify the 
records (MIHSI 1989j). A subsequent resolution (A-IV89) was received 
at the BAR by telefax on August 22, 1989, which identified the roll as 
the one "sent from Peru Indiana on March 31 1989, via United Parcel 
Service" nlNISI 1989k). 

2. Non-Cyrl'eni;. Membershi p 
The following records, provided or cited by the petitioner, describe 
or list tho potitioner's members prior to the petition. 

(a) 12l1Cbarter Census. Roll The existence of a "1937 
Chartor Census Roll" was cited in Dr. Rafert's "Individual 
Surve~l" forms, and alluded to in the preamble to the 1937 
state incorporation papers. In response to a request for 
photocop'les of the "1937 Charter Census Roll I" the 
petit"ioner submitted a collection entitled "Miami Indian 
Recorcls" (described under "c" below). 

A search was made of the BIA's "Central Classified Files 
1907-:.939" (RG 7S, Entry 121) at National Archives to 
deterr1inE~ if a "1937 Charter Census Roll" had been submitted 
to ~le BIA along with or separately from the state 
i ncorporciti on papers ('79210 - 30 Dec 1937), but it was not 
found among correspondence received through 1942. The 
deput:' director of the Indi ana state offi ce handl i ng 
i ncorporcitions confi rmed that no such "Charter Census Roll" 
was 01 file with the other original documents pertaining to 
the incorporation of the Miami Indians of Indiana. The 
petitiom~r' s secretary rel ayed that the "Charter Census 
Roll" might have been destroyed in a former secretary's 
house fi Ire. 

(b) ,l937 Roll Call. of Officers Although the "1937 Charter 
Censu:; Roll" was not found, the petitioner's secretary did 
10catG a 1937 roll call list of 27 officers and council 
membe ~s lfh i ch she photocopi ed and submi tted. 

(c) l1is!ni.lndianRecords This 304-page collection consists 
of notarhed "family trees," including names, ages, spouses, 
children and ancestors of the members. They do not appear 
to bEl the "1937 Charter Census Roll," judging from the 
notarization dates on members' records which range from 
August 1939 to August 1940. Council minutes from 1939 show 
that these Meshingomesia family trees were drafted 
concu rrelnt with the selection of attorneys to represent the 
Meshi ngomesia Miamis in the attempted "recovery under the 
Treat( of 1854" (PO 103, MNISI 1984c). 
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(d) l2p4, Miami .Trlbeof Indiana ,Census, RoJ] The BAR's 
Obvious Deficiency (00) letter (item 5) requested "the 1965 
roll cited on page 297 [sic: 287-288] of Bert Anson's book 
entitled, The. Miami Indians," which contained 317 names. 
The 00 response states, "[t]he tribal office is in 
poss4~ss'lon of a 1964 roll [1,016 names, but many duplicates] 
which may be the one referred to in Anson's book. This 
appears to be a preliminary roll for the later claims 
roll!i." A cursory review of this roll identified 65 
individuals not found among the current membership 
printouts. Of these 65, 59 were descendants of 1889/1895 
roll Miamis not claimed by any current members. 

When queried, the tribal office offerred the following 
description of the 1964 roll's purpose and content: 

This roll was a working copy used to enroll the 
Miami's in this area on the: 

MIAMI PAYMENT ROLL 
as of October 14, 1966 

To Distribute Dockets 67-124 and 124-A 
Judgment Funds 

It was created much the same way that we are doing 
in locating our people (MNISI 19891). 

The pre-printed header which appears on the form used for this 1964 
roll is "~Iiami Tribe of Indiana Census Roll," which is the name used 
by the Sodfroy organi zati on when it recod1fi ed the Mi ami's 
constitution and by-laws the previous year. In telephone 
conversations, the petitioner identified this roll as an incomplete 
and initial attempt, without much funding, to identify tribal 
membershi p (as opposed to Mi ami descendants) in preparation for the 
anticipatej judgment award. As with the "Miami Indians of Indiana, 
Inc., Cen~;us Roll" forms submitted for current members, the 1964 
"Miami Tril)e of Indiana Census Roll" forms do not reveal whether these 
were 10ng-:;tanding or recent members. 

3. ResearclUlQll 
These mab~rials, developed by the petitioner's 
provided either with the petition or in response to 
help with the analysis of the membership. 

researcher, were 
an 00 request, to 

(a) lrutfyldua1 Survey Forms Photocopies of these "kinship 
charb;" were created by the petitioner's researcher, 
Dr. Stewart Rafert, for every Indiana Miami from 1846 to 
about 1900, and were requested by BAR in thei r Obvi ous 
Defic"ency (00) letter (Elbert 1985). These were, in 
essence, family group sheets for each Miami, and inc1 uded 
his or her birth and death data, spouse(s) and children, 
subgroup affiliation, number on 1846, 1881 and 1895 rolls as 
well as 1 ater judgment fund di stribution payroll numbers, 
where applicable, and land ownership, among other categories 
of information. 
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(b) Mg,d1fied .1966. ,J.udgment .Fund 0-istr1bution . Payroll 
Submitted in response to an Obvious Oeficiency (00) letter 
request, this version of the 1966 Judgment Fund Distribution 
payroll had been edited to contain only Indiana Miami 
descendants (i.e., distributees who were descendants of the 
Western Miamis of 1891 were removed). This modified payroll 
was consulted in the drafting of family tree charts, as it 
is t~e only submitted record which provides complete birth 
dates consistently (see discussion at V. "Analysis," A. 
"Oescendancy Charts"). 

III;t Membership CrUeria 

Prior to the submission of the petition for Federal acknowledgment, 
the Miami Indians (or subgroups thereof) have operated under three 
organizati :>nal documents 0937, 1963 and 1983). The membership 
criteria of the prior documents as well as the current 1986 and 1989 
documents ~re as follows: 

A. List of ~nbershi p. Criteria and Resol utians 

1937: By-Laws contain no definition of membership standards 
air requirements, but in family trees for these 
mE~mbers, the only roll numbers cited are 1881 and 
1895 (see II. "Membership," B. "Membership Lists," 
2" "Non-Current," d. "1939 Miami Indian Records"). 
~~shingomesia subgroup (Marks, Elijah et al 1937b). 

1963: Voting membership to consist of perso~s whose names 
appear on "the Indian Rolls of 1887 or 1895," and 
the children and grandchildren of those persons on 
said rolls. Other Miami descendants could attend and 
pclrticipate but not vote (Godfroy, Lawrence et al 
1963, Article I, Sections 1 & 2). Godfroy subgroup. 

1983: ME~mbership to consist of "Miami Indians who are 
descendants of a Miami on the 1895 roll, or be able 
t() prove their lineage before Council" (MNISI 1983, 
Article IV). All subgroups. 

* Petitioner was asked to check original By-Laws to see if this 
roll year is correct; Petitioner's Secretary did not have the original 
available 1:0 her to check, but felt the intended year must have been 
1889. The 1887 roll is an Eel River annuity roll (Hart 1954). Note 
that the :.937 incorporated Miamis listed their ancestors by roll 
number(s) on the 188l and 1895 rolls ;n their notarized family 'rees 
(':r'iianri Indian Records"), and some Miamis on the 1964 "Census RollslI 
cited theil' ancestors by their number(s) on the 188l and 1895 rolls 
even thougt the columns on the form for these data are marked ;'::'889" 
and "1895." 
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1986: ~Iembership to consist of "Miami Indians who are 
dlescendants of a Miami on ... th.e. .1889 oc 1895 roll_ or 
be able to prove their lineage before Council" 
(MNISI 1986a_ Articl e IV - underscoring indicates 
change over 1983 Constitution). All subgroups. 

1986: Decision to use as "legal guidelines for proof of 
Miami Indian ancestry the document called 'Guidelines 
for Indiana Miami Heritage_' which states, "[y]ou 
must have an ancestor on any "FEDERAL MIAMI PAYROLL '" 
(Miami Council Resolution C-86; MNISI 1989h). All 
subgroups. 

1989: You must prove lineage to any of the following 
Federal Indiana Miami Tribal rolls of 1846, 1854_ 
1881_ 1889, 1895. Federal Annuity rolls of Miami 
Indians of Indiana 1855-56 and 1868-1880. Federal 
Census records of Miami Indians of Indiana, 1840_ 
1850, 1860, 1880, 1900 and 1910 (Miami Council 
Resol ution VI-89 to delete Artiel e IV of the 1986 
Constitvtion, and substitute the above; MNISI 
1989d). All subgroups. 

The artic'le of the Miami's 1983 Constitution defining membership 
requirements has been changed three times since the petition was 
submitted, once in 1986 when the council adopted a new Constitution, 
and again DY resolutions later in 1986 and in 1989. 

These post-peltition changes may have occurred as a result of BAR's 
Obvi ous DElf1ci ency (00) 1 etter of January 30, 1985, and sub sequent 
requests f:>r clarification. The BAR's 00 requested "an explanation of 
the discrepancy between the narrative's statement that membership is 
based on 1wo rolls (1889 and 1895) and the governing document (1983 
Constituti:>n, Article IV)_ which cites only the 1895 roll." The 
petitioner responded on October 25, 1985, stating 

The lack of mention of the 1889 Eel River Miami Roll on the 
tribe's governing document was an error. Nearly ~~l the 
peopl'3 on the 1889 roll are also on the 1895 roll. The 
tribal charter is being amended to correct this omission 
(MNISr 1985a). 

* The authority by which the council unilaterally (i .e., without 
recommendation from the Constitution Committee) passed this amendment 
is not expressly stated in its constitution; further, Constitution or 
By-Law changes are to be made once a year, at the November me0·,{~gs 
(1986 By-Ldw 4). 

** Petlti()n analysis reveals that only five minors were fOI'd on 
both the 1;389 and 1895 rolls. 
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Two days latelr (October 27, 1985) at a general meeting, the membership 
voted to add the 1889 annuity payroll to the tribe's membership 
criteria. This decision was subsequently voted on and passed by 
council or, February 15, 1986 (MNISI 1984-88, 106). 

Among the Miami Council Resolution copies received by the BAR on July 
6, 1989, ~as Resolution C-86 which recorded the Council's decision to 
"use as our 'Iegal guidel ines for proof of Miami Indian ancestry the 
document called 'Guideline for Indiana Miami Heritage.'" Item 5 of 
that guidel ine reads, "You must have an ancestor on any ,'FEDERAL MIAMI 
PAYROLL'" (emphasis supplied). The BAR requested (July 17, 1989) a 
reiteration and clarification of this change in membership criteria, 
which appeared to vastly increase the number of "base rolls" to which 
prospective members could look for qualifying ancestors. 

The response from the petftioner was a copy of another resolution 
(Resolutio~ VI-89) to amend the membership criteria in Article IV of 
the 1986 Constitution, which identifies certain tribal rolls, annuity 
rolls and F~3deral Census records as base rolls for membership 
purposes. 

While this aml3ndment appears to widen the membership door to potential 
member/descendants of pre-1889/1895 Miamis, it also has the effect of 
closing tho door on some current members. That is, members t!ho joined 
under the 1983 or unamended 1986 Constitution provision of "proving 
their lineage before Council" - by claiming, for example, an 1838 
treaty ~1i (.mi - cannot qua l1fy under the membersh 1 p requ 1 rements 
adopted in April 1989, which do not identify this pre-removal treaty 
among its quallifying rolls. 

B. EnrolJ~lent. Process 

As,.De·flned.J'!.Y_Petiti.oner According to information provided by one of 
the petitionelr's genealogists, the determination of what constitutes 
satisfactory proof of lineage to an acceptable Miami ancestor appears 
to reside ~ith a five-member committee (McMillion 1989b), although*not 
specifically designated or defined in the Constitution or By-Laws. In 
describing the mechanics of enrollment, the petitioner states that the 
first requiroment facing a prospective enrollee is to prove 
descendanc). 

The Census Roll form should not be filled out until there is 
proof, however, it has been a custom to make the forms 
available, at all meetings and have often been filled in by 
persons who were not yet sure of their lineage. In these 
cases 11: has been the job of persons working with 
genealogies to put them in a non-active file. In cases of 
removal of these forms, the person is notified that proof is 
needed b~9fore they can be added to an active fil e ••• We 

., • , >, 

* Possibly falls under 1986 By-Law 6. 
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usua'ily make a card for each person to be used in our 'card 
file,,' This allows us to make changes of names due to 
marr'iagEls or divorces, and addresses, or deletions due to 
deattls. We can also add genealogies on these cards. The 
computer' file is then taken from these cards (Siders 1989). 

The council is not a part of the normal enrollment procedure. 

Only cases that might have a question in ancestry comes 
befor'e the council. All other cases are recorded by the 
pers(lns working with genealogies and are open at all times 
to members of the tribe. In cases that might have a 
question, the council reviews and votes (Siders 1989). 

Analysis At one point during petition evaluation, it became evident 
that the pet'ltioner thought BAR had requested that they enroll every 
descendant of 1889/1895 Indi ana Miami s on the most recent judgment 
award payroll list. The BIA's Division of Tribal Government Services 
advised tte petitioner that such an "interpretation was not accurate" 
(Little lS89), and emphasized the difference between a complete list 
of all members and a list of all Miami descendants. 

None of the petition materials identifies the year in which any person 
became a rrember, therefore it cannot be stated categorically that the 
additional CEtnSUs and Genealogical Rolls received by BAR after the 
petition "as placed on active consideration represent members added 
since the original petition was submitted. Some appear to be natural 
additions to the previously submitted membership; however, 26 are 
individuals who descend from 3 list ancestors not claimed by any 
members in the original petition. 

C. Lineage Documentation .. accepted by Petittoner 
The Novemb':lr 15, 1986, Council Resolution C-86 identifies the type of 
documentation needed to prove Miami heritage, but the Census Rolls for 
Miami membors submitted with the petition predate this resolution, and 
the proces!; by which they were accepted as members was not evident in 
the petition. 

The petiti :mer' s researcher advised that the tribal office does not 
maintain a file of lineage documentation for each member, except 
possibly for members who claimed descent from a Miami not on the 1889 
or 1895 rolls, and who, therefore, had to prove their lineage before 
Council. HowElVer, of the three groups of current members who fit thi s 
description, only one group of members (claiming Ric~rdvil1e) 
appeared t:> have its documentation in the tribal office. Beyond 

* . (1) I)ro()f of a Richardvlll e descendant-member was sent to the 
BAR by the tribal office voluntarily (Siders 1983) as an examplA of 
the type I)f proof they require; (2) proof of a No-ah-co-sf:-'i!Jah 
descendant, one of the two Genealogical Selection requests, has IlW/er 

(Footnote Continued) 
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these specific cases, the type and scope of membership information 
maintained by the tribal office is not known. 

IV. Records. Utilized 
to Detegnlne Genea].ogka 1 Conti nu jtv. aod Iodi an. ,81l~~.s:t.rY 

A. Lis:!;i [IC! 

1. Special Lists (generated by Federal Government) 
1846, 1850, 1854 

2. ~nnuity Rolls (generated by Federal Government) 
3. Treaty of 1854 
4. ,Jud~gment Fund Distribution payrolls (gEHlEwo.teo by Federal 

I~ov,ernment ) 
189S; Acts of 1966, 1972, 1982 (not purely Indiana Miami 
:lescendants) 

5. I~edleral Popul ation Census Records 
6. [ndian Census Rolls 

1. SpeciaJ JjJ:;ts 

~ List of Indiana Miami families permitted to remain in Indiana 
(1.e., who did not have to remove to the West [Kansas]). This list 
consists of 148 members of the Richardville, Godfroy, Meshingomesia 
and Slocum families. rviiamis in this list are grouped by family; their 
names, reldtionship to head of family and age are given (MNISI 1984b, 
84; Sincla'fr 1846a). 

1850 .JoiQj:.ResolutioD This extension of the 1845 exemption from 
removal, originally granted to 148 Miamis, identified 12 f;liamis who, 
with their fclmilies (101 total), 'tlere allowed to remain in Indiana 
upon their return from the west (~NISI 1984b, 85; PD 20, MNISI 1984c). 

~ The "Corrected List" of 302 Indiana rvliamis remaining in Indiana. 
This list "as agreed upon by the headmen of the Indiana portion of the 
Miami tribe and the Commissioner of Indian Affairs pursuant to the 
Treaty of June 5, 1854 (10 Stat., 1093). An amendment, for the 
benefit of the Indiana rvliamis only, was added when the treaty was 
rat1fi ed; ":h 1 s amendment a 11 owed that no other persons coul d be added 
to the list except with the consent of the Miami Indians of Indiana, 
"obtained 'n council according to the custom" of the tribe. Annuities 
to be paid to Indiana Miamis pursuant to the 1854 Treaty were to be 
paid only to persons on the "Corrected List" and their increase. 
Information gfven in this list includes name, age, sex, relationship 

(Footnote (~ntinued) 
been furnhhed to the petitioner nor is any expected; and (3) names 
and dates of ii Dupee 1 ineage, which were requested September 5, 1989, 
were obtained by telephone contact between the tribal office and the 
member. 
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to head of faml1y and residence (Treaty: PO 24, MNISI 1984c; List: 
~lanypenny 18S4f). 

2. Annuities. The annuity rolls reportedly held by the National 
Archives d re dated 1855-1856, (1866 fragment) 1867-1883, 1887, 1889, 
1895-1896 (Hart 1954, 88-89); however, the roll paid in 1865 and the 
rolls of 1870 and 1896 could not be located when requested. These 
annuity rolls numbered annuitants, grouped them into faml1 ies, 1 i sted 
Indian ane occasionally English names; ages, the amount of the annuity 
paid, and s'fgnature of annuitant or his/her parent/guar'dian, and 
witnesses thereto. Residences were not given. 

1846, .1855.,:,,52. Annuities paid to Western and Indiana Miamis in 
accordancE with treaties. 

185.8,:,,1867 In 1858, 68 persons, whom the Secretary of the Interior 
believed ':0 be entitled, were added to the fiCorr·ec-'r.ed List" of 302 
Indiana ~liamis wlthoyt the consent of the Miami Indians. Others were 
also adde(! leiter. The t·jiami council petitioned the U.S. Congress in 
February, 1859, to have persons who had been added without the tribe's 
consent rElmcved, and the diverted monies refunded because they, the 
Indiana Miami council, did not recognize the persons added as members. 
After 186~7, annuities were not paid to persons who had been added 
without the consent of the tribe, and their names were stricken from 
the payroll under a September 20, 1867, opinion of the Attorney 
General. 

1.668-1881 Annuities paid to western and Indiana I'liamis in accordance 
with treaties. 

l§.§.l Census of 321 fvliami Indians in Indiana and elsewhere prepareci by 
Department of Interior Special Agent Thad Butler on September 10, 
1881. Census was taken of those who were entitled to participate in 
distributi:>n of the principal sum of $221,257.86 which had been set 
aside in accordance with the amended Articl e 4 of the Treaty of 1854 
and became dW9 in July 1880. Information listed includes each Miami's 
"number fi on the 1854,1880 and 1881 "rolls," his or her name, 
rela.tionshlp. age, sex, and residence (Butler 1881; MNISI 1984b, 
97-98; 196'a. 50). 

~ Roll of 26 "sole surviving members" of the Eel River fviiami Tribe 
of Indians as of May 27, 1889 (25 Stat. 223). The Eel River Miami 
were found to be a part of the Miami Tribe at all times. This roll 
was prepared to make the final distribution of annuities to the 
remaining I:el River !vliarnis it! c(.Ini!"r;utation of the treaties of August 3, 
1795, Augu;t 21, 1805, and September 30, 1809. Five of these 26 also 
appear on '~he 1895 judgment fund di stribution payroll described below. 
Information given includes Ind1 an and Engl ish names and remarks 
(generally re·lat10nship to head of family) (Butler 1889j fvlNISI 1984a, 
Appendix A··-typed and numbered list, omitting annuity amounts). 

3. Treat~"'ll;th.:..the ~JiamL,. 1854 
Five ~i;iam's of Indiana signed this treaty, m., Meshingomesia, 
Pocongeah, Pirnyiotemah, ~/oppoppetah (Peter Bundy) and Keahcotwoh (or 
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Buffalo) (MNISI 1984b, 86). Of these signers, two are among the 
lineages selected for further study and analysis. 

4. Judgme~.Fund Distr.ibyt.ion.Payrolls Rolls listed below were 
prepared by the Secretary of the Interior to distribute judgments 
awarded by the U.S. Court of Claims or the Indian Claims Commission. 
Such roll!: ar'e "prepared by Secretary on a descendancy basi s without 
regard to tribal affiliation" (BIA 1979, A-II), thus although persons 
listed must descend, they will not necessarily be enrolled members of 
the tribe(s) to whom the award has been made. 

l.a2S:. Identified as "Roll of Miami Indians of Indiana of June 12, 
1895" (U.S.Congress 1895). Roll was prepared to distribute $48,528.38 
awarded b~' the U.S. Court of Cl aims in 1895 to reimburse Indi ana 
~l1amis fOI' the annuities wrongfully paid to persons added to the 
"Corrected List" without the consent of the Indiana Miami Council. 

This two-~,art payroll consists of (1) a June 12, 1895, list of 440 
f;iiami Indians of Indiana, and (2) an undated 1895 list of 67 Miami 
Indians of Indiana then living in Kansas, Quapaw Agency Indian 
Terr·itotoy; a.nd Oklahoma Territory. Sixty-six of the 67 Miamis 
enumerated on list "( 2)" were also enumerated on li st "(1)" above. 
The total number of unique individuals represented in the two 1895 
rolls is 441 (MNISI 1984a, Appendix A - typed and numbered list, 
omitting annuity amounts). 

l.2QQ.. Identified as "Roll of Miami Indians of Oklahoma and Indiana," 
prepared ~Iursuant to the Act of October 14, 1966 (80 Stat. 909). 
Participation in this judgment award required proven descent from 
Miamis listed in the rolls of (1) Eel River Miami Tribe of Indians of 
May 27, 1839, (2) Miami Indians of Indiana of June 12, 1895, (3) Miami 
Indians of Indiana living in Kansas, Quapaw Agency, LT., and Oklahoma 
Territory in 1895, and (4) Western Miami Tribe of Indians of June 12, 
1891 (ICC L966). The first three rolls are now, among others, used as 
base rolls for the purpose of determining eligibility for membership 
by the petitioner. Descent from the 1895 roll has been cited as a 
membership requirement in all known governing documents since 1963. 

l22l Identified as "Roll of Miami Indians of Oklahoma and Indiana," 
prepared pursuant to the Act of June 2, 1972 (86 Stat. 199). Same 
descent requirements as in 1966 (ICC 1972). 

~ This ro'll, also including Miami Indians of Oklahonlo. and Indiana, 
was prepar4~d pursuant to the Act of December 21, 1982 (96 Stat. 1828) 
(U.S. Court of Cl aims 1982). 

Participation of the petitioner's membership in at least one of the 
three recent judgment fund distributions (1966, 1972, 1982) was 86 
percent. Only 5 percent have never participated in these judgment 
awards; this includes members (1) who were born before the time 
specHi ed by the most cu rrent Act (i.e.; Decornber 21, 1982, 1982 1C < ) I 

but did not participate, or (2) whose birth dates were not furni,;h(jd 
(i.e., if :>orn after the time specified by the most recent Act, U,c'Y 
would fall into the "could not participate" category described next). 
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The names of the members in this 5 percent were not found in judgment 
fund distribution payrolls. 

Nine percEnt (9%) of the current membership could not participate in 
any of these awards (1) because they were not al ive at the time 
specified by the Acts (i .e.; October 14, 1966, for the 1966 act; 
June 2, 1972, 1972 act; December 21, 1982, 1982 act - 327 members 
total) or (2) because they do not descend from a qualifying Miami on 
the 1889 and/or 1895 rolls (76 members total - see discussion at 
V. Analysis, D.). 

5. Eedera]~)pul at jon .. Census .Records 1840-:-19l0 Federal Popul ation 
Censuses 11er(~ consulted to resolve lineage questions raised by 
incomplete petition data, to "spot check" census abstracts submitted, 
and to document each of the 1i neages selected for further study and 
analysis. Although the term "Indian" was not offered for use as an 
official jes1gnation for "color" in Federal Population Census 
schedules unt'il 1870, "Ind[ian]" does appear in the "color" column of 
1860 Census Emtries for persons of known Mfami ancestry living in 
Miami, Wabash, Huntington and Allen Counties, Indiana. It also 
appears (a"beit in different ink and handwriting from the rest of the 
census schodu"le entries) for known Miamis as early as the 1850 Census 
enume~r-c(["i(JI' (Jf Butler Township, Miami County, Indiana. 

However, ro pre-1900 Federal Population Census schedule examined 
contained it statement, prefix, footnote or other designation that the 
persons enlJmel~ated were M1gm1 Indi ans, so the mean; ng of the census 
portion 0'; the "'iiami Council Resolution VI-89 amending their 
membership cr"iteria base rolls to include Federal Census records was 
unclear. 

When queriEld cibout this, the Tribal Chairman stated that the wording 
of this Article IV amendment needed clarificcltion, that Federal Census 
records were not used in lieu of Federal tribal r'olls but rather to 
"clarify all individual's status on the tribal rolls," by providing 
more or clearer data than did the tribal roll (White 1989a). As 
requested, tho Tribal Chairman sent a copy of the April 15, 1989, 
Council Meeting minutes, which refers to the passage of a resolution 
to revise ,A,rticle IV of the Constitution (Resolution VI-89). The 
wording of the resolution as stated in the minutes is the same as in 
the copy of the resolution furnished to the BAR, except for a 
concluding sentence in the minutes which states that the "Census 
records [are] used to identify places of residence." 

In 1900 and 1910, Indians were to be enumerated in the "Indian 
population" schedules if the family was ~composed mainly of Indians," 
and in the general "Population" schedules if the family was "composed 
mainly of persons not Indian" (Bureau of the Census 1979, ~9). 
"Indi an pc'pul ati on" schedul es of 1900 anci 1910 also f'(;,<;;)rd 
individuals' "other" (i .e. Indian) names, their tribal ancestry and 
that of the; r parents, thei r percentage of white blood <190(' or 
Indian or (Ithelr blood (1910), whether they were living in polY:Jamy, 
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whether a citizen, and if so, when and how citizenship was acquired, 
and the type of dwelling in which they were living. 

The citation of relatively few 1910 Census entries in research 
reported for the selected lineages stems chiefly from lack of facility 
to locate families in a timely fashion where no indexes were 
available, rather than failure of enumerators to record them. These 
differences between "not searched" and "searched but not found" are 
noted in relevant research results. 

The petition stated that legal struggles affected the enumeration of 
the Miamis in Federal Census records until 1910: 

El ite Miami leaders who owned treaty grants refused 
enumeration on U.S. censuses, fearing that enumeration would 
compromise the status they were asserting as non-citizens. 
Thus, one does not fi nd the names of Gabriel Godfroy I 
Pimyotomah, Camillus, Judson or Peter Bundy, William, Peter, 
Jacob, or Thomas Peconga, William or George Godfroy, and 
some I)thers enumerated (MNISI 1984a, 50). 

In fact, clf the eleven names quoted above, all but four Peconga men 
appear in census records from 1850 through 1880, and all but one 
Peconga was found in 1900. The other seven men were found in every 
Federal C~~SllIS record, 1850-1900, created during their respective 
lifetimes. 

6. rndi an Census. Rolls 

One group of records revi ewed for the presence of Indiana Mf ami s 
1 iving in the, West was "Ind; an Census Ro11 s," which were submftted 
annually i)y agents or superintendents of Indian reservations, 
beginning in 1885, of all Indians at their agency and on any 
reservatiorl under their charge (Commissioner of Indian Affairs 1885). 

(1) The H:95-·1900 Indian Census Rolls of the Quapaw Agency, including 
the Miami Tribe, were examined without success for the presence of one 
famil y bel'j eved to have removed to thi s area between 1895 and 1900 
(BIA 1895-1900). 

(2) The base roll for membership in the Miami Tribe of Oklahoma is 
the "official census roll of the Tribe as of January I, 1938" (Miami 
Tribe of O~lahoma 1939, Article II, Section lea]). The Indian Census 
Rolls for thE3 period 1885 to 1940 have been microfilmed by the 
National Archives as Microcopy M595, and they include a complete 1937 
Census Rol", f()r the Miami Tribe, followed by several pages of 1938 
additions and deletions. According to the National Archives 

* Other Meshingomesia 
(Dixon) Hale and of minor 
sought and not found in the 

families, specifically those of Lavina 
Cami 11 us Aw-taw-waw-taw or Tawataw, were 
1880 Soundex of Indiana. 
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Descriptive Pamphlet for these records, "[f]or certain years--usually 
1935, 1936, 1938, and 1939--only supplemental rolls of additions and 
deletions were compiled" (BIA 1885-1940, 1). Seven Indiana Miamis on 
the 1895 "011 also appear on this 1938 census roll, put none of the 
petitioner's current members claims descent from them. 

Y.Analysis 

A. Descendancy .. Charts Before certification of the computer-generated 
membership printouts had been received, family tree or descendancy 
charts were drafted to illustrate each member's relationship to an 
1889/1895 1list ancestor" (or other claimed Miami ancestor), using the 
following membership data: 
(1) "Miami Indians of Indiana Census Rolls," 
(2) "Genealogical Roll of Miami Indians of Indiana," 
(3) "Current Tribal Roll," and 
(4) "Individual Survey" forms (see description under "Membership 
Lists"). 

~~ Generally, data in the first three records were 
provided b:( the members themselves. Their claimed descent from Miamis 
on the 1889/1895 rolls did not always agree with data found in 
Dr. Rafert's "Individual Survey" forms, which, among other data, list 
all known children of every Miami on the 1889/1895 rolls. Wherever 
current members cl aimed an ancestor not confi rmed by Rafert's data, 
such cases were sent to Dr. Rafert, investigated further by 
Contractor, and/or ultimately sent to the tribal office for 
documentar~1 proof. Of a total of 94 questions posed to the 
petitioner, approximately 6 lineage questions (affecting 162 current 
members) are as yet unresolved. An additional 19 1 ineage problems 
emerged from analysis of the official membership list, 16 of which 
relate to nembers claiming Western Miami ancestry in the judgment fund 
distribution payrolls, and 3 members for whom further proof is needed. 

B. Geneal(1.9.i!:~al Selection The "Genealogical Selection" process, 
defined an:! authorized by a BrA policy letter dated August 30, 1979 
(Mills 1979), enables the BIA to ask a petitioner for copies of 
documentat"'on a tribe has accepted as proof of a prospective member's 
claim to tribal lineage. In this case, two "Genealogical Selection" 
requests for documentation were sent to the petitioner in an effort to 
determine )Ow members without 1889/1895 1 i st ancestors proved thei r 
l1neages. In one of these two requests, the petitioner's Secretary, 
Lora Si der:;, rel ayed by telephone that the member had never provi ded 
proof of her l1neage to the tribal office, nor was any such proof 
expected. Th'ls member and her family were, therefore, withdrawn from 
considerat10n, per S1der's request. 

* yiz. l #332 Josephi ne 
Joseph DeniO, II 162 Ethel 
McMullen, ~r330 Frank Pooler, 

(Pooler) Buck, 6278 Charles Demo, fl279 
(Goodboo) Gamble, #333 Mabel (Pooler) 

and 11334 Fred Pooler. 
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The second rElquest involved a member whose "Miami Indians of Indiana 
Census Roll" listed a valid 1889/1895 ancestor number coupled with a 
non-1889/1895 ancestor name. When asked for the documentation 
accepted by the council for this line, the petitioner responded that 
it was unawar,e these descendants ever "made an active fi1 e," and asked 
that this line be withdrawn. 

C. Lineages $,eJected, for Further, Stud¥ ,and Ana]y,s,;s Six lineages were 
selected from the petitioner's membership for examination. Each 
selected 1 ine began with a Miami 1 tving circa 1846, and followed a 
si ng1 eli fie of descent to a member 1 i vi n9 as 1 ate as 1973. The 
lineages s91ected represent varying degrees of: 

historical and current tribal leadership 
all major subgroups of tribe 
geographic dispersion 
political factions 
1 arge representation in cu rrent membershi p. 

Documentation was reviewed for these lineages for evidence of 
genealogic:ll continuity from the historical tribe, and identification 
in such records as "Indian." Records searched included the "Special 
Lists," Tr':laty of 1854 (signers), Federal Population Censuses, annuity 
rolls, sch,)ol census records, judgment fund distribution payrolls, and 
membership rolls of other federally-recognized tribes. Results of 
this study on these six lineages support both genealogical continuity 
and identification as "Indian" individuals. 

D. Do theymee.t .thet.r own membership criteria,? When the petition was 
submitted in 1984, the Constitution and By-Laws of 1983 were in 
effect. H:>wever, information regarding the year in which each person 
became a member was not available. Therefore, it would not be 
accurate to measure the current membership by this 1983 yardstick in 
the absence of the above data, nor is it possible to state how many 
members j,:>in I9d after 1983 and met the membership requirements 
specified In that Constitution. 

Regardless of recent changes to membership criteria, most current 
members (97.7:% or i,281 of 4,381) claim descent from a Miami on the 
1889 or 1895 rolls. 

Of the remdinder (100 of 4,381), none has a demonstrated connection to 
an Indiana Miami: 76 members claim descent from earlier Miamis: Jean 
Baptiste ~ic:hardvi11e (64 members proof of lineage faulty), 
No-ah-co-sl~-quah (7 members, s1 nce withdrawn - proof of 1 i neage 
faulty), and Francis Dupee II (5 members - ancestor had no post-1838 
interaction "dth tribe»; 16 members claim descent from Western 

* This total includes 30 individuals who claim William Godfroy 
(#133 on 1895 roll) through an unproven daughter Jeannette (Godfroy) 
Percifield, the documentation submitted does not prove this 
connection. 
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Miamis; 5 l~ithdrawn members who claimed but did not prove descent from 
a list anCl3stor; and 3 whose lineages need further documentation. 

In order for' Indiana Miamis to participate in the three recent 
judgment alfards, descent from a Miami on the 1889 or 1895 roll had to 
be documented to the satisfaction of the BIA's Muskogee Area Office. 
Applicatioi1s from about 3,765 Miami Indians of Indiana were approved, 
based on a total count of their 1966 and 1972 judgment fund 
distributi,)n payroll numbers as reported on their membership printout 
forms (2,5]3) plus the 1982 judgment fund distribution "identification 
numbers" ol)ta'lned from that payroll. 

E. Summar:( 
Although documentation was requested for the two Genealogical 
Selection lineages, both lineages were declared invalid and were 
withdrawn from their current membership by the petitioner. Two types 
of petit lon43r-revi ewed, post-1900 1 i neage documentati on were 
furnished: (1.) without having been requested, for lineages of one 
member and one prospective member, both of whom claimed Miami 
ancestors ~ho were not on the 1889/1895 rolls, and (2) upon request, 
for 11 lineage questions (resulting from gaps in the petition) 
regarding parentage of alleged children of Miamis on 1889 and 1895 
rolls. 

Research 011 the 6 "Lineages Selected for Further Study and Analysis" 
covered many generations of individuals from different subgroups in 
various gel)gra,phic locations in a variety of records, yet the results 
confi rm that the 1 i neages were correct as presented, and that these 
individual!; ''1ere perceived as Indian over time by the Federal 
Government as well as local census and school enumerators. 

Given the small percentage (1.5%) of current membership without 
1889118951 ist ancestors, little time was invested in researching the 
validity of these claims. However, records obtained both independ
entl y and from Dr. Rafert p rovi de evi dence that none of the th ree 
claimed lilleages meet the current membership criteria defined by Miami 
Council Re501ution VI-89. One of these three would be able to meet 
the previc1us membership criterion as it appeared in Constitutions 
dated 1983 and 1986, ~, "or be able to prove their lineage before 
Council," albeit to an 1838 Miami Treaty signer. 

The petition contained "Miami Indians of Indiana Census Rolls" which 
had been completed and submitted by 17 applicants who never proved 
their Miarri "lineage to the satisfaction of the petitioners; 10 of 
these 17 were submitted as members in the membership printout forms. 
When asked f()r cl arification and/or proof of the lineages of these 

* Anal~,sis of the documentation received for (1) and (2) reveals 
that it does not support the lineage claimed in two instances 
CRichardvi'lle and Godfroy 1133), and in another (tracing ancestry to 
an ~ anlluity roll), the cl aimed ancestor is suspect. 
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members, the petitioner requested that these people be withdrawn from 
consideration. 

The Constftution and By-Laws do not address how chil dren born to Miam'f 
parents dch'feve membership. The changing membership requirements 
present ct problem for future offspring of current members whose 
cl aimed ancestry does not now meet new requi rements. The status of 
chil dren \~hose parents were accepted into membersh1 p based on descent 
from pre-1889/1895 Miamis who are not on any of the "tribal rolls" or 
annuity rolls identffied in Resolution VI-89 remains unclear. 

YI.Potenti.aJ, Members 

Four groups of people identifiable in the petition documents and from 
other re~;ea,'ch constitute potential members (i .e., persons not 
currently found on the petitioner's membership list who could meet the 
membership re!quirements of the petitioner's current governing document 
Resolution VI-89). 

(1) A group of approximately 190 individuals whom the petitioner did 
not include on the recently prepared official membership list who 
were included in genealogical materials submitted earlier. 

(2) A much larger group of individuals who shared as Indiana Miamis 
in one or more of the three Miami judgment awards and would meet 
the petitioner's historical lineage requirements for membership 
~ are not now enrolled with the petitioner. The size of this 
group is impossible to predict with any accuracy without an 
in-depth analysis of the three judgment distribution payrolls and 
the potitioner's current membership list. 

(3) At 1 ei\st 65 persons 1 n 1964 who were on the 1964 "Mi ami Tri be of 
Indialla Census Roll" (see discussion at "1964 Miami Tribe of 
Indiana Census Roll" II.B.2.e.) who are not now on the 
petit' OnE)r' s membershi p li st for acknowl edgment purposes and 
whose doscendants, with few exceptions, are not currently 
members. 

(4) At least seven Indiana Miamis appear in records used as base 
rolls fOI' the purpose of determining eligibility for membership 
by QQj:h the Miami Indians of the State of Indiana, Inc. (1895 
judgment fund distribution payroll) ~ the Miami Tribe of 
Oklahoma <1938 census roll) (see discussion at "Indian Census 
Rolls" IV.B.6.). As there is no apparent proscription against 
dual-enrollment in the petitioner's governing document, 
descendants of these seven who are members of the Miami Tribe of 
Oklaho,na may be e1 igible for Indiana Miami membership as well 
(Miami Tribe of Oklahoma 1964). The number of living descendants 
of the3e seven Indiana Miamis is not known. 

n!-J:nroJlment .in .other feder.a.lly~Recagn,ized Indian Tribes 

As there are no federally recognized tribes in the state of Indiana, 
the petitioners' primary exposure to other Indian tribes has been and 
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continues to be with tribes in the tri-state area of Oklahoma, Kansas, 
and Missouri. Therefore, the BIA Muskogee Area Office was asked for a 
current listing of the members of tribes in that locale. A special 
alphabetical printout was made from the Integrated Records Management 
System (Office of the Federal Regi ster 1986, II: 140-141) database 
which included members of the Eastern Shawnee, Modoc, Miami, Ottawa, 
Peoria, Quapaw, Seneca-Cayuga, and Wyandotte tribes. A total of 34 
names of the petitioner's members (0.8% of the membership) were found 
on this ei~ht·-tribe list. 
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Miami Nation of Indians of the State of Indiana 
Distribution By Residence 
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II 

- - . - ~.---- --- -- ~- --~-... -- - - -._--' --------------. -~--.-----------

Subgroup Affiliation of 1889/1895 Miamis 
From Whom Current Members Claim Descent 

Subgroups 

GODFROY 

MESHINGOMESIA 

RICI-IARDVILLE/ 

LaFONTAINE 

SLOCUM/BUNDY 

EEL RIVER 

PIMYOTOMAH/MONGOSA 

o 

2 Mongosa 
3 Pimyotomah 

_J 5 

o Richardville 
34 

I 73 

r----i I 

. _J =~ __ -::t· ~u bgroup totalsl 

20 40 60 80 100 
# of Claimable 1889/1895 Miamis 

182 total; Note; Anthropological Reportmay include Ee. River & Pimyolomah/Mongosa Totals in Godfroy .. 
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ADDENDUM TO CONTRACTOR'S GENEALOGICAL REPORT 

The purpose oE tllis adde.ndum is threefold: (1) to provide additional 
discussion of th!~ petitioner's enrollment process not addressed in the 
contractor' s '7en!~alogical report; (2) to comment on the potential for growth 
in the petitil)ner's membership; and (3) to comment on evidence of the 
petitioner's )olicy concerning dual enrollment. 

Enrollment Process 

Although an a~planation of the petitioner's enrollment process and how it 
works has bee:l provided, there appears to be little evidence that the process 
operates as d~scribed, or that tribal members are actively concerned or 
involved with membership issues. 

In an April 6, 1989, telephone conversation with one of the Miami 
genealogists, the BAR was advised that the group had been obtaining new 
members by seeking out and contacting people who, by virtue of their Indiana 
Miami ancestrf, had shared in recent judgment awards and were therefore 
eligible for nembership (McMillion 1989b). How long the petitioner may have 
used this mea~s of enrolling is unclear. The minutes of a 1984 council 
meeting reflect that the petitioner's researcher reported that the BIA wanted 
membership rolls as complete as possible and suggested the group send a form 
letter to persons eligible for membership (MNlSl 1984-88, 7/21/84). The fac~~ 
that the docunented petition included a copy of the BlA's 1966 judgment 
distribution payroll, with complete mailing addresses, demonstrates that the 
group had the means with which to pursue the enrollment of all individuals 
who shared and were eligible but were not then enrolled in the group. 

The petition also included "Miami Indians of Indiana Census Roll" forms which 
list current members by family and identify the relationship of the head of 
household to an ancestor on the 1895/89 rolls. As represented by the 
petitioner, these forms appear to serve as a type of application form. Lora 
Siders, the petitioner's genealogist, states that "it has been a custom to 
make these (census roll] forms available at all meetinqs" and that they have 
"often been filled in by persons who were not yet sure of their lineage" 
(Siders 1989). Siders (1989) notes that "Persons working with genealogies" 
are reportedly responsible for notifying prospective members that proof is 
needed "before they can be added to an active file." She also cautioned that 
although the [census roll} forms may appear to have been completed and signed 
by individual members, this may not have always been the case (McMillion 
1989b). For a time, the Miamis had had two people filling out the forms, 
until it was discovered that individuals shown on the forms could not always 
be connected to ancestors being claimed because sufficient information about 
relationships had not been provided. To recitify the problem, Miami 
genealogists reviewed all forms completed to that point and personally 
annotated incomplete forms with the missing information (McMillion 1989b) . 

Completed forms are reportedly sent to a committee for review. The committee 
is said to be constituted of five council ~embers: Lora Siders, Frances 
Bennigan, Louise Hay, Paul Godfroy and Francis Buchanan. Following the 
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committee's rene ... ', the forms are referred to the council for a final 
decision. AvaJ.la!lle council meeting minutes do not substantiate the routine 
submission of c,ll [census roll] forms to the council for "final decision." 
(McMillion 198~lb) 

Available iniol'mation concerning council involvement is limited to the 
following entries in the minutes of three council meetings. All were written 
by Siders in her dual role as tribal genealogist and secretary of the Miami 
council: 

Lora presented, Census Forms, documented, proving Miami 
Indian ancestery [sic] tho not to 1889 or 1895 payrolls. 
Council voted to accept them into our membership. Secretary 
is to send letter of explanation that this is not a 
verification, of any payment of Treaties from the Federal 
Govrnment [sic] (quoted in full). (MNISI 1985c, 2/5/83) 

Lora read two letters ••• the other a letter to the Lizzie 
Mahiner descendants, who have sent census forms to us. It is 
to explain to them we can not accept them on our membership 
roll as most of them already are on the Sac-Fox roll, but 
their Miami membership belongs at Miami, Oklahoma. The 
council approved both letters to be sent (quoted in full). 
(MNISI 1985c, 2/23/85) 

Census forms for people who can prove ancestory [sic] on the 
1846 Miami roll were submitted to be approved by council. 
(MNISI 1984-88, 9(20(86) [The minutes do not indicate what 
action was taken.] 

At its September 20, 1986, meeting, the council established a committee, 
consisting of Frances Dunagan, Louise Hay, and Lora Siders, to submit 
criteria to acc~pt Miami descendants and "Make a list of guidelines for 
future use on p::'ospective Miami Indians ... " (MNISI 1984-88, 9/20(86). 
Guidelines develop,ed by the committee (MNISI 1989h) were adopted by the 
council on Novelnber 15, 1986, without obvious input from tribal members. 
Although their stated purpose was "to better analyze any and all 
applications" (:1NISI 1989h), the net effect was to expand the eligibility 
basis of the mo::'e restrictive criteria which had been put to "tribal vote" in 
October 1985, ~ld subsequently adopted by the council in February 1986. The 
1986 criteria h.ld limited membership to persons who could prove descent from 
the 1895/89 rolls <)r could prove their lineage before the council (MNISI 
1986). The guidelines expanded the basis of eligibility to "any Federal 
Miami payroll" 'fhieh took in rolls which included persons who had been 
specifically rejected by the tribe as not eligible. 

Further evidencl! that the council may not be part of the normal enrollment 
procedure descr:lbeci comes from Siders' statement that "only cases that might 
have a question in ancestry comes [sic] before the council" (1989). 
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Potential for Membership Growth 

Four areas of potential membership growth are discussed in the Genealogical 
Report (see V::. Pot-ential Members, p. 21, items 1-4). Two of these areas 
appear to havE! the potential for producing significant growth in the 
petitioner's 1:otal membership, namely, the distributees of the three judgment 
awards who arE! not now enrolled, and individuals who appeared in earlier 
peti tioner doeumEmts but are not on official membership roll for 
acknowledgment purposes. 

The largest and t~ost significant area of potential expansion relates to the 
persons who p~lrticipated in the three judgment awards as Indiana Miamis, are 
not now enrol:.ed. but would be eligible if they applied for membership 
(VI:21, item ::). The names of approximately 1000 Miamis are estimated to 
appear on the 1966 judgment distribution roll that do not appear on the 
petitioner's (~rrent membership roll. Since a fair number of these same 
persons are l:.kely to have shared in all three awards (1966, 1972, 1982), we 
estimate that this figure should not increase by an equivalent number with 
succeeding award~;. Our best estimate of the expansion possible in this area 
is 2000 total. II more accurate estimate could be obtalned by comparlng the 
three lists ol: d:Lstributees. 

Another area "ith potential for increasing the current membership has to do 
with 190 indi"iduals who appeared in membership documents provided by the 
petitioner pr:.or to the April 1989 acknowledgment roll (i.e., the membership 
printout iden1:ified as the petitioner's roll for acknowledgment purposes) 
(VI:21, item :.1. Why the 190 individuals formerly considered members were 
omitted is unl~own. If acknowledged, these names should be submitted to :he 
petitioner's !,overning body for clarification to insure that they were not 
inadvertently omitted. . 

The two other arE~as of possible growth, discussed in the Genealogical Report 
(see Potentia:, Members, items 3 and 4), do not appear as likely to produce 
significant chan~res. 

Dual Enrollment Policy 

The petitioneI"s governing documents do not address whether dual (i.e., 
concurrent) ellrollment is permitted. The only evidence found to suggest a 
prohibition 011 dual enrollment was a July 1988 newsletter which states that 
persons who al:e already members of federally recognized tribes are not 
eligible for nemllership (MNISI 1984-88, Jul 88), The petitioner does not 
appear to kno"ingly be enrolling persons who are already members of other 
North American Indian tribes (see Genealogical Report, VII). 
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